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Abstract

The aim of an International Curriculum is to ensure that the stipulated
instruction,
i ng-learning strategies and
teach
pedagogical
objectives,
content
of
0
z:1
IM
C,
materials will lead to educational achievement. Thus, its role is to outline the
that
the
social impact on educational systems and highlight
political
role
Cý t:education can play, as it will provide a basis of action for the future, with the
aim of improving the curriculum and, by extension, helping people to accept
change and diversity within a multiracial and multicultural society.
Chapter I explores how inequality is rooted in and reproduced by economic,
political and ideological forms and how the educational system contributes to
hegemony. The object of Chapter 11in studying French and English Educational Systems has been, on the one hand, to use a comparative analysis to find out
the root of the development of these distincwhat social factors generally
are
at
t_1

tive forms of schooling, and on the other hand. to explore specific national
differences in the chronology and forms of the development of state schooling.
Chapter III highlights colonialism as a vitally important part of the heritage of
tn' 4n
most Third World countries and, in many instances - e.g. politics and education
influences
between
Madagascar
Britain
these
relations
and
countries:
and
Z,
France. Chapter IV points out that underachievement is not a fate and highlights
Cý
rn
the phenomenon of underachievement as the effect of diverse factors such as
social environment, socio-economic, socio-di scri mi nation and institutional
aspects. Chapter V makes mention of the educational partnership with politics
and socio-economics from which the reconstruction of the family nucleus, the
fight against any kind of discrimination and the reconciliation of family with
schools can be achieved. Chapter VI reiterates that the fundamental purpose of
an International Curriculum is to emphasize co-operation among learners rather
than competition, to develop awareness, an appreciation of and respect for all
cultures represented within any society. The international curriculum's aim is to
promote the development of the full potential of the individuals, to ensure
equality of opportunity by combatingtý all forms of prejudice and by eliminatingt: 1
forms
of unfair discrimination. It also intends to foster contact and
all
understanding between the schools and members of different communities
regionally, nationally and in other countries.
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Poem for a Militant
Mother.
I have an iron rifle
your son,
the one you sa%vchained
one day
(When you cried as if
the chains bound and battered
your hands and feet)
Your boy is free no%v
Mother.
Your boy has an iron rifle,
My rifle
will break the chains
will open the prisons
will kill the tyrans
will win back our land
Mother,
Beauty is to fight for freedom,
zI_

Justice rings in my every shot
and ancient dreams awaken like birds.
Fighting, on the front,
Your image descends.
I fight for you,
Mother
to dry the tears
of your eyes.
Rebelo:
Mozambique
Jorge
C,
(from the Penguin Book of Modern African Poetry)
L-

INTRODUCTION

On October 24th 1945, after six years of 'death and destruction caused by the
Second World War, an International Organisation called the "United Nations" was
established at the San-Francisco Conference of World-Peace. Its aims were as
follows:
"
International
Peace
Security;
"
to
maintain
and
develop
Friendly
based
Relations
Nations
to
the
among
principles of equal
on
rights and self-determination of Peoples;
"International"
in
"International"
to
achieve
Z:
problems of an
>
co-operation
solving
economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian nature;
Hurnan
Fundamental
Freedom;
Rights
to
promote
and
encourage
and
be
for
harmonising
Nations
in
to
the attainment of these
the
and
a
centre
action
of
common ends.

Towards the fulfilment

of the above aims, 1946 saw the United Nations create

different branches such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organizations, known as U. N. E. S.C. O. Its object was to assist, support and
complement the national efforts of member-states in the elimination of illiteracy, the
extension of free education and to encourage the free exchange of ideas, information and services.

However,

today,

contradiction
civilized

children

are paying

the price for years of apparent

on the part of the super-powers,

as the so-called

internal

democratic

and

in a frightening arms-trade
peace-loving Z: nations have for too longL_engaged
In
ZI L_
C
ý

with friendly regimes. in the Third World. Profit came first before people and now
our children are bearing the consequences.

At present people live in the heart of a recession where worldwide education is
1

facingtn problems such as an increase in the numbers of pupils leavingID school early,
in disdivided educational services struggling
0
4-)
the increasingly fragmented
and
0
advantaged areas, the disparity of educational opportunities in secondary schools
financing of state
the
to
and higher
education,
women's
proper
access
education,
0
r-I
schools and education in general and a shortage of teachers leading to overcro%vded schools. These problems raise common educational interests and concerns all
over the world.

Education has to respond to social and individual needs. On the one hand, it has to
create a climate in which each individual will be accepted and allowed to become all
active member of society. On the other hand, it has to seek, through wise and constructive steps. to develop in each individual a spirit of awareness and tolerance to
enable him/her to face the multiracial and multicultural

realities of society. The

crucial issues here are the unstable equilibrium of the world and an ever impoverished social environment.

Without exception, in each country of the world, some children suffer every day,
the causes of suffering include hunger, poverty, racial and sexual harassment,
C,
r-I
discrimination,

exploitation,

harsh treatment and the break up of the family nucleus

More than one million children are forced to enter the world of work for survival
...
and are used for menial and repetitive tasks (L'6v&nement du Jeudi - 1989). These
children, as a result, are deprived of education and training, and will inevitably
into unemployment.

drift

Every day more than forty thousand children die because of a

lack of care or food, while others resort to begging, stealing and soliciting in the
L- :_I
Z-Z17
4-1

street; their childhood is either wasted or non-existent. People must not, however,
believe that poverty is the sole property of the third world. A new poverty, that the
youngZD homeless, known as the "Quart-Monde"
I

(fourth world) - an expression

attributed to Nre Joseph Wresinski, initiator of the association "Aide A toute
d6tresse (ADT)-Quart-Monde

(help to all fourth world poverty) - is ngainingZ) týground

in various industrialised countries.

2

Similarly,

there is the factor of national and international

conflicts to be considered.

children get caught up in the machinery of today's wars. Wars do
IýZ:
ý
not only destroy populations but also our future. Children are always the prime

Over one million

victims and to recover from a war, a nation needs at least twenty years stability. The
consequences of war lead to abnormal situations; for example, children

up
growing
In
ZD

Zý
of their culture, resultingZ:1
under occupation have no horizons other than the negation

in implying the destruction of their cultural space and environment; the buildings
0
C,
put to other uses or abandoned, and are constantly under the threat of warring
form of emergency
transformed into places of interrogation
groups,
or
are
or
some
4D
rD
D
centre. In the meantime children are deprived of their education

The formation

balancing educational
ever, during
politicized

such as U. N. E. S. C. 0 was aimed at counter-

of an organization

injustices occurring

within

such climates of conflict.

the 1980s, U. N. E. S. C. 0 faced mounting
approach to cultural

approach to educational

criticism

for its overtly

and other issues and because of this sustained

expansion, the United States withdrew

zation on December 31,1984

How-

with the United Kingdom

following

from the organiexactly one year

later. Despite these setbacks, U. N. E. S. C. 0 has carried on its work on an "International

" scale, and since 1989, illiteracy

scrutiny with worldwide

has come under close international

being organized to teach children and adults
programmes
4_7
4n L__

alike (Le Monde, 6 Janvier 1986).

New problems affecting education in many countries cause our immediate attention
to be focused on such issues as the interrelationship of teachers, the question of
Lsalaries and social status. The shortage
of teachers all over the world clearly

illustrates that the role of teachers in school and in society has to be reexamined if
chaos is to be avoided in school systems.

The apparent race among industrialized nations during the 60's and 70's to train the
t3
tý
most and the best scientists and engineers, because of the persistence of the "cold

3

of
war" and developments in nuclear physics, has seriously caused the neglect
Z71
cultural and social fields of study. And yet, the crux of the problem continues to be
swept under the carpet; namely that of the education of those who are denied access
to equal educational opportunity and the expansion of free secondary and higher
education for all people.

The contentious issue of the correct relationship between Church and State in
educational matters has also created discord in many places and resulted in the
constant disruption of children's education. While many observers in the field of
education may have concluded long0 ago that the Church-State problem in education
4n
was settled, it is clear from events in Europe and the African/Asian diaspora today
that this is not the case.

It goes without saying that socio-economic factors also play a key-role in determining the level of motivation and performance of each student. In order to learn
and develop well, a young child needs to receive support from his/her environment
and a firm sense of security in his/her relationships. This confidence can only come
from living in a world which gives him/her some degree of order and reliability as
well as flexibility

and the freedom to experiment, explore and cope with ne%vand

unfamiliar situations.

No other period of people's history has been so marked by the need to foster interdependence and positive interactions among people of diverse ethnic and linguistic
r.:,
in
Cultural contact is a reality brou,ght through modernization, communication
a
groups.
Zn
and urbanization. It is also a reality at local, national and international levels.

People's future is with the young children of today and tomorrow an important
tn'
aspect in this future scenario is their right to education . Accordingly,
educational
t:1
r5
institutions take as their starting point the assertion that education is to ensure equal
In
educational opportunity and endorse children's right to:
ZD

4

belong
live
his/her
to
a
community
parents;
with
and
faVOUrable
is
to
the
the
environment
of
child, allowing1ý
receive
an
education
which
him/her to value his/her culture, and preparing him/her for a vocation and for the
Z71
execution of his/her responsibilities as a man/woman -anda citizen;
be
protected against malnutrition,
discrimination.

exploitation,

poverty,

violence

and

To this end, each nation should therefore review its national, international, social
and political policies so as to ensure that all children in the world have access to
equal educational opportunities, and to promote the development of the full potential
of the individuals and instill awareness of the world in which they live. It could be
argued that each nation could ensure equality before the law of all citizens without discrimination

of sex, background,

race or religion,

and must encourage

respect for all beliefs.

However, the education system must not be expected to carry the whole burden of
implementing

in
and
monitoring
educational
changes,
even
although
schools
zD
Zý
t7l
V)
the
particular are entrusted with a key role in transmittingrn values which govern
ID
attitudes and behaviour of human beinos. If education must involve more than learningIý about the cultures and lifestyles of various social classes and ethnic Z_
groups, it
must also seek to develop in all children, both majority and minority groups
without
z:1
distinction of race, sex and background, an open mind and an ability to accept and
welcome the nature of today's and tomorrow's society. Given the radical changes
4-7
the socio-educational status of
currently affectingZ__
our society, should we disregard
C,
a certain section of the population, without even evaluatingC,institutions and social
frameworks, especially educational establishments or should we clearly define the
inadequacies, limits and priorities of educational systerns and their social environments?

Education is one of the major, if not the most important element in the future

5

development of a multiracial and multicultural society and in the maintenance of the
those concerned. Yet, left to its own devices, education will not be
well being
of
all
C)
able to confront such a diversity of issues. In this respect, on a local, national and
international level, governments and educational bodies must demonstrate their
commitment to the evolution of an educational system which will ensure that all
children achieve their full potential.

The reality of today's society now and in the future is that a variety of social and
ethnic groups, with their own distinct lifestyles and value systems, are and will be
living together. Thus, local, national and international goverments and educational
institutions must guarantee an appropriate and suitable family environment and
provide necessary resources to this end. Even, if in the future, educational institutions cease to represent all social and educational networks, at least they should
be at the very core of such networks
impact
core
which
should
make
a
great
on
-a
Z-1
social life and which would have to accept considerable influence from outside.
This issue will be dealt in chapter V, for each social activity would include a
I
L__ leading
L_ to society itself becoming
Z_ a society of information,
component of training,
if not a society of education in the broad senseof the term.

6

CHAPTER I. Towards

If people's education

an International

is to ensure that education

politics of all forms of unfair discrimination

Curriculum

is not only to put an end to the

in education, but is to be instrumental

also in creating a more just society by eliminating

injustices based on class, race and

sex, this will result in moving beyond the common formala for mass education to
an understanding of how reform in education is related to a fundamental
ZD

redistri-

bution of power, wealth and privilege in society. It will be necessary to identify the
link between the educationsal systems and the existing social institutions. The
identification will attempt to lead to a definition of an International Curriculum with
reference to practices and policies developed at all levels of the educational system.
Its intention is to identify and review the present curriculum and the social barriers
which restrain children from developing their potential to the full. It also intends to
highlight and describe factors, strategies and approaches which have been pursued
and appear to be ineffective in promoting cultural equality and equal educational
opportunity within various areas of the educational process.

The result of the identification

will

lead to the recognition

of the relationship

between policy and education as in this regard one must be aware of the relationship
r.:1
between policy and the implementation of the curriculum. The international curriculum

needs to acknowledoe

world context. Moreover,

the multiracial

and multicultural

realities within the

children need to be educated to accept the principle

that

some different points of view can be equally valid.

The introduction of an international curriculum will mean the realization of an international awareness and the introduction of an anti-racist and anti-sexist policy
within the education system in a Z_
global context. It will also mean that the teachingZ__
history and Cgeography,
in
Z-1
Z__
of some subjects - languages,
religious
education
and
arts J)

in terins of the ethnocentricbias which has dominatedmuch
needsto be reassessed
7

be
That
that
there
an
these
would
teaching
means
not
only
the
zn
of
subjects.
of
identification which would ensure the removal of all forms of unfair discrimination,
but it would cover the whole range of cultural criteria of the society. In short, the
first will consider the curriculum with a view to defining the needs of all children
zn
in
in
their
presence
of
multiracial
regardless
societies,
multiracial
growing tip
schools. This cannot be achieved without taking account of the multiracial and
multicultural realities facing children.

The international curriciculum will be discussed in chapter VI; prior to that this
chapter will attempt to identify the link between the educationsal systems and the
existing social institutions.

A. Recognizing

the need for an enhancement

of existing

curricula

In any educational system, whether it is formal or informal, decisions must be
taken on what and how children will learn in the institutionalized settingI.ID in which
they will participate.
According to the Schools Council:
"Assimilation is difficult to achieve for some cultural groups now in Britain. Many of
these groups are closely referred to as 'ethnic minorities ..... Skin colour and language
differences make some minority groups visibly and audibly distinctive; differences in
religious belief and practice may reduce social interaction and inter-marriage. Groups
which may seem strange or unfamiliar are easy prey for prejudice. hostility and
discrimination. " (1)

For many years, assimilation/integration has been the principal current behind any
lost
has
Today.
this
tradition.
that
credibility
now
concept
nation's
one must admit
following its failure to realise and consolidate the traditional dream of the "melting
rD
0
would
pot". The expectation of each nation was that the cultures of minority groups
zD
disintegrate into the mainstream culture. They totally ignored the fact that to forsake
ZD
0
pluralism was to deprive the dominant cultures of a source of potential enrichment
declaraIn
to
the
the
the
traditions
regard
of
with
society.
addition,
of
culture and

8

tion of human rights established by the United Nations:
C)
The child shall enjoy all the rights set forth in this Declaration. Every child, without
C
any exception whatsoever, shall be entitled to these rights, without distinction or
discrimination on account of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status, whether of himself or
his family. Principle I
The child shall be protected from practices which may foster racial. religious and any
He shall be brought up in a spirit of understanding,
other form of discrimination.
tolerance, friendship among peoples, peace and universal brotherhood, and in full
consciousness that his energy and talents should be devoted to the service of his fellow
men. " Principle 10 (2)

such an expectation is in fact a breach of human rights given the failure of tile curThis has inevitably in the short and long
riculum to recognize
minority
group
rights.
0
43
C.
term created a damaging effect on the identit yyand self-image of minorit group
children.

The 1977 Green Paper'Education in Schools'- a consultative document produced
I
under a Labour government - laid out very clearly government expectations of the
role of the curriculum in a new kind of British society:
"Our society is a multi-cultural and multi-racial one and the curriculum should reflect a
sympathetic understanding of the different cultures and races that no", make up our
society. We also live in a complex interdependent world and many of our problems in
Britain require international solutions, the curriculum should therefore reflect our need to
know about and understand other countries. " (3)

Like the Green Paper, the Schools Council states:
"The goal is a plural society where cultural groups can maintain their own identity. but
where there are sufficient shared experiences and values for social cohesion and sufficient
understanding of each other's culture for stability. " (4)

In the light of the above facts, the school must not only characterize the ideal multiZD
racial and multicultural society but its own role should be to bringZ3such a society
into being. Any educational system must reflect the multiracial and multicultural
rn
composition of our society. Its policies, organisation and curriculum must be such
as to accommodate as many choices as possible for all Zý
groups concerned. All children need to be able to distinguish their group as well as having their individual
identities confirmed in school, and it must be the right of all children to have their

9

languages
in
acknowledged
and
cultures and
valued the classroom..

In its 1987 "Guidelines
Region,

Scotland,

for Education - In and For a Multicultural

identified

the need to challenge

Society", Lothian

the injustice

which results from racism and other forms of stereotyping

and exploitation

through the recognition

of the "structure and distribution of power within society and to discover ways of replacing
injustice with freedom and enlightenment"... and the "examination of the assumptions and
institutions which maintain and control the fabric of a Democratic Society" (5). On that
account, the goals of an international
with the acquisition

of knowledge,

curriculum

are therefore not only concerned

but with the development

and skills. There is a need to encourage in children
diversity

within a multiracial

of positive

the acceptance of change and

in
detect
the
to
stereotyping
ability
and
reject
society,

all that they see and read. For, if they are to cope with a continually
platform
underlying

of knowledge

attitudes

and unprecedented

concepts and structures

expanding

social change, they need to understand

and to develop their knowledge

and under-

standing to take control of their own learning.

One cannot disassociatecontent from methodology.Content doesmake an impact
and a difference, and nowhere more so than in an international curriculum. If
children regardlessof their backgroundare to learn to respectthe cultures of other
social classesand racial groups,they needto haveaccessto accurateinformation on
cultures, languages, histories and accomplishments. The accessibility to such
culturally diverseknowledgemust be a necessityrather than a tokenisticeffort if we
want to reachthis goal of respect.
"Pupils are misinformed and intolerant about many things. but they are not just mis...
.,
informed but dangerously so. If anyone means it when they say that Britain is a
multicultural society then thesecomments - highly typical of white British children have to be taken asgiving clear imperativesfor the curriculum." Chris Gaine (6)
,

The content of the curriculum must, however, be representative of the world

cultures which the school serves. An international ýurriculum affords spaceand
statusto the minority culturesrepresentedin any nation and to the other cultures in
10

the world. Hence, it aspires schools to help disadvantaged children to develop pride
I=
in their identity as well as encourage children from the more privileged children to
in a more positive light.
By contrast, a curV.:,
see their disadvantaged
classmates
ZD

riculum which confines its selectionto the dominant culture - to, in effect, what is
known as the ruling class, developed or industrialized countries or super-powers
is rightly entitled 'ethnocentric'. When all the cultures concerned figure
4:1
prominently
in the multiplicity

of resources servicingZ:I the formal curriculum (i. e topic cards posters, illustrations, reading material) t hen children will be familiar with something
significantly different from that of the present day.
B. What is curriculum

evaluation?

There are wide variations in both the educators' use of the word and definitions
found in literature on the subject; these range from reference to subjects on the time
table to everything which takes place in the school. It is an area which abounds with
concepts such as "formative",

"summative",

"responsive" and "illuminative"

evaluation. For Scriven. "formative evaluation" refers to the gathering of evidence
during the process of developing parts of the curriculum. Its task is to determine the
4ý1
t.1
adequacy of the materials as well as the kinds of evidence which can be used to
determine, in some detail, what needs to be revised, and why and where the
revision is needed. As for "summative evaluation", it refers to the effectiveness and
quality of a curriculum with a view to makingZ--improvement and adjustments which
to be introduced in the education system.
ought
4:1
For Stake, "responsive evaluation" is a model which stresses the relationship
between evaluator and clients. He suggests that the evaluator has to attempt to
increase clients' awareness of the issues and their understanding of their needs.
Parlett and Hamilton point out that "illuminative evaluation" is a type of evaluation
in which the evaluator contributes to decision making by providing information,
comments and analysis to increase relevant knowledge and awareness.
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Curriculum evaluation has corne to have different meanings; Stake and Denny, for
example, have this to say:
"Considered broadly, evaluation is the discovery of the nature and worth of something. In
relation to education, we may evaluate students, teachers, curriculum, administrators,
systems, programs and nations. The purpose of evaluation may be many. but always
evaluation attempts to describe something and to indicate its perceived merits and short
comings.... Evaluation is not a search for cause and effect, an inventory of present status,
or a prediction of future success. It is something of all of these but only as they
contribute to understanding substance, function and worth. " (7)

Stake and Dermy attempt to emphasize that evaluation plays an increasingly impor4-7
tant role in the development

and improvement

of educational

projects and courses,

and indicate that it is, therefore, important to claim that critical objectives should be
tempered with humane values rather than narrowly
concerns. In fact, the definition
accumulating Z: information
-

of evaluation

and arguments
4D

can be interpreted

which

or bureaucratic

technocratic

as the process of

should enable the educational

policy makers and evaluators to participate in the critical

debate about the

curriculum.

Hence, evaluation will be guided by the desire to understand and to act on the basis
LIof awareness. Accordingly.

its major role will be to express justifications

which refer in the main to judgements

made about the educational

(what happens in schools)
judgements
though
z1C,

for action

process itself

about the actual product may also

be included (what students have learned).

Curriculum evaluation, also. refers to varied and numerous appraisal mechanisms
which are directl y related to the aims of education and the programmes
z:I
and activities
of learning0 provided to meet these very aims. According to Immanuel Kant:
Z-"
has no coherence if it is not designed in
the
whole
mechanism
of
education
...
agreement with a well-weighed plan, ... it might behoove the state likewise to reform
itself. from time to time and, attempting evolution instead of revolution, progress
perpetually toward the better." (8)

As evaluation deals with people's lives not only the lives of young people, but of
teachers and other adults, it deliberately tries to change them. It interferes with their
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lives as it is convinced that it is helping them toward something better. In this way,
zn
C
have
be
how
is
they are
to
things
as
corne
concerned
evaluation
with establishing0
zD
justify intended actions.
can
which
and with providing information and arguments
rM

Thanks to sociologists,
Z:I
the curriculum evaluation approach can be extended further.
For we can include in our assessmentthe intentions which lie behind actions, forces
and factors in and around the environment,

which in turn will facilitate

or

complicate the realization of the educational programme. We may define evaluation
broadly as the collection and use of information to make decisions about an educational programme. Cronbach (House, E- 1986) identifies that evaluation is used for
the course improvement, decisions about individuals and administrative regulations.
4D
Hence, curriculum evaluation is the process of obtaining and providing information
rý
Z:'
useful for making0 decisions and judgements
about
curriculum.
Z:
5
Evaluation also focuses on the provision of information for decisions-makers:
"When a curriculum development project is formed. it is a community of self-interests it represents the self-interests of all participants within its terms of reference. The
evaluator has a responsibility to illuminate the extent of commonality and conflict among
the values and interests of participants in this coin in unity. " (9)

Kemmis (House, E- 1986) suggests that individual self-interests, which exist outrnt'
side the terms of reference of the community. are irrelevant to it unless conflicts of
interest prejudice the interests of the community itself. He stressesthe fact that, any
judgement of the values of a project or programme
4ý
to be responsive to the
LI
ought
community concerns, and to provide information which is appropriate and valued
most highly as evidence according to the community conviction. The evaluation of
the curiculum. has to took to the good of the community and make way for common
This is indispensable to educational strategies in any society but this is
ground.
ZD
D
particularly so in a multiracial and multicultural society where cultural experiences
in
be
diverse.
AccordinGly,
to
to
order to provide the
entry
school can
so
prior
it,
debate
the
C) ?
C
the
to
an evaluation must engage
programme
and
clarify
critical
about
--
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perspectives of a variety of audiences. The evaluation will refer to teachers and
builders
It
teachers
of the
as
well
as
must
parents
and
as
parents.
regard
professors
nest and the prime mover of education. In short, evaluation has to consider
everything important, as enablers as well as initiators and it is only in this light that
curriculum evaluation can be understood, - that is to say, it cannot be separated
from social and environmental issues.

MacDonald (Hamilton, D- 1976) also argues that evaluation must not serve the
zn
interest of government agencies, programme sponsors and policy makers, or be
autocratic evaluation which serves the interests of the academic research community
(Cronbach, Lee J- 1982 - Hamilton, D- 1976). He considers that:
"... democratic

evaluation is an information service to the community about the
characteristics of an educational programme. It recognises value-pluralism and seeks to
represent a range of interests in its issue formulation. The basic value is an informed
citizenry. and the evaluator acts as broker in exchanges of information between differing
" MacDonald (10)
0
groups.

He believes that evaluation must be free from "autocratic" aspiration and the
concerns of some parties must not be left out of the debate if they seek policy
legitimation. It must also demonstrate that his/her evaluation is realistic and fulfil the
expectation of all parties. Furthermore, he advocates that evaluation ought to
involve each member of thg community to make them aware of the issues and allow
them to judge the legitimacy of the evaluation.
r5
0
The method of appraisal involved in curriculum evaluation is not wholly confined
to an examination of pupil performance, although ultimately successmay be judged
ZD
zn
primarily by the extent to which pupils have learned what they have been expected
to learn. While it does include examination of a kind, evaluation is also concerned
with many factors which tend to influence pupil achievement, such as classroomconditions, the provision of appropriate materials and the attitudes of both teachers
and pupils. As can be seen however, there must be a serious re-examination of the
basic problem of definition of which social phenomena reinforce and keep the
14

curriculum alive, how they are related to other social conditions and processes,and
ho%vthe total configuration of forces have overwhelmed past programme efforts.
0
In
On the other hand, there is the problem of giving an accurate definition from the
very outset and findingL-that it excludes somethingtý which appears to be important
later on. Despite this difficulty, a definition of the evaluation will address the
following:
b. l. Emphasis on curriculum content with a particular interest in updating the
4:1
t5 the promotion of bilingualism
4n
J-D
curriculum; ea.
as a reality, history and ZD
geography
the community and school cultures. The
viewed as a catalyst and the bridging
of
C, C)
human
subj.ects within the curriculum have to be drawn from a wide ran-e
of
t:.
achievements and avoid presenting4-- Euro- or Afro- centric views of the world. In
ZD
ID
short, each pupil's knowledge
of the world in which they live has to be enlarged
so

he/she can learn to appreciate the unity and diversity of mankind. This results from
a desire to reaffirm the multiracial and multicultural reality prevalent if] almost all
countries of the world.

b.2. Emphasis on the effect of the "hidden" curriculum which teaches social
attitudes that turn children into obedient citizens. AccordingCýto Sharpe, the hidden
is
by
differentiated
curriculum - also known as the hidden agenda
social
and
class
Z-1
in that different t pes of students are encouraged to develop orientations
gender,
Dy0
which are specific to their likely future citizen-roles. Sharpe documents how boys
and girls are treated differently:
"Boys' activities are granted higher status than 9iris'. boisterous and aggressive behaviour
Zý
is less tolerated in girls. etc. " (II)

Sharpe, also, suggests that teachers reinforce ferninine stereotypes, expecting girls
to be quiet and submissive, and assuming that the most central element of their
future adult lives will be, as wives and mothers rather than as employees in the
formal economy. Furthermore, Marion Reid points out that:
"Now, the educationof girls, whateverfactsit mayteachthem,doesnot, we think, tend
to expandand developtheir minds, but to cramp and confine them. Far from being
15

faculties, any symptom of independentthought is quickly
to
their
own
encouraged
use
C,
repressed.The consequence,as might be expected, is, that the majority of girls are
subduedinto mere automatons,- their very excellenciesare not made their own. by being
powerfully graspedby their own minds; they are rather the physical effect of example and
habit, than the result of the exerciseof their own moral and intellectual nature" (12)

In transmitting ideas, beliefs, values and meaning throughout the curriculum, it is
necessary to ask what exactly are the aims of the school institutions. It is important
to examine how the school curriculum reproduces sex and rare divisions in society
by means of the material used at schools. As for Gramsci, he argued that the
hegemonic function of the school system lies in its organisation rather than in its
(Entwistle,
H
implicit
in
in
"hidden
teaching
the
method
curriculum"
curriculum, or
1979):
Me traditional school was oligarchic becauseit was intendedfor the new generationof
the rulin- class, destined to rule in its turn: but it was not oli-archic in its mode of
teaching. It is not the fact that pupils learn how to rule there, nor the fact that it tends to
produce gifted men, which gives a particular school its social character. This social
characteris determinedby the fact that each social group has its type of school. intended
to perpetuatea specific traditional function, ruling or subordinate.If one wishes to break
C,
this pattern one needs, instead of multiplying and grading different types of vocational
0
schools.to createa single type of formative school (primary-secondary)which would take
the child up to the threshold of his choice of job, forming him during this time as a
"
those
person capable of thinking.
studying
and
ruling
or
controlling
who
rule.
0
C,
Gramsci, A. ( 13)

He suggested that the school serves and maintains the existing hegemony not
because of what or how it teaches, but because it denies a traditional humanistic
education to children of the lower classes. He recognized that state schooling was
class structured, part of the ideological apparatus of the bourgeois State and
contributor to bourgeois hegemony. Gramsci (1971) claimed that the educational
system produces intellectuals which give the bourgeoisie "homogeneity and an
awareness of its function not only in the economic but also in the social and
political fields" (14).

Entwistle believed that Gramsci denounced the traditional classical school as a

bourgeois organism in the worse sense of the word because it represented a
pervertedideal and Gramsci was clear that its perversionconsistedin being a class
16

bourgeoisie
denied
the
to those of the working
to
and
of
available
children
school,
class (Entwistle, H- 1979). The evaluation has to highlight the hidden programme
design which is to make people believe that the way in which institutions operate is
correct and the manner in which human beings behave is part of human nature.

b.3. Emphasis on the interaction of political and economic structures with
cultural systems and their influences on educational institutions, Le the influence of
social factors on school performances and the impact of racism and sex-discrimination within the state and schools. S. Bowles and H. Gintis argue that there is a
structural link between the educational system and the economic order. They state
that:
"Schools foster legitimate

inequality

through the ostensibly meritocratic manner by
which they reward and promote students, and allocate them to distinct positions in the
occupational hierarchy. They create and reinforce patterns of social class. racial and sexual
identification among students which allow them to relate 'properly' to their eventual
standingrý in the hierarchy of authority and status in the production process. Schools foster

types of personal development compatible with the relationships of dominance and
subordinary in the economic sphere,and finally, schoolscreate surplusesof skilled labor
sufficiently extensiveto rendereffective the prime weaponof the employer in discipli i
labor - the power to hire and fire. " (15)

In short they believe that schooling preparesindividuals for the world of work and
forms the skills and attitudes that workers are supposedto have; it cultivates and
rewardscertain personality traits: passivity, submissionto authority or perseverence.
They, also, consider that individual responsibility is emphasizedfor middle-class
children and close supervisionfor working-classchildren.
This view of the curriculum implies that curriculum evaluation is concerned with
questions regarding what should be taught as well as with finding out what happens
in the classroom. A definition of evaluation based solely on measuring the achievement of curriculum

objectives will not provide educationalists with sufficient

evidence to determine why those issues are arising, nor is it likely to be able to help
them build up a more appropriate picture of education. Thus, they are committed to
looking at evaluation not just from the perspective of the classroom and what goes
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issues.
it,
but
from
In
in
the
of
school
point
of
view
evaluating
whole
curricula
on
short, the upgrading of the curriculum intends to adopt the stance of cultural pluralism and reinforce the validity of different groupings and viewpoints. Its central idea
is that all groups concerned have an equal right to be heard. The upgrading process
attempts to provide an analysis of the relationship of the State and education, on the
basis of which future priorities can be identified and decisions can be taken about
the feasibility, effectiveness and educational value of the curriculum.

C. Education

and the nature

of the Society.

This section will investigate both the curriculum and the culture of schools which
have an impact on students' life chances and highlight the ties schools have to
surrounding social order; thus it will be necessary to consider identification of the
link between the educational systems and the existing social institutions within its
political science discourse.

To date, education is defined as the formal mechanismwhich leads to the process
of socialization. Kant believes that individualism has to be restrained:
"in man thosenatural capacitieswhich are directed to the use of his reasonare to be fully
developed only in the race, not in the individual
Ile meansemployed by Nature to
...
bring about the development of all of men in their antagonism in society, so far as this
C,
is. in the end, the causeof lawful order amongmen." (16)
0

Kant also considers the state as the means by which the invisible force which is
inherent in nature's provision for progress can be actualised:
" 'ne history of mankind can be seenin the large as the realisation of Nature's secretPlan
to bring forth a perfectly constituted state as the only condition in which the capacitiesof
mankind can be fully developed, and also bring forth that external relation among states
which is perfectly to this end." (17)

He argues that the essence of progress is a condition impossible without the state.
He believes that the government is the actualisation in society of what is hidden,
desirable and inevitable in nature's provision for progress.
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In any society, schools have a duty to preserve cultural heritage, while at the same
ZD
time for the individual, schools transmit information and create a sense of commitment to the "dominant pattern".
"The school has, above all, the function of linking the child to this society
the school
...
is the only moral agent through which the child is able systematically to learn to know
0
and love his country. It is precisely this fact that lends preeminent significance to the part
played by the school today in the shaping of national morality. " (18)

For Durkheim, society is the source of authority and it is for the sake of society that
moral rules exist in the first place. In Durkheim's eyes, education seems to mean
the way in which children are acculturated or made into full members of a social
fostering
in
integroup. Accordingly.
central
education
play
a
role
social
could
0
Zý
in societies. On the one hand, its roles and functions are to act as an agency
gration
D
C.
of socialization transmitting4:social rules and values; on the other hand, it could be a
1
channel for selectingL-- and trainingL- people to fill the many occupations of industrial

economics.
The socialization of the young requires, in part, that they learn to appreciate shared
that exist in the culture at large, and that they internalize these
meanings
and
values
C5
beliefs and values as (Yuidesfor the conduct of their own future lives. In this case,
Lleducational institutions can be seen to be a reflection of the social order, therefore
one would expect them to change as society's basic nature changes.

Educational institutions prescribe the process for role-learning and role-taking
which is not just based on general knowledge, but they also provide several roles
such as those which are consistent with our assumptions about the culture in which
we live and our experiences with the social structure we encounter.
a shadow of doubt the most formative influence upon the procedures of
socialization. from a sociological point of view, is social class. The class structure
influences work and educational roles and brings families into a special relationship with
each other and deeply penetrates the structure of life experiences within the family. The
class system has deeply marked the distribution of knowledge within society. It has given
differential access to the sense that the world is permeable. It has scaled off communities
from each other and has ranked these communities on a scale of invidious worth. " B.
"Without

Bemstein (19)
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B. Bernstein recognizes
that differences in knowledge
4!)
Z:ý and differences in class and
background, combined with exclusion and rooted in different material well-being
ZD
týq
act upon the forms of control and change in the process of socialization of different
social classes.

Therefore, it cannot be denied that educational institutions exist within political and
influenced
economic environments which characterize all societies. As an agency
rn
and controlled by the economic and political system, education in any country
serves particularly the special interests of ZD
groups with power which enforce any
kind of system. Thus, schools inculcate in all children a ZD
generally benevolent view
by societal ideologies,
LI
4D
of the political and economic system governed
and of the
ways the system appears to work to the benefit of all people.

c. I. Societal level.
In any society, where the possession and control of cultural capital is a major
determinant of privilege, much of the resources and energy of the state machinery is
deployed to ensure that the conditions required for a "normal" and "universal"
(Bourdieu & Passeron-1970) culture are reproduced. Bourdieu and Passeron
suggest that in society, an "institutionalised cultural capital" constitutes the major
form of wealth, thus the middle class and bourgeoisie have a major interest in
education.

Bowles and Gintis state:
"... the splintered consciousness of a subordinate class is not the product of cultural
phenomena alone, but must be reproduced through the experience of daily life. (20)
To reproduce the social relations of production. the educational system must try to teach
fragmented in
people to be properly subordinate and render them sufficiently
consciousness to preclude their getting together to shape their own material existence. "
(21)

In Bowles and Gintis's view, there are very specific conditions of life that are
central to the human condition itself, in particular, the ownership and control of
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Marx
Furthermore,
said:
resources.
essential
" In the social production which men carry on they enter into definite relations which are
indispensable and independent of their will;
Ile sum total of these relations of
...
foundation
the
on which rise legal and political superproduction constitutes...
real
structures, and to which corresponddefinite forms of social consciousness".Karl Marx
(22)

Marx viewed the material conditions of a society as the basis of its social structure
and of human consciousness. His critique of the capitalist economy is that the
in
in
in
the
schools
workplace
and
consists
of
accumulation
process
capital
effective control over means of production, the process of production and products.
Since the bourgeoisie has a particular control over labour in the production process,
it also extends this power relation to the State and to other social institutions. As a
consequence, Bowles and Gintis considered that these differences in the social
financial
by
inequalities
in
further
resources, among and
relationships reinforced
within schools - reflect both the social backgrounds of the students and their likely
future economic position. In short, the function and nature of schools are intimately
connected with the operation of the economic structure.

Bowles argues that:
but
in
States
11
have
United
the
pursuit
equality,
evolved
not
as
part
of
a
of
schools
rather to meet the needsof capitalist employersfor a disciplined and skilled labor force,
and to provide a mechanismfor social control in the interestsof political stability.
inequalities
importance
labor
has
the
of
and
well
educated
grown,
as
economic
skilled
in the school system have become increasingly important in reproducing the class
structurefrom one generationto the next." (23)

He acknowledges that the unequal distribution of political power serves to maintain
inequalities in education. He also emphasizes the fact that inequalities in education
are part of the network of capitalist society and are likely to remain as long as
capitalism survives.

Hence, educational philosophies

and structures serve ideological

functions,

maintaining and legitimising the existing structure of dominance. This directs the
attention to the structural features of educational institutions which are influenced by
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the structure of dominance in society, particularly political and economic domiinfluences
in
have
important
turn
which
upon educational outcomes.
nances,

Furthermore, S. Bowles defines the social division of labour
based
the
on
hierarchical structure of production as responsible to the rise of distinct class subcultures:
"Thevalues,personalitytraits,andexpectations
characteristic
of eachsubculturearetransmittedfrom generationto generationthroughclassdifferencesin family socializationand
complementarydifferencesin the type and amountof schoolingordinarily attainedby
childrenof variousclasspositions.Theseclassdifferencesin schoolingaremaintainedin
largemeasurethroughthe capacityof the upperclassto control the basicprinciplesof
"(24)
schoolfinance,pupilevaluation,andeducational
objectives.
He admits that pupils and parents' aspirations and expectations concerning both the
type and the amount of schooling are strongly related to social class.
tn
Z:I
Further. Apple puts an analysis of the political and ideological powers at work in or
ID
through a society. He especially considers institutions, and in particular schools, as
ideological breeding grounds. In "Ideology and Curriculum" (Apple, M- 1979), he
Zn
ZDrn
Z:
ý
presents a synthesis of the political issues which permeate the day-to-day curricular
knowledge
He
theories
that
the
6
and pedagogic
Z-1
?
Zý
and
practices.
suggests
structuring
of
_"
__
-I
and symbol in educational institutions is intimately related to the principles of social
and cultural control in a society. However. lie implies that:
"... one of our basicproblemsas educatorsandas political beings.then, is to beginto
grapplewith ways of understandinghow the kinds of cultural resourcesand symbols
schoolsselect and organizeare dialectically related to the kinds of normativeand
'required'by a stratifiedsociety." (2i)
conceptual
consciousness
He argues that mobility,

selection and the reproduction of the division of labour are

important but he believes that they provide an inadequate appraisal of the way these
outcomes

are created by schooling.

He advocates that schools maintain

social

control and the unequal or stratified society:
"... there also seemsto be symbolic property - cultural capital - which schools preserve
ho",
to
thorough
and distribute. Thus, we can no", be-in
understanding
of
more
get
a
00
institutions of cultural preservationand distribution like schoolscreateand recreateforms
of consciousnessthat enable social control to be maintained without the necessity of
dominant groups having to resort to overt mechanismsof domination." (26)
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the school as an instituHe develops this by suggesting
zn
zn that one must situate: M
-tion, (2) the knowledge forms, and (3) the educator him or herself within the larger
is
Apple
Raymond
it
to
turns
part.
a
constitutive
of
relations
of
which
nexus
Williams and concurs with his view that the concept of hegemony is the key to
understanding how social control and the stratified society are maintained:
"It is Gramsci's great contribution to have emphasized hegemony, and also to have
understood it at a depth which is, I think, rare. For hegemony supposes the existence of
something which is truly total, which is not merely secondary or superstructural, like the
weak sense of ideology, but which is lived at such depth, which saturates the society to
such an extent, and which, as Grarnsci put it, even constitutes the limit of commonsense
for most people under its sway, that it corresponds to the reality of social experience very
much more clearly than any notions derived from the formula of base and superstructure.
For if ideology Nveremerely some abstract imposed notion, if our social and political and
cultural ideas and assumptions and habits were merely the result of specific manipulation.
of a kind of overt training which might be simply ended or withdrawn, then the society
would be vcry much easier to move and to change than in practice it has been or is. This
notion of hegemony as deeply saturating the consciousness of societ), seems to be
fundamental... 11tj emphasizes the facts of domination. " Raymond Williams (27)

He indicates that hegemony impregnates the economic and social world and interit
it
becomes
interpretations
that
the
people put on so
acts with and
commonsense
the world tout court, the only world or the only way of viewing the world. He puts
is
"relational
he
the
a
analysis"
advocates
emphasis
on
concept
of
relations.
what
an
that will help to highlight how social action, cultural and educational issues and
C-1 0
how
by
to
ties
their
a
cormcetions
and
complex
antefacts are given value rationally
society is organised and controlled. His thinking could be interpreted as a theory of
social justice which would require the progressive articulation of and commitment
to a social order which was based on the maximisation of economic, social and
educational equality and not on the accumulation of productions, profits and
credentials.

The educational researcher is urged, by Apple, to see how schools operate first
11
hand, to comprehend how the day-to-day regularities of teaching and learning in
interests
and committhe
political, social, ethical and econornic
schools produce
he
The
is.
life
adthe
researcher,
way
really
ments which are easily accepted as
history,
have
Marxist
to see the
the
to
as
present
sensitivity
peculiarly
vocates, must
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historical roots and conflicts which caused these institutions to be what they are
today.
"Without this dual understanding,it is that much more difficult to comprehend
" (28)
completelytheeconomicandculturalTunctions'ofour educationalinstitutions.
Apple asserts that it is difficult to understand the past and the present problems of
the form and content of curriculum without disclosing the complex network linking
cultural and economic reproduction. He recognizes that hegemony and ideological
stability is reproduced through the interplay between curriculum knowledge, the
"legitimate culture" and the social relations of classroom life. He claims that given
the existing economic and political forms which now provide the principles upon
which so much people's everyday lives are organized, this reproductive process is
Z71
a "logical necessity" for the continued maintenance of the unequal social order.

Apple regards
Cý
schools as institutions which embody collective traditions and
human interactions which, in turn, are the products of identifiable social and economic ideologies. He states that the curriculum responds to and represents ideological
and cultural resources which come from somewhere. Yet, not all groups, values are
In
represented and not all z:
to. He asks
groups'
values
are
responded
1
"how, then, do schools act to distribute this cultural capital? Whose reality 'stalks' in the
corridors and classrooms of American schools?" (29)

In his analysis, he describes the historical

process through which certains values

became the school values and consequently

have the weight

ceptance behind them. From a study of kindergarten
to the influential

of decades of ac-

experience, he gives evidence

and staging power of these particular

values. He suggests that

schools in their teaching of cultural and economic values and attitudes which are
supposedly shared by all, are used for hegenionic purposes, while at the same time,
they rn
guarantee that only a specified

number of students are selected for higher
IM

education becauseof their ability to contribute to the maximisation of the production
by the economy.,
of technical knowledge
required
Z3,
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Apple's work shows how ideological

considerations have an effect on and

its economics, culture and institutions. He highlights
permeate the society through
0
zD Llhow schools are of paramount importance in this process by creating, recreating
in a artificial consensus,
and distributing these dominant ideologies
which
results
4-that is to say where people accept and agree that this is the way the world really is.
He claims that hegemony is more than a system allocating cultural capital through
the schools. For Apple, hegemony also integrates the production of cultural capital
00
required by a collective society.
c.2. Institutional level.
Members of society have to accept the formal curriculum in order to succeed within
the school system initially, and later in life. The successful absorption of the formal
curriculum is only achieved at the expense of personal interest, research, curiosity
and creativity. Simultaneously, the curriculum engenders a sort of fear in the child
that he/she must conform to institutional definitions, otherwise he/she will fail. It is
obvious that school is indeed a training for future life. not because it teaches the
3Rs, but because it inculcates both essential cultural aspirations to succeed and a
fear of failure.

In transmitting ideas, beliefs, values and meaning throughout the curriculum, it is
L,
1:ý
t:1
necessary to ask what exactly are the aims of the school?. Up until now, school has
always reproduced the structure of the socio-economic group considered to be the
ZD
"cultivated" norm. By this very fact, the transmission of the values and beliefs of
the dominant culture places children from an affluent background in a more favourable position for policy making and so the curriculum is used to their advantage.
"Ainsi. dans une socidtd ob Pobtention des privRges sociaux d6pend de plus en plus
dtroitement de la possession de titres scolaires, I'Ecole n'a pas seulement pour fonction
d'assurer la succession discrýte ý des droits de bourgeoisie qui ne sauraient plus se
transmettre d'une mani6re directe et d6clar&. Instrument privildgd de la sociodic6e
bourgeoise qui conRre aux privildgi6s le privRge suprýme de ne pas s'apparaitre comme
privil6gi6s, elle parvient d'autant plus facilement ý convaincre les d6sh6rit6s qu'ils doivent
leur destin scolaire et social ý leur d6faut dc dons ou de m6rites qu'en maUre de culture la
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d6possession absolue exclut la conscience de [a d6possession." Pierre Bourdieu* (30)

Pierre Bourdieu

points out that the structure of societal dominance and ideologies

are related to prevailing

ideologies and ideas and that social reality is

educational

in this manner. He is of the opinion

established

function of legitimizing,

that the school system has the

and at the same time perpetuating privileges conditioned by

social "merit" or by status or class. In his view, the educational
transference

continued

hierarchy within

of a cultural

hierarchy

within

world

nations.

and influential

embodies the most effective

education

thus maintaining

He also suggests that

means of preserving

existing

social pattern, and notes that while the educational

cultural

tradition,

inequalities;
Consequently,
opportunity",

-

an established

social classes; this reality can be further extended to include the

international

established

privilege,

system assures the

for

this can in turn provide
"social

privileges"

the educational

philosophy

system recognizes

an apparent justification

are often considered

the

for social

as "natural"

and concept such as "merit"

gifts.

and "equal

the concept and practice of IQ testing, the concept of "cultural deprir:)

vation", and the definition of curriculum and achievementmust be seenas being
socially moulded and conditioned (Bourdieu, Pierre-1970- Bernstein,B-1974).
Like Bourdieu, Bowles and Gintis admit that educational institutions' aims are to
endorse the social mechanism of the hereditary transmission of cultural principals.
In this respect, we can refer to the key concept of Bourdieu's work which is "
Symbolic power ", a power which is on a par with another key concept; " Symbolic
violence ". Symbolic violence is an unknown violence, that is to say, a violence
which is acknowledged, implicitly or explicitly, as legitimate. He maintains that,
while the entire population may not be oppressed, theyare all the same completely

* Thus, in
a society in which the obtaining of social privileges dependsmore and more closely on
the possessionof academic titles, the school does not just have the function of ensuring discreet
successionto bourgeois rights which cannot be transmitted directly and openly. This privileged
instrument of the bourgeoissociodicy which confers on the privileged the supremeprivilege of not
seeingthemselvesas privileged managesthe more easily to convince the disinherited that the),owe
their scholastic and social destin to their lack-of gifts or merit, becausein matters of culture
absolutedispossessionexcludesawarenessof king disposed.
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ideas
laws
Thus
by
them.
the
regulations
which
confine
prevailing
and
restrained
by
"
based
"
that
they
the
claims
are
norms
are
supported
on
cultivated
and practices

and an unbiasedreality.

According to this perspective,the entire normalizing mechanismand the site of this
normalization are consideredto be the family home, the classroom,the office, the
university and the church. Therefore, educational institutions promulgate their
power by shaping individuals into a unified, obedient and militant force and by
disciplining all children into behaving"normally" and "reasonably".
At this point, the study of the institutional level can examine the "hidden curriculum" which communicates a hidden programme of attitudes and perceptions. As to
B. Bernstein, he argues that:
'The basic difference betweenvisible and invisible pedagog is in the mannerin which
gies
criteria are transmittedand in the degreeof specificity of the criteria... The more implicit
the manner of transmission and the more diffuse the criteria, the more invisible the
pedagogy, the more specific the criteria, the more explicit the manner of their
transmission.the more visible the pedagogy." (3 1)
.,

He suggests that the hidden curriculum is designed to make people believe that the
way in which institutions operate is correct and the manner in which human beings
behave is part of human nature. In the school, the hidden curriculum's function is
essentially to have pupils acquire an ability to use and master time, accept the judgements of teachers, learn to give the teachers what they want, to be able to command
the language of the classroom....

It is appropriate at this juncture to consider specific issues relating to the political
role that examinations pan play in social evaluation. In the examination system,
specific subject groups are awarded higher status than others. Today, the memorisation of facts is still a major requirement for success in exams. The aptitude of
pupils is measured by the efficiency of their powers of recall. Examinations not
only indicate socially valued knowledge, but they also act as regulators in the
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school system. In fact they act as filters because of the common vie%v that only a
certain intellect can benefit frorn academic education coupled with the notion that
only a certain proportion

of the population

retains such an ability.

Consequently,

the selection procedures are used to divert a %viderange of children to non-academic
schooling.

D. The motive for an enhancement of curricula in the educational
process.
The motive for an enhancement is to provide some form of assurance that the
t: ' J-D
stipulated pedagogical
Zý'
objectives, content of instruction, teaching-learning
zD
Zý strategies

and planned materials will lead to the achievement of outlined educational goals.
0
This will help to define how well activities have been selected and presented which
in turn will ensure the elimination of shortcomings and make up for inadequacies in
t-I
both the investment of human and financial
plan-ningZD
and development, thus saving
0
resources in the piloting of activities and materials.
"Even though there is an increased demand for equality of educational opportunity from
minorities and an increased demand from majorities (given that both women and the
working class are majorities of any population)... at the same time the economic climate,
the recession, unemployment, fewer jobs, make this difficult. While changing technologies require more education. while there is the likelihood of increased leisure, of people
living longer. all these trends pointing towards greater provision of education for adults;
at the same time the financial side is restricted. Does paying for education depend on
increasing the wealth of the countr)- or (more cynically) will it be cheap at the price to
allow people to have more education when we haven't enough jobs to occupy them? "
Naomi McIntosh (32)

From Naomi McIntosh's point of view, the general assumption is that education is
the fundamental process of acquiring knowledge and the more one gets of it the
better-off one will be. Yet, it is not only a question of improving everyone's chance
to compete within the actual world, but also of requiring a radical change in the
its societal
nature of what is beingz: offered. Hence, by looking? at change
within
tD
1
-_
context, one can, therefore, further pursue the social implications of an enhancement of the curriculum. Its role is to outline the social impact on the educational
system and demonstrate the political role that education can play. Change will
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provide a basis of action for the future, with the motive for an enhancement of the
curriculum and by extension helping people to live better. It is concerned with the
LI
effectiveness of the curriculum being implernented and it represents efforts made
Z--

which determinethe impact of innovation.
The role of change is then to create a sense of responsibility with a vie%vto clarifying objectives, and thus to provide information about ways of assisting teachers
understand the meaning of these objectives:
"Over the years more and more people of different cultures and nationalities have settled
in the United kingdom providing a diversity of races, religious beliefs. traditions, art
forms and languages, all of which play a part in the enrichment of the culture and
traditions of British society. The multicultural nature of our society has implications for
the education of all children. young people and adults and, accordingly, all schools,
colleges of further education and community education centres have a responsibility to
play a part in ensuring that all individuals have an understanding of what is meant by
living in a multicultural socictý.

Lothian Region Department of Education is committed to encouraging arrangements
which promote equality of opportunity in respectof educational, social and recreational
activities for all age groups.This includes the fostering of good relations betweenpeople
of different racial groups and active discouragementof adverseattitudes and activities."
Lothian Region (33)

That is to say, such an enhancement must equip teachers with the necessary tools
for educating all pupils from different backgrounds or communities, give them a
knowledge and understanding of the issues so that they can evaluate materials and
tý
L-activities with a view to developing4na pluralist approach to the curriculum, to
counteringz: the in-fluence of underachievement and discrimination and to chal1
lenaina inherited myths and stereotypes already embodied in institutional practices.
tý zn
In this respect, change assumes a major responsibility in determining whether or
t)
ZD
not a particular programme
will continue to be effective in fulfilling z: 1 its original

4-1 of any significant
L,
rý in the curriculum,
educationalobjectives.At the sign
shortcoming

change will define whether it is totally or partly, inadequate, whether it is unintended or intended, or if it is a combination of all of these factors.
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To do so, it must therefore be able to identify the cause or source of deficiency by
means of precise data collection and analysis. Sometimes, the causes will be
evident, Le teachers failing to implement a proposed method or policy, institutions
refusing to admit the close correlation of school performance Nvith socio-economic
status and social class or the curriculum remaining untouched and unchanged despite the presence of minority groups. In other cases, inadequacies could be caused
by some built-in but hidden characteristic of the educational programme itself.
Without knowledge of the cause and source of such shortcomings, it will be
t)
z:1
difficult to work out any relevant and effective solutions.

Once this is identified, however, and measures are taken to improve the effectiveCD
Z!,
ness of an inadequate programme
will create the necessary steps
or method, change

to investigate the efficacy of reparable measures. It will also continue to provide the
decision makers and curriculum developers with relevant and appropriate information.

In short, it is advisable to outline the specific motive for an enhancement of the curriculum in terms of decision-oriented activities which implies three major functions:
d. 1. selection of the content of the programme.
Z1Questions must be asked concerning what should be taught, what should be
included in the programme, and what strategies should be employed.
Cý
Ld.2. adjustment of particular aspects of the programme
Some elements of the curriculum are overtly biased which can only result in a
detrimental effect on children and students. The process of change will bring such
1:1
tý
C, ZD
problems to light
proand will also help educationalists improve the pedagogical
grammes by raisingt) awareness of such issues and thereby placing0 them on the

C)

for action.
educationalaaenda
C
d.3. definition of the use of the programme
Zý
The object of change will be to recommend how and under what condition§ the new
Cý
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0
tn teacher
given regarding
0
should be used. Guidelines will need to be C)
programme

training, improvement of materials,involvement and support of the local, national
and international community, and so on. Meanwhile, the stipulation of conditions
will constituea basisfor selectionor rejectionof a particular programme/materials.

E. Aims and objectives of an International

Curriculum.

The Swann report - "Education for All" - Chairman: Lord Swann FRSE (1985) be changed and restructured to reduce tensions and
that
to
suggests
education
ought
Z-tý
tD
diverse
in
between
0
t)
4:
1
an
ethnically
conflicts
people
growing
up
groups
of
young
0
society.
"... a failure to broaden the pcrspectives presented to all pupils - particularly those from
the ethnic majority community - through their education not only leaves them
inadequately prepared for adult life but also constitutes a fundamental mis-education, in
failing to reflect the diversity which is now a fact of life in this country. " (34)

For this reason, the motive for an enhancementof the curriculum is to create a
cohesivesociety within the cultural diversity. It must emphasizethe acquisitionand
understandingof the common valuesof eachsociety, and the appreciation,understanding of and respectfor cultures representedwithin the latter, that is to say of
both majority and minority ethnic groups. Its strategy is to concentrate on the
I-Zn
allocation of resources,but also to addressstructural reforms, as the practice of
multi-culturalism must matchpolicy intention.
The enhancement of the curriculum must also consider the effective redistribution
of income and power thus implying that the key concern of change is to pave major
steps towards incorporating an international curriculum into the broader-reform of
any national and international educational system. It can therefore be seen to be
the workingC,class,
givingZ71
principally concerned Nvith Caccess to, and encouraging
:_- Z:'
disadvantaged and minority ethnic groups to participate on an equal basis not only
Zý
V.
D
in education but also in political and economic activities in any given Society....
Z:
ý
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The Swann Report has strongly argued for tile notion of "Education for All". It
Z7, zn

claims:
" We believe it is essential to change fundamentally the terms of the debateabout the
all
educational responseto today's multi-racial society and to look ahead to educating
0
children from whatever ethnic group, to an understandingof the shared values of our
society as a whole as well as to an appreciationof the diversity of lifestyles and cultural,
religious and linguistic backgroundswhich make up this society and the wider world
(35)

The Swann Report clearly advocates and promotes the concept of "Education for
All". Yet, it must also be the motive for enhancement of the curriculum not only to
promote in each society or nation the concept of education for all, but multicultural
education must also be directed towards social reconstruction rather than leading to
the maintenance of the status quo. If education for cultural pluralism is to be
effective, change must stress not only the special needs of the working class,
disadvantaged and minority ethnic groups but also the education of the mai ority in
7-ý
4-1
terms of their values and the way they relate to working class, disadvantaged and
t)
C
minority ethnic groups. It must attempt to ease and encourage the co-habitation of
both the majority and minorities with the aim of living in a free society, sharing
equal rights and privileges as well as maintaining the right to cultural diversity within a political and economic framework.

For these aims to be achieved. the change process must convince the rulingL_ powers
(national and international) to face tip to this unavoidable fact in education. International policies must be prioritised, in order to ensure that the working class,
disadvantaged and minority

ethnic groups will

be able to obtain access to

educational and broader social equality. Similarly, the right of any group to secure
their own legitimate and distinctive cultures, within the context of national and international institutions must be equally respected.This implies the acceptance of common shared values such as the commitment to justice and human rights, as well as a
commitment to improved human relations through dialogue rather than by means of
any kind of violence, not only within their own nation state, but internationally as
well.
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Accordingly, the major results of an enhancement of the curriculum may be defined
as addressing the following issues:

I- the provision of a route for all children to obtain educational equality of
opportunity and develop their potential to the full within the educational system
"race", gender and class,
regardless
of
0
tD
2- the enhancement of cultural diversity as opposed to the sole maintenance of
existing cultures,
3- emphasis on the development of an international curriculum

at local,

national and international levels 4D
geared towards the promotion and expansion of
global school programmes,

4- the necessity for local, national and international initiatives to improve
resource allocation to deprived areas in a consistent manner.
5- the identification of the need to maintain active educational debate on the
matter at a local, national and international level,
6- the promotion of a sense of shared values, rights and access to political
power and economic success,
7- pluralism - the acceptance and tolerance of the working class, disadvantaged and minority ethnic Llgroups by dominant and majority groups or communities.

ZD

"People at the top should be publicly stating that racism is evil and
those
schools
...
trying their best, in sensitive ways. to change racism should be commended. On the other
hand, teachers must cease to give the impression that the), are acting in a maverick way
Cý
0

the), must consult at every level in a democratic way on any proposal for curriculum
changein schools." (36)

Roberts in 1987, deplored the lack of consultation over multicultural issues in the
national curriculum and the lack of leadership offered by senior Ministers.

As for Madan Sarup, he suggests that:
LIND
"There will have to be an attempt to involve everyone in a form of politics concerned
with the democratization of educational institutions and practices. An attempt must be
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made to build on the diverse initiatives of different groups
of peoples; women's groups,
C
black
organizations,
Cý

tenant associations, trades councils, shop stewards committees.

socialist centresand bookshops,local action committees.Alliances will have to be made
linking as man),of thesediverseextra parliamentarymovementsas possible." (37)
It would be, however, naive to assume that an international

curriculum

will itself

put right the social, cultural, political and economic disadvantages faced by a great
number of the world's
and minority
fundamental

population,

especially

ethnic groups in industrialized
basis for and intertwinina

the working

classes, disadvantaged

and third world countries.

Yet, the

of attitudes fostered in schools throuGh an

Z:1
C
effective international curriculum can indeed contribute to a steady change in the

behaviour of individuals from different backgounds, sex and ethnic groups and
thus point the way towards better relations. At a rally in the New Orleans Superdome, JesseJackson, to a multi-racial audience, insisted upon:
"The mountainyou mustconqueris the mountainof effort. Nobodycansaveus from
....
us, for us but us. Thereis nothingmorepowerfulin the world thandevelopmentof the
" (38)
mindanda strongcharacter.
The main goals of an international curriculum within the educational context must
be to provide all teachers, students and pupils with the skills, knowledge and
attitudes they need if they are to function effectively in our present and future
society. Every one must be aware that cultural diversity is a fact of life in almost all
countries of the World today and is not as seen by some to be an optional aspect of
the educational debate. To begin with. international bodies - E. E. C, Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (O. E.C. D. )..., with the help of the
governments, local authorities and the U. N. E. S.C. O.. should build up a bank of
knowledge for different subjects such as language, history, geography and cultural
0
tý tý
Z:
5 tý
issues which should be in charge of controling and (re) editing teaching materials,
ZD
tý
0
tý
in close conjunction with the
verifying and acceleratingin the change
of
materials
L__
C.
changes
of curricula, as well as supplyingtý countries whose needs have priority.
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CHAPTER

II.

Educatio1nal Systems: France

England
-

and

Wales.
This study is to explain the historical causes of the different patterns of education
which have emerged in France and England and Wales; and to draw attention to the
important implication of social action to change educational institutions and the
C
behind the separate systems; also to
the
social order. It aims to highlight
reasoning
0
4) tn
determine what social and political factors have underlain the development of the
two distinctive systems.

This chapter will look at the differing educational systems in France and England
and Wales because the two countries were colonial powers and many of the world
educational systems are based on these two. The international curriculum will cover
class, gender as well as race. and the case study will also highlight how the class
system and the low status of women were perpetuated through the education
systems. Chapter III will consider the education system which exists in Madagascar
r:l
influenced
by
both
England
France.
zn
y
stem
which
was
and
-as

It is suggested by many that the motivation behind imperialism is economic, as Paul
Leroy-Beaulieu summed it tip in 1874:
"The most useful function which colonies perform... is to supply the mother country's
trade with a ready made market to get its industry going and maintain it, and to supply
the inhabitants of the mother country - whether as industrialists. workers or consumers with increased profits. wages or commodities. " 1)

through the exploitation of cheap labour and resources, and the openingt--up of ne%v
1:1
factors are involved including nationalthat
markets. Others suggest
non-economic
týt>
C)
ism, racism and the pursuit of international power.
"it is not industrial progress that demands the opening up of new markets and areas of
investment. but maldistribution of consuming power which prevents the absorption of
commodities and capital within the country. The struggle for markets, the greater eagerness of producers to sell than of consumers to buy, is the crowning proof of a false
economy of distribution. Imperialism is the fruit of this false economy, 'social reform' is
its remedy. " J.A Hobson (2)

Hobson was the first to link imperialism with restriction generated by the limited
zl_
interior market. The main era of imperialism fell between 1880-1914, and can be
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defined as a belief in the desirability of establishing European direct rule on territoZý'
European
the outward signs
ZD
ries in Africa and Asia. Nowadays, although
a
of
0
disappeared, there is an increasing number of countries which
empire have largely
tý
4D
are still subjugated by the economic and cultural powers of the industrialized
countries, through not by direct rule.

Education, one of many institutions, initiated the conditions of dependency and the
inevitable relationship to colonialism. The domination of one nation by another has
been exercised for the conqueror's end by the establishment of schools to fit in with
the European concepts. The Quakers made their points very clear to their missionaries; although education had its place in the mission, at no time was it to take
Cl
tý
z: - programme;
precedence over the evangelising

"Educational work is considered to be secondary to the main purpose of a mission. but it
is intended to be largely instrumental in the furtherance of the Gospel. and it is understood
that all educational work is undertaken with that end in view. " (3)

The most important intervention of education was in the cultural alienation which
was to establish itself and to affect the conquered nations, even until nowadays.

One must realize the importance of history and its potential as a means of
illustrating the Western imperial thrust and the psychological urge to unify the entire
alobe under the domination of a sinale reuional centre. such as "tile North". The
monocultural bias is evident in what the schools teach and the way they teach. The
history curriculum concentrates on the history of France or Britain, and to some
extent, parts of Europe and America and treats the civilizations of the "South" in a
superficial manner. In order to clarify and illuminate both a certain tradition of
thought on race and race relations in European intellectual and political life and
establish the links between imperial race ideology and educational dependency and
more recent phases of issues on the " New World Order" and cultural domination.

This chapter intends to demonstrate that the evolution of "international relations"
from
facts
drawn
history and
inextricably
linked
to
certain
and world education are
from present reality. In doing so, it, therefore, invites policy makers, educa-
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tionalists, parents and students to broaden their understanding in a way that might
well improve human relations.

A. Why focus on these countries?
Gramsci employs the conceptof hegemonyto denotea form of social and political
force or pressurewith intellectual, moral and
control which integrates
physical
t:.
cultural persuasion or consent. In the context of complex western societies,
Gramsciviews the consensualaspectof this dual strategyas particualr important:
"The methodological criterion on which our study must be based is the following: that
the supremacy of a social group manifests itself in two ways, as "domination" and as
"intellectual and moral leadership". A social group dominates antagonistic groups, which
it tends to "liquidate" or to subjugate perhaps even by armed force, it leads kindred and
allied groups. A social group can. and indeed must, already exercise "leadership" before
winning governmental power (this indeed is one of the principal conditions for the
winning of such powcr),. it subsequently becomes dominant when it exercises power, but
even if it holds it firmly in its -rasp. it must continue to "lead" as well. " Gramsci, A. (4)

There is therefore a polemical strategy available to the dominant group in society.
Either it can use direct physical force by such means as the army and the penal
system to overcome its opponents, or it can gain their support as it were "willingly"
by persuading them to accept and assimilate the norms and values of its own
prevailing world-view. On the one hand, it appears that hegemony calls for and
requires "leadership", which means that liecemonic social control does not arise
spontaneously but has to be actively created. On the other hand, if a social group is
to be successful in its aims, it must exercise leadership before the critical moment of
that
social upheaval. In short, Gramsci's concept of hegemony
suggests
social
týtý
in
control is maintained by a combination of force and consent, and that although these
forms of control are usually associated with the State army, judiciary...
the
and
institutions of civil society - family, educational system... - respectively, either
means of social control is available within both institutional

state. However,

hegemony exercised intellectually through the institutions of civil society is defined
Zý
en
by Gramsci as the consensual control which -ariseswhen individuals "willingly" or
0
"voluntarily" assimilate the world-view or hegemony of the dominant cyroup; an
tý
V
assimilation which allows that Lgroup to be he-emonic.
In
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Accordingly,

the understanding

of the development

systems in

of educational

France and England and Wales can only be achieved in relation to the process of
state formation

which gives weight to the construction

of the poitical and adminis-

trative apparatus of the nations mentioned, but also the formation

of iedologies and

collective beliefs which legitimate state power. The development of both educational
systems occurred

in the eighteenth

and nineteenth

centuries,

but it developed

ways and it is in the specific national forms of state formation,

different

educational

development

is a part, that the key to the variable

in

of which

and distinctive

development of educational systems lies. There can be no doubt about the existence
of certain traditionally
nism" and British

recognised differences

-

French "intelligence

and chauvi-

in the nineteenth century was
Europe
-

"Phlegm and tenacity"
ZD

dominated by these two imperial and major industrializingzn forces.
"... European powers including Britain, France and ItalY had carved off bits of it (a
combination of indigenous and external forms of governmcnt)
as colonies or protectorates
L_
of their own. while afterwards Britain and France ruled most of the remaining Arab
territories in conjunctionm with local dynasties. " Christopher Clapham (5)

The legacy
African's

of imperialism

nevertheless

remains

place - i. e. Madagascar - in contemporary

a strong

influence

world politics.

upon

France and

Great Britain were the most intrepid colonizers while Madagascar, in its attempt
at state-building,

developed a British

connection

to counterbalance

insistent pressures of the French. Since 18 17, British
army,

members

of the London

Missionary

officers

Society

the more

had trained the

had established

an

educational system and a treaty with Britain had recognized the Merina claim to
control the whole island. The French had claimed jurisdiction

over all or part of

the island since the beginning of the century, and these claims were pressed
tý
L-

insistence
Third
Republic
in
developthe
to
the
under
response
with growing
C71 0
ment of imperialist competition in Europe.
In the second half of the century, Prussia and the United States became serious
competitors. While the French Revolution of 1789 led to the declaration of the
Rights of Man and of the Citizen. the Industrial Revolution in England marked the
I
advent of machinery, thus completing the picture of the Contemporary scene.
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It is indisputable that the Glorious Revolution in 1688 and the French Revolution in
fundamental changes
for the middle class and the bourgeoisie.
1789 brought
In
C,
tn
1-1
France, noble privilege and seigneuralism were abolished. Gone was the system of
rn
zD
indirect rule in which the affairs of the absolutist state were handled by local
officials drawn from the church and nobility. The Revolutions had created a
massive state edifice which continued to represent a powerful pole attraction for
sections of the bour-eoisie seekincysocial advancement in a state which was now
open to privilege
and
elitism.
4D
"La ruine de Paristocratiefonci&e et de ses privilýges aW poursuivie par la bourgeoisie
C

rdvolutionnaire, aid& par la paysannerie et la sans-culotterie. avec un acharmement
multipli6 par les r6sistences." A. Soboul* (6)

While in Encyland, M. Ashley recognized that:
rý
0
If understandably the ordinary English people in the late seventeenth century hesitated to
...
take part in another civil war. But they looked for leadership and accepted it when it was
offered. " (7)

Both the English and French Revolutions had evolved from coalitions of popular
4-forces to carry through political revolumovements from below with bourgeois
in
L-tions, vital to the further advancernent of capitalism in both countries. The coalition
of small producers and the Bourgeoisie was a crucial factor in the overthrow of the
"ancien R6gime".

In England. a ne%vtype of state was coming into being by the end of the sevenIn
Lteenth century. Unlike the French state, the English state no longer served as a
vehicle for the aristocracy to extract economic surpluses from a subject peasantry
through taxation and office holding. A constitutional monarchy Nvasfinancially
subordinate to Parliament; in other words. local government was in the hands of the
national rulers and discipline

was imposed on the lower orders by a church

subordinated to Parliament. In France, the most immediate achievernent was the
destruction of the feudal basis of the ancien r6gime thus paving the Nvayfor the
development of these bourgeois principles which were emerging in the earlier
t5 t:'
Z:h
the Napoleonic
period. It culminated in the centralized and elitist bourgeois
of
state
Z:'
The ruin of the landed aristocracy and its privileges has been carried on by the revolutionary
C,
bourgeoisie, helped by the peasantry and the 'sans-culotteric' (the republicans), with an increased
determination to resist.
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Empire.

The transformation

of the ruling elite had. undoubtedly,

important

political

impli-

cations for each country, but in many ways it was the refashioned bureaucracy that
became the crucial agent of the modern state. In this respect, England and France
differ greatly. The development

of the French administrative

apparatus, rooted in

the "ancien r6gime", preceded political change and tile rudimentary
t7.
tD

political

parties

4n of the revolutionary
zzý
of the nineteenth century. The beginning
upheavals in France

coincided with the centenary of the Glorious Revolution of 1688-89, which had
formed the climax of the constitutional

struggles within seventeenth century

Enaland,
fro m the time of the creation of modern France, its 4.5
ZD
orowth and national
self-image had been conditioned by rivalry with the monarchy of the United
Kingdom.

The fortunes of the two countries had also been inextricably interwoven as had their
cultural development. The history of one cannot be understood without the history
of the other. Only six years before the Revolution, France had been a principal
instrument in the destruction of the British Empire in North America. Nothing that
happened in France could leave Britain indifferent, as was to be proved throughout
the nineteenth century. After Waterloo, Britain was never again in direct conflict
with France, though there were, it has to be said, some near misses.

1.The route to a centralized system of education in France
1. The French revolution.
"La Rdvolution franqaise ne s'en situe pas moins an coeur m6me de Phistoire du monde
contemporain, au carrefour des divers courants sociaux ct politiques qui ont parta-d les
C
nations et les partagent encore. R6volution franqaise, elle constitue par Vabolition sans
compromis de la f6odalitd et du privilL! e aristocratique. le point de d6part de la soci6t6
moderne capitaliste et du systýme reprdsentatif dans Phistoire de la France... Rdvolution
paysanne et populaire, la R6%,
olution franqaise tendit par deux fois a d6passer ses limites
bourgeoises... Ainsi s'expliquent sans doute ccs vains efforts pour denier ý la Rdvolution
franqaise, pr6c6dent dangercux, sa r6alit6 historique ou sa sp6cificit6 sociale et nationale.
Mais aussi s'expliquent aussi le tressaillement qu'a ressenti le monde et le retentissement
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de la R&olution franpise dans la c.onsciencedes hommesde notre siMe". A. Soboul* (8)
The outbreak of revolution

in a country long regarded as the prime example of an

rý Z:
)

liberty was at
absolute monarchy was hailed as convincingr.:,proof that a new age
of
0
hand. The revolution produced a political earthquake sending seismic shocks
throughout Europe.

It abolished all titles of nobility and hereditary distinctions. Some Frenchmen had in
had the vote. Legislative
though
principle the basic rights
not
all
of
citizenship,
t:1
Z-t)
power was to be in the hands of a freely elected Legislative Assembly; supreme
executive power was delegated by the nation to the monarchy whose title was fixed
by primogeniture in the male line of the reigning family; judicial power was put in
C,
zD tn
Within a few short months the strongest
the hands of popularly elected judges.
2ý
tl
the
monarch in Europe was humiliated by his subjects; the established privileges
of
Z>
aristocracy were refuted, the church was placed tinder secular control-, the
"inalienable Rights of Man" were proclaimed and a representative assembly was
charged with drawing up a new Constitution.

2. The making of Bourgeois France
At its upper level, the French nobility suffered a severe challenge from a minority
them liberal ideas.
whose conditions of life drew them to the bourgeoisie
and
gave
tn
ZD
This minority was envious of the English Lords who enriched themselves in
Z:
)
bourgeois ways and who by sitting:_I in Parliament formed the ministry and t)governin
ment of the country (Crossley & Small-1989). At a lower level the nobility also
suffered from dissatisfaction. Many younger sons dreamed of a new order in which
I
they should have a place; disappointed with their uneventful life, they longed for
C,
* The French Revolution lies
at the very heart of contemporary world history at a crossroads of the
various social and political currents which have divided - and still do - nation against nation. A
classic bourgeois revolution, its uncompromising abolition of the feudal system and the seigneurial 'regime' make it the starting point for capitalist society and the liberal representative system in
the history of France. A revolution of both peasants and the popular masses, it twice went beyond
its bourgeois limits... Herein undoubtedly lies the explanation of the vain attempts to deny the
French Revolution - that dangerous precedent - its historical reality and its specific social and
national character. It also accounts for the way it stook the world and the way it still echoes in the
mind of men, an event to inspire and stir the spirit.
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adventure and were concerned with establishing the precise nature of the new elite.
France saw a struggle for power between groups who felt entitled to have a say in
rýln
Z:
)
how France should henceforth be governed.
"Par la destruction des structuresf6odaleset la proclamation dc la libertd 6conomique,la
r6volution a d6blay6 le terrain devant le capitalisme dont elle a acc6ldr6 Nvolution ...
Pour rallier les classespopulaires, elle dut porter un premier plan le principe de Ngalitd
des droits qu'elle Wavaitd'abord in%,
oqud qu'A Fencontrede I'aristocratic ... La Rdvolution
est A l'origine de la soci6t6et de I'Etat bourgeois ..." A. Soboul* (9)

The Bourgeoisie was eacFerto create ne%vsocial and political forms with the help, if
C)
ýn
need be, of the people. The ZD
growingtv radicalism of the Revolution was the realization of the Bourgeoisie's
ZD
unrelentingr: I desire as a coherent class to destroy feudalism
(Soboul-1970-1983).

This goal which had implied

a series of bourgeois conces-

sions in both the town and country to the popular masses without

whose support

the Bourgeoisie could never have destroyed the monarchy and the nobility,
bulwarks

of the traditional

Bourgeoisie

feudal social order. The broad majority

and aristocracy

expressingZ!,itself unequivocably

increasingly

came together

the two

of the French

as a new social elite

through an ideology that placed capitalism
C
t:ý

above

the defence of the community and whose foundations lay in a commitment to
individualism and property (Sobotil-1970-1983).

3. The moulding of the French educational system
i. On an institutional and ideolooical level
LI
The outbreak of the revolution in France marked a new era of state formation and
the development of education was inevitably closely interwoven with this process.
"Bien entendu.un tel genrede vie comportedes incon%-6nients
d'ordre intellectuel et moral.
Horizon 6troit, comme celui qui borne la vue: c'est A Nducateur ý le corriger, en ouvrant
toutes les
autour du clocher, les perspectivesles plus vastesde la nation. de la patrie, a%-cc
Wes qu'cllcs 6%
"
A.
Dauzat*
(10)
0
-oquent.
grandes
The most immediate

achievement

of the Revolution

was the destruction

of the

. By the destruction of the feudal structures and the announcementof economic freedom, the
before capitalism and acceleratedits evolution... To win over the
revolution cleared the ground
C:

people, it had, in the first place, to bring the principle of equal right which, at first. was only put
forward against the aristocracy- The Revolution is the source of the bourgeois society and state.
V
Of course, such a course of life produces some disadvantages in the intellectual and moral order.
A narrow horizon like this one restricts the view: it is up to the educator to correct it, by opening
up the parochial vie", to the widest perspectives of the nation. of homeland, with all the great ideas
which the), evoke.
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feudal basis of the "Ancien Rdgirne", thus paving the way for the development of

the bourgeois principles which had emerged in the earlier period. As Antonio
Gramscidefined:
"La classebourgeoisese poseelle-meme cornme tin organismecn continuel mouvement,
capable d'absorbertoute ]a socidtd, en I'assimilant ý son niveau culturel et 6conomique:
toute la foriction de I'Etat est transform6e:I'Etat devient '6ducateur'."** (II)

It, therefore, culminated in the centralized and elitist bourgeois state of the Napoleofirst
it
in
Empire
the
that
this
of
education
national
apparatus
context
nic
and was
the creation of the Napoleonic University. Education was acknowemerged
with
t)
ledged to be an indispensable instrument for forging national unity, supplying the
ideologies
its
for
11)
the
trained
consciousness
of
state with
cadres and
raisingZ:) popular
of the new classes (Edwy Plenel- 1977).

The Revolution,

thus, consolidated the principle of secular, state controlled

education whose object was to serve the state and foster national and republican
ideals.
'Uýducation doit We sous Vinspection de la puissance publique parce qu'elle doit We
toute dirigde pour l'utilitd g6nýrale et pour le bien de I'Etat, elle ne doit point dprouver les
variations de vue d'une adminstration particuli6re. " Lamoignon: the first president of the
Parliament of Paris*** (12)

It, then, continued and reinforced the tradition of technical and vocational training
Z1_
through state institutions, developed a model of a modern meritocratic secondary
vehicle
of
as
a
school, and finally, established an ideology
of
education
right
-a
C
tý
social equality. The significance of centralization in French education was to project
bourgeois culture as the universal norm, but also it provided a potent vehicle of
bourgeois hegemony in France (Edwy Plenel-1977). Louis-Henri Parias argued
0
0
Z:1
hegemony
in the
4:1
C)
that centralization played a major role in the securing of bourgeois
41way in which it constructed classes occupationally and in the manner in which
instruction was -iven. The sin-le most important contribution of French education
0
Zý
to bourgeois society was probably its role in fostering the idea of national unity
.. The bourgeois class poses itself as a body
assimilating it into its cultural and economic
the State becomes 'educator'.
... Education must be under the inspection
general benefit and good of the State, it

in constant movement. able to absorb all society. by
level: the whole function of the State is transformed:
of public power because it must all be directed to
must not test the changes of view of a particular

adminstration.
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through its assiduous cultivation, of patriotic values and of a particular concept of
French nationhood.

The necessity of a state system was proclaimed by successive revolutionary
Assemblies. The-legislative provision for primary instruction in 1793 and primary
level education was thus essentially an instrument of social conformity. Its effect on
the class structure was regulatory and consolidative, specially designed to counter
excessive ambition and to limit social mobility. Thus, education was designed to
limit not promote (Louis-Henri Parias- 1981).

The "dcoles centrales" in 1795 (secondary education) however, were a different
,
matter and stood in a different relation to the process of class formation. The
difference lay chiefly in that secondary education was, in a sense, a vehicle of
ZD
was
social transformation. It was one of the means by which the Bourgeoisie

formed as a class. It stood for careers open to talent and the means by which the
Middle class could ensure its continued social ascendancy. It had to proclaim itself
meritocratic because through this route only could it remain a rampart against
In this sense it continued to represent the principle of 1789
aristocratic privilege.
0
(Louis-Henri Parias- 1981 - Andy Green- 1990).

In defending the status of the middle class, the "Lyc6e" and state College excelled.
They had to be more efficient than the private Catholic schools, still frequented by
the aristocracy, and usually were, precisely becausetheir "raison d'6tre" was to win
the credential race for the middle class which would secure positions for the middle
Whilst
Catholic
thus,
their
the
remained
guaranteeing
schools
status.
-class tý
zn
popular, particularly with the aristocracy, because they developed character and
moral values and were thought to provide better pastoral care and a more sympathetic boardingZ.1.3atmosphere, the state schools were much more effective in their
preparation for examinations and thus maintained the loyalty of the majority of the
bourgeoisie (Andy Green- 1990 - A. Soboul- 1970-1983).
"Si I'oeuvre de la Rdvolution en mati6re d'enseignement apparait importante, elle
derneurre toutefois incomplW. Le monopole de Nglise a 6td supprimd. Uenseignement a
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&6 lakisd et modernisd: socialement, il reste le privilýge d'une minorit6". A Soboul* (13)

Secondary schools-not only had to protect the bourgeoisie from above, but also
from below, that is to say, from the masses who were pressing at their heels. It
was this desire to keep ahead that gave the classical programme its phenomenal
appeal amongst sons of the industrial, professional and petit bourgeois strata alike.
Far from being associated exclusively with the aristocracy, as in England, classicism was the insurance policy of the bourgeoisie, an exclusive badee of status, a
0
en
medium of social advancement, and the si-n of social distinction from the lower
0
orders. Education had become increasingly important in the process of occupational
In
selection and thus in the forming of classes. Although
advancement in business
Cý
careers still depended largely
41ý
on influence, patronage
and demonstrated ability,

entrance into professional careers and into state service now required educational
credentials. Thus, the baccalaur6at was to become the new symbol of meritocracy
of the middle class elite.

"En trois ans (1792-1795), toutes les questions que le XM
siMe devait ý son tour
reprendre et tenter de les rdsoudre ont 66 &oqudes. discutdes, clarifides: libert6 et
monopole, -ratuitd. obligation, laicit6. rapports entre les degrds d'dtudes, accýs aux degrds
supdrieurs, programmes, m6thodes, dquilibre entre la culture technique et ]a culture
libdrale. relation entre la recherche et Penseignement. et par dessus tout, esprit et
destination du syst6me pMagogique. " R. Hubert* (14)

The French government's decision to impose a national culture was conveyed by
means of civic education. Great efforts were made to promote a national language
and literature. The political importance of encouraging the spread of standard French
at the expense of local "patois" was the main preoccupation of the ruling elite. The
concern for identity at each educational stage corresponded to a determined need to
feature:
eradicate local cultural and linguistic
4:)
"Le fdddratisme et la superstition

parlent bas-breton; Nmigration

et la haine de la

Rdpublique parlent allemand... La monarchie avait des raisonsde ressemblerä la tour de
Babel-,dans la dýrnocratie,laisser les citoyens ignorantsde la langue
C
nationale,incapables
. If the work of the Revolution, as far education is concerned, appears important, it remains,
however, unfinished. The church monopoly has beenabolished.educationhas beensecularizedand
modernized:socially, it remainsthe privilcge of a minority.
* In three
years, all the issuesthat the nineteenthcentury had in its turn to take up again and try to
resolve have beenrecalled,discussed.clarified: freedomand monopoly. free education,obligation,
secularity, relationshipsbetweeneducationalgrades,accessto higher education,curricula, methods,
the balancebetweentechnical and liberal cultures, the relationship betweenresearchand education,
and above all, the spirit and purposeof the pedagogicalsystem.
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de contr6ler cc pouvoir. c'est trahir la patrie... Le franqais qui a eu Monneur de servir ý la
D6claration des droits de Momme, doit devenir la langue de tous les franqais. Nous devons
aux citoyens Vinstrument de la pens6e publique, I'agent le plus sOr de la Rdvolution".
Bar&c* (15)

Thus, the main aim of the Conventionin its primary school policy wasto eliminate
"dialects" and provincial traditions. For the Republic to be united and indivisible,
the citizens had to be imbued with a common culture. This elementof uniformity
was not only dictatedby a senseof nationalism,but also by a desireto implement a
sort of egalitarianeducation:
"Les plus belles 6coles. les plus utiles, les plus simples, o6 la jeunesse puisse recevoir
une 6ducation vraiment r6publicaine, cc sont, Wendoutez pas, les sdancespubliques des
d6partements, des districts, des municipalit6s, des tribunaux. et surtout des socidtds
populaires." Bouquier'sreport" (,16)

French primary education was designed to impart a limited version of the national
zn
loyalty and civic obedience amongst
r_'
the
culture which would encourage
political
r_1
working class, providing a ininimurn amount of useful and appropriate skills without encouraging excessive ambition for social advancement. Whether they were
church schools or municipal schools did not seem to make much difference. Both
were concerned with what was essentially moral education. Catholic schools laid
great stress on teaching the catechism and preparing children for their first communion. They sought to inculcate a pious receptive attitude and to instil Christian
virtues, but avoided exciting any wordly ambitions. Traditional Catholic teachingt7l
but to teach him/her that desire could never be
to
the
was designed
awaken
not
child
L1_
satisfied, except in the next world. It sought to fill the child with humility and to
warn him/her of God's severity as well as of his justice and mercy (Andy Green
1990).

. Federalism and superstition speak low-Breton. emigration and hate of the Republic speak
German... The monarchy had grounds for too resembling the tower of babel ; in a democracy, to
leave citizens ignorant of the national language, incapable of controlling this power, is to betray
the country... The French language which had the honour of being used in the declaration of
Human Rights, must become the language of all French people. We owe the citizens the
cl 4n
instrument of public thought, the most cffccti%,e agent of the Revolution.
Cý
C,
The best schools, the most useful. the simplest, where young people can get a really republican
education. are, without a doubt, the public sessions of the departments, the districts, the town
councils, the courts, and above a] I of popular societies.
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ii. On an instructional level
The "D6cret sur les Ecoles Primaires" (decree on primary schools) of 17th
November 1794, on Lakanal's recommendation, required the establishment of one
six-year primary school for every town of 1.000 inhabitants for boys and girls, to
teach reading, writing, arithmetic and the French language, and to inculcate republican principles, the Rights of man and the French constitution. However, education
was not put on a compulsory and gratuitous basis which were contradictory to the
earlier principles.

On 16 December 1794, the decree for the establishment of the "6coles centrales"
They were set up in
was voted to replace the Jesuit and other religious
colleges.
z:1
V.:,
each major town. AccordingC, to the new decree, the new curriculum was to
introduce

subjects relatingZ--to facts and nature instead of practising for years the
tý
elements of dead languages - Latin and Greek. The teaching of grammar was a
C) Z-Zý ID

substitute for old logic - the value of coherent linked ideas and right reasoning with
As for history, it had to move away
4-a vie%vto trainingZ!) how to reason and argue.
from the teaching of the calendar of events. It had to become an exemplary and
r:'
moral code. History was to be the anthology from which teachers of the legislation
would draw their material, establishingZ-from the facts an anthology
moral
and
of
4-political principles, as weil as some knowledge for the improvement of the arts.

The classics, however, were reduced. The authorities did not expect the students to
speak Latin fluently. At most, they expected either an element of comparison with a
knowledae of the French Ian(-Yua(,
"belles lettres" (literature)
teachina
the
e,
or
a
of
4!)
Cý zý
Cý
where they would teach the rules of literary aesthetics. Pupils were also to learn
maths, physics and chemistry, natural sciences and drawing, which was considered
C
as the eyes of CD
geometry. The lack of coordination between the primary and
secondary schools was to become a real barrier for the future of the "6coles
centrales". The non-existence of coordination between lessons was deeply felt. The
inability to find a variety of books in all schools, to establish a dialogue between
Cý
teachers in the same field, from one end of France to the other, gave a picture of a
IM
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very diverse institution (Louis-Henn Parias- 1981).

iii. Girls'education
a) Disparate education
Theories and descriptions of the educational system and legislation, until 1850,
applied mainly to the boys' world. Separate instruction was deliberate and kept
alive throughout the century and the difference also reflected another aspect: a difference which society intended to maintain between the destiny of boys and girls.
Girls were expected to become the future protectors of the family; to be brought up
for domestic life. On the other hand, it was also as a safeguard of Church morality
which was opposed to mixed schools:
gardienne et vengeresse de Vint6grit6 de la foi et qui, en vertu de la mission
6ritd chrdtienne toutes les nations et
qu'elle a reque de Dieu, son auteur, doit appeler ý la %,
surveiller avec soin les enseignements donn6s ý la jeunesse plac& sous son autoritd.
PEglise a toujours condamnd ouvertement les ftoles appel6es mixtes ou neutres et a
maintes fois averti les p&es de famille afin que. sur ce point si important. ils derneurassent toujours vigilants. toujours sur leurs gardes." Uon X111* ( 17)
'VEglise,

Cý

As a result,

mixed

schools

were prohibited

and villages,

referring

to Guizot's

decree, invested mainly in boys' schools which were obliged to open in rural areas.
With a very few exceptions,
insufficient

girls were admitted.

numbers, especially

In fact, girls' schools existed in

since it was not usual to appoint

male primary

teachers to airls' schools while female teacher trainino, did not exist, althoucyh it was
in
0

?-1

becoming more and more necessary at this time.

Girls' education was to develop values of another kind from that of boys, such as
learning feminine acts and needlework which were considered as primarily necessary for girls' education. Girls' basic education, from a general point of view, was
to stay within the responsibility of the family, to be of private initiative and to be
restricted to the home sphere.

* The Church, guardian and a%-cngcr
of the integrity of faith and who, by virtue of the mission she
has received from God, her Creator, must call all nations to the Christian truth and carefully
overseethe teaching given to the young people under her authority, the Church hasalways openlý
condemned mixed schools and on many times has warned fathers of families, on this very
important point, that the), stand vigilent, always on their guard.
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b) The inadequacy of girls'education
"Les garqonsapprendrontý lire, 6crire. compter.& il leur fera donnd les premi&es notions
du mefurage& de I'arpentage.
Leur m6moire fera cultivd & ddveloppd; on leur fera apprendre par cocur quelques chants
civiques, & le rdcit des traits les plus frappants de I'histoire des peuples libres & et de
celle de la rdvoltion franqaife.
Ils recevront auffi des notions de ]a conftitution de leur pays. de [a morale univerfelle, &
de Nconomie rurale & domestique. Article X1
Les filles apprendront A lire, ý 6crire. et A compter.
Leur mdmoire fera cultiv6c par Ntude des chants civiques, & de quelques traits de
I'hiftoire, propre ý d6velopper les vertus de leur jexe.
Elles recevront auffi des notions de morale & d'6.conomie domestique & rurale. Article
xll*
La principale partic de lajourndc Jera employde par les enfants de l'un & Fautre fexe au
travail des mains.

Les garqonsferaont employ6sa des travaux analoguesý leur ige, foit dans les ateliers des
fe
foit
ý des
ý
des
d'6duCation
trouveroient port6c
manufacturesqui
maisons
nationale.
feront
de
la
l'int6rieur
dans
ouvragesqui pourroient s'exdcuter
exerc6s
m8me
maison. tous
A travailler la terre.
Les filles apprendront ý filer, ý coudre &a blanchir, elles pourront We cmploydes dans les
feront
de
manufactures qui
ateliers
voilines. ou ý des ouvrages qui pourront s'ex6cuter dans
l'int6rieur de la maifon dWucation. " Article X111 Robespierre"
(18)
-

Like the boys' education, the elementary education for girls was divided into two
0
categories. Girls'education focussed on the elementary form of "Arts d'agr6ments"
(accomplishments), drawing and singing were necessarily included instead of the
legal system of weights and measures. With regard to middle class and well-off
Zý
Z__
L__
the institutions, all private, were the object of specific rules. According to
girls,
,
Louis-Henri Parias, the Charter of March 7 1837 set tip two types of institutions:
"les Pensions" (boarding

schools) and "les Institutions"

(private

schools).

-Boys will learn to read, write and count. and will be given the basic knowledge of measurement
and land-surveying.
Their memory will be cultivated and developed, they will learn some civic songs by heart, and the
narration of the most striking lines of the history of free peoples and those of the French
revolution .
The)- will also receive some knowledge of the constitution of their country. of universal morality.
and of the rural and domestic economy.
The girls will learn to read, write and count. Their memory will be cultivated b,3 the study of civic
CII
songs, and some aspects of history, perculiar to its development of the virtues of their sex. They
will also receive some knowledge of morality and domestic and rural economy.
.. The main part of the day will be used. by the children of both sexes, for manual work.
The boys' time will be devoted to work suitable to their age, either in the factory workshops
be
buildings,
be
tasks
the
could
which
or
would
within
of
education
which
reach
national
completed themselves within the house; all will be trained to till the land.
The girls will learn to spin, sew and bleach. they will be able to be employed in the workshops of
factories which will be nearby, or in tasks which could be done within the school house.
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Boarding schoolswere consideredof "inferior" order while private schoolswere of
"superior" order. Theseschoolsdid not only give the basicsof instruction, but they
also taught the essentialelementsand the history of Frenchliterature,with grammar
en
and style, ancient and contemporary history, ancient rD
geographyand the essential
elementsof cosmography(Louis-Henri Parias-1981).
This "higher" education for girls aimed to be called "secondary" education while
boys' secondary education was based on the teaching of the humanities, rhetoric
did
have
(eloquence), crowned with philosophical studies. The :girls
access
not
_I
either to Latin or philosophical studies, regarded as dangerous to the girls' modesty
and for the development of their spirit.
"Notre 6ducation 5 toutes Westpas la moiti6 assezforte pour en donner une bonne,ainsi,
le temps scrait
si l'on voulait se fortifier soi-m6me dans les &udes qu'on doit enseigner.
Lý
plus que pris". Duchesse de Bro-lie***

(19)

The Duchesse was stressing the difficulty she was facingIn in the teaching
4!) of her own
C
children. The main achievement of girls'education was its inadequacy.
"La vdritd p6nible que je veux dire ici, c'est que Nducation. rnýme religieuse, ne donne
pas toujours, donne trop r-arement aux jeunes filles et aux jeunes fernmes le goat sdrieux
du travail.
Les prdjugds du monde qui poussent ý la mutilation de Nducation de la femme, ý
1'6touffement de telle on telle de ses facultds sont odieux ct barbares. Mais quelque chose
encore de plus odieux, je ne craindrai pas de le dire. c'est la complicitd qu'on voudrait
6tablir parfois entre ces pr6jugds mondains et la pidt6. je veux dire la fausse pidtd". M-r
Dupanloup* (20)

M-r Dupanloup stressedthe meeting between the state of mind of the century which
0C
intellectual education for girls. Girls very well
was still most hostile to a genuine
V
Z-trained in the habits of submissiveness and ignorance which were scrupulously preC
served or only affected by the education of reason and freedom.

The act of the "Conseil Sup6rieur" (high Council) of the public education, in charge
Z-Cý
... Our educationis far from adequatein order to teach,so, if one wanted to improve in the studies
which one had to teach,the one'sself time would be more than filled.
. The painful truth which I want to say here, is that education, even religious education, does not
C
always give, very rarely gives a serioustastefor work to young -iris and young women.
The prejudices of the world which drive to the mutilation of women's education, to the suppressing of lowering one or other of their abilities are revolting and barbaric. But something more
rcvolting, I will not be frightened to say it, is the complicity which is sometimes established
sometimes betwcen these wordly prejudices and piety, I mean false piety.
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2D to
of elaborating4-- the decrees of implementation, confined the content of the teaching

the curriculum which was the core of the higher elementary education. The girls
Z:!
leamt French and at least a modern foreian lanauage, ancient and modern literature,
tD
:.ý t__
national history and a fair idea of general history, hygiene, "6conomie domestique"
The teachingtn of
(home economic), needlework, drawing, music and gymnastic.
rý
0
arithmetic, C
geometry, chemistry, physics and natural history elements was just an
introduction.

In reality, Sciences had always the reputation:

f6minins et leur 6ter leur grace-* (Louis-Henri

"de dess6cherles esprits

Parias-198 1).

Girls'education did not make available the teaching4ý of philosophy in conformity
with the tradidion of the nineteenth century, instead the teaching, of moral code
Z-)
as the only philosophical essential element: the conscience, the moral
emerged

responsibility and the duty.

c) Secondary education
Girls' secondary education was shorter than boys' education - the decree did not
indicate its length,
0
specializingIn in literature, but without the learningZ-1 of dead
languages. The teaching of the "6conomie domestique" did not enjoy a great
tý
00
L17
success because no staff were trained to teach the subject. Needlework, musics
(reduced to song), and drawing were the only subjects which had their place in the
girls' curriculum because they came within the tradition and enjoyed the family
favours. Not content with reducing the length of girls' secondary education with
LI_
Z71 C,
divided
it
inspiration,
its
Paul
Bert's
high
to
the
counterpart,
council
male
at
reaard
in
41from the outset into two cycles. The institution was exactly the same of the boys'.
There were then giris' "Lyc6es" and "Coll&-es" (secondary school); the differences
0
9-1
related to who controlled and financed them, the management expenses of the
"Lyc6es" were provided by the State; in the case of "CoRges", they were provided
by the town council (Louis-Henri Parias- 1981).

Secondary education continued to maintain the social and biological differences
4:
)
between oirls' and boys' education (Louis-Henri Parias-1981). Out of necessity,
0
of dryingup thefemalemindandremovingtheirgrace.
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exams took precedence over educational outcorne. Gradually, girls' education
C)
absorbed, more and more, the subjects found in boys' education. Compulsory
education was accepted for the boys as well as for the girls.

Girls' education was general, that was the case of girls coming from the lower
ZD
0
t!,
middle class who were advised to work as primary teachers, secretaries, commercial clerks or civil servants.
"Messieurs, je suis profonddment convaincu, quant ý moi, de la supdriorit6 naturelle de la

femme en mati&c d'enseignement...ll ya des pýres qui sont capables de montrer la
tendresse,le d6vouement, la ddlicatessed'une rnýre, il ya des pdda,-,ogues qui peuvent
0
avoir, et les grands pdda-ogues
ont tons en eux quelquechosede maternel: mais enfin la
loi g6n6rale,c'est que le sentimentmaternelest le plus profond ressortde Nducation, c'est
ý Nducation des conseils et les
que Npouse. la. m&e qui se fait enseignante,
apporte
C:

de sa propre et prdcieuse exNrience, c'est que l'institutrice qui reste fille trouve
r6%-61ations
dans I'Mucation des enfants d'autrui la satisfaction de ce sentiment maternel, de ce grand
instinct de sacrifice que toute femme porte en elle. que la nature a gravd profond6ment
dans vos coeurs, mesdames. et qui fait la noblesse. la dignit6 ct la puissance de votre
action sociale". Jules Ferry* (2 1)

The rise of industry during the Second Empire highlighted
for a specific
the
LIrý
need
1-1
answer to the continuing demand for girls' education for which tile state still refused
to take responsibility. The decree which established official secondary education for
girls was the work of Camille S6e who believed that it was necessary to z1grasp the

tý,

nettle of girls' education.
Respectueuse de la libertd de conscience. notre commission est d'avis que Venseignement
C

religieux, ne doit pastrouver place dans les classes.Cest 1ýun enseignementqui doit &re
donnd ý domicile par les soins des parents." Camille Sde* (22)

. Gentlemen, I am firmly convinced. in my experience.
of the natural superiority of woman as far
as education is concerned. There are fathers who are capable of demonstrating the affection,
devotion and tenderness of a mother; there are teachers who can. and the great teachers have in all
of them something maternal: but after all. the general rule is that maternal feeling is the deepest
force of education
that is because the wife. the mother who becomes the teacher, brings to
.
education the results and the revelations of her own invaluable experience, that is because the
female primary teacher who remains unmarried discovers in the education of other people's children
the satisfaction of this maternal feeling, of this great instinct of sacrifice that every woman has
in your heart, ladies, and which engenders the nobless,
within her, that nature has deeply engraved
z
the dignity and the power of you; social action.
*Respectful of the freedom of conscience. our commission is of the opinion that religious
C
education. must not find room in the classrooms. That is an education which ought to be entrusted
to parents.
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However, with respectto standard,an inequality in airns and valueswas identified.
It was only from the 1930s that, in reality, arose a real secondary education for girls
in the private institutions in the provinces which, until that time, had only been
available in the major towns and the biggest
conglomerations.
tn
t)tý

4. The French Education Act (23)
In 1989, Lionel Jospin, the Minister of Education took tip the challenge to assist
pupils in their programme of studies and to reorganize, ease and give guidance on
their route towards future goals. To this end. lie introduced two proposals known
ZD
as the Revision and Reappraisal of the Educational System.

The Revision of the Educational System introduces four aims, namely that:
leave
young
pupil
no
should
school without a minimum qualification, such as
Certificat dAptitude Professionnelle (Certificate of Professional Aptitude) or
Brevet d'Etudes Professionnelles (Certificate of Vocational Education),

four pupils out of five should reach the Baccalaurdat level,
all students who pass the Baccalaur6at, be given the opportunity to continue
into Further Education if they so wish,
European
in
forging
be
in
a
education
more
methodology
content
open
its
and
41-C
1-identity as well as maintainingC, International Cooperation.
The Minister's policy will affect the whole educational system and it is worth highL-

lighting someof the most striking factors of the proposals:
by
be
to
to
extension
the
and
community
more
outside
schools
should
aim
open
from
language
en
in
1: 1
C! of a modern foreign
to the international environment. The learning

primary school, and the establishmentof exchangesbetweenteachers,pupils and
students,is recommended,
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Contract
for
Education
duties
the
the
the pupils and
of
must
reflect
rights
and
zn
their families. It should not only uphold the rules of the institutions, but must
issues concerning extra curricular activities and means
also influence pedagogical
C,
t:5
of conveying academic outcomes,

for
be
Contract
Education.
It
from
the
guidance
must
part
will
of
result
regular
meetings aiming to ensure that careers guidance recommended by the institution
will coincide with the wish of the pupil and his/her parents. "Bridges" will be
made available to aid pupils over different and various routes to success. The
pupil must be assessednot only on his/her intellectual achievement, but also on
his/her progress,

Redoublements"
"Ies
the
practice
of
used only in exceptional

(repeating a year in the same class) must be

cases. However,

if a pupil has not reached his/her edu-

cational goal by the end of 4th year, the second stage for secondary education
in France, the school will offer him/her

in additional

back to the academic level where he/she is encountering

year, placing the student
difficulties.

Repeating a

year in the same class will not be accepted without the agreement of the parents.
Z:'

This policy is supposed to save the child with learning difficulties from going
through an identical year (parents have the right, within fifteen days, to appeal
C,
z:1
against the decision reached by the Council),
be
be
the
their
number
of
examinations
must
reduced
and
oroanisation
must
0
to assessment without necessimplified. More consideration should be z:
given
1
sarily abandoningC,written and oral tests.
The policy of reappraisal concerns teachers and recommends the following:
be
Teachers
that
their
educational
role
must
reinforced.
must pay particular
him/her in self-evaluaattention to followingj each pupil individually, to assisting
4:ý
tion and appraisal, and to assure general pedagogical support,
LZ) tý
for
in
the
recruitment,
regarding
prospective
candidates
entrance
examination
- t3
4:ý
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secondary

school teachers must be holders of a Bachelor's

school a "Diplome

primary

equivalent

d'Etudes Universitaires

Degree, for the

G6n6rales"

(DEUd)

or an

Degree. Students who are admitted to teacher training should be able

to benefit from a grant. In return, they will be expected to contribute
of schools and these years will be taken into consideration
ningZý-

to the run-

throughout their
Z!,

career,
is
that
to say the principle of three grades.
establishment
graded
of
promotion,
Cý
rn
from one zD
Progress
tlý
grade to another will be Z!,
governed by commonly defined
criteria. In reality, the -rade of "merit" still exists and teachers can progress in
their career as a result of a good recommendation by the inspectorate; without the
Zý
latter the options are limited in spite of the number of years of service.
The Education Reform Act of July 1989 put an end to the reign of the "Inspecteurs
G6n6raux"
involved

(General School Inspectors).
in curriculum

"Conseil National"

development

No longer do they assess teachers or are

(the latter now being the responsibility

of a

National
Council
Instead,
their new task
twenty
of
experts).
-

is to measure the success of the educational system. They will have the authority to
determine the strong and the weak points of school institutions,
advise the Minister

of Education accordingly.
L,

and to inform and

In short, they will become the "intel-

ligence" branch of the Ministry of Education.
In the same year, the Advisory Act was to urge the establishment of"Cycle
des
Apprentissages
involve
Premiers"(first
learning
the
to
stage)
all
Zý
t-- 0
nursery schools (I st, 2nd and 3rd Section) with the aims of allowingC teachers to
take into account more the psychological
the
and
physiological
evolution
of
child
6
z:1
background (Le Monde de VEducation-Septembre
regardless
of
age
and
0
ZD
0

1991),

"Cycle
des
Apprentissages
learning
Fondamentaux"
(fundamental
Zý stage)
the
zn
0
from the final section of the Nursery School and also includes the
ZD
which begins
"Cours Preparatoire", (CP = primary 3) and the "Cours E16mentairel, (CEI =
primary 4). The final section of the Nursery School acts as a period of transition
It is supposed to allow children, who are ready, to
as well as a structuringenstage.
11.
D
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start basic learning in the final section of Nursery School (Ibid)
des
"Cycle
Approffondissemeiits"(Ftirtlier
the
-

learningCý stage)
z:1
Z1L_
cyroupsto-ether

the classes of "Cours E16mentaire 2", (CE 2= primary 5), "Cours Moyen V
(CM 1) and "Cours Moyen 2" (CM 2), (primary 6& 7). This stage should last
on average three years. These three academic years could be eventually achieved
in two or four years according to the pace of the child (lbid),
lengthening
in
happen
the
the
or
academic
process
will
only
shortening
of
once
primary school. A council made up of teachers of the various stages, the Headteacher, the class teacher concerned and mernbers of the educational psychology
network, will decide at the end of the academic stage, if the child has achieved
the knowledge required to enable hirri/her to move up to the next academic class
(lbid).
Subjects will then fall into three main disciplines for which a weekly maximum and
minimum time-table will be established. Teachers will be able to adjust these schedules during the week and the year, according to the needs of the child:
rý
L_
first
include
French,
Geography,
History
the
of
subjects
group
will
and
and
117,
Cý
Civic Education for the Fundamental Learning:_- Stage,
(Stage
ZD
Z__ 2) and the Further
Learning Stage (Stage 3),
incorporate
for
Mathematics,
Technology
Science
the
second
oroup
will
and
1-1
rn
Stages 2 and 3,

involve
Education
for
2
Physical
Education
Stages
Art
the
third
group
and
will
and 3.

Each school is free to choose the appropriate structure of classes according to the
pupils' needs, results and also to local pressures.

du Lyc6e" (the educational reform of the secondary
The "Wriovation P6dagogique
Z.) Lterm in 1992. Its aims
the
of
school) were due to take place from the beginning
new
4:)
:_1
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are not only to tackle the hierarchy

between the educational

modules, but also to

diversity of secondary school pupils. The
respond to issues created by the growing
Z-1
L--

Minister of Education decided to reduce in a radical way the number of academic
routes and to confront the matter foremost in the ininds of teachers and students,
that of disparity in educational provision.

The "Classe de Seconde" (5th year) becomes the "Seconde de D6termination" (the
decisive year). Immediately, at the beginning
tý
tý of the new term, after an evaluation
test, pupils experiencing difficulty are offered, until I st November an opportunity
rý
to catch up on required academic standards via 'Vappropriation des m6thodes de
travail" (allocation of methods of study). Then, after six months of "normal"
studies, another assessment takes place before Easter. The last three months are
dedicated to supporting students who run the likely risk of failing.

In Premiýre (6th year) and "Terminale" (7th-final year), the academic set A (Arts),
B (Economy), C (Maths) and D (Science) are reduced to three options: Literature
(L), Science (S), Economic and Social Studies (ES). Business studies, science and
technical options have been improved in part. Technological studies are merged
with Science and Industrial Technology options (STI). Added to the new jargon
in the summer of 1991:
came three important changes
Z:
ý
"Les
Mati6res
Dominantes"
form
(the
the core of each
core
subjects)
which
course and constitute more than half of the Baccalaur6at Examination,
"Les MaRres Compl6nientaires de Formation G6n6rale" (complementary subjects for general education) which have the primary objective of directing students
tn
rm
away from narrow and specialised fields,
"Les
Modules"
(the
modules) which are additional and optional subjects and
must not be regarded as having no connection with the rest of the whole curriculum. They help develop skills for instance in theatre studies, philosophical
methodology, and information technology or revise some concepts or methods
learned previously. In the 5th and 6th year, but also in the classes leading to the
4n
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"Brevet d'Etudes du Premier Cycle - B. E. P - ('0' Level), the modules allow
teachersto cope better with the disparity of classes. These hours (three in 5th and
6th year and two in final year), on the one hand, allow each pupil to develop
his/her individual work and a sense of autonomy, and on the other support pupils
with learningCýdifficulties especially in relation to the Core Subjects.
The teachers are expected to implement the new programmes of study according to
tý
C)
the needs and the weakness of each pupil and a national evaluation takes place
before entering the "Lyc6e" (5th year).

The purpose of reducingzn the number of options is to increase the possible routes for
pupils in determining their future studies. Pupils are able to build tip a diverse
career profile. Thus, an Art student may introduce an artistic or mathematical angle
to his/her course. In ES, the pupil has the choice of working towards studies in
"I'Echange et la Communication" (exchange et communication) with an important
languages programme, a strong mathematical emphasis for those who wish to
embark on a career in economics or finally with advanced studies in economics and
Social Sciences for those who have a particular interest in Law or Politics.

In the option S, the range of subjects in Applied Science is much wider as it
L,
options; namely C (dominated by
absorbs all pupils from a number of original

Maths), D (Natural Science), D' (Agronomy) and E (Industrial Technology). But
they are prevented from adding languages to the cocktail. AccordingL-to the Minister
0z -1 Lbe built up gradually, with each pupil
of Education, the programme
of
study
should
C,
z:1
having the opportunity to adjust his/her course. But, the 5th year, more than ever,
Z:
)
should be the decisive class providingC not only a common field of study but also a
C,
ZD
education. Each pupil must
wider range
of options for 0general and technological

be
deciding
However,
their
two
the
a
should
not
options offered.
choice
of
study
factor in the transfer to the 6th year. Some classes, in fact will be accommodated
,
for those who have mistakenly assessed their direction. In short, the 5th year
appears to be the "patchwork" class.
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In order to limit

possible

"Lyc6es Professionnels"

(Vocational

tained. This is the "Premi6re
organization

in the new approach,

shortcomings

schools) and Technological

d'Adaptation"

a link

schools is main-

(6th year - Adjustment

of the modules may, however, prove to be difficult

between

class). The

as a whole since

the core subjects, under which each module will come, must run parallel in groups
of two. Pupils are divided accordingZnto this parallel system. Transferring IDpupils to

modules for assistance according to their needs may be feasible, but there is no
indication about what should be offered to advanced and intermediate pupils, or
what they should attain during this process of assistance. In effect, it is the teacher
who knows the strong and weak points of each pupil, and who can influence his/
her success.

However, does the Minister intend to implement three parallel units offering three
different levels of the same subjects, but also with three different teachers at the
same time, respecting a flexible system which has to conform to the personal
progress of each pupil? Should this be the case, how will this affect the working
conditions of teachers and how will it be resolved, given that he/she must interrupt
the teaching process in order to respond to the pupil's needs?
tn
The new organization
tý
recommended by the Minister intends, by means of complethe content of
mentary and optional subjects, to diversify rather than tighten
up
C)
courses. While a pupil in the 6th year (L) may have the opportunity to select, both
Cinema and Media studies for his/her complementary subject and Plastic Arts as an
option, how many school educational establishments will be sufficiently resourced
to offer this kind of programme?

To conclude, in the final year, with the new system, pupils have the chance to
further their knowledge of one subject. A student in option S may opt for eight
tn
C,
hours of Physics and Chemistry by combining core subjects, modules and options
(4 hours). As for someone in Economics and Social studies, he/she is be able to
in
be
beneficial
Mathematics.
This
Applied
three
times
scheme
could
absorb
more
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the sense that it might assist the pupil to take into account his/her future vocational
training. But once again, the Minister has not clearly defined what kind of tests will
be designed for the Baccalaur6at, and the tuition pupils receive in different subjects
C
may be unequal.

11.The avenue for a decentralized system in England
Z:1
and Wales
1. The Glorious Revolution
"Whether that %vasto make this historic episode into a Glorious Revolution is a question
of opinion or of definition. It undoubtcdly constributed to the evolution of parliamentary
democracy in England and of a balanced constitution in the United States of America. " M.
Ashley (24)

Pride in the Glorious Revolution was widespread among all classes in England,
them from the rest of the people of Europe.
and was believed to distinguish
C)
"As to the question whether a revolution
was in fact achieved, it is perfectly true that
there was no such complete destruction of a form of government or of society in 1688 as
there was to be during the French, Russian, Chinese or Cuban revolutions
of later
times... The power of the monarch was, however, in fact reduced. The restrictions and
III was compelled
that William
to accept. such as the regular meeting of
conditions
Parliaments
(which he did not like) and the independence of the judiciary,
which he
accepted, meant that the 'mixed monarchy', which up till this time had been largely
form of words bandied about by political theorists, was in the process of becoming
and political reality". M. Ashley (2i)
constitutional

As it transpired,
transformation
involved,

the development
by William

which

Revolution

a

was the

III of England's place in Europe and the wars that this

led to a crucial

English Parliamentary

resulting from the Glorious

a

loss of Royal power and the establishment

supremacy. The Triennial

of

Act of 1694 required the English

Parliament to be summoned every three years, and thus prevented future monarchs
from ruling. The upper classes regarded it as a guarantee of their position,
Z-tý
ZZ,

their

their power (Ashley- 1968 - Crossley & Small- 1989).
privileges,
and
Z:
)
2. The emergence of the Middle class in England
"Of the political and moral importance of this class there can be but one opinion. It is the
strength of the community. It contains beyond all comparison, the greatest portion of
intelligence, industry and wealth in the state. In it are the heads that invent, and the hands
that execute, the enterprise that project and the capital by which these projects are carried
into operation... The people of the class below are the instruments with which the), work;
and those of the class above, thou gh they may be called their governors, and may recall
,
sometimes seem to rule them, are much more often, more truly, and more completely
its
the
it
is
In
least,
nation
their
this
gives
this
which
class
under
country at
control.
character. " Westminster Review (26)
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The French Revolution stimulated intense political debate within Britain and deeply
polarized opinion on the question of reformingZ--the English Constitution. English
rn
reformers of all shades of opinion were galvanised into action. The events in
France, undoubtedly, prompted the campaign in England for the repeal of the Test
and Corporation Acts. Developments in France were believed to have made reform
in England more urgent than ever, if the excesses in the Continent were to be
avoided, timely concessions to the propertied middle classes would have to be
made. It also had a profound impact on administration, finance and politics and
made Great Britain a major European power capable of using her military and naval
might to defend and extend her colonial empire.

The influence operating on English thought was in the areas of statecraft and
tý
1-ý
1:1
to a major debate about political and social
policies. It, then, tn
gave rise in England
C
reform and the methods of achievingZ--them. The middle classes involved in trade,
banking and manufacturing, however, gave
to
their
contemporaries
a
class
consý
004:
ciousness and influenced

them with their overt opposition

to the privileges

of the

aristocracy. The middle class was at that time to become richer, better educated and
culturally

more secure. While, on the one hand the aristocracy became insecure, on

the other, the middle class became itself more established and self-confident.
some ways, the desirability

In

of creatingt-- a new elite based on merit was to be

embodied by both the middle class and nobility (C. Crossley & 1. Small-1989).

The oroanisational machinery of the reform movement remained firml y in the hands
tý'
of men of property and education drawn from the middle ranks of society. They
landowner and were determined to
Z:'
resented the excessive influence of the great
increase their own representation in Parliament, but they did not expect the poor to
govern nor did they anticipate that poor men would actually sit in the House of
Commons. Moreover, while they were prepared to reform the electoral system,
they0still regarded the ideal constitution as a mixture of monarchy, aristocracy and
democracy achieved through the careful balance of King, Lords and Commons.
zD
Z-1
There was no desire to undermine monarchial government or to establish aristozn
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cratic privileges. There was no serious campaign to alter the social hierarchy or to
redistribute the nations's wealth more equitably. There was very little in their
had a direct appeal and a compelling attraction for the lower
programme
which
t-Z-orders of society.

While in England, MP Arthur Roebuck was more precise when he argued the case
t:ý
Zý
for popular education to make England safe for democracy as the working class
0
tý
was a 4D
growingC political force:
"Anyone who will look before him must see the growing political importance of the
mass of the population. The), will have a power. In a very short time they will be
paramount. I wish (hem to be enlightened, in order that the), may use that power which
the), will inevitably obtain. " (27)

Leonard Horner believed that the education of the working class was a necessity in
ZD
order to police the poor.
"To put the necessity of properly educating the children of the working classes on its
lowest footing,4.1 it is loudly called for as a matter of police, to prevent a multitude of

immoral and vicious beings, the offspring of ignorance, from growing up around us, to
be a pestand a nuissanceto society; it is necessaryin order to renderthe great body of the
working classgovernableby reason." L. Horner (28)
The overwhelming
influence of society and institutions
Z-1

has, in fact, played a pri-

mordial role in the moulding of the English
educational
and
political
programme.
t-I
zn
The familiar institutions and practices of both countries are fundamentally different;
the long tradition of French intellectualism has caused them to believe that "its ont
toujours raison" (they are always right), and on the other. the British, proud of
their bold ventures, feel sure they can "go one better" than anyone else.

3. The institutional and ideological end
i. The English tradition
C,
The development of a national public system of education in England and Wales
lagged behind France. A public system only took place in 1870 while compulsory
attendance was not effected in most areas until the 1880s. In 1902, when the
Education Act was issued, there was no real system of Education in England and
z:1
Wales but a mixture of contributions by a number of uncordinated authorities. This
Act was to prompt the creation of state secondary schools and the consolidation of a
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full y integrated educational administration. The development of public education
LI
the
contrasted with France and the dominant tradition in education remained, duringZD
nineteenth century, the voluntary system, a form of school organization based on
private initiative and independent control. Conflicting groups introduced education
for their own purposes, and there were three distinct sy stems in England, integrated
t:I
Zý
with different parts of the social structure: the Anglican schools, which were
dominated by the rýgentry and integrated
Z__
with the conservative state apparatus; the
middle-class schools which were articulated with industry; and independent
working-class

schools which arising in tandem with working-class

political

institutions of self-help (Green, A- 1990). This pluralistic form of
organizations
and
Z:-

assertionwas to lead to a statesystem.
"it must be already clear that up to the time of the Industrial Revolution educational
opportunities for the lower classes were extremely limited. The State did not concern
itself with schools: their provision was left to individuals and charitable bodies. But the
number of poor children who could be accommodated on this voluntary basis was small.
The nineteenth centur). however saw a significant changes. By 1900 a compulsorý
system of national elementary schoolingL--had been established. although there were still
few opportunities for working-class children to receive a grammar or secondary education"
Alan Dures (29)

The dominant tradition in education in Enaland was based on a voluntary system, a
form of school oroanization founded on private initiative and independent control.
England was the last of the major nineteenth century powers to create a national
system of education and the most reluctant to put it tinder public control. The
foundations of a national system were not laid until 1870, and even -then this
remained a compromise with past voluntary traditions. It was only in 1899 that a
single authority was created to oversee education and State secondary schools were
not created until 1902.

While England was a nation which bore the reputation of being amongst the most
ID
tD
Lcentury, which pioneered the
open and liberal of all states duringr-1 the eighteenth

Industrial Revolution, and which by 1860, was at the high point of Victorian
Z7
it
however
provided
supremacy,
unchallenged
economic
enjoyed
yet
and
capitalism
a limited education. A society which took pride in its industry and liberal values
appearedsomewhatcontradictory. In his comparisonof the educational structures
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in England and Germany, David Landes noted:
"One of the strangest paradoxes of modern history: on the one hand, a liberal society
(England) standing out from others in the 18th century for equality and mobility of status,
should have lost something of these during the very period of its progressive political
democratization, while on the other hand, a far more authoritarian society (Germany),
characterized in the pre-industrial period by a clearly defined, fairly rigid hierarch), of rank..
should have developed a more open structure without corresponding political change." (30)

The demographic change which occurred early in England, with the population
r)
t:'
Z)
Z:ý an urban majority by 1850, brought
reachino,
C)
with it all societal conflicts. At the
same time, there was a rising middle class which was fully aware of its historical
importance and which recognized the value of education in its battle for ideological
rn
C)
hegemony over groups. England offered the most explicit example of the use of
Z5
t)
schooling by a dominant class as a means of winning hegemony over subordinate
groups. Anglicans were reluctant to renounce control over education which they
considered the hereditary and natural prerogative of the established church (H. C.
Barnard-1969). They feared that state control would lead to secularism or increased
influence for dissent. Anglicanism was by and large the religion of the establishtn
in
ment. It was espoused by the landowningtDclasses who were dominant in Parliament
during0 the first half of the century and who also continued to dominate cabinets
until the end of it (A. Green- 1990 & M. S. Archer- 1979).

Dissent on the other hand, was largely
tn
Z-concentrated in urban areas, embracingZ-- large
sections of the manufacturing middle class and also of the "respectable" working
class. The clash of churches was thus also a clash of class and cultural politics.
This more or less explained the impasse in educational development which highlighted the irreconcilable nature of middle class and established cultures and the
educational objectives. The landowner's opposition to educational improvement in
the early decade of the century emphasized the aristocratic prejudices against
educatingt) these rising0 resolute In
groups.
ii. Voluntary school.
"The voluntary system of public instruction. with no central guide, aid or control, has
not only worked well, but worked nearly as ill as any system well could. " Thomas Wyse
(31)
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With the rising tempo of class struggle and increasing signs of urban social unrest,
the middle class increasingly looked to education as a means of social participation
and amelioration. If national education never quite took root in English soil during
this period, there was an alternative policy made adaptable to the domestic political
climate, and that was "voluntaryism"

(H. C Barnard-1969). The word was to be

often used by contemporaries and described a mode of educational development
free of state control, which relied on independent initiative, the funding of private
individuals and organizations and on the uncompelled attendance of children. In
1808, the Royal Lancasterian Society was inaugurated, later it became the British
and Foreign Schools Society. It was backed by an influential group of educational
Anglicans, leading
sponsors and drew support from Baptists, Quakers, Evangelical
0
Z:'
ZD
Whig aristocrats, Utilitarians, and Independent Liberal politicians. From the outset,
it was committed to interdenominational education.

In 18 11, the Anglican church matched the Dissenters' initiative with their own
National Society, dominated by bishops. and thereby declared their intention to
maintain the church's traditional dominance in the field of popular education. With
the formation of these two societies, the pattern of religious rivalry in the provision
initially stimulated growth and later helped to block the
of schools began,
which
4-Z1emergence of further provision until 1870 (H. C. Barnard- 1969).

The period from 1840 to 1870 was an era of confident and secure capitalist
hegemony. Middle class policy and ideology were ascending, both in the organs of
:D
tý
I-ID
state and in civil society.
"All this means is that a young man. if he has spent his time wisely. leaves the college
after ten years - among the most precious years of his life - with a very imperfect
knowledge of a dead language and with precepts of rhetoric and principles of philosophy
which he should endeavour to forget; often with impaired health, which is the least of the
effects of the corruption of morals; sometimes with principles of misunderstood worship;
but more frequently with such a superficial knowledge of reli -ion that he succumbs to the
first blasphemous converstaion. the first dangerous reading. " D'Alembert (32)

for national education, elementary schoolingZ-Given the failure of legislation
tý
basis.
this
throughout
to
an
essentially
voluntary
on
operate
period,
continued
1-1
However, a central administrative authority was gradually developing which
ID
C,
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body of experts for greater coordination and
reflected the desire of that growing
tn
IM
central control, and this increasingly motivated, encouraged and, occasionally
urged the voluntary systern to adopt new measures. Not only did the system
instruct little beyond the most rudimentary of skills, but it did little to enhance the
status of teachers. By 1850, there were oni y 1173 certified teachers in England and
C5
Wales, which was less than one for each school. By the mid 1860s, elementary
education was thus an exceptionally narrow and limited affair (H. C. Barnard1969).

iii. The 1870 Education Act of England and Wales
The 1860s were, however, to mark a decisive period of transition in English
the middle class,
education. Attitudes towards state education changed,
Z71
Zn
amongst
with the softening

of non-conformist

hostility

towards state education,

and the

realization of the political and economic benefits of extended elementary education.
There was a growing consensus on the virtues of reform. The trade union movefor a national system of non-sectarian education. The
ment was increasingly
calling
0
41ý

product of these converging forces was a new educational alliance: the National
Education League, founded in 1869 by radical Liberals and Dissenters, led by
Zn
Joseph Chamberlain whose demand was for a free, compulsory, non-sectarian and
rate-aided national system of education. Campaigning against them for the claims of
the Anglican church was the rival National Education Union (Murphy -1971 - A.
tý
Green - 1990).

Finally, in 1870, Parliament after long, acrimonious debates passed an Elementary
Education Act for England and Wales. In February 1870 Foster introduced a Bill
Z:,
,
in which he proposed:
"to complete the present voluntary system, to fill up gaps, sparing the public money
where it can be done without, procuring as much as we can the assistance of the parents,
benevolent
the
those
of
and welcoming as much as we rightly
can
cooperation
and
aid
Cý
men who desire to assist their neighbours. " (33)

This Act was the result of thesenew forces and representeda crucial turning point
in educational leoislation. For the first time uovernment was accepting responsi0
LI
C)
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bility for ensuring universal elementary instruction. The most important feature of
the Act was the provision for locally elected School Boards, empowered to
The country was divided into school
reinforce the policy of elementary schooling.
0
districts corresponding to boroughs and parishes. The Act was designed to fill the
tý
Z-gaps in voluntary provision and to create a national system worthy of its name.

For the defence of the Bill in the House, Foster made his proposal quite clear:
"We must take care not to destroy in building up not to destroy the existing system in
introducing a new one
is to complete the voluntary system, to fill up the
our
object
...
gaps, procuring as much as we rightly can the co-operation and aid of those benevolent
who desire to assist their neighbours. " (34)

The Act, however, provided neither free nor compulsory education at elementary
level, nor did it attempt to create an integrated and unified system. It was essentially
a compromise between the voluntary system and a foundation upon which the
English educational system was to be built. Religious teaching and worship were
V.
D
L_
L_
instruction, some safethe crucial issues in the debate. But concerningL, the religious
In
guards were imposed to ensure as far as possible that no child would receive
his/her parents, since
teaching
the
religious
which
was
at
variance
with
wishes
of
z:1
tý
to exempt children, who so wished from religious
tz1tn'
grant-aided
schools were obliged
observance and lessons on a particular do-ma. It was left to the School Boards to
decide on an individual basis whether to make elementary education compulsory in
their districts. After 1870 education remained fragmented, both in terms of adminisZ__
tration and provision; it was only in 1880 that elementary education was made
England and Wales, and in 1891 fees were abolished in all
compulsory throughout
t.5
L_
but a few elementary schools.

iv. The 1902 Balfour Act.
The 1902 Balfour Act scarcely changed the situation. It replaced the School Boards
tý

by the new Local EducationAuthorities, which were requiredto:
"Consider the educationalneedsof their areaand take such stepas seemto them desirable,
after consultation with the Board of Education, to supply or aid the supply of education
other than elementary, and to promote the general co-ordination of all forms of
education." in accordancewith the recommendationsof the Bryce Commission (35)
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thus weakening the movement towards popular control which had occurred under
the School Boards. It strengthened the hand of the voluntary lobby by providing
rate aid for church schools as Iona as these accepted Local Authority representation
on their boards. Finally, it created the first state secondary schools. The autonomous and elitist nature of independent secondary schools were preserved, whilst
the ne%vstate grammar schools were kept deliberately separate from elementary
schooling to discourage any notion that the majority of children could transfer into
secondary education.

The Act also introduced a legal
LI
ceilingL- of fifteen years for elementary schools and
effectively

killed off the higher
had
:
C
schools,
which
come under the old
grade
_I

School Boards to offer secondary education for working class pupils. A hierarchir-I
cal structure of educational institutions was inherited from the eighteenth century
instigroups. primary, secondary and higher
and were divided into three distinct r_C
On the contrary. each
tutions. However, there was no link between the stages.
r-I
level tended to be the final stage for pupils. Thus, children from primary schools
institutions
The
to
secondary
only exceptionally progressed secondary education.
were largely composed of endowed and public schools. They did not require
primary school attendance before enrolment but tended to rely oil previous private
tuition in the home. Nor was secondary school attendance a prerequisite for
university entrance.

Robert Morant was later to reinforce the separation of elementary and secondary
grammar schools adopt an academic curriculum on the
education by havingr-Ithe C
been
had
Effectively.
created
two
now
systems
education
public school model.
where the majority of working class children would leave at 13 or 14. while the
1902
With
the
the
of
passing
education.
middle class would monopolize secondary
Act, a national education system was finally consolidated.
"Administrative unification of the education systern had been partially achieved without
there being any serious attempt to integrate its parts in an educational sense." Andý Green
(36)

England and Wales were at last brought into the line with the rest of Europe.
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althOLIghtile independentsecondaryschools were more elitist than ally of their
overseascounterparts,reflecting an obsessionwith casteeXCILISiveness.
Change in nineteenth century education in England was brought about by tile
0
1:1
Cý
between different educational interest groups. The traditional nature of
struggle
Z-Z--English education meant that instruction confirmed rather than determined the
Its task was mainly twofold-, inspiring the
existingZ.
system
of
social
stratification.
Lý
upper class with a sense of their future role as a social and political elite, or
conditioning the lower classesto a passive acceptanceof their station in life.
"I do not hesitate to say that one ofthe oreat recommendations of the change (to competitive recruitment) in rný eyes would be that it %%ouldhe its tendency to strengthen and
multipl% the ties between the higher classes and the administrative power... I have a
strongZýimpression that the aristocracy of this country are even superior in natural gifts.
-Z
on the average, to the mass: but it is plain that with their acquired advantages, their
insensible education. irrespccti%-eof' book-learning. they ha%ean immense superiority. "
Gladstone (37)

Secondary schooling in mid-Victorian

England was notable for its elitism. its

resistance to modern curricula and its segmented and hierarchical structure. But
what was most distinctive was the level of differentiation

between tile types of

schools. Contrary to the French system. all English secondary schools remained
financially independent of the state and within this independent system, manifold
distinctions of rank and prestige developed. reflecting tile byzantine social divisions
in the middle and tipper echelons of the English class structure. The iii, ority of
secondary schools, including the public. grammar and private schools, remained
predominantly classical in orienta tion and even the poorer schools remained under
the influence of an ethos developed by tile -entry.

4. Tile instructional aim
Foreign
The English
in
British
both
National
Society
ZI
the
V
and
curriculurn
and
School Society schools did little more than inculcate the 3R's and Christian
morality. The main textbook was the Bible, sometimes supplemented by religious
tracts and publications from the Society for the Promotion of Christian knowledge.
or texts written by evangelicals. After 1830. reliOlOLISSocieties be-an to employ
inspectors in their schools and the curriculum
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began to include more secular

education, but this was mainly to teach "correct" moral and political thinking. In
1840, the British and Foreign School Society reading series, for instance, included
a special section on political econorny, warning against the dancers of cliallen-inthe economic order. By the end of this period, voluntary initiatives had developed a
network, both in elementary and secondary levels. Schools expanded fast, particularly after government grants became available in 1833. They were spread
unevenly and their standards were variable but they and their advocates could claim
that they were on the road to creating a national network.

At no stage did education provide for the interests of the mainstream middle class,
except in those exceptional private schools which continued the traditions of the
dissenting academies. Of all the schools, the public school was the most alien to the
LI
Z-1
middle class mentality. Largely
patronized by the landed and clerical groups
tip

until the middle of the century. the ethos of the public schools reflected the culture
of the rural upper class-, they had little interest in the promotion of "useful
knowledge" and regarded their very distance from wordly affairs and industrious
pursuits as a mark of social status and lionour (A. Green- 1990). Most valued and
were concerned with the preparation for a life of genteel leisure, where they aspired
to public service. within an ethos which exalted careers, coloured by ideals of
lionour and public leadership in the military, in politics and colonial administration, and. latterly. in the professions and the civil services. Within this framework the pursuit of intellectual excellence and particularly scientific knowledge was
regarded with some contempt. either as unworthy or positively dangerous, whilst
classical learning was celebrated as a symbol of status and a mechanism of social
exclusion.

Throughout the mid nineteenth century, the dominance of classical culture in the
English
Lpublic school was almost total. In practice. it meant little more than tile rote
learning of Latin and Greek. But the Classics occupied four-fiftlis of the tirne-table
It
even in 1870, and this, despite the fact that it was often extremely poorly taught.
C
defended by headmasters as tile preeminent mental discipline and the
Nvasstrongly
Z-1
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classical class was praised as the crucible of civilized

culture. The public school

thus, prided itself upon the development of character, its hallmark beingC classical
studies. religious and moral principles, gentlemanly conduct and intellectual ability.

Secondary schoolingL, both reflected and entrenched these social and cultural
divisions within the dominant classes. The public school provided the social conin Victorian
elite
nection for this fusion of class cultures which created the rulingZ:
ý
England.
DrawingC, the majority of its students from the landed class, it increasingly
4-zn
absorbed those from the tipper industrial and professional classes and provided
their intersocialization with the aristocracy. It trained thern neither for industry,
trade nor commerce, but primarily for leadership, in politics, the military and
administration (G reen. A- 1990).
"During

the car[%- industrial phase. the public schools .%ere notoriousl\ tile most
aristocratic institutions of' secondar\ education to be found in Europe and probably in the
(39)
vvorld. " F. K Ringer
Cý

The remaining secondary schools. the endowed grammar schools and the new
private schools, catered for tile broad mass of the middle class but hardly oil their
by
be
The
the
the
to
terms.
main,
controlled
in
own
grammar school continued
which
constantly
education
providing
classical
gentry and the Anglican
church.
Caped the public school. In this they reflected the continuingC sway of the landed
class both politically and cuturally (A. Green-1990 - James Bowen-1981).
5. Girls' education
knowledge.
The
Society
for
Promoting
clinstian
i.

Little thou-lit was given to the education of the majority of English girls - the
dauGhters of the poor. Before the state system was operative in the 1870s, it Nvas
Z__
difficult for poor girls to get even an elementary education - that is reading, writing
learning
idea
The
C was an
Z7
to
the
poor
elementary
of
introducing
arithmetic.
and some
higher
function
Church.
to
the
the
a
stood
gain
of
which
evangelizing
extension of
zn
C
L_
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literate
from
to
that
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sufficiently
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In
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most of
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message.
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a
of
of
subtler
interpretations
understand
L_
the schools which accepted both sexes. some attempt was made to produce a girls'

feminine.
It
distinctly
was only the giris considered the
which
was
curriculum
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brightest who were taught to write and to handle simple accounts.
"As soon as the Boys can Read completely \\cll... leach them to %\rite it fair legible Hand.
with the Grounds of Arithmetic, to fit them for Services or apprenticeships. Note the
Girls learn to read etc and generall\ to knit their Stock-in-s and Gloves. to Mark. sew.
Make and Mend their Cloaths: and several learn to Wrire. and some to Spin their
Cloaths. " The Society for the Promotion ol'Christian knowledge (39)
t,

Several notable Girls' schools were founded in the early years of the charity movement: the Greycoat Hospital was opened at Westminster in 1699. tile Burlington
Girls' School in 1698, the Bishopsgate
Ward School (later the central Foundation
L_
Girls' School) in 1718. Lady Eleanor Holies' School in 1711 and St Martin-in-theFields High School in 1700 (B. Turner-1974).

It was, however, rare for tile

standard of teaching to meet the aptitudes of the students. This was because tile
administrators were stuck with their belief that a little education was Good for tile
social and moral health of the nation but too much education would create
dissatisfaction anion- the masses (B. Turner-1974). Schools of industry were
favoured in which they could learn to spin, knit, se%vand cobble shoes.

11. Sunday Schools
In 1785, the Society

for Establishment

and support

of Sunday

Schools

was

founded with the cooperation of the Established Church and the Nonconformists.

In

the first half of the nineteenth century. Sunday Schools were an important form of
part-time

education - especially,

as only a minority

of girls attended day schools.

Two women were mainly responsible for their rapid growth, Sarah Trimmer

and

Hannah More who wrote moral tales for the young. It would appear that during the
period

1834-43. the great majority

of girls and boys in Sunday Schools in the

manufacturing Z_centres -and mining villa2es received no other elementary education.
4-

half or nearly half of those receiving any education were receiving it on Sunda s
Cy
only. In the Sunday school. a working-class girl might learn to read and if lucky, to
write. The teaching of writing was a controversial Issue. often seen as secular.
rather than religious instruction, and especially so by the Anglican church. consequently, writing was often confined to a weekday class:
"Theý-learnof weck-daysSuchcoarse%%orks
as maxfit themfor servants.I allow of no
writing. My object hasnot beento teachdogmasand opinion-,.but to form the lower
I know no wav of' teachingmoralsbut by infusing
classto habitsof industryand %-irtue.
principlesof christianity,nor of teachingchristianitywithout a thoroughknowledgeof
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Scripture-To
make ,,ood mcrnbcrs ofsocietý (and this can onk be done b\ making good
christians) has been mv aim. Principles not opinions are xvhat I tabour to give them".
Hannah More (40)
Hannah's
religion
write

Sunday

School

was more

and respectability.
were

primarily

Elementary

religious,
Z:)

The aim was to wean pupils'

many
from

concerned

with

textbooks
teachers

tile culture

used to teach pupils

usingZ- extratcts

such textbooks

could read the Bible or the New Testament

maintaining

from

as soon as possible

(B. Turner-

of

to read and
Bible

stories.

so that they

1974).

iii. Dame Schools
Some working-class girls went to Darne Schools, run by women in their own
homes. Dame School pupils were taught reading but knitting and se%vlll,
- occupied
most of the day:
"it was indeed a ood school. thoroti, hiless bcin, the airn in the few thiniusthat %%cre
_,
-,
-,
professedto be taught. its %%ell
it.,;almost fautless disciplile and good manners.A girl's
education at that time consisted principalk of' iiccdle%%ork
of' various descriptions...
Parentswcre prouderof their daughters'spiecesofneed1cwork than of' their scholarship".
Mary Smith (41

The chief weakness, however. was the quality of the education offered. Tile fault
was principally with the teachers. and despite all the time and money spent oil them.
the majority of children ended their elementary education still not really masters of
readin-, %vritin- and arithmetic.

iv. Weekday schools
The two main providers of weekday schools in the nineteenth century were the
Society ( 1808) and the National Society ( 1811). they carried the
British and Foreign
Llife,
"imposition"
"charity"
and
class
upon
working
seen
an
stlarna of
and were
as
"provided" by the middle class Oune Purvis- 1991

The aninsof the two religious societies were notJust to impart basic knowledge and
instruction but also to instil certain habits and Inanners considered
religious
0
National
The
1991
Purvisfor
"lower"
).
(June
the
the
of
aims
orders
appropriate
Society were to communicate to the poor such knowledge and habits as were
C4
sufficient to guide them through life
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"in their proper stations, especialk it) leach the doctrine of' religion. accordin- to the
principles of (tic Established ChLirch and to train thein to the performance of' their
religious duties by early discipities. " National S(vcicty (42)

The schools were usually mixed but in those that catered for
it was common
girls,
practice to set the ?n
girls to work on sewing-- or cleaningZ-- to accustom them to their
future domestic role, in short. the working class girls were to become a "good"
servants, wives and mothers. By 1841, the National Society stipulated that female
pupils should be taught
"to be sober, to love their husbands. to love their children. to he discreet. chaste. keepers
at home. obedient to their husbands that the world ol'God be not blasphemed. " (43)

Similarly,

the Ladies' Committee

for the British

Report for 1822 and 1833, that working-class
knowledge" that would qualify

Society noted in the Society's

girls should ideally be tatight "useful

them to become "industrious servants" NVIIO%VOUldone

day be "the %vives
and mothersof industriousand intelligent mechanics"(44).

The separate division between girls and boys were most pronounced in regard to

curricula:
"Mixed schools devote normallv about an hour and hall'. Sirls' schools about an hour and
three quarters. to this purpose dail\. and. its in it ma.loritv of' cases. bý a stupid
arran2ement. the needlework lesson is un\en only in the afternoon. it mill girl ina\. during
her afternoon turn. lastinu, a week or a month. as the case ma\ bc. have not more than an
hour a dav for intellectual instruction. Indeed. in not a few pri%ate. and some public
schools. needlework takes tip the whole akernoon. and the girls may be 101 lor a whole
month without even havin-Cýa readine lesson... " P.HTH Gosden. (45)
-

At tile National Society's Central Schools both boys and girls were taught the same
C
subjects in the mornings - prayers. ciphering, religious exercises, writing -and reading

but in the afternoon.
-

and then arithmetic

till

tile girls did needlework and knitting
five o'clock.

writing,Z, readingLI and arithmetic.

while the boys continued

Similarly

till half past four
with cipliering.

the British schools offered both boys and

for
Purvis(June
3Rs
knowled-e
the
only
oirls
with
needlework
airls
and reliolous
1991 - B. Turner- 1974)
So far the idea that the state might itself run schools with no particular religious bias
had very fe%vsupporters in the second half of the nineteenth century. But the state
had, indirectly, lielped the two religious societies for instance. with the building of
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The suggestion
L_
of
schools, by providing free postage for fund-raisingtý campaigns.
__ L_
Idirect government Involvement in education led to intermi liable debates that centred
on the deep-rooted aversion to state interference in inatters of social conscience and
the fear of sectarian entanglements (June Purvis-1991L,

B. Turner-1974).

v. Secondary schools
Secondary schooling for girls was still extremely limited during this period and
L,
Z:
zn
ý
when it could be found. was more concerned with the cultivation of genteel rnanners than with education as such. Secondary education was therefore confined to the
in
Where
it
L_
tile
of
secondary
education
girls
middle and upper-classes.
existed.
schools was clearly far removed from the experience of boys. Its main objective was
to cultivate domestic skills, graceful accomplishments and an ethos of service, in
line with the Victorian middle-class notions of feminity. What the girls' school did
share with its male counter part was a super-sensitivity towards class distinction.
Girls were discouraged from mixing with anyone below their social rank, and girls'
schools assiduously attempted to maintain their social exclusivity. Social snobbery
formed part of the hidden curriculum of the school and this was the main object of
most girls' schools (A. Green- 1990).

Dorothea
Beale,
Frances
The pioneers of
Buss
who were
and
were
education
girls'
day
Girls
for
(a
Collegiate
School
for
London
North
the
the
responsible
success of
boarding
Cheltenham
Ladies'Colleae
(a
founded
in
1850)
school
establishment
and
CC
founded in 1854). The contrast in attitudes was reflected in the policies of tile two
Buss
Frances
Mary
Collegiate,
London
famous
North
At
the
most
girls' schools.
took a lead in proving that girls were ever), bit as capable as boys. She adopted the
curriculum applied in boys' schools and emphasized tile virtue of competition ill
sport and work.

On the other hand, Dorothea Beale. Principal of Cheltenham Ladies College.
I
developed a curricultim

and teaching techniques that she thought were especially ap-

foundaits
College
Ladies'
Cheltenham
The
j0L,
at
taught
to
ects
at
propriate
-iris.
sub
Cý
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tion included that ran-e common in many girls' private schools: holy scripture and
liturgy, history, geography, grammar. arithmetic, French, music, drawing and
needlework, with German and Italian as "extras". Dorothea Beale opposed competitive sport and claimed that girls had unique emotional and intellectual needs related
V
to their future family responsibilities. She was, nevertheless, keen to offer a sound
intellectual education to pupils. Eventually she came to agree with Frances Mary
Buss and Ernily Davies that public examinations were one of the most effective
ways of exposing the poor state of education for middle-class girls and of
increasing the pressure for reform.

Thus in 1863, Miss Beale invited the Oxford examiners to inspect her pupils' work
and from this time onwards, the College was brought into close connection with
every educational reform in England. Pupils were entered for either Oxford or
C!
Cambridge local examinations, educational standards at the College were raised and
the curriculum was extended to include mathematics, science, Latin and Greek (B.
Turner- 1974 - June Purvis- 1991).

The airn of the North London Collegiate
and liberal

education.

School for Girls was to provide a sound

based upon religious

principles.

for the "Ixtughters... of'

Prof'essionalGentlemen of limited means. Clerks ill PLlhIiCand private Officcs. and Persons
engagedin Trade and other pursuits" (46). from Prospectus of 1850 for the North London
Collegiate School for Ladies. N/Is Buss took a strong interest in the broader issues of
-Iris' education and believed that intellicent

-iris made the best %vivesand mothers.

but realized that even if they never had the chance to be either. they still needed to be
intellectually

equiped for decent careers. She was keen that -iris should show that

they could match the boys' academic prowess.

Several features of the North London College influenced the subsequent development and shape of airls' high schools. Although the North London College Nvas
Anglican, Ms Buss allowed parents the right of withdrawing their daughters from
the Church of England catechism or any part of the religious teaching they objected
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to. She also believed that family life was of supreme importance for her pupils.
lessons Nvereorganized in the mornings so that afternoons could be spent at home
learning "doniestic and social virtues" which she lield to be part of a full education.
L,
Emily Davies was also an uncompromising pioneer in the higher education of
1870. she insisted that the fernale students
women. At Girton College,
opened
in
zI_
should study exactly the sarne course as men. and within the sarne time limits.
despite the fact that their schooling had ill prepared thern for this.

If Cheltenham Ladies'Colleue was the forerunner for the best of the -iris' boardinly
schools, the pattern for middle-class day education was established by the North
London Collegiate. Ms Buss, Nis Beale and Ms Davies had in common an
obsession with the education of girls to tratisform secondary education for 111iddleclass -iris. They aimed at offering -iris an education every bit as good as that
offered to boys. Thus they overcame the prejudice which tip till this time had interfered with projects for girls' edUcation.

6. The 1988 Education Act of England and Wales (47)
On the 25 September 1987. Kenneth Baker declared:
"I see the National Curriculum
its a %%aýof* increasim-, our social coherence. There is so
in the modern world that in our country todav
much distraction.
varietý and unccrtiiintý
our children are in danger of losingz. any sense at all ot'a common culture and a common
heritage. The cohesive role of the National Curriculum
%%ill provide our society with a
" TheTimes
Educational SUplernent (48)
oreater
sense
ol'identity.
C

Following

this declaration,

on 7 June 1988, the Nlinister of Education,

Kenneth

Baker announced to Parliament the establishment of the 1988 Education Act. The
Education

Reform Act

was to deliver a New National Curriculum

which was to

Wales.
the educational situation in England
Lcompletely change
and
4--

The so-called National Curriculum consists of nine subjects plus a modern language
C tý
to be studied by all children. The subjects are classified as Core Subjects which
include English, Maths and Science, and Foundation Subjects composed of Tech-
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History, Geography.
Education,
Physical
Art
LI
Znology
r_and Design,
and
Plus
.
IMusic,
a modern foreign Language. The main difference between Core and Foundation
Subjects is that pupils have to devote more time each week to the former. Religious
t-Education must be provided by all schools and students are also to be given tile
C
opportunity to study subjects outside the national curriculum such as a second
modern lan-uaae.
I
All National Curriculum subjects incorporate Attainment Targets (goals which are
supposed to establish what children are expected to know. understand and be able
to do at the ages of 7,11,14

and 16 in each stage of the National Curriculum

subject); the Secretary of States asserts:
"Bý 'attainment targets' I have in mind cleark specified ob-icctivcs for what pupils should
know. understant and be able to do which can be related to what might be expected of
pupils of different abilities and maturities at or around the end of' the academic Near in
which the\ reach the aLes of' 7.11.14
and 16. It is essential that attainment targets
provide specific enough objectives for pupils, teachers, parents and others to ha%eit clear
idea of what is expected and to produce a sound basis for assessment and testing. The\
should represent current best practice and achic\ crticnt. " (49)

and demands Programmes of Study, (descriptions of what they should be taught to
help them achieve the Attainment Taraets). Ile also requires:
"Programmes of' Studý to provide a detailed description of' the content. skills and
Cý
processes %Nhichall pupils need to be taught so the% can develop the knoMedize and
understanding the% will need to progress through school and e%entuall\ to adult life and
emplo)nient... " (50)

This process also involves Standard Assessment Tasks which are defined as a
series of tests administered at four stages considered to be Key Stages. Pupils'
C,
-performance will be assessedand reported at the ages of 7.11.14 and 16 which
will be a combination of both National external tests and Teacher assessments.At
16, the main form of tests, especially in English. Nlatheinatics and Science, will be
the GCSE.

This new legislation places cewral control over education. and imposes a subject
C,
defined curriculum which is attempting to encourage -iris and young women into
L_
L_
-_ C
scientific and technical vocations. This approach. however. is not tile result of
but is linked to demands from industry.
egalitarian
principles
alone.
1:ý
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The National Curriculum 5-16 constiltation documents state that "All pupils.
regardless of sex, ethnic origin and geographical location will have access to
broadly the same good and relevant currictiltim"

(C. Emerson & 1. Goddard-

1989)which at first sight implies equal accessto all. But tintil sexism and racism are
tackled within the educational institutions as well as within tile state and political
instittitions, the disparity between white and black people, and men and women in
senior positions, and in the teaching profession as a whole, will not be completely
removed.
"The curriculum is to further the ainis of the Technical and Vocational education Initiative
life
to
the
and
working
making
curriculum
adult
and
more
and
rclc%-ant
practical
emphasising fvrsonal development. careers guidance and work experience. " (5 1)

The National Curriculum is expected to raise educational standards to meet the
needs of the economy and of industry. In short, it is bound by assumptions and
priorities concerning the economy, technology and education. It aims to invest ill
high technological industries and priority is given to such subjects as illaths,
science and technology. subjects which still incorporate a hidden curriculum on
race and gender. For many years. science has tended to be gender specific,
reflecting distinctly masculine niodes of thought and understanding. The emphasis
on science will continue to stereotype those subjects which currently attract girls e4irArt, Music or chemistry. while. oil the other hand. the so-called male dominated
areas of achievernent - Suchas lklaths or Technical studies - will gain all ever higher
status than before.

"The curriculum
diverse societ% to which pupils belong
should also rcilect the culturalk
and in x%hich the-, will -,ro%%Lip. Fhe curriculum
prepare them for all aspects of
-should
in the community
home
the
and
adulthood
in
in
cniploýnicnt:
and
and
as
a
parent.
" (52)
societv. locallv. nationalk- and iiiternationallý.

The Education Reform Act intends to promote equal opportunities.
take into consideration
most disadvantaged
fulfilled

the opportun i ties. responsibilities

children face in adult life. Equality

but it does not

and experiences, which
of opportunity

cannot be

until the very nature of society changes -a society in which the working

class, ethnic minorities

and women are systematically

class. In her praise of the National

Curriculum.
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subordinated

to tile ruling

Ms Angela Rumbold,

Education

Minister, declared:
"in reality, our proposals reflect a deep-seated conviction that a vital aspect of education is
to pass on to school children our common moral. cultural and spiritual heritage. We want
all pupils to understand, love and value this. It seems to me that pupils are sometimes
taught to be critical before the), fully understand what it is that has been handed on to
Pupils should
them. and I deplore the all-purpose cynicism which can result from this
...
be able to absorb our national heritage and be prepared for adult life and citizenship. " The
Sunday Times (53)

This Act is founded on socio-economic arounds. with a hidden agenda of not only
ZI
LI
the elite, but also of promoting a "National" identity through them.
protectingZ:
ý
in
CMulticultural education. if it exists at all, will be left to tile schools attended by
children from working class and ethnic minority backgrounds - the symbolic and
Lideological objective being the promotion of a white and elite British national
r!'
0
identity - for example French, Italian, Spanish, Welsh and Gaelic are part of the
curriculum.

The Education Reform Act also ainis to increase parental freedom of choice, but
once avin class and race divisions will come into play. Social inequalities will only
be strengthened and those families who do not have the means Nvill be automatically
marginalised - Le:
"Most parents will sýmpathize %%illithose rebelling against the Kirk-lees Education
The parents. rnainl\ while. who do not \i ish their children to go to school
Authorit\
.
where 85 per cent of' the pupils are Asian are simpl\ thinking, of" their educational and
cultural well being. And what parents do not care passionately about that'? Race has
nothing to do with the ar'ULlInCrIt.sa\ the parents. But of' course it does. It is silly to
pretend otherwise. Nir Ray Hone\ lord. the I'Ormer Bradford headmaster. who has had bitter
experience in these matters. understand their concern. He sa\s: 'the education of the
children from the ma.joritv British culture icii& to sulTcr in schools dominated bv children
from ethnic minorities. " Dailý E\press (54)

Consequently. the National Curriculum will further encourage sexist and racist
attitutes - parents will have the chance to opt out from multiracial schools (the
Dewsbury issue), thus, labelling schools attended by children from working class
and/or ethnic minority backgrounds as "bad schools". In short, the Act merely affirms the elitist policy of the government, and reinforces an already individualistic.
competitive and racist education system. In this way. let C. MacNeil conclude:
"... the proposed National Curriculum reflects an imperialist and eurocentric concept of a
static anglo-saxon culture %%hichno longer exists. No matter how it is put together. it
will inevitably ignore the contributions to k-no%%-Icd,,
e (he it in mathematics, science or
literature) of Black- people that ha%e helped to shape today's society. " (55)
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B. The logic behind

both national

systems

The degree of difference in change which occurred in the two countries reflected the
domirelative success of their respective assertive Lgroups in challenging
religious
ZI- Z- t-nation over education and in reducingtý its monopoly. These two Zngroups differed
fundamentally since their assertion was derived from a matter of necessity. The
French Bourgeoisie realized that the powerful monopoly of the church could only
ZD
be challenged
by a means of a policy of restriction enforced by the state, since they
4-were lacking resources. In England, during the eighteenth century, the virtual
exclusion of the middle class from political participation and their failure to
implement a policy of state restriction, coincided with the possession of sufficient
Wealth to establish substitution (A. Green- 1990).
"Thus the assertive Zýgroup succeeds in bringing
C!
C, about
C.
the
replacement not through
supplies it provides itself but b% use of' its political authoritx to mobilize the necessarý
resources. It has gained educational control. not on the old basis of' monopok o%%
nership
of facilities but by virtue of its legislative power. Control ceases to be entrepreneurial and
becomes managerial for although education remains subordinate, it is dependent upon
resources owned and supplied by the State. not by a dominant group. The capacity to
define instruction becomes firmlý linked to political position. and. what is completely
novel. can he lost with the decliningC!political fortunes of a group. " N1.S. Archer (56)
-

The creation
traditional

of public

education

clerical domination

systems involved

a precise break with

the

of schooling. The national education systems Nvere

not simply elaborated networks of schools of the early type, they were qualitatively
distinct. What characterized the national education system was its "universality"
specific orientation

and

towards the secular needs of the state and civil society (M. S.

Archer 1979). This is not to say that religion ceased to be an important influence. In
all countries the church and reli-ious
influences,

either throuuh

maintaining

sects made strenuous efforts to retain their
independent

their
schools or by giving
Z__
Z!

services in public institutions. However, public institutions steadily overtook the
independent schools and became the dominant sector even in England, where this
took a longC,time. According4--to James Bowen:
"Tbroughout the first phaseof revolutionary concern for education two complementary
sequenceswere in operation:the dismantling of church schoolsas part of a polic). of anticlericalism, and the substitution ofan alternative national systemdrawn from a svnthesis
of the most acceptableideasgeneratedduring the previous four decades.Attacks upon the
church were easily initiated." (57)
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The churches were. in fact, the major spur towards the development of schools
from the sixteenth century through to the early nineteenth century throughout
Europe. The vast majority of schools in Europe were organised
by churches and
Linitiall
societies,
religious
and
0y

interests eg.
ecclesiastical
served largely
L-

"The religious element
I found, was considered essential, and that element consists in
...
reading the Bible. The mass of the poor have no notion as to any distinction beyond that
between Roman Catholics and Protestants... I am satisfied that the working class people
would insist upon having their children taught the text of (he Bible, but that they are
willing to permit any man professing Protestant opinion to explain it. " Newcastle
Commission (58)

The onset of the Protestant Reformation primarily galvanized
Z=1
the development of
education. The particular importance of education in Protestant communities was in
the nature of the religion and in the indoctrinating spirit of the Reformation.
Believina that a "right
depended on a close study of the scriptures,
Lt-understanding"
the early Protestants were -anxious to spread a knowledge of the Bible, and tile
importance of mass literacy to this end was their aini:
"The primary impetus for this development(masseducation)came from the earlý
from theReformation
recognitionof Protestants.
on%%ards.
ofthe powersofeducationasa
" A. Green-1990(59)
vehicleof proselytization.
Catholicism, on the other hand, remained a culture of the image, of paintings. saints
I
-and sacred ornaments. whilst Protestantism was a culture of the book.
"The prerequisites of educational
with the maintenance of control
the face of opposition.
For the dominant
the only supplier
Archer (60)

become more complex once one is concerned
and the confinuit-, of a -,iven definition of instruction in
domination

group to retain its position of' e\clusi%-e control it must continue to be
of the resources upon which educational operations depends. " M. S

The objectives of English and French elites in political socialization and the reproduction of the class structure, were well served by churcli-education. These were
challenged by new "assertive groups" drawn from those who were obstructed by
existing education, either because the), were denied -:ccess to it, or because tile
content of existing education was irrelevant to their needs - i. e. Montesquieu
satirized French morals and education:
"Le roi estun grandmagicicn:il e\crcesonernprisesur 1'espritrnýrncde sessujets.il les
fait pensercornmeil vcut... 11)a un autre rnagicien.plus fort que lui. qui Westpas
moinsmaitrede sonespritqu'il Vestlui-rnýrnede 1'espritdesautres.Cc magicienS'appelle
le pape.Tant6til lui fait croirc quetrois nesontqu'un.quele painqu'onmangeWestpas
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du pain. ou que le %in (Itron hou West pas dU Xin. Ct millc autres choscs de cette esp&e. "
Moruesquieu* (61 )

The French "assertive group" was then drawn largely from the professional
commercial

Bourgeoisie

church in the educational
initiate restrictions,
industrial

middle

which owned insufficient

and

wealth to compete with tile

market, but did have sufficient

political

influence

to

whilst the English "assertive group", dra%vn largely from the
class, lacked political

power for restriction

but had sufficient

wealth to adopt a policy of substitution.
"The middle class, in all its sections. except the rnerc learned professions. finds no
instruction which can suit their specialmiddle classwants.They are fcd with dry husksof
they should be taking soundand substantialof food from the great
ancient learning, %%-hcn
treasuryof moderndiscovery." M I'Thomas W) se (62)

The policy of substitution

involved creating rival instittitions

to ensure an

Leducational provision compatible with their needs.As for the strategy
of restriction,

it involved destroying the monopoly of the dominant group throu I legal consC
traints and subsequent replacement of it through state provision.
"Education has the characteristics it does because of tile goals pursued bý those who
control it ... Change occurs because new educational goals are pursued by those who have
the power to modify previous practices. " M. S. Archer (63)

AccordingC- to M. S Archer. the adopted strategy,
C,
therefore. depended on the nature
of the social forces in play. and in particular on tile social distribution of resources.
In order to eniploy restriction the "assertive group" had to have access to tile
national lealslative machinery.
"it is howeverunintendedconsequence.
for thediversificationof educationaloutputsin
orderto servicea multipficitýol'operationsis the pricethe assertivegrouppaýsfor the
ithoutownership.
" M. S. Archer(64)
It is thecostofcontrol %%
mobilizationof resources.
Groups adopting substitutive strategies. were. on the other hand required to have
sufficient wealth in order to finance alternative educational institutions. Thus. the
be the economic elite, whilst the
to
tended
assertive groups"
adopting
substitution
C,
Cý
assertive group" adopting restriction tended to be the political elite.
"

financial support to develop national education:
political
a
elite
sought
...
educational entrepreneurs seek political support to consolidate their control ... In the
former, a powerful elite founds a national educational sýsteni in order to serve its various
The king is a great magician: he exerts his power over even the minds of his subjects. he makes
them think as he wants... There is another magician. stronger than him, who is no less master of
Cý
C
his mind than he himself is of the others' mind-..
-,.This magician is called the pope. Sometimes. he
makes him believe that three are just one. that the bread we cat is not bread, or that the wine %%e
drink is not wine. and a thousand other thinL,,s of this kind.
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in the latter, educational
networks already serving different
to form a national educational sý stem. " NI. S. Archer (65)
incor[wated

goals:

-oals

The future course of educational development in these countries followed
structural implications

become

from the

of adoptingtn the chosen strategy.
Z-1

As a result, the French policy in relation to education was based on their hegemony
Zý
in the revolutionary legislative Assemblies and subsequently on their control of key
Ladministrative positions tinder the Empire and the July Monarchy:
Jul)
been
(or
had
the
"Temporaryre%-i%-al
the
of
proclamation
essential
of popularsupport
Monarch\-andwassufficientfor the newbourgeoispolitical elite to transformeducational
C,
servicesto meeteconomicends." M. S. Archer(66)
Their ideology stressed secular nationalism and administrative efficiency. The old
institutions had been abolished and replaced by new ones established by the state.
Complete educational restriction was achieved, to the extent that the previous
Catholic monopoly of educational facilities was devaltied, with any enduring
church activities in this field only occurring if sanctioned by the state.
"The difference between these processes is. rnetaphorical1%. the difference hetwcen
imperialism and confederation. " I.
M. S. Archer (67)

As a result of their new found economic wealth, the English middle class was to
devalue the former Church of Scotland educational monopoly by creating alternative institutions in the form of private schools. either on a proprietary basis or
through voluntary subscription (NI. S. Archer- 1979). Thus. the nature and interests
of the two assertive groups which were professional and bureaucratic in France
and entrepreneurial and non-confornust in England. both led to an attack on the
educational domination of the established churches.
C. Gender and Education
The English and French Revolutions have been considered as the turning point In
the foundation of their states. and above all their educational systems, systems
"
and race
which were to perpetuate social relations. based on class, C.gender

divisions. Schooling and education policy were and still are instruments for the
justification

and maintenance of the ruling bourgeoisie or middle classes, and

into
have
to
status and occupational
since served
channel young people
schools
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roles that support the existingL- power structure. They have also conditioned the
minds of students to acceptingL-designations of inferiority which has served the
ruling class system.

To question the dominant ideology, we have to take on a whole system of beliefs
and must ask lio%vstudents learn, and how they come to accept certain values.
Formal education, like all other social institutions, has been defined by a group of
ZLI
policy makers, largely
men; while women's and black peoples' participation in the
educational process at all levels has increased in this century. their contribution is
still very different from that of men who continue to control the policy making and
decision making apparatus in the educational systems.
C,
Although. we now kno%va great
deal more than we did about the participation of
L_
Z,
women in, for instance, the French or English Revolutions, such knowledge is
often either confined to books about women. or referred. to in general works as a
single index reference. By placing a special emphasis on revolutions. within the
general context of politics and the state, it Is however. possible to go beyond the
exploration of absence and/or oppression of wonien. For it seems to be a peculiarity of revolutions in Europe that wornen were often unusually present. Visible and
active, they were generally welcorned, at least in the early stage of any revolution.
as proof that the "people". the real people, including families and children, were
involved, thus profoundly legitirrusing revolutionary action. The wornen's march
on Versailles and tile role of wonien during all the societal conflicts in England in
1850s, were perhaps the best known examples. both connected with wornen's role
as mothers and food distributors - i. e Danie Schools described to the parliamentary
commission of inquiry, under the Duke of Newcastle as Chairman:
"The usual scene of these schools is a cotta, e kitchen. in which the mistress
-,
time between her pupils and her domestic duties. The children sit round the
so thickly stowed as to occupy ever\ available corner. and spend the greater
time in knittinand se%\-inL,. At intervals. the mistress calls them up. one

divides

her

room. often
part of their
or two at a

time. and teaches the al phabet and easý %\ords.
The dames most commonly have only one room for e\ ery purpose and their scholars may
often been sitting round the sides of a four-post bed...
I have seen the children as closely packed as birds in a nest, and tumbling over each other
like puppies in a kennel. " (68)
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As in France, Janet, a liberal, adruited that:
"... plusd6licates.ellesdoiventýtreOev&s pourla sirnplici[6de la vie dornestique,
pour
l'obeissance,
douceset timides:ce qui esttin bienpourles
pour la piýt6,pourles %-crtus
hornmes.estun dangger
pourelles." (69)
In En-land, as in France, a special curriculum for girls was organised around
preparation for family life and motherhood. A deeply rooted popular mythology
expanded the division of emotional and intellectual activity. Women were seen as
the guarantors and protectors of the personal, the emotional, the particular, whereas
the field, par excellence, of the Impersonal, the rational and the general, was the
preserve of men. That exclusion itself was a symptom of a wider and deeper gulf
between male and female. subjectivity and objectivity,

and indeed between love

and power.
"So! Since when have people been allowed to renounce their sex? Since when has it been
acceptable to see women abandon the pious duties of their households. their children's
cradles. to appear in public, to take the floor and to make speeches. to come before the
Senate'? Nature has said to %%oman.be it %%oman:
due to infanc". the
the
tender
cares
...
details of the household. the swcet inquietudes of' maternitý here are your tasks
Oh.
.
...
impudent women who %%
ish to become men
Is it riLht for
do \ou want?
more
what
...
...
women to make motions'? Is it for %%
omcn to place thernscives at the head of our armics? "
A speech made by Anovigoras Chatimette. the Prosecutor ofthe Commune (70)

The French Revolution reflected a revolution in the minds of met]. and only
demanded a ne%vsystem of government to be adopted, despite the historic gains of
C
the French Revolution, the National Convention excluded women from their deliberations. The exclusion of wornen. in spite of the Declaration of the Rights of Mail.
L_
which had proclaimed the equality of all individuals, came from the Bourgeoisie

who denied the political capacity of women:
"The world has alwaýs belonged to the males... One might expect the French Revolution to
have chan, ed women's lot. It did nothino of' the kind. That bourzeois revolution was full of*
-,
C.
respect for bourgeois institutions and bourgeois %alues: and it was made almost exclusi%ei%
b,,- men. " Simone de Beauvoir (71)

The veto was justified by the old arguments. which were renewed with vigour and
drawn upon the discoveries of medicine and b1ology. insisting oil the existence of
two "species" with dif ferent aptitudes and attributes: men were credited with intelligence, clear-sighted reason, the capacity to take decisions, whilst women were
t,
Z5
identified with the heart, sensibility and feelings.
V
being more delicate. they ou-ht to be brought up for the simplicity of domestic life, for
for them.
for men, is a danger
C
Cý
obLdience, for piety, for gentle and modest virtues: what is good
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"... she is qualified

by nature I'Or ministrations
of* lo%e and kindness to uril"orturiale and
sufferin- members of the hurnan I'arnilv. The f'eniale sex are universally acknowledged
to
be N.-tter suited to perform errands of mercy than males. Their tenderness, sensibility, and
fer%-cnt sympathies and affection. adapt them to SUChmercil'til errands. " W. M. Thayer (72)

As a consequence, wornen could not [told public office as they were intended for
caringZ, and dornestic life and if they were placed at the head of any institutions,

the

state would be in danger. Men were seen as people who had their real and substantial life in the State. Science and other activities of the saine kind. in short they
were the right people for struggle and hard work.
"... lower racesstandin thesamerelationto higherracesthatchildrendo to adults.Their
minds are so far different from the former. that there is no basisof organicequality
betweenthetwo.
I think it is clear, therefore. that %%care iLlStified in debarring aný order ofpcrsoris from the
franchise if they. as an order. indicate an' inferioritý hased on an organic difference which is
likely
in political
life a danger or
to render their co-operation
or administrative
disadvantage to the communit% as a whole
No%%the question arises. are %%eto regard
...
to inen? 11'so.
women as pOSSCSSiIII_'
a deep 1\ ing, organic difference. invol% ing inferiority.
we shall be co-ipso justified in opposing %%
-ornan-suf Tral-c
I on the , round that the well,
bein-of
thecommunitvasawhole
%\OUld heendarn-wi-cd thcrch\. " Bellord [lax (73)

Belfort Bax argued from the assumption that wonien like people of the lower races,
were inferior. Consequently, in both countries, the organization of schoolingL-introC,
duced the way society was divided on the basis of gender. In these societies. Oirls
were socialised in the expectation that their primary role would be one of wife and
mother and once this expectation was accepted and internalised. the continuation of
the existin- sexual division of labour was ensured.

The internalisation of sexist ideology began in the home, but it was also reinforced
throu,-h state aoencles like the school and the Church.
Messieurs. beaLICOLIP
plus loin que %OUsdans cette %oic. si l'on lie de%ait. en
rnatiýre si &licate. tenir compte des Wes qui ont longtemps r6grlý... mais. quand il s'agit
de la petite classc. des petits cill'ants. ahl ne transigeons pas. ct tenons-nous fernies sur cc
principe que le v&itable ýducateur. c'cst la fernme. c'est l'institultrice. " Jules Ferry* (74)
'Tirais.

The dominant class which lield the decision making posts in the schools. predoniinantly controlled subject areas seen as of greater status-, Le maths and science.

I would go, Gentlemen, much further than ýou in this step. it' we ought not. in this sensitive
issue, to take into account ideas which have long, prevailed... but. when it concerns the elementary
hold firin to the principle that the real
class, youngv children. then. we make no compromise, %%e

educator,is the woman. she is the primary teacher
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domestic science, hurnanities and needle
while other subject areas like languages,
Zý -1
work, were connected with women as they were defined as subjects requiring less
demanding processesof initiation. These subjects were believed to be an extension
of the natural female function as housewives and were tied up with the idea of
trainingZ:- z:girls
to fulfill this role more efficiently.
1

Up until the First World War, a significant
tn
proportion of upper class Z71
girls never
C) educated at home tinder the wing
L- of governesses
went to school at all, being
Z-the
expense of sending a boy to school was normally considered to be a more vital

investment. Where income allowed, visiting masters could also be expected to
in dancing,
Lt00
polish up the accomplishments of their young41n charges
or
singing
if the family cared enough for intellectual accomplishments, they
painting,
and
0
Zý
in some mathematics, classics and science,*but parents who
tutor
might
young
girls
Z:'
0 t:ý
considered such subjects of any use to their daughters were rare.
Au lieu de faire aimer ý la femme le r6le secondaire. infdrieur. mais encore si grand qui
I
est le sien propre. on Iui rdpýte qu'elle a droit ý partager avec Phomme le premier r6le...
dritable oubli
c'est la tout simplement le renversement des lois de la nature. et c'est un %,
des conditions d'une socidtd rdguRre telle que la religion catholique l'institue... " Janet**
(75)

After leaving school, at any time between the age of thirteen and seventeen,
1-1
daughters
4: 1
Z__
of bourgeois,
middle or lower middle class families, in either England or
France, were expected to stay at home and attend to the kind of social duties such
as housework and the whole business of maintaining the family's reputation in
in the nineteenth and beginningIn
L_
000
society. In short; family life taught
-iris
growing
up
r__
of the twenteenth centuries about a sexual division of labour in which men were
breadwinners and women were generally occupied at home
the
regarded
as
major
0
Z-1
(see B. Turner and June Purvis). Men worked, women did not. Boys and girls
in
were treated differently and girls were likely to perceive the male world as distant,
authoritative and closed to them.

Relationshipsbetweenmothersand claughterswere extremely important. Mothers
- Instead of making woman love the secondary inferior role, but yet which is her own, we repeat
that she has the right to share with man the First role... that is quite simply the overthrow of the
laws of the nature, and it is a real omission of in the conditions of a normal society such as that
set up by the catholic religion.
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provided daughters with some image of ho%vtheir own lives might take shape.
Their daughters also learned that women were expected to serve; this was seen as
zn
"natural" and "femininity" was socially defined in terms of dependency, self
sacrifice and service. Families played a major part in mouldingC,personalities and it
is not surprising that so many women accepted what they were taught.
0
Z!,
By the end of the nineteenth century, French and English -iris started to frequent
private schools where they were taught mathematics and some Latin, not even
botany or physical geography. The aini of such schools was not primarily to
4D z:1
develop intellectual ability, thus the girls were discouraged from showing any
Z5
Vý
C,
interest in controversies of the day of a political or social nature. They were disfrom discussing politics at all
couraged
zn.
As for Madeleine MacDonald, she states:
"Gi-en that a strongsexualdivisionof labourexistswithin capitalismit is not surprising
C,
that the dominantgendercodeof' schoolingin Britain is that of' strongclassifItca ions
hierarchýandstrongframingwhere
thepowerrelationsof male-female
which reproduces
definition
"
(76)
teachers
playa largepartin determining
gender
control.
and
Cý
Cý
The sexual division of knowledge in French and English schools was not noticeably explicit. Some policy makers or teachers directly stated that women were
suited to one area and men to another, and the model was there for the students to
emulate. It was quite clear that some students were trained in skills appropriate to
the division of labour. but they were also trained in accepting that this division was
legitimate, that it was natural that, within the school, a great number of cleaners,
helpers and secretaries were female and they served as models for the students.
Sexist ideology was transmitted unconsciously, as the ideology of men as bread
winners and women as homemakers came to the surface much more directly when
secondary school pupils had to make their subject choices at the end of the compulsory schooling. In fact, despite the possibility of all girls studying subjects usually
follow
female
boys
Science
Maths
tend
to
male
students
associated with
and
and
different educational routes. In these tendencies, we can see reflections from the
past and it would be fair to say that the patterns of gender differences established in
in the eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries are still
and
women's
education
girls'
Z71
:1
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in existence today.

Male domination

did not exclusively

male domination

relied, perhaps mainly, upon traditions, customs, moral principles,

religious
family

and philosophical

rely upon the proof of physical strength. The

beliefs. A range of agents and institutions,

to the church and the school,

process of domination.
inculcated

have for many generations

From their childhood,

in young giris,
ZD0

by talks,

from the

imposed

obedience and subordination

gestures,
customs.
tD

common

this
were

sayings,
and
tD

examples. This education was also to inflict on the fernale sex a kind of deterrent to
go beyond the relationship of the ruler and the dominated.

After the Second World War, the educational expansion or educational reform gave
ZD
the impression of introducing equality of opportunity. If the vision of equal opportunities relied upon meritocracy, it never guaranteed equality of success for every L_
one, for this was determined by health and environment, and a super-competitive
society. In the late nineteenth and early twenteenth centuries, policies for the
education of girls and women were translated into a school curriculum designed to
ensure that women would commit their lives to domestic duties as servants, as
%vivesand as mothers. Their education was far less rigorous, less focussed upon
scientific and technical skills, but more bound by domestic concerns, than that of
men.

Systematic education was not, at that time, advocated as an essential aspect of the
ideal of the ladylike

wife and mother. Indeed, since women, in comparison

with

men, were C
generally believed to be less original in their thinking, less creative and
C5

less capable of reasoning, their intellectual attainments were not praised. Intellectual
Cý
education was supposed to make a woman into that monstruous being, a "blueZ:1
Z:ý", whose erudition friahtened
r-1
stockino,
men and made her apparently physically

unattractive- for example,thesemale attitudeswere brilliantly satirizedin Moli6re
's play of 1672:
"ll Westpas bien honnEte,et pour beaucoupde causes,
Qu'une femme 6tudie,et sachetant de choses.
Former aux bonnesmocursVespritde sesenfants,
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Faire aller son mdnage, avoir l'oeil sur ses gens,
Et rdgler la ddpense avec dconomie,

Doit etre son dtudeet sa philisophie " MoKre* (77)
...

Chris Gaine believesthat:
"Racism, sexismand'class prejudice'are more thanjust prejudicesbecausethey are forms
of oppression which lead to structured inequality. This is not to say that 'a-cism'
or
C

prejudice against the disabled do not produce inequality, obviously they do, but'race', sex
and class have much more explicitly political pedigrees, the), have been used and are used
in the mainstream of political life as key elements in the beliefs of our social order. " (78)

Education, in fact, has tended to act as a vehicle for the reproduction of patterns of
subordination and domination which has always characterised any society. It has
inequality in two ways.
created conditions for the reproduction of gender
and
Z'
Firstly, schoolingtý was to mould the consciousness of pupils, investingZý- them with
patterns of thought and practice which would be required of them in their adult
lives, and those groups (i. e girls) who were expected to perform routine tasks were
denied opportunities in school to exercise responsibility

or develop initiative.

Secondly, thouah not directl y creatin- -ender and inequality, the imbalance was
LZ:
) Llegitimised
through
C,
4-M and made to appear natural and acceptable by pupils. Schooling
Z-was to shape the consciousness of the subordinate V
groups in such a way that girls
were accustomed. at every level of the educational hierarchy, to acceptingtý their
inferiority status. The supposed system of achieving success throuOrhmerit was to
bolster sexual inequalities in economic, personal
serve, moreover, to legitimize
and
Z-and political life.

D. "C'est

bonnet blanc et blane bonnet"--

Both ne%vEducation Reform Acts by United Kingdom for England and Wales and
zn
Z-in France have given rise to concern among ethnic minority parents about the lack
ZD
C
Z> in schools, particularly 0given
of provision for multicultural and anti-racist teaching
the alarming growth of racism in Europe. The French Act states that everyone
Zýl
*It is not fair for manyreasons,
That womenshouldhavetheopportunityto stud),andgainknowledge.
To instil good%,
aluesin children'sminds.
To run a home,to look afterherchildren,
And regulatespendingeconomically,
Shouldbeherstudyandherphilosophy.
It amountsto the samething.
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should be more open to the immediate and international communities, but it only
In England
In
tý
Z-1
offers European languages
Zý
as a second or third language.
and Wales,
Welsh is part of the core subjects in Welsh speaking schools, and a foundation
t:ý
subject in other Welsh schools. The absenceof other relevant community languages
?-1 41highlights the lack of commitment of the British and French Z:governments,
in
5
0
in education as a whole.
addressing
equality
z:1
The attitude of both countries merely reflects imperialist principles. The French
have launched the challenge to become the ne%vEuropean elite by encouraging
Zý
Zý Zý'
As for Britain, they still consider them-selves
people to study European languages.
ý' C)
their
as the centre of interest, already leadingL_the European community given
Cý
imperial past, but also due to the place the English language enjoys in the fields of
business and politics.

With regard to France, the promotion of European languages does nothing but
4:1
tý r5
IM
LI
reinforce the policy of integration
which in reality barely conceals the assimilationist
doctrine. She remains more concerned with the glorious image of the prime mover
of the European Community and certainly does not intend to be outstripped by
others. Britain, in spite of all the fine words on multicultural

and anti-racist

education, is only safeguarding a lifelong monocultural and monolingual policy.
However. both countries have been a melting pot in which races fused and shaped
the nations - eg. Celts, Latins, Germanic peoples, Danes etc...
41Both Acts make clear that their central concern will be to secure for all pupils a
curriculum which will equip thern with the knowledge, skills and understanding
required for adult life and employment. There is an obvious indication that
educational provision is to be planned according to the needs of each country,
rather than that of the child; the education of the latter is conceived as a period of
preparation for the realization of the European Market as well as the establishment
of a European elite. To achieve these aims, the policy makers of each country have
carefully selected the core and foundation and complementary subjects to form the
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curricula which will be directed at achieving economic and political ends. The
French may give the impression of undermining the Maths hierarchy, but it is difficult to deny the importance given to the superiority of Science or Maths compared
with Literary or Artistic studies.

Both approaches are elitist in essenceas the curricula are based on specific subjects
defined in terms of what must be taught and on a precise schedule of study. The
content of the curricula reflects the intentions of the curricula planners rather than
the needs of the pupils who are the recipients. They do not consider at all the values
of different social and ethnic groups. At this point, it is, therefore, important to take
into account some broad and general aspects of the Acts which may well affect the
schooling4:1 of the workinaC' class, Z-giris and ethnic minority zl_
groups:
first
is
The
incompatibility
the
aspect
-

between the background
Zý
of values,

Difficulties
:
themselves.
the
the
tests
attitudes, customs and languages
of
and
nature
Z-- _in examinations for those pupils whose
will be created by the language
used
-1 zl_
language is "restricted" becauseof their social background. It is clear that pupils for
is a second language may not do themselves justice in
whorn French or English
Lt-- ý-examinations conducted in French or English. Reasons for underachievernent,
through a detailed study, will be later highlighted.
failure
It could be suggested
that
L- LLwhile
success
generates
success,
-

leads to

further failure. Pupils who may fail tests at 7, It, 14 and 16 or are already alloýated
to a slow stream will, perhaps unintentionally, fall away and have constantly lower
expectations. Once labelled "below average" or "slow learner" these pupils will
tend to continue to produce below average performances and their teachers will
settle for such a level expecting little more of them. As a result, the gaps in levels of
become
in
between
different
or
options
will
streams,
schools
performance
pupils
even greater. One reason for this is that those who perform badly will lose heart
given that they appear to be unable to succeed.
and become dernotivated, C)

been
have
When
to
planned without
subjects
which
pupils are required study
is
background,
there
to
their
every possibility
social,
ethnic
or
cultural
reference
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that they will perform unsatisfactorily, not through any lack of ability, intelligence,
innate capacities or any other such qualities we may wish to name, but because
to draw their ability out, to exploit their
what they are offered is not designed
0
intelligence or to develop such capacities. This is yet another source of elitism.
0Both Acts wish to give the impression of assuring equality in education for all
z:1
4D
by
children regardless of background,
gender
or
and
are
race,
reliGion
concerned
6
z:1
In
"Democratic Society". The intention of the two Acts is to
maintainingr) the image
of
a
4=1
promote equal opportunity in education; unfortunately it tends to reproduce patterns
of subordination and domination which characterise both societies as well as the
between the North and South. Only the
relationship in terms of the power struggle
t)ID
future will perhaps tell us who was right in promoting their policies and beliefs.
Meanwhile, this does not prevent me from expressing a personal concern as well as
a sense of disappointment. Education is beingL- used to ensure the economy and
health of both societies as %veilas to reinforce the power of the ruling classes, all at
the expense of social cohesion.
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CHAPTER

111. Africa, field of action for European expansion.

The following chapterwill attemptto highlight what happenedto the African continent and its people under colonization. In order to look at this situation in detail, I

have chosenMadagascarasexamplebecauseof my experienceof the country.
During the second half of the eighteenth century, Africa entered the international
scene and became the object of competition between the European powers. The
earliest important impact on Africa was the slave-trade, and the period of its
dominance lasted about two centuries, and during this era the frontiers of European
influence in Africa were established on the basis of African manpower. The French
Revolution seemed to show great concern about the rights of man and the inhumanity of the slave trade. The beginning of the Industrial Revolution, however,
was to speed up the establishment, on a large scale, of European control. The
history of Africa, Asia and South America, then, traced the gradual transition from
the era of the slave trade towards colonial partition.
Colonial partition was to convert the inhuman slave trade into a new form of
political and economical exploitation. Economic factors and chauvinism of the new
European elites - the belief in the superiority of their culture and the duty to
itcivilize" the heathen - were to influence the imperial conquest. The most significant factor in giving imperialist expansion its major boost was, after all, the rivalry
which developed between the powers. The British, often called themselves the
itreluctant colonisers" and justified their presence in Africa as a means of seeking
the establishment of a sphere of influence rather than colonies. The maritime empire
which England intended to build, required the establishment of strong ports of call
along all the maritime routes, to assure the indispensable provisioning of the ships
and commercial loading. France, the continental power, was obliged to seek further
afield than in Europe, where she was facing strong rivalry from Britain and her
allies.
"Every relationship of "hegemony" is necessarilyan educational relationship and occurs
not only within a nation. between the various forces of which the nation is composed.
but in the international and world-wilde field, between complexes of national and
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continental civilisations. " Gramsci, A (1)

Historically,

hegemonies are established by powerful states which have gone a

thourough social and economic revolution - e.g. France and Great Britain. The
revolution not only modifies the internal economic and political structures of the
state in question but also delivers energies which extend beyond the state's
boundaries - i. e. Britain ruled supreme at sea and had the capacity to enforce
A
hegemony
is
by
the
to
the
rule
of
market.
world
peripheral
obedience
countries
thus, in its origins, an outward expansion of the national hegemony established by
a dominant social class.
The economic and social institutions, the culture, the technology associated with
this national hegemony become objectives for competition abroad. Hegemony at the
international level is thus not merely an order among states. It is an order within a
world economy with a dominant mode of production which penetrates into all
hegemony
into
World
links
modes
of
production.
and
other
subordinate
countries
can be understood as a social structure, an economic structure and political structure
and it cannot be simply one of these factors but are all three.
When education is a subordinate institution, one can see that its control and the
power to define the nature of instruction rests in the hands of a particular social
group which considers itself as the educationally dominant group. What happened
in Madagascar was markedly influenced by external powers - France and Great
Britain. At the purely foreign policy level, great powers have relative freedom to
determine their foreign policies in response to domestic interests, while smaller
powers - i. e. Madagascar - have less autonomy. The economic life of subordinate
nations is penetrated by and intertwined with that of powerful nations.
The most important factors behind Madagascar's difficulty in installing a coherent
and viable educational system can be explained by two factors: economic dependency and cultural alienation. Imperial expansion appears to be a response to the
emergence of the growth of capitalism in Europe which was in search of raw
for
for
factories,
desire
the
their
the
to
quest
materials
new
create new markets,
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new land for large scale plantations and the interest of cheap labour in distant
development, however, if it has brought substantial advancountries. The alleged
ID
V
tages to colonial enterprises, has only meant for the great majority of Malagasy
people impoverishment and subjection:
"Cc que les dirigeants actuels appellent leurs rýalisations. va ý Pencontre des rdalisations
dconorniques du pays, ý tel point que les travaux n'6tant pas finis, les sources de financement sont ddja taries. Ou dans le mcilleur des cas, les travaux sont finis, Vusine tourne
tout au plus une ann6c. Et pourtant, ce sont des sommes empruntdes A 1'ext6ricur qui sont
exploit6es dans ces r6alisations. De toutes les usines r6alis6es par le pouvoir actuel. les
415 ne fonctionnent pas, mais, bien entendu, les dettes 6normes contract6es pour les
constituer pour les construire. elles tournent. " Monja Joana* (2)

In fact, few policy makers in Europe doubted that the political and economic
last. Instead of havino, direct rule over the
to
establishments in Mada-ascar
were
ZD
ID
Malagasy affairs, the expatriation of business firms, foreign investment and
advisers have become the major instruments of control.

However, this desire to control is not only influenced by economic necessity. There
Im
C, a cultural imperative. First, Christian missionaries contriwas, at the beginning,

buted to the mainspring of colonization as they were concerned to lighten the dark
C,
continent by bringing1:ý the Bible for the enlightenment
of the natives'spirit. Later, the
-secular control had to be connected to the notion of spreading western civilization

and also of transforming the natives and imbuing them with western culture and
values to keep them tinder their yoke. Nowadays, the French policy of assimilation
has continued to hold weight within the educational domain since Madagascar's
independence. Fewer concessions were made to Malagasy culture and institutions
and schools for a long period showed a total lack of concern for them.

AS lave- trade.
"Depuis deux sikles. quatre-vingt mille nýgres annuellement arrach6s ý I'Afrique. allaient
de quclques Europ6ens. Depuis deux
souffrir et pdrir en Amdrique sous le fouet sanglant
C

siMes, I'humanitd d6nonqaitcc forfait ý l'univers, maia la raison. la justice. luttant contre
*What the current leaderscall their achievements,run counter to the economic achievementsof the
country, to such a point that works are not finished and the financial support has already run dry.
Or at best, when the work is finished, the factor), only functions for one year. And yet, thesesums
are borrowed from outside for these achievements.Out of all the factories built by the current
government. 4 out 5 do not work. but, of course. the huge debt taken on in order to build them.
mounts.
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Pint&&, 6prouvait tOUjOUrsque si la fortune est aveugle. [a cupudit6 est sourde et la
f6rocitd sans entrailles. " Citoyen Gr6goire* (3)

Pope Nicolas V's order in 1452 empowered the King:0 of Portugal "to despoilandsell
into slavery all Moslems, heathen and other foes of Christ" (4). The Pope bestowed
Portuguese
r)

crown

all the lands

in Africa

discovered

that any man who died in exploration

promised

of all sins. He set the seal of respectability
authorising

the Portuguese

other enemies of Christ"(4)

to bring

who dwelt

South

by the King's subjects,
4-1

or conquest

would

and

have remission

on the trade by formally

and approval

into perpetual

upon the

"the Moors, heathens and

slavery

of Cape Bogador.
Zý

including

the whole
t--

coast of Guinea. The development was exploited with remarkable profit. Slavery
Spain, where slave markets flourished. The captives
was accepted in Portugal
and
4:)
were sold by public auction in the summer of 1444. All were baptised, nevertheless
their servitude was total, and those desolate men and women who were sold that
summer day were the forerunners of many millions of Africans, who in succeeding
centuries, were to be torn from their homes, stowed like animals in the stiffling
Z-holds of European ships and sold into perpetual bondage in a strange land. The
Z-African slave trade had been born and it grew rapidly.
tý
"Our West Indies and African trades are the most nationally beneficial of any we carrv
on... the Negro trade... may be justly esteemed ail inexhaustible fund of the wealth and
naval power of this country" A Pamphlet of 1749 (5)
Just as Britain
mission
natural
rights
ZD
tituion

was the source

of the West,
rights
en

which

of Europeans

France
prompted
should

of much

was the major

source

the enlightenment
en
be extended

du S6n6gal
of the Compagnie
4ýC,

decree defined

of the Christian

power

of the secular

belief

philosophy

that the political

to all men everywhere.

by the Compagnie
rý

in the civilizintc--,

After

of

and social
the subs-

des Indes Orientales,

the

its right and duty such as:
z:1

"Les c6tes d'Afrique depuis le Cap-Vert jusqu'au cap de Bonne-Esperance... tant et si avant
qu'elle pourra s'6tendre dans les terres. soit que les dits pays nous appartiennent. soit que
la compagnie s'y 6tablisse en chassant les sauvages et naturels du paYs, ou les autres

For two centuries, eighty thousand niggers annually dragged away from Africa, were going to
suffer and die in America under the bloody whip of some Europeans. For two centuries, humanity
denounced this infamy to the world; but reason, justice, fighting against profit, always felt that if
the fortune is blind, greed is deaf and ferocity heartless
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nationsqui ne sont pasdans notre alliance." (6)
As in Britain, the slave trade, duringCý the eighteenth
Zý
ZD
century, carried weight
with the

development of some ports engaged in overseas shiping. Lancaster's trade, among
tý
Zý:D
for the growth of the overseas shipothers, was Cý
going to be largely
responsible
rý
0
ping. Its commercial successhas been inseparably bound tip with slavery:
"The slave trade gave ne", commercial investors a means to benefit from the wealth of the
planters and from the produce of their plantations, at a time when local conditions made
opportunities in bilateral colonial trade less accesible or attractive for them.
Slave traders also played an active role in their Port Commission. which was com...
mitted to developing and improving Lancaster's port facilities and to promoting its
representation in trading matters of national importance. The dedication of this
commission was to lead to the building of a fine pier and water basin at Glasson as well
as to the construction of a canal designed to make Lancaster more accessible to surppliers
to the north and south. " Melinda Elder (7)

The slave trade was largely channelled to the British Carribean and French West
Indies colonies,

and to Brazil

and Cuba for the cultivation

cotton. Britain and France's wealth was built

of sugar-cane

and

of Africans,

and

upon the suffering

for 200 years or more the ships carried these wretched cargoes to the New World.
Altogether,

something

like 15 million

trade. Slavery increasingly

Africans

endured the horrors of the slave

became the most important source of labour in the West

Indies and Carribean as the cultivation

took precedence
cotton
of su(yar-cane
and
:_1

over all other crops in these regions.
C
"Le commerce particulier
De 1670 ý 1672
d6veloppernent qu'il n'ajamais eu
prit
un
...
...
on vit pour la premiýrc fois, plus de 3.000 nýgres par an transportds aux Antilles sous
pavillons franqais. " C. Dupontes* (8)

In short, the period from 1670 to the 1860s brought the gamut of expression of the
C
L_

highest and most elevated religious, moral and political ideals to action which
resulted in the worst degradationof millions of human beings up to that time. In
this period, somewesternersenslavedmillions of Africans. imposedforced labour
upon millions of Amerindians and Asians, and established racial systems of
The African coasts from Cape-Verde to Cape of Good Hope... as much and even beyond which it
will be able to stretch into the lands. whether the said countries belon-0 to us, whether the
company established itself by driving out the savages and natives of the country. or the other
nations which are not within our alliance.
. Private trade, reached a development which it had never had
from 1670 to 1672, for the first
...
time %vesa%vmore than 3.000 black people per year taken to the French West Indies under the
French flag.
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exclusion and discrimination against millions of black people. As the Governor of
Barbados stated: "Threeblackswork betterandcheaperthan one white man." (9). While
slavery had been practiced in all previous civilizations without serious questioning,
it was carried to particularly brutal extremes in the British and French colonies of
the Carribean, West Indies and the Southern colonies of North America. Slavery
was to stimulate the commercial and industrial aspects of modernization in tile
eighteenth century.

"Dans les colonies qui nous sont rendues par le trait6 d'Amiens, let] les iles de France ct
de la R6union, qui, sans avoir &6 conquises se sont 6galement conserv&s. "
Article
Premier:
"L'esclavage sera maintenu conform6ment aux lois et rýglemcnts
ant6rieurs A 1789"
Article
2.
"La
traite des noirs et leur importation dans les ditcs colonies auront lieu
conform6ment aux lois et rýglcments existant avant cette dpoque de 1789.` (10)

The Declaration of the Ri-hts of Man and of the Citizen was a historical document
both for what it included and ornitted, and for the unequal importance which it
obviously placed on different principles. When the question of slavery arose, the
relativism in the Declaration became apparent, it was judged impossible to transfer
Z__
the "Negroes" abruptly, without apprenticeship in freedom, from slavery to the full
status of citizenship.
"ll n' 6tait pas sculement oportun. mais n6cessaire, mais urgent de poser les basses
d'dmancipation. Pourquoi les colonies qui devaient pdrir par la suppression de la traite.
doivent p6rir encore par la suppression de 1'esclavage... Libre de fait; avant d'ýtre d6clard
C
libre de droit; et cela vaut mieux cc me semble que de ddclerer libres de droit des hommes
(11)
qu'onestobligddcconseri-crescla%-esdef,
iit. "AgdnordeGasparin**

Gasparindemanded,as a first step, a progressiveemancipationimplying religious
I=
C, rzý
principles and education. He believed in the superiority of enfranchisement,either
on a voluntary basis,or by forced redemption.While Broughamdeclared:
"We have the greatest sympathy for the'unmerited sufferings of the unhappy negroes', but
the interests of the British colonists had to be considered. The blacks were the 'common
enein), of civilised society, 'more terrible than Tartars or Cossacks'. To save, therefore,
. In the colonies which have been returned to
us by AmiensTreaty, land I the islands of France and
la Wunion, which without being conquered have been kept:
'First
Article.
Slavery
be
in
will
maintained
conformity with the laws and rules prior to 1789.
'Second
Article.
The
importation
in
trade
their
to
the
take
slave
and
said
colonies
will
place
conformity with laws and rules existing before 1789.
It was not only appropriate, but necessary. but urgent to lay down the foundation for
emancipation. Why the colonies which had to die by the abolition of slave trade, have once again
to die by the abolition of slavery... Free by fact, before being free by right, and this is worth
C,
Cý

more, I believe, than declaring free by right men that we are obliged to maintain as slavesin fact.
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'from all the hottors of negro warfare one of the fairest portions of the habitable globe',
Z,
ID
all the colonial powers should coalesce and supply France with troops a subsidies. " (12)

The abolition of the slave-trade by Europe was not just a change in goods traded,
but a change in tile concept of mail as well. European missionaries came with the
traders to spread a philosophy and moral code which was derived from European
historical development.
"In his opening comments on the Emancipation Bill, Stanley described British abolition
as a 'mighty experiment'. Could 800.000 slaves in 19 colonies be set free without
iolence? Once free, would they sustain a plantation economy and its related institutions.
%,
These were momentous questions evoking the interest of people throughout the Atlantic
basin. Before they could be put to the test, however, the freedmen were compelled to
ser%-ea painful and troubled apprenticeship. " William. A Green. (13)

The y transported to Africa the ideal of the individualistic,

capital accumulatingZ"
small farmer who raised goods demanded by the European market. Africa was to

be saved from the slave trade by becoming part of the European economy and
culture, just as the African as a slave had been part of that economy. Whenever
Africans resisted, missionaries and traders found it reasonable and imperative to
crush their resistance with arms. Europe established a marked presenceon the coast
from which traders and missionaries spread European goods and values. When
necessary, both the British and French relied on their military power to enforce the
these traders and missionaries to operate.
right
of
tý

B. British

and French

colonial

expansion:

1880-1914.

The abolition of the slave-trade could be seen as a blend of humanitarianism, but it
was largely a disguise for economic motives. Europe's so-called bad conscience
the dis-raceful and abominable treatment of the black natives was about
concerninc,
z:1
z:1
to legitimise the seizure of their lands and subsequent wars. After the war of the
Spanish Succession it was mainly Britain and France which carried on a colonial
quarrel. By the end of the 1870s, Franco-British colonial rivalry has accelerated the
imperialist movement. The French Minister of the Navy told the Senate on 17
February 188 1:
"We have implacablerivals whoconstantlyseekto counterthe influencewe exercise
...
in theSencoal.
"
(14)
Cý
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While the head of the African department in the British Foreign Office, H. Percy

Anderson,wrote in a memorandumin June 1883:
"If there is one thing clearer than another, it seemsto be that the French have a settled
policy in Africa, both on the East and West coast, and that policy is antagonistic to us."
15)

The manifestation of the French desire for rehabilitation, of the yearning to regain
in
the former in
great power status, became almost a ritual in public 0
gatherings,
tD
political meetings, during scholarly banquets and the like. Colonization and
Imperialism were regarded as a means of moral and national regeneration. Apart
C,
from the defeat of 1870-71, French imperialism was psychologically affected and
0
promoted by the serious set-backs in the colonial sphere vis-A-vis Britain. French,
Italian and Russian imperialism intended to maintain and restore national prestige,
Britain's imperialism intended to maintain and raise the prestige gained in the past.
Z1-Z__
However, imperialism was, also for Britain and France a question of status as a
(Wi nfried Baurngart- 1982).
great
power,
or
rather
as
world
powers
Z__
r-1
Furthermore, Anderson explained the British reaction to France's activities in West
Africa in his memorandum of June 1883:
"Action seems to be forced on us... Only one course seems possible. that is to take on
ourselves the Protectorate of the native States at the mouth of the Oil Rivers. and on the
adjoiningC:coast." ( 16)

In the meantime, Jules Ferry wrote in his book edited in 1890:
"An irresistible movement drives the great European nations to conquer new territories. It
C

is like a steeple chase moving

head longL- towards an unknown

destination.

" ( 17)

He characterized colonial policy as the "international manifestation of the eternal
la%vsof competition". Hence, the motive for further colonial expansion after about
1830 falls into three categories: political objectives relating to strategy or diplomacy-,
L:51:
1
trade, emigration and investment; and spiritual
economic objectives, includingC:
ZD
I
objectives, characteristic of missionary enterprise.

b. 1. The political aspect of imperialism.
The predominant feature of the age of imperialism was the idea that the ascendant
would
centuries,
nineteenth
and
powers, as they had developed in the eighteenth
C
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maintain their great power status only by increasing their strength, demonstrated by
expandingz: 1 beyond their frontiers, especially overseas. The Frenchman Eug6ne?
-1
Melchior de VogU clearly expressed his vie%v:
"Diplomacy used to be concerned with the Mediterranean and the Bosporus; now it has to
do with China, the Niger and the Congo
The great states of Europe are dividing up the
...
other continents of Africa and Asia, in the same manner they would dividc such countries
as Italy or Poland ... What used to be a European balance of power is now a world
balance of power, but it is subject to the same laws, and an), country which does not
wish to become less important must obtain as much new territory relatively as our rivals
are doing. " (18)

Imperialism was, therefore, rooted in by the balance of power as weil as pursued
for the purpose of capitalist exploitation and for displaying military force; it
corresponded first and foremost with the greedy desire of the bourgeoisie, no
longer content with exploiting the home market, to seek new opportunities and with
the desire for new markets which each Country tried to usurp.
"It

franqaise".
would be difficult.
said the newspaper "La Rdpublique
to provide a
complete list of the agricultural
and mineral resources of the Congo region. In the valley
of the Niari copper and lead were said "abondent en quantit6s fabuleuses" (to abound in
fabulous quantities), numerous ore deposits %%-ere
described as lying almost everywhere
between Vivi and Stanley Pool (the rich copper-mines
of Katanga several hundreds of
miles away were not known of at that time). Gold. too had been discovered in numerous
cases. Ivory and rubber were plentiful. The forests were real treasures: the natives were
burning
would
Chamberlain,

big logs of ebony and rose wood in their fire places. The extremely
permit the growth of the most varied products. " Stengers. Jean (19)
on

18 March

1901,

also

declared

in the House

fertile

soil

of Commons:

"From

for these spheres of influence (the British
the moment we undertook responsibility
it our business to establish once and for all that Great
colonies in Africa)
we
made
...
Britannica which we established in India. " (20)

Statesmen had favoured colonies which provided bases from which to attack
foreign rivals or which dominated important sea routes, and had used war and
Colonies had also been used as
to acquire what they sought.
ZD
peace negotiations
Z)
cards at the peace tables, but after 1815, conditions were different: Britain and
France were now the only major powers with overseas colonies. So long as these
states were on good terms - which was the consistent aim of both from 1830 until
at least the 1870s - colonies were seldorn a matter of political contention betweem
them; for example the Malagasy case - The British left Madagascar in the hands of
the French colonizers, while in return the British got Zanzibar. The states recoZ-1

favourable
to
treaties
the
onised
a
responsibility
make
commercial
most
providing
,
ill

conditions for their nationals and to support bond-holders and others who had a
legitimate L-1
foreign
Z-1
C,
t_1
especially
where
governmental
grievance
governments,
against
0
agreement or principles of "international law" were involved; in short, to ensure
that merchants and investors enjoyed equal opportunities vis-A-vis foreign
rivals.
z1_
" to establish such a policy of civil and military power. and create and secure a large
revenue to maintain both... as may be the foundation of a large, wel kgrounded, sure
English dominion in India for all time to come." Sir Josiah Child. Governor of the
C!
Company. (21)

Pursuit of these limited but important objectives certainly required formal territorial
control to assure support for the maritime powers which were in general expected to
impose
to
also
enforce the treaties and agreements
countries
and
with
non-European
L,
"international policies" such as anti-slavingZn conventions, but as a C)general rule they
were to provide support for their nationals. Also, in terms of strategy
and
maritme
Zý
commerce, North Africa constituted a first class political interest for France and
Britain, and once the Suez Canal was completed in 1869, it became the vital C)
gateway to or guardian of the Indian Ocean.

"for the po%ver,the supremac\ and the greatness of the British Empire... The Daily Mail
is the embodiment and mouthpiece of the imperial idea. Those %vholaunched this journal
had one definite aim in view... to be the articulate voice of British progress and
domination. We believe in England. We know that the advance of the Union Jack means
protection for weaker races. justice for the oppressed. liberty for the down-trodden. Our
Empire has not exhausted itself. " The Daily Mail (22)
On the one hand, to be a world
wise one's nationals
hand, the second

power,

were at the mercy

aspect of great power

was the need for secure strategic
L-

one needed

bases in all continents,

of other colonial

governments.
L-

On the other

status in an age of "international

raw materials

industrial
as no great
0

other-

rivalry"

country

could

afford to depend on others when rivalry and intensified protectionism were reaching
their peak in Europe. The establishment of a closer union between the colonizers
and the colonies had to be created to promote trade measures with a view to
increasing the participation of these colonies in the defence contribution of the
4:
)
their market because of
of
mother country, as well as a search for greater
security
Zthe market competition becoming particularly relentless.
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Contrary to the slave trade, more colonies provided more prestige, more bases for
their navies, so more protection for their nationals, new sources of strategic raw
Z5
Zn
to conquer the African lands to
materials and more opportunities for emigrants
make their fortune. Colonial expansion was an area of major national interest which
had to be protected
Sir Josiah Child, Governor
e.
g.
- in

of the Company said: "Profit

and Power do jointly go together" (23).

At that time, Europe was extremely
wars and infectious

poor, but it was to become worse following

diseases. The disturbed state of Europe in 1792-93 led to an

economic depression in Britain and France, resulting4: in widespread unemployment
1
Foreign trade and domestic industry were increasingly dislocated
and lower wages.
zn
0
C)
by the long, bitter and enormously expensive military conflict which broke out
VD
between Britain and France in early 1793. The war not only seriously interrupted
trade, but placed a steadily growing tax burden on the middle and lower orders as
vast surns were raised by indirect taxes on items of popular consumption.
the socio-political

function of imperialism

one. Social imperialism

Thus,

was closely connected with the domestic

was a means of ruling the nation since the progressive

forces pressing for emancipation
tensions overseas via imperialism

could be diverted

abroad. Diversion

of social

was the means by which the traditional social and

power hierarchy in the industrial age could be conserved.

b.2. Economic and social forces.
The cotton industry imposed oil the colonies a custom policy fit to brush aside any
competition and to protect its structures - i. e.
"Nous

nos
constatons
que cc sont nos colonies protdgdes seules qui consomment
produits, c'est ý dire celles ý qui nous les imposons par la force. Incapable de lutter avec
des industries dtrang&es. 6crivait-on
&s 1905. la France ne peut vendre qu'a Pabri des
Zý
barri&es douani&es ý Tananarive et a Saýfgon."* (24)

Emigration, trade and capital investment were the spearhead of the empire building
tý
In
forces. Emigration Nvaspredictably the strongest of these. The first empire in
L)
t5
America after all had been built by emigrants who almost claimed the right to fly
t3
C,
. We notice that only our protected colonies consume our products, that is to say, to those we
impose on by force. Incapable to contesting foreign industries, we have said since 1905, France
C,

can only sell under the cover of custom barriersto Antananarivoand Sa:fgon.
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the national flag wherever they established colonies. By 1830, the British and
French were more and more likely to emigrate to regions that offered temperate
Zý
tn
climates and ample lands, in both countries, there were strongL-supporters of plantied emigration which was regarded as a solution to problems of unemployment
and poverty. Emigration was undoubtedly considered as a primordial Eurocentric
colonial method.
"Legitimate 'civilizing
Brunsch%vig(25)

trade' should take the place of the abominable slave trade. " H.

Furthermore, Samuel Crowder, stated in a report in 1857 on one of the Poruba
tribes:
"Their head chiefs could not help confessing to me that. aged persons, ne%,
cr remembered
anytime during the slave trade that so much wealth was brought to their country as has
been since the commencement of the palm-oil trade for the last four years, that they were
perfectly satisfied with legitimate trade and with proceedings of the British governments
(i. e. with the cutting off the slave trade originating in Lagos). " (26)
Cý

At the beginning, trade with the Tropics
1-1
Zý

was carried

out between indigenous

societies safely and profitably within the European economic systems, traders were
seldom interested in political control. The organization of the "international economical relationships" was to increase the internationalization of the world economic
system, thus the whole of mankind was to be L_ooverned by rules established by the
"developed countries" and orientated towards their own national interests. To
achieve this ne%v"international economic order", the trading commodities could
only be produced by the European penetration of African territories which systematically led to formal occupation. The immediate prospect was that trade could
expand widely in most areas generating formal control by Europe. The significance
of Africa as a rn
growing point for further European colonialization was that settleLI trading
Zý
ment created the base for several varieties of enterprise, includingtD whaling,
and missionary

activity

was often heard saying:

The missionary
g.
e.
- 1.11

and explorer,

David Livingstone,
4-1

"religious instruction and economic development - christianity.

go handin hand." (27)
commerceand Civilization must V

b.3. Missions: pioneersof colonization.
"With no roads, no wheeled vehicles, no systern of government except universal
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Tanompoana'* no equitable legal administration. and in many casesno law at all except
.
Lynch Law. with no machinery, no manufacturesworthy of the name, and scarcely any
trade or commerce to bring them into contact with the Great World outside them,
Christianity has, at present, to do everything for the people, working upon them
singlehandedwithout those helps which her hand maids scienceand civilisation in more
enlightenedcountriesafford. " Rev. CharlesF. Moss (28)
Christian

missions were possibly the most characteristic

enterprise in Africa and Asia

of all forms of European

during this period of colonialism.

In 1830, the mis-

sionary movement had barely been formed and there was little penetration in depth;
but during the next fort y years the missions were to penetrate virtually every part of
tý
Africa, Asia and the Pacific. Christian missionary societies were the great artisans
Z__
of colonial expansion and the connection between missionary and economical
interests was not only the way to strengthen their establishment
their religion.

The Ion

range effect of the "civilizing

but also spread

work" of the missionaries,

09c,
L,
through their introduction of the European educational system, was the creation of
t5
indi-enous lower-rankina administrative officials, without whom
a larae
number
of
r)
0n
the imperial machinery would not have worked. Their importance as a channel for
European influence is unquestionable.

The British claimed that their original purpose was to put an end to the slave trade
z:1
perpetuated by other countries and the power of the Royal Navy was to support
them. They justified establishing, secure lines of communication with India, but
C,
ironically, their influence never stopped growing,
z: 1
L_ for this motive brought
them into
Egypt
t__
and later the Sudan and Kenya, culminatingL_ finally in the formal introduction
of British rule.
"The Malagasy must come up to our standard as we have no notion of lowering it to
Zý
them. The Governor is an adulterer and if possibleworse. and the heathenhere know that
a true Christian is strenuously opposed to adultery and poly-amy" Rev. Thomas
Campbell (29)

The British thought that they could convert Africans to Christianit y and free-trade
zn
integration
have
the
them
the
within
of
gains
as
so-called
as
well
accept
capitalism
Z:
0
)
British system. Imperialism was not only in the form of occupation; and both the
British and French felt that it was their right to impose and protect their commercial
* Duty
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interests in Africa. Even though, the styles of conquest by the British and French
differed, and the influence on and administration of African territories bore the
different stamps of British and French culture, the results for the African were very
much the same: he was subject to European power and commercial incursion and
control. Cecil Rhodes, presented imperialism as the remedy to the social issues
which were the result of capitalism:
"J'6tais hier A East End (quartier ouvrier de Londres) et j'ai assist6 A une r6union de sanstravail. Yy ai entendu des discours forccnds. Cc n'dtait qu'un cri: du pain, du pain! Je
revivais toute la scýne en revenant et me sentais de plus en plus convaincu de
l'importance de l'imp6rialisme... Mon We [a plus chýre, c'est la solution du problýme
social, ý savoir: pour sauvcr les quarante millions d'habitants du Royaume-Uni d'une
guerre civile meurtriUe, nous, les politiques coloniaux, devons acqudrir des terres
nouvclles pour y installer I'excddent de notre population, ob nous puissions trouver de
nouveaux d6bouch6s pour les produits de nos fabriques et de nos mines. L'Empire. ai-je
toujours dit. est une question de ventre. Si vous voulez dviter la guerre civile. il vous faut
devenir imp6rialistes. " Cecil Rhodes* (30)

While in France, the viscount Melchior de VogU6 stated in the House:
I-Jamais, en histoire gdndrale. on n'a vu deLIX grands phdnomýnes dominer un temps sans
qu'iI y e6t entre eux une corr6lation 6troite, imm6diate. Or, deux ph6nomýnes dominent
notre temps. et non seulement notre pays. mais toutes les nations de ce temps: d'une part,
une crise sociale aigfie. plus aigbe ou tout au moins plus impatiernment support6e, cc qui
revient au rnýme, que celles dont ont souffert les g6ndrations pr6c6dentes; et, d'autre part, ce
mouvement universel qui pr6cipite I'Europe sur d'autres continents, sur des mondes
nouveaux, ou du moins r6cemment explords. Qu'il y ait une corrdlation entre ces deux
phdnomýnes. qu'il y ait par cons6quent dans l'un un remýde ý Pautre. nous pouvons en We
certains ...Voila pourquoi je suis partisan de Pexpansion extdrieure. " Melchior de Vo-dd*
(31)

Life began
tý
to depend on the price of 4-goods in Europe rather than the demand and
supply among Africans. Under the British, cornmercial treaties determined who
* Yesterday, I
was in the East End (the workingv class area of London) and I attended a meeting of
unemployed people. There, I heard frenzied speeches.There was only one cry: bread, bread! When I
went home, I lived again the whole scene and I felt more and more convinced of the importance of
imperialism... My dearest plan is the solution of the social problem: to save the forty million
inhabitants of the United Kingdom from a deadly civil war, we, the colonial politicians, must
acquire new lands to install the surplus of our population, where we would be able to find new
outlets for the products of our factories and our mines. The Empire, I have always said, is a
question of stomach. If you want to avoid civil war, you must become imperialist.
Never, in general history, we have seen two huge phenomena dominate a time but that there is
between them a tight connection. in direct contact. Now, two phenomena dominate our time, and
not only our country, but all the nations of this time: on the one hand, a acute social crisis, more
acute or more or less more impatiently borne, which amounts to the same thing, than those which
the previous generations have endured, and, on the other hand, this universal impulse which pushes
Europe forward towards other countries, towards new worlds, or at least recently explored ones.
That there is a correlation between these two phenomena, that there is consequently in one a
remedy for the other, of that we can be sure... That is why I am in favour of the outside expansion.
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in
both
it
French,
land,
African
treaties,
the
military
cases,
was
owned
tinder
African control over land was lost.

bA "Mission civilisatrice" and "Civilizing mission".
The revolutions of France and the United States, and the continued conditions of
embryonic rebellion in Britain, were stimilated by massive discontent among tile
tD
emerging
growing0 republican sentiment. While the Western
middle classes and zn
00
ZD to modernize their societies and their educational systems at
nations were struggling

home, they were also transplanting their societies to ne%vground, influencing other
rn
Lindependent
of their control and
people who remained at least norninally
simultaneously

brought vast areas of the world under the direct control of their

government.
"Should education follow the patterns of the local intellectual culture and tradition, or
should it be entirely Western in concept and language of instruction? Should it be
'industrial' or 'literary'? Nor was the 'civilizing mission' entirely a matter of governmental
effort. A large part of the educational establishment in Asian and African empires was
actuallv in the hands of the missionarý societies. and the missions' primarý aim of
theory conversion was itself a form of education. " Philip. D Curtin (32)
religious
V

Above all, the so-called "mission civilisatrice" or "civilizing mission" centred upon
a growing feeling that the particular style of society, culture, and thought being
achieved by Westerners was somehow superior to that of peoples of the "Old
World" of Asia and Africa as well as to that of indigenous peoples of the "New
World" of America and Australasia. Thus, the Westerners felt impelled to carry
their civilization to the rest of the world, and if need be, to impose it upon others
for their Znoood as well as for the ZI_
oroodof the West.

This mission was to have its roots in education. It was not only a reaction against
by the new industrial urbanization, but was
wrought
t:3
its
in
West
by
the
the
of
own
superiority
also evidence of a growing confidence
the poverty and inhumanities

Christian

civilization.

commercial

The civilizing

mission was composed of nationalistic

pride.

All
in
belief
Z:
natural
rights.
L-religious
a
5
evangelism
and
aggressiveness,
t-- tD

by
"civilizing
by
British
the
their
the
and
this
mission"
as
of
was summed up
4D
French as their "mission civilisatrice". The civilizing mission of the West in its
rD
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educational aspects was an integral part of the modernization process.
"More important still was the Christian tradition, which laid great stresson proselytism
from the time of Saint Paul onward. If religious superiority carried an obligation to
convert the heathen,cultural superiority might easily carry an obligation to convert the
barbarian to civilization. The belief in this obligation, and the effort to carry it out, is
sometimescalled "conversionism",and conversionismwas broadly dominant in Western
imperial thought during the first half of the nineteenth century. both in France and in
England." Philip. 1). Curtin (33)

Perhaps colonialism has differed from one geographical area to another, depending
on which powers were involved. It was inevitable that policies differed according
to the political convictions of the colonizing nation. The French sought domination,
as they believed that they had a strong sense of "mission civilisatrice",

also that

their task and duty was to create African, Asian and Arab Frenchmen with the sarne
views and outlooks as the metropolitan Frenchmen. The French politicians and
administrators believed in the superiority of French culture, the French language,
:D
literature and administrative structure.
"Ms

mon arri%r6e, dcrit Gallieni, je traqai la ligne de conduite a suivre A cet dgard A tous
ceux qui d6tenaient une part quelconqUe d'autorit6: la Ian-ue franqaise. disais-je dans une de
mes premi&es circulaires. doit devenir la base de 1'enseignement dans toutes les 6coles de
Zý

Vile. Les proggrammesseront remani6s et ýtablis d'une maniýre simple. en rcvýtant surtout
un caractýre professionnel, de faqon que les &oles fournissent aussit6t que possible des
auxiliaies aux entreprises agricoles et industrielles de nos colons. " (34)

The French language
be used as a means of colonial domination and control
t-to
was
1-1
while the indicenous Ian-ua-es were scorned. Gradually, they designed their
colonies in West Africa, North Africa and the West Indies as "Department d'Outre
Mer" (Overseas Departments).

As for the British, the "reluctant colonizer", they justified the acquisition of India,
Singapore, Malaysia, the Pacific Islands and sorne of the Carribean territories as a
means of preventing others froni getting control over thern. Thus, in Central and
Southern Africa, there was a much niore deliberate policy of getting there first and
of civilizinc, the natives.
"Our people,whenthe),go into the possession
of a ne", territory,carrywith themsucha
powerof initiative, suchan extraordinarycourageand resourcein the solving of ne",
* From my arrival, wrote Gallieni. I outlined the line of actions to be followed by all people who
held some part of authority the French language,I statedin one of my circulars, must becomethe
Cý
foundation of the leaching in all schools of the island. The curricula will be reorganised and
established in a simple way, by assuming above all a professional character, in order that the
schools offer as soon as possibleauxiliaries to agricultural and industrial firms of our settlers.
Zý
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problems and the facing of new difficulties. that if the), are pitted against an equal number
Z_

it
is
if
it
is,
keep
the
the
care
not
and
what
part
of
world
you
race
or
politics and
what
-I
negotiations off them. it will be our people that will be masters,it will be our commerce
has been
that will prevail, it will be our capital that will rule, though
not
a
sword
Lý
unshealed,and though not a blow hasbeenstruck in their defence." Lord Salisbury (35)

Their "civilizing

mission" appeared not to have a common colonial policy and

varied from colony to colony accordingZ!,to the different racial and ethnic Z:
group
)
involved. Frequently, concern was expressed that certain groups
Z:I
such as Muslim in
Northern Niaeria should not be corrupted by contact with Western civilisation. The
power of the Muslim Emirs, believed to be deep-seated, was assumed to require
the social and political structures
only some form of 'indirect' rule. Accordingly,
Z__
were to be maintained as a means of preserving them from the worst effects of
European influence. At the same time, the British rulers believed that they had the
mission to 'improve' the social and political structures by eliminating practices
considered to be morally unacceptable and introducing useful European exports,
such as education and 'honest' administration (D. K Fieldhouse-1982).

For example Lugard's was to introduce a close supervision of 'direct' with
'indirect' rules tolerance of indigenous social and political structures. His first
principle was that African colonies had to be supervised by a strong central British
but that actual administration was to be left to native authorities, prefe
agovernment,
rably hereditary chiefs, who must be both 'unfettered' and yet 'subordinate'. By
'unfettered', Lugard meant that they were to be largely autonomous with their own
treasuries, courts, laws, etc. On the other hand, 'subordinate' implied that they lost
control over foreiUn relations. obeyed laws made by the colonial government and
the orders of British officials,

and contributed their revenues to the colonial

treasury (D. K Fieldhouse-1982)

Just as Britain was the source of much of the Christian catalyst to the civilizing
Z-1
mission of the west, France was the major source of secular philosophy of natural
Europeans
the belief that the political and social rights
of
which
prompted
rights
L4D
should be extended to all men everywhere.
"Cultural conquest leads to the cultural inauthenticity of those who are invaded; they
begin to respond to the values, the standards,and the goals of the invaders... In cultural
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invasion it is essential that those who are invaded come io see their reality with the
outlook of the invaders rather than their own; for the more they mimic the invaders, the
more stable the position of the latter becomes." Paulo Freire (36)

They personified the enlightenment philosophy that while slavery was contrary to
nature, the benefits of Western civilization nevertheless should be carried to the
"less civilized"

societies of the French colonies. They even argued that certain

young people should be selected for special instruction in the values of Western
civilization so that they could form an elite corps of political missionaries to convert
on behalf of the European society.

Consideration

of another aspect of the civilizing

the Industrial Revolution
environment

mission, will lead us to realize that

would not have happened without the manipulation

which in turn gave way to the launch of the agricultural

phic revolutions,

the construction

the stride of the technical
emerged an economic

and demogra-

of canals, roads and railways, the speeding up of

programme

planning,

of the

and the colonial

the establishment

expansion.

of the hierarchical

From this
scale of

dominance, with new countries corninc, into sialit and classified accordina to their
C
?ý
Z_-

"followers", "backward industrialization".
economic progress
as-.
en
"belated". The civilizing

"dominated" or

mission was to accelerate the disruption of the African or

Asian system by the destruction. the eviction or the emasculation of the indigenous
en

civilisations, which was to prove to be one of the factors in maintaining the "backwardness", the impoverishment and the difficulties of the Third World as we know
it today.

The civilizing mission Nvasjustified by Europe in two Nvays-,
European
to
to
the
which
would
sources
of
wealth
aive
populations
ne%v
Cý
give access to raw materials and the establisliment of a market which would
facilitate the outflow of industrial products,
by
introducing
fortune
African
the
the
to
to
of
populations
good
contribute
-

"civilization" to them.
"Once Britain and France annexed West Africa, they controlled educational policies in the
areas under their jurisdication. French colonial policy is usually characterized as'assimilationist' -a policy of having Africans conform to a highly centralized French education,
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using the same curriculum and language as in France... All Africans going to school were
therefore educated to become 'black Frenchmen'. British policy, on the other hand, is
characterized as 'adaptive' -a policy that evolved through Buxton, the Education Committee of the Pivy Council to the Colonial Office in 1847... The British believed that the
African had to be transformed and that education would be the vehicle of this transformation. But the African %vasnot to become British, rathcr, he was to be educated to be a
cultivator, in keeping with the British view of local African conditions, present and
future. " Martin Carnoy (37)
The

proclaimed

interests,
democratic

humanitarian

intention

for the wish to dominate
ideals"

of which

was hardly

the European

C. The transplanting

was,

to disguise

therefore,
in accordance

powers claimed

with

economic

the "liberal

and

to be the upholders.

of educational systems on Africa

"To most colonial educators. cultural development meant the expansion of a replicative
school system that measured cultural scientific advance by the number of students who
that they had been pumped full of a foreign
could clearly demonstrate (by examination)
heritage. " Halifax. N. S (38)

c. I. Early education in Africa.
Before Western nations came to Africa, forms of education existed, such as
education for life which was part of the community or the tribe in which the
In
younger
generation was prepared for their role in society through
C
I-organised

patterns and systematic instruction. Youngtn people learnt to accept the authority of
elders, as well as specific skills in hunting, fishing or cultivation. They also learnt
the wisdom of the community through stories and proverbs, forms of address and
praises given in honour of the chief or distinguished personal figures of the
community. Proper behaviour and a sense of responsibilty towards the community
as successors of the older generation were similarly taught. In short, they were
prepared to play their part in the building of the nation.
"Indigenous African education was relevant and closely linked to the spiritual and material
aspects of social life before colonization by European imperial powers. There was little
separation of learning and productive labor nor any consequent division between physical
and intellectual labor. This educational process reflected the realities of African society and
ith an education %ý,
hich equipped them to meet the material, spiritual,
produced people %%,
Julius K. Nverere (39)
and social needs of the societ

The development of these earliest forms of education was ruthlessly interrupted by
slavery and the slave trade which carried away millions of able-bodied men and
women. Later on, the expansion of colonial enterprise swept away the remaining
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strength of these civilisations

and planted in their place a new Western civilization.

From this period on, we can see the significance
manifold

processes which have shaped the African

building of the Christian communities,
t:I

and place of education
or Asian continents,

in the

with the

the expansion of Western imperial influence

through territorial acquisition and the establishment of strong and viable Western
Z:I
4:1
educational systems.

c. 2. Slave education
"In the colonial society, education is such that it serves the colonialist. In a regime of
slavery, education was but one instruction for forming slaves. " Statement of Mozambique
Liberation Front (40)

From the moment the slaves arrived in the West Indies and Carribean plantations,
the general rule was to break the spirit of the Africans.
separation of tribes, kinsmen, friends and families.
any meaningful

kinship relationship

This was achieved by the

The slaves were deprived

or links with their roots. Africans

of

lost their

forced to adopt the language of their masters in order to
own languages
and
were
1.
ý Z>
Z__ tý

communicate even with each other. In addition, the planters felt that for their own
different
to
safety , they had to disperse the slaves of the same tribal or ethnic group
L,
plantations so that they could not easily understand each other and thus consort to
As long as they were necessary only as slaves, no need was seen
plan an uprising.
Z1_
tn'
for education, religion or otherwise. Thei r only education lay in flogging, degratD
lnrn ZD C
dation and brainwashing until their life in Africa was washed out from them along
with any thoughts of happiness.
"Je suis venu avec tous les prdjug6sd'Europeen favaur de l'instruction qu'on leur doit par

les principes de notre religion. Mais si la saine politique et les considdrations humaines

les plus fortes s'v opposent. La suretd des blancs exige qu'on tienne les riýOres
dans la
C
plus profonde ignorance. Je suis parvenu a croire fermement qu'il faut mener les nýgres
" F6nelon* (41)
comme des I)C-tes.

Not only did the whites judge African
4:1

culture unworthy,

but they also wanted to

ensure that the entire non-white population including the slaves, accepted the supe0
they
riority of white culture, includinc,Z:1 the values which they espoused, although

.I came with all European prejudices towards education which we owe them by the principles of
our religion. But sound politics and the strongest human considerations are opposed to it. The
white people's safety demands that we keep the black people in complete ignorance. I have come to
believe firmly, that we must deal with the black people as animals.
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did not necessarily live by those values. They forced them to admit that white men
were wiser and better than the black men and women and trained them to believe
that once they recognized whites to be their superior in understanding they were
rý
in
likely to benefit from their example and instruction. This was assumed to represent
one of the great steps towards civilization.

In other words, any success in an

attempt to socialize the slaves into the norms and values which they preached,
depended largely on an approach which would convince them of their own inferiority and the superiority of the whites.
"I am persuaded that it is neither my business nor in my power to deliver them (the
slaves) from the bondage of men. I have always conceived it my duty to endeavour thro'
divine assistance to direct the poor negroes, low the), may be delivered from the bondage
of sin and Satan, and to teach them the pure principles of Christianity, which will not
only lead them to sobriety, industry and fidelity: but will make them loyal subjects.
obedient servants and children... I not only endeavour to avoid any expression which
might be misunderstood in this respect but always endeavour to endear them to each
other. and particularly their employers. in fact all who have authority over thern. " Rev.
Elliot (42)

The outcome of such efforts was that the slaves carne to imitate their masters in
everYCaction and expression, seeming to subscribe to the view that "Massa can do
no wrong".
Lý
While the politics of dispersal made it difficult

for the slaves to preserve their own

cultural heritage, including their African languages, they began however to develop
their own local culture, including a language, "creole" or "patois",
Z-4-- ý11

and their own

forms of entertainment which were "basically African in character" but had
acquired a "European overlay". They would recall the folk tales, dances and music
of the particular African tribes from which they had come and attempted through
ZD
oral transmission to keep them alive.

Music and dancingr.) were their principal diversions from the hardships of slave life.
In the evenings, or on Sundays or on holidays, there was alwa s dancing to the
0y
4-beat of drums in the slave quarters. Singing
tZ-- was popular among
4n them and their
the content of
t)
L- funeral dirges,
C'
songs
were usually improvised. They also sang
which suggested that they considered "death not only as a welcome and happy
release from the calamities of their condition but also a passport to their place of
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beliefs had to be kept secret, because to the whites, and
nativity". African religious
en
especially to the missionaries, they were signs not only of heathenism but of moral
decadence.

c.3. The prelude to colonial education
After the slave trade was abolished,
tant motivation

missionaries and traders were 01ven an impor-

to stimulate trade in other products, such as palm oil, cocoa, and

tD
ground
nuts, to "civilize

the Savage"
t. )
0
and make him into a producer of "legitimate"

trade goods - an end to the human trade but the beginning of human exploitation in
In
a different form.

Slavery and the ne%vreligious mission in Africa were no longer compatible -a ne%v
form of domination was sought. Christianity which was a well structured system
was to be the spearheadof colonization and in the name of their so-called "Religious
Faith", the missionaries were to disrupt the structure already in place in order to
impose their own. As a result, early education in Africa was part of the history of
the establishment of the Christian church and education, in the form of evangelism
which formed an integral part of Western missionary enterprise methods. Building
church-schools was not only for the purpose of creating literate Christian communities, but also for the expansion of Christianity.
"In civilized [Europeanj countries, the office of the missionary is simple and well defined.
In the discharge of his dut), he has to follow the example Of Christ and His Apostles,
preaching the Gospel of the Kingdom of God, but when the missionary has to reclaim the
people, whom he is sent to instruct from a wandering life. to collect them together into
villages, and to elevate them into a state of civilization, in the management of his
arduous undertaking, he is left to little more than the fruit of his own observation and
experience. " John Philip (43)

The history of the London Missionary Society, the Church Missionary Society and
the Catholic Church were part of the history of African educational developments.
These societies Nvereconnected with sorne of the early ventures in educating
Africans. The establishment of the Bible Society in 1804 also had considerable
significance for education and evangelising as it promoted the circulation of the
scriptures. The translation of portions of the scriptures involved a great number of
indigenous Africans or Asians and was in itself an educational process of enormous
4)
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importance (A. Rijaonarison-1985).

A case in point and one worthy

of analysis is the evolution

of the political

and

educational systems in Madagascar, which reflected the philosophy and ideology of
either the Missionary

Societies, the Catholic

Church or the colonial

powers and

interests of these groups as perceived
to
the
were designed
serve
needs
and
In
z1-

by

them.

D. The case of Madagascar

d. 1 The advent of the Merina kingdom
i. Andrianampoinimerina: the father of the Merina Kingdom
Through
internal migrations,
Z!,
tribal %varfaresand treaties, Madgascar
4-1
Z-gradually
reached some political and social cohesion. Madagascar
zn
was divided into many
kingdoms but dominated by the Merina*

the Sakalava** and the Betsimisaraka***
,

kingdoms, which controlled large areas in the centre, on the west and east coast
t5
C
respectively of the island.

In 1787 came to the throne of Imerina Andrianampoinimerina who made it his duty
to enforce a programme of administrat ive reform, to conquer and expand the
I-Imerina* territorial; "Ny riaka no valamparihiko,, ** reflected, already, the idea of
national unity (Boiteau. P-1958). At the beginning, the "Hants Plateaux" Nvere
divided into numerous small kingdoms, but as a good lawmaker, a good adminisZý
ZD
he brought
trator as weil as an expert and tireless strategist,
tý
C,
Call the central region
of
the "Hants Plateaux" under his sway. While Andrianampoinimerina strengthened
Z:1
the Imerina foundations by a series of innovations which were realized within the
* "Merina"
also known as the "Hova" were the inhabitants of the Imerina, situated in the central
regions. Because of the numerical superiority of the Hova class, all the inhabitants of Imerina and
the rest of the island were generally referred to as the Hova people. Today the terms "Merina" and
"Hova" are practically synonynous.
The "Sakalava" are the inhabitants of the west coast.
*** The "Betsimisaraka"
are the inhabitants of the east coast.

The "Imerina" or the "Hauts Plateaux"were the central re.-ion.
The seais the limit of my paddy field.
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context of Merina ancestral traditions, with diplornacy and strength fie extended tile
frontiers of his kingdom. The excellent administrative, judicial and fiscal reforms
to a stratified society and regularise the roles of
were to lead the Merina Kingdom
0
In
various members of the Irnerina kingdom. At the top of the social hierarchy and
directly tinder the monarch were the "Andriana" (nobles) they were introduced by
many local traditions as foreigners: "Tsy mba manana tanidrazana any'"(44).

The

descendants of the first King enjoyed some limited privileges of which the most
4n
C,
important was exemption front royal drudgery.
C,
The next major group in Merina society was the "Hova" (free men) and they
constituted the rising class of that period. Most of them became significantly rich
by trade. They were middle class of traders, craftsmen and well-off farmers. The
Hova had their own caste divisions; some Hova became "tsy-maty-iiianoto" owing
to the services they had done - these Hova and their descendants enjoyed certain
immunities and could not be sentenced to death or reduced to slavery. The "Hovavao" - freed slave after the payment of a very high sum of money; the "Zaza-Hova"
former
Hova
for
for
debt
to
reduced
slavery
or
certain condemnations -, some
"Zaza-Hova" were ransomed by the King and became "Tandonaka" - servants of
the palace; the "Tsiarondahy" - royal slaves who were, in general, prisoners of war
1-1
and really considered as the royal slaves. Even ransomed, they were forbidden to
become allied to Hova, and formed the army corps and enjoyed a relatively favourbuy some
they
to
able situation . If they were brave and fought
well,
were
allowed
Z-1
properties; the last were the "Andevo" - namely slaves who were captives of war or
imported blacks from outside as %veilas their descendants. Royal drudgery, which
lasted for certain people up to four days, was forced upon farmers and craftsmen
(Boiteau, P- 1958 - Gow, Bonar A- 1979).
"Les luttes et rivalitds entre clans 6tant ajamais termin6es.je veux que dor6navantla lutte
ait lieu sur le terrain du travail et de Vindustrie.Les provinces de ceux de mes sujcts qui
faibliront ý leur t5che scront condamn6esý payer une amende de 1.000 piastres, le
loknam-panompoana,au profit de celles dont les habitantsse serontfait rcmarquerpar leur

*** We do
not haveancestralland at this place.
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zýlectleurardeur.

"Andrianainpoiniinerina*

(451)

Andrianampoinimerinadid not restrict his task to the unification and the improvement of the Merina kingdom, awareof the importanceof the trade and industry, he
createdthe "Tsena" (big trading market) and ensuredthe safety of trade. In return
for the security he provided,the King requiredhis peopleto give their labour for the
building of roads, bridges and dykes, to perform military service, and pay rent for
the land they farmed. His major goal was the boosting of agricultural
production
t3
tD
C
his subjectsto work. The expansionof the kingdom
and he repeatedlyencouraged
tý
tý
z: 1
11=ýhis
and security, which becamefar less unstable in time, allowed during
reign
a
Z:
the
3 Mayetir stated:
trading
growth,
without
precedent,
of
e.
g.
markets
C
Z-1

"On trouve dansces tsýnes-ýn6ralementtoutesles productionsde cette grandeHeet meme
Cý
C

beaucoup de marchandises de Vinde qu'), importent les Europ6ens et les Indiens de Surate.
Cest purement ct simplement un commerce d'&hange avec les naturels du pays dans
Z--

lequel ils emploient peu de numdraire... Les objets qui trafiquent sont ddjý connus: ils
consistenten boeufs vivants et viande fralche et boucan6e,moutons, riz, fer ou fonte. fer
ouvragd, bois de construction, et en cordes. raffia. soie Ocrueet filde. coton. noix de
tanguin, dcorces ou indigo
teintures.
tourbe.
poules,
pigeons.
sel
pour
oics.
canards.
Zý
marin de Mouzangaye (Majunga), sel de bois. outils d'agriculture et ustensiles de mdnage,
poteries et pagnes de toute espýce, bijoux d'argent et de cuivre. corail. etc., toileries et
soieries de Surate, 6tain, cuivre jaune. drap 6carlate. borax. soudure, creusets, etc. Les
marchands d'esclaves sont presque les seuls qui emploient les piastres que les Europ&ns
r6pandentchaqueann&, ý Madagascar..."* (46)

With a %viderange of livestock and agricultural products and an iron industry based
on ample supplies of ore and wood from the forests of the Bezanozano, Imerina
was self-sufficient

in everythingL- except firearms and ammunition. Agriculture,
L-

the support of the people and their
especially rice-growing
was
encouraged
with
tn
Len
cooperation in irrigation and other public works.
Wars and rivalries betweenclans being for good brought to an end. I want from now on the fight
Cý
J
C:
to take place in the areaof work and industry. 'rhose of my subjectswho caseoff in their duty will
be condemnedto pay a fine of 1.000 piastres,a kind of duty-tax, for the benefit of those whose
inhabitantswho will be noticeableby their zeal and their ardour.
We find in thesetrading markets,generally, all the productionsof this large island and even a lot
of goods from India which are imported by Europeansand the Indians of Surate. It is purely and
simply a trade of exchangewith the natives of the country within they use little currency... The
goodswhich are traded are already known. they consistof oxen and fresh and smoked meat, sheep
and muttons, rice, iron or melting, iron finely worked, timber, and goods made with cord and
raffia, raw and spinnedsilk, cotton, tanginnut, bark or indigo for dye. peat, geese,ducks, chickens,
pigeons, sea salt of Majunga, potash salt, tools for farming and householdcleaning stuff, pottery
and loincloth of all kinds, silver and copper jewellery. coral, etc., textile manufacturesand silk
from Surate, pewter and brass,scarlat wollen cloth, borax, solder. crucibles, etc. The slave traders
in
distribute
Europeans
the
year
the
every
the
are almost
only people who use
piastres which
Madagascar...
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A culture was also already present in Imerina. Mayeur noted that:
Toutes ces subdivisions qui supposent au premier abord des calculs difficles et des
n6gociations lentes, Warr&cnt cependant pas les Hovas. 11semble au contraire qu'ellcs
disposent leur esprit A la science de I'arithm6tique, en m8me temps qu'cllcs le rompent A
Fhabitude et ý la facilit6 des n6gociations. J'ai souvent W 6tonnd de la justcsse et de la
precision avec laquelle ils calculaient une affaire. Enfin. il est rare qu'ils commettent cntre
eux des erreurs de comptes et de payements."" (47)

The KingtD had also the opportunity to be introduced to the "Sorabe" (Arabic script)
and aware of its importance,

he sent for eleven well educated Muslims among the

most famous ones to become the private-tutors
result,

the first

laws, not written

yet, which

of his son, tile future Radama. As a
had to become a means of the

from and codified. The medecine relied upon the virtues
government,
were
released
Z3

of the plants and the sellers of plants were subjected to a preliminary exam before
Zý
to practice.
obtainingt: ý the right

Andrianampoinimerina had raised the Merina kingdon from a group
kings
zl_
tn
of
petty
zD
to the foremost military power in the island. The king, not to isolate himself from
the people, created a general council, to advise him. This council was constituted of
known as "vadin-tany"
three C,groups of notables: the "fifty" were the royal agents
rD
(hubsbands of the earth); there were chosen from all free castes and acted as
wandering inspectors and judges of the king, along with an inner council of twelve
great chiefs: known as the "twelve", chosen from those who contributed to his
ascention to the throne, and they had to travel throughout the kingdom to convey
the king's wishes, judge the more serious disputes, collect taxes and ensure that the
public works were carried out; and the "seventy", known as "Tsindranotahy" who
his personal guards (Boiteau, P- 1958 Raison-Jourde- 1991).
were engaged
as
t.ý Z)
LI
Ils

avaient la confiance d'Andrianampoinimerina
et constituaient
ses conseillers dans le
royaume. ses hommes de confiance dans les ddlibdriitions
relatives aux affaires de Ntat...
Quand Andrianampoinimerina
formait un projet. 11 leur disait: "Exprimez
votre faýon de
voir sur ce que nous avons ä faire". Et chacun donnait son avis. Ils dtaient nombreux,
reis dtaient ccux qu'Andrianampoinimerina,
ccux qui prenaient part ä la ddlibdration.

** All these
subdivisions which presumeat first sight difficult calculations and slow negotiations,
do not, however, stop the Hova. On the contrary, it seems that the), incline their spirit to the
scienceof arithmetic , at the sametime, that the), develop the habit and the skill of negotiations.I
have been surprised at the accuracy and the precision with which they worked out a business.In
conclusion, it is rare that the), make, betweenthem, mistakesin accountsand payments.
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consultait quant il demandait conseil au peupie. " Callet, F>k (48)

The king, however, communicated directly with the people by means of Kabary**.
"Si Ic souverain r6gne. c'est ý causedu peuple... si la population jouit de la paix, c'est
grace au souverain, si le peuple et le Roi se rapprochent,la population jouit de la paix,
car ils ressemblentA des perles 6tay6espar de For, qui se rapprochent pour former un
collier. " *** (49)

Andrianampoininnerina cemented the Merina into one united people and during his
reign he heavily relied on the "fokonolona" (the council of elders) which regulated
the apportionment and use
the affairs of the village,
those
with
concerned
especially
tý
of land and other prominent members of the Hova class, who had assisted him in
the conquest of the "Hants Palteaux" and in the consolidation of his authority in
Imerina (Heseltine, Nigel 1971).

The policy of unification carried out by Andrianampoinimerina

had certainly a

determining influence on the evolution of the Imerina. On the occasion of a Kabary
C
Andrianampoinimerina stated:
Dama, tu es Ph6ritier des douzcs rois et le mien. Et vous autres compagnons, vous vous
efforcerez d'agrandir le royaume, afin que Laidama ait le coeur combld et fasse le bonheur
de vos fernmes et de vos enfants. Si le royaume s'6tend au loin, on v6n&rera votre roi et sa
volontd sera respect6e. Ne laissez done pas au scul Laidama la charge de cc pays, parce que
le nom d'un p&e c6lýbre est un lourd fardeau. et il est malaisd de faire r6gner un roi.
N'envoyez pas mon fils A la týte des armdes, je vous Vai d6jA dit; je le rappelle, afin qu'il
vous en reste un souvenir constant. Laidama ne servira pas de modNe: il sera un roi. libre
de toute obligation. Vous ne direz pas ý son 6gard: 'Malheur A la jcune pousse, qui
Watteint pas la hauteur de I'arbre majestueux'. Vous ne porterez pas ombrage ý celui qui
la
vous commande. Vous ne prendrez pas [a mesure de votre roi. parce qu'il a pour partage
C
terre et la grandeur royalc. Quant ý toi. Laidama. en presence de tout Hmerina ici
rassembl6. je Vassigne la mer comme frontiýre de ton domaine. mais je voudrai qu'Imavo

* Andrianampoinimerina
had faith in them and they formed his advisers in the kingdom. his
doin.
had
idea
When
in
debate
Andrianampoinimerina
the
the
of
state
affairs...
on
reliable men
something... He told them: 'Express your ways of seeing what we have to achieve'. And everyone
Such
in
debate
his
Those
took
were those whom
the
numerous.
part
were
who
advice.
gave
Andrianampoinimerina consulted when he sought advice from the people.
.. Public meeting. The Kabary was a driving force of the Malagasy political life and it represented
the decisive opportunity for the exercise of collaboration between the king and the people's
representatives.
it
is
if
is
because
the
peace,
the
enjoys
that
population
the
of
***If
people ...
sovereign reigns,
thanks to the sovereign, if the subjects and the King1-1
come together, the population enjoys peace,
because they are like Pearls Supported by -old, which come to-ether to form a necklace.
C
L_
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recueffle ton h6ritage., (50)

Andrianampoinimerina, who trained Radama to the kinOrship
4-and entrusted him with
a symbolic command of two small expeditions, designated him as his successor
which was approved by the people.

ii. Radama I and the British involvement.
Radama 1, to achieve his ends, modernised and reorganised the Merina army with
the help of Brady - an English mixed-raced from Jamaica -, Hastie -a former nonZ5
commissioned officer of the Mauritius garrison -, and Robin -a French lance
corporal who has served in the Imperial armies (Gow, Bonar A- 1979 - Boiteau, P1958). James Hastie had little difficulty of convincing Radaina I of the benefits of
European technology. On 13 October 1817 was signed the first Malagasy-British:
in

rý

zD

In the treat), which the English Governor of Mauritius entered into with madagascarin
1817.and which was renewedin 1819,he relinquishedall territorial claims in Madagascar,
regardingand designatingRadamaKing of Madagascar.The British Governoralso declared
by proclamationthat he consideredMadagascarat that time 'an independentpower, united
to England by treaty of friendship and alliance, on whose territories no nation had any
right', and further, týat the power in Madagascarto whorn we were thus bound by treaty
had notified the Governmentof Mauritius. and the British naval officers on the coast. that
it did not acknowledgean), rights of property in the soil of Madagascaron the part of any
EuropeanPower." ForeignOffice official (5 1)

it also agreed
The treaty referred to Radama I as the "KingL- of Madagascar",
t: ý
ZD
to
supply firearms, ammunitions, military stores and a sum of money; it specified that
some of Radama I's subjects were to be trained in arts of blacksmithing,zDsilverto
smithing and other trades in Britain and Mauritius. In return, the KingC agreed
4ý
abolish the slave trade and because of Sir Robert Farquhar's - the British Governor
in Mauritius - insistance, Radama I allowed the arrival of missionaries because of

Dama, you are the heir of the twelve kings and me. And you other companions, you shall
endeavour to expand the kingdom. in order that Laidama has an overjoyed heart and brings happiness to your wives and your children. If the kingdom stretches far off, they will venerate vour
King and his wish will be respected. Then. do not leave to only Laidama the responsibility of this
country, because the name of a famous father is a heavy burden, and it is difficult to make a king
reign. Do not send my son at the head of the armies, I have already said this; I recall it, in order
that you %%-ill
constantly have it in our memory. Laidama shall not serve as a model: he will be a
king free from all obligations. You shall not say in this respect: 'woe betide the young shoot,
which does not reach the height of the majestic tree'. You shall not offend the one who commands
As for you as a
you, you shall not size you king up because he has the earth and royal greatness.
Cý
gift, Laidama, in the presence of the all Imerina here gathered, I set you the sea as the frontier of
your estate, but I will like Imavo to reap your inheritance.
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their technological abilities but he was not absolutely interested in the religious
tý
Z:
ý
aspect:
"Quant ý Particle oiý vous me parlez pour la religion. laci%,ilisation.... commeje vous I'ai
6crit ý la Socidt6 missionnaire. cela ne peut se faire avant d'apprendre A travailler mon
peuple'... avant tous les mMers et les arts cloivent Etre pour le moment le plus
considrer. " (52)

but not European

Radama I wanted European technology
conversion
religion

to Christianity

Christianity

would have meant the renouncement

because

of his traditional

while he was the representative of the royal ancestors, and the protector of

the ancestors of his subjects,
(talismen).

as well as the guardian

of the national

"sampy"

Society (L. M. S), which was to prove

In 1820, the London Missionary

the decisive factor in gaining a favoured position for Great Britain
ýn
Z-1

at the Merina

court, sent four missionary-artisans to Antananarivo (Capital of Madagascar): one
carpenter, one blacksmith, one weaver and one tanner-shoemender. In 1826, two
other missionary workers arrived but Cameron was to play an important role in the
trainingt: of Malagasy craftsmen (Boiteau, P-1958).
C
'
he extended
The fruits of his reforms and innovations reflected in his campaigns:
zn
his kingdom
to the east coast at the expense of the Betsimisaraka and installed
t-Further north, lie was acknowledged as the
military post in the Sakalava kingdom.
0
tn
by two rulers. He also conquered. the south east of the island
supreme sovereign
In
and established military
Fort-Dauphin,

posts, with Merina governors, in the outlying

Tamatave,

Mahabo and Marovoay.

provinces-, at

The extension of his kingdom

made necessary the transmission of written orders and these settlements also acted
as tradingZ--posts for imported

they secured the income of the state
goods
and
L-

because of the increase in trade with the outside. Despite his education by Arabs
teachers, Radama I found that Arabic did not suit the Malagasy mode of speech,
and that it was only written with difficulty

by himself and his subjects (Bonar A.

Gow- 1979). He, then, agreed to base the written language on the Latin rather than
0
zn 1-1
the Arabic alphabet. A Committee was formed by the King in person who pointed
out that he was encounterin-Zýdifficulties

in the En-lish Iancyua-e such as distin:n4: 5
in

* As for the article in
which you inform me of religion, civilization.. as I have written to the
Missionary Society, this can not be done before we teach my people how to work, before
everything else skills and arts must for the time being, have the first consideration.
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guishingt-I different sounds of the same letter. Thus lie stated that the Malagasy
Z-1
0

language would use English consonants and French vowels. The written culture of
Zý zn
-Madagacar was instituted, based on the London Missionary Society and the first
school was opened on December 3rd 1820 in Antananarivo,

by the English

Reverends Jones and Griffiths of the London Missionary Society (Mervyn Brown1978).

The decision on the alphabet was to spread the Malagasy texts and lessons for use
in the schools and what was for Jones and Griffiths
lation of the Bible and the creation of a dictionary.

the essential task, the trans-

Aware of the importance of the

task, Jones requested more men from the L. M. S which reacted promptly
request. On the one hand, the king asked Jones to continue

to the

with his school for

royal and notable children - the Palace School created in 1820, known later as the
Royal Academy. And on the other hand. Griffiths
the Public

School, for the children

opened a new school, known as

who were personally

selected by Radama I

which included a number of -iris. By the beginning of 1826, five years after their
LI
4-1

arrival, the missionaries had not only created a considerable network of schools in
and around Imerina, but had completed the translation of the New Testament and
substantial portions of the Old. All this was the achievernent of David Jones and
Griffiths.

It was not until September 1826 that further help arrived; Reverend David Johns
and Joseph Freeman, who arrived a year later, made a valuable contribution to the
work of translating the Bible and to the preparation of the first comprehensive
English-Malagasy dictionary. A printing-press and two more artisans, Cummins (a
ZD
0
2=1
cotton spinner) and Cameron (a carpenter) were to contribute to the new drive of the
in
work of the missionary-artisans. The teachingZDin English
onl
y
abandoned
was
ZD
1822, in favour of the Malagasy language. They come to that decision because they
believed that Malagasy would be much more effective and of special importance for
teaching students the concept of obeying and serving their sovereign:
t)
Z.
C
C?
ý
11...that it is the very thing that we inculcate upon them everyday (when) we tell them
that they will sin against Good if they do not honour their king. " Griffiths (53)
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Rapid progress in learning was noticed and every child was believed to be able to
Griffiths and Jones
read and write Malagasy,
In
Zý
while a few could write English.
were eager to expand and to begin employing these students as teachers and catechists and to complete the work of the missionaries.

Of all the changes made during Radama I's reign, the most far reaching in its
z:1
efforts was the introduction of British missionaries; Radama I C)gave every support
in teaching, the spreading of the written Malagasy
LZ10
language and the increase in useful crafts. All these activities impeded the L. M. S
ZD Z:ý
main purpose, spreading the Gospel and converting the heathens; e. -: "... proud,
to the work of the missionaries

jealous, extremely ignorant and superstitious" (54). Radama wanted European technology
Cý
z:1
to achieve his aini but did not show any encouragement for the religious teaching
When griffiths
Z,

and Jones decided to:

"... petition the king for a law enforcing his people to cease from labour on the sabbath.
do so. an enactment from His majesty
when it will be judged
prudent
to
and
advisable
Cappointin., that persons should be properlý married. and that divorce should not be made
as it is done here for all triffling L- causes..." (55)

The kingZ!) resisted the petition but his band was forbidden to play any tune other
than"God Save the Queen" on Sunday, while he made no attempt to modify the
marriage or divorce laws, nor did he forbid all activities on the Christian sabbath.
Great Britain was the main instrument of Radama I's policy and his friendly
reception of Europeans did not speed tip the reception Christianity and its message.
z: 1
On the contrary, by tolerating the existence of Christianity, lie allowed the developL,
ment of schools which were to allow the emergence of new elites in the service of
the state. Teaching was to become an ideological means in the service of the king as
Zýl
Z-1
ZD
it affected a very restricted group. The missionaries, by stressing obedience and
Z-C
service to the kingCýon the Merina youngL-elites, were to play an important role in the
justification and the spread of the spirit of conquest. The extension of the Merina
authority over the island was the principal aim of the kingIn and this required the
creation of a well organised and disciplined army.

While the British influence became more and more important, France was not
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inactive.

Aware

of the importance

of two Frenchmen

Robin who won Radama I's confidence,

working

for Radama I-

became his personal secretary and tutor;

taught him to read and write French and set up a classroom in the Palace to teach
and Louis Gros who set tip a workshop,

some of the royal children,
number

of apprentices

responsible

in carpentry,

for the building

joinery

and cabinetmaking

trained a

and was also

the king's Palace - France protested vigorously
of
4=1
C

against Farquhar's assumption of authority over Madagascar after the treaty of
1817. As Westminster had little interest in acquiring new responsibilities

in

Madagascar, and even less willingness to have a row with France, the British
ZD
Z:
)
government agreed with France that former French establishments in Mada(yascar
had to be handed back ( Mervyn Brown-1978).

iii. Rainilaiarivony: A political approach of equilibrium.
Being conscious of the aspiration for wealth and the desire for settlement of Great
Britain and France. the Merina monarchs. since the beginning of the nineteenth
century had practiced a policy which consisted in not giving foreigners the possibility to come and settle down in Madagascar. The article 85 was then inserted into
the fundamental code of laws promulgated by the Queen Ranavalona 11on the 29
March 1881:
Ics terres malgaches ne peuvent ýtrc vendues. ni hypothdqudes aux 6trangers, ni A qui que
cc soit. exceptd entre les Mal-aches. et celui qui les vendrait ou les hypothdquerait scrait
condamn6s aux fers ý perNtuit6... "- (56)
This

article

policy

constituted

of the European

one of the major
powers.

work

Accordingly

on 27 June 1865, it issued the article

z:1

of the Hova

diplomacy

in the Malagasy-British

against
C,
treaty

the

signed
tj

V:

"Ies sujets britanniques auront au rnýrne titre que ceux de la nation la plus favorisde et
dans les formes Idgales, le droit d'acheter. de prendre ou de c6der ý louage des terres, des
maisons et des magasins. dans les limites du royaurne et dans les lieux sournis ý Vautorit6
d'un gouvernernent dfirnent reconnu par le Gouvernernent central etc" Article V* (57)
...

* The Malagasy lands
cannot biesold, or to be securedby mortgageto foreigners,or at any body,
except between the Malagasy people, and the one who would sell them or would mortgage them
should be clapped in irons for life.
The British subjects will have in the same wa as those the most privileged of the nation and
within the legal forms, the right to buy, to take or to lease lands, housesand shops, within the
limits of the kingdom and within the areassubjectedto the authority of a governor duly recognised
by the central Government.
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While the Malagasy-French treaty was sioned on 8 August 1868 and issued the
article IV:
"Les Franqais ý Madagascar jouiront d'une cornplýtc protection pour leurs personnes et.
leurs propri6t6s; ils pourront. comme les sujets de la nation la plus favoris6e, et
conform6ment aux lois et rýglernents du pays. s'6tablir partout oý ils le jugeront
convenable, prendre A bail et acqu6rir toute espke de biens mcubles et immeubles, ct se
livrer ý toutes les op6rations commerciales et industrielles qui ne sont pas interdites par la
Idgislation intdricure... " Article IV ** (58)

These treaties were expressed in the same spirit to advantage the friendly and commercial relations and to straighten out the diplomatic relations between the foreign
land being11.1)the whole possession of the
powers and Madagascar. The Malagasy
0

Queen, it could not be turned away. The sale of land between Malagasy was
allowed, becauseit wasonly an exchangeof rights of useand they were the Queen'
foreigner would not have the
to
s subj.ects. But the sale of land by a Malagasy
a
4n
tD
sameeffect, becausethe Europeanwas not the Queen'ssubject and the Malagasy
zD
land would go to a foreigner, hencethe ban on this transaction(Randrianarisoa,P1970).

On the other hand, with a view of maintaining the independence of the island as a
In
hand, the
In
whole, and that any bits of its L_ground would not 0go into a foreigner's
monarchs used every possible means to conquer the island. The Hova Prime Minister Rainilaiarivony, by all means. tried to favour and defend this policy. When he
came into office. the colonial development was at its height. In 1885, at the
Brussels Conference, the agreatpowers decided to share Africa between them,
hence Great Britain and France, which had always tried to take possession of
Madagascar, became more and more pressing and aggressive. The Prime Minister
tý
t__
Cý1__
was obliged to fight with more firmness than his predecessors against European
imperialism. Despite his distrust of foreigners
L-L,
and western power, he recognized
their strength and the imposiblity
0

Madagascar isolated from the outside
of keepingr_1
Zý

world. He was also aware of the rivalry between France and Great Britain and tried
** The French in Madagascar
will have complete protection for their personsand their properties;
they will be able, like the most privileged subjectsof the nation, in conformity with the laws and
rules of the nation, to settle wherever they,will juge appropriate. to leaseand acquire all kind of
propertiesfurniture and buildings, and to be engagedin commercial and industrial deals which are
not forbidden by the domestic legislations.
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Great Britain to preserve the independence of Madagascar
to play off France against
L1ý

With numerous reforms, in the field of the internal administrations and the judicial
system, lie transformed the Merina political organization. He set lip a modern administrative system well adapted to the Malagasy traditions, customs and diverse
features. On the other hand, lie wanted the foreigners
t__
to recognise
that the Hova
Zý'
its own, capable of leadingtý its people towards progress,
tý
government
was,
on
prosZ__
perity and peace (Randrianarisoa, P-1970). The Malagasy La%vof 305 articles
issued in 1881 was to give concrete expression to Ranilaiarivony's will to promote
Madagascar to the rank of modern society. This Law was to mark a real progress
4D
rý
of the Hova government in the judicial, the administrative and the economic
systems of the country.

In the meanwhile, France became more and more hard to please which did not leave
the Prime Minister much room to implement fully his internal reforms which would
have allowed him to strengthen his administrations. The 1883-85 war was to
C
worsen the situation. Following

the slaughter of the crew of the ship "Le Touýle" -

flying the French flag, by the Sakalava of Bo6ni (near
proved to be Arab smugglers
L"
Zzn
Majunga
CD - north-west coast) - the Merina -1
government was forced to pay a compen-

sation to the French 2overnment:
.1
"Le temps est maintenant venu d'ex&uter les promesses que vous avez faites ý la France.
Le peuple sakalave doit ýtre chdtid et dans le but de lui apprendre la valcur de la vic de
quatre sujets franqais. il est n6cessaire que quatre des principaux COLIplablespaient de leur
vie le crime qu'ils ont commis a Marambitsý.
Cest la prcmiUe satisfaction que j'ai le droit d'exiger
4-au nom du --gouvernement de la
Rdpublique pour Vinsulte faite au drapeau. En cc qui concerne l'objet pratique de notre
r6clamation. je vous ferai observer. Monsieur le Ministre, que la France ne peut attendre
inddfiniment le r6sultat d'une expýdition qui West rnýme pas encore organisde. Le prix du
sang doit We payd dans le d6lai le plus court. Le commandant Vallon 1'estime ý 400
bocufs en bon dtat, etc.
En donnant satisfaction ý ccs dcux demandes. le gouvernement de Sa Majestd prouvera
...
au monde civilisd qu'il sait faire respecter son autorit6 aussi bien sur la c6te ouest que sur
la c6te est, en un mot dans toute Ntendue du royaurne. car je le r6p&c, la reine de
Madagascar ne peut tol6rer que de tels crimes soient perNtr6s sur son territoire. " Meyer. T
Cý
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French
The
Consul*
(i9)
-

This was to have far reaching repercussionson the Malagasy-French realtions.
France, by forcinc, the Merina governmentto pay a compensationand assert its
authority fully on the west coast and redressof the Sakalava'swrong, recognised
Hova sovereignty over the Sakalava as well as over the
the
without ambiguity
Zý
LI
Madagascar.On the other hand,the Hova
the
whole island, including
north
west
of
tý
en
In
zn
by the Frenchover some
governmenthadalways contestedthe riGht
acknowledged

ID

territories on the north west:
"la reine des Merina 6tait reconnue reine de Madagascar,
de
C
4D
que les installations passa-&cs
la France dans ces r6gions ne dormaient pas de droits politiques. et que des gamisons hova
y firent l'occupation depuis Radama U'** (60)
Economically,

France

the compensation.

was the beneficiary,

was to deliver

but the Merina

a diplomatic

hunlilation

government,
4-1

by paying
C

to the French government:

"pouvoir fairc admettre au Gouvernement franqais que les Hova dtaient r6ellement les
maitres incontest6s dans les coins dc Madagascar et qu'ils devaient et pouvaient en
supporter les cons6quence." *** (6 1)

Madagascarwas to sign a new treaty with Franceon 17 December1885,in which
I=
t:)
the word "protectorate"was not quoted:
"Article premier. - Le gouvernment de la R6publiquc franqaise repr6sentera Madagascar
Z,
dans toutes ses relations ext6ricures.
Article
relations

2.

Un
le
de la R6publique,
rdsident,
repr6sentant
gouvernement
dans Vadministration
ext6rieures de Madagascar.
sans
s'immiscer
C

pr6sidera
intdricure

aux
des

Etats de Sa Majestd la Reine.

Article 3. - 11r6sidera A Tananarive avec une escorte militaire. 11aura droit d'audience
Time has now come to fulfil the promises you gave to France. The Sakalava people must be
punished and with the aim of teaching them the value of the lives of the four French subjects'. it is
necessary that four of the principal culprits shall expiate by death the crime perpetrated by them at
Marambitsy.
This is the first satisfaction which I have the right to demand in the name of the government of the
Republic for the insult done to the flag. As to the practical matter of our complaint, I shall point
out, Mr Minister, that France cannot wait indefinitely the results of an expedition which is not yet
organized. The price of blood must be paid within the shortest time. Commandant Vallon
evaluates it at 400 oxen in good condition.
By giving satisfaction to these two requests. the government of Her Majesty will prove to the
civilized world that she knows how to make her authority respected on the west coast as well as on
the east coast, in short, in the whole area of the kini! dom, because I say it again, the Queen of
Madagascar should not tolerate that such crimes could be perpetrated within her territor-y.
The Queen of Madagascar was reco-nised as the Queen of Madagascar. that the temporar%
French settlements in these regions, did not give them political rights, and that Hova garnisons
C
had occupied the regions since Radama 1.
*** To have the power to make the French government admit that the Hova were really the uncontested leaders within all corners of Madagascar and they would and could put up with all the consequences.
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privde et personnelleauprýsde Sa Majestdla Reine."* (62)

Madagascar, in fact, lost its autonomy as the Prime Minister had to grant France the
base of Diego-Suarez (north of Madagascar) while the French government
strategic
rn
0
z::
z:1
I
decided furthermore, unilaterally, to maintain the occupation of Tamatave, by
the pretext, as a guarantee to the enforcement of the treaty (Boiteau, Poriving
C)
zn
1958). Following the new treaty, a series of provoking incidents marred relations
between the Malagasy government and the French. Many tensions developed
between the Prime Minister and the agressive French and the conversion of the
Queen and the Prime Minister to Christianity - followed by many members of the
nobility - were to precipitate the conquest of Madagascar. The conversion proved to
favour Great Britain at the expense of the political balance which Rainilaiarivony
tried to hold between France and Great Britain.

With the conversion of the Hova oovernment, Rainilaiarivony might have sought
tD
Zý
the entire support from Great Britain in case France would decide to take over the
island:
"Le gouvernement de Sa Majest6 reconnait la reine de Madagascar
Z11
souveraine
comme
C
absolue de toute l'ile. except6 Mayotte et Nosy-Be actuellement occup6es par les Franqais
franqais aurait acquis un droit de juridiction
en vertu de laquelle le gouvernement
Cý
territoriale sur une partie quelconque de l'ile elle-rnýrne. Les Zý
gouvernements britanniques
et franqais se sont accordds pour agir tou ours de concert ý Madagascar et le gouvernement
de Sa Majest6 verrait avcc regret la France 6mettre des pr6tentions territoriales nouvelles
de nature A troubler la bonne entente ant6rieure. " * (63)

But the competition which was established between France and Great Britain was
not exclusive of certain agreements between them for the partition of the world. On
5 August 1890, Rain i laiarivony's last chance fell in ruins with the signing of the
Zý
tn' z1The governmentof the French Republic will representMadagascarin all its foreign policies.
0CC:

A foreign resident, representing the government of the Republic. will chair the foreign policies of
CCC
Madagascar, without interferin- with the domestic administration of the State of Her Majesty the
Z:
C

Queen.
He
in
He
have
Antananarivo
to
the
private and
right
will
reside
with
a
military
escort.
will
personalaudiencewith Her Majesty the Queen.
The government of His Majesty reco-nises the queen of Madagascar as the absolute sovereign of
CC
the whole island, except Mayotte and Nosy-Be at present occupied by the French, and until now
refuses all dealings in accordance with which the French government would have acquired a right of
territorial jurisdiction over a part of the island itself. The French and British governments have
in concert and the government of His Majesty would
agreed to always take actions in Madagascar
Z'
see with regret France voicing new territorial claims likely to disrupt the earlier good understanding.
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Franco-British convention which, for the British protectorate over Zanzibar and
Pemba, recognised:
Franceover the
"the Government
the
protectorate
of
of Her BritannicMajestyrecognises
C
Islandof Madagascar,
especiallyasregardstheexequaturs
of British
with its consequences,
consulsand agents,which must be appliedfor throughthe intermediaryof the french
ResidentGeneral.
" (64)
The Franco-British

treaty was the final blow to Rainilaiarivony

who realized that to

have the British as an ally was already to have a knife in his back. They pretended
to help Madagascar

to save its independence,

but as a colonizing

worked to ease the seizure of Madagascar by the French, appropriately
the famous Malagasy
4:1

proverb

by the Prime Minister

nation,

they

conveyed in

of the time; "Vazaha mod)

miady"". In 1894, when the French tried to formalize their protectorate, the Merina
Queen Ranavalona III refused to recognize the claim. In 1895, a French expediC71
tionary force quickly conquered the Merina Capital, Antananarivo and the Island
became a French colony the next year.

d.2. The evolution of education.
Closely associated with the evangelization was the educational work of the Christian
L_
missions. Education Nvasto become a means to break down the Malagasy traditions
and customs and to bring them to an understanding of Christianity:
"The handmaiden to the evan-clisin- pro-rammes %%as
litenicN campaign. and all four
the
Cý
C7
British Protestant missions emphasised the need for every Christian and prospective
Christian to be able to read. The literacv campaign was meant to teach each person how
to read his or her own Bible, and through it to gain a greater knowledge and understanding
of Christianity. The Bible was important to these Protestants because it Nvasthe word of
God communicated to man. and as much it was the perfect guide to righteous living in
this life. To place this sacred book in the hands of every man and women in Madagascar,
and then to teach tem how to read it. was a step in the -eneral direction of making the
Malagasy a truly religious people. " Goxv (65)

In fact, the elimination of illiteracy was the fundamental key to lead the Malagasy
people to the Bible and the interaction between conversion and accessto the reading
4-1
of text could be traced in the spirit of the first missionaries who came to

Madagascar.The schoolingof the young Malagasywas the main evident answerto
the substantial conversion. The educational entreprise was started by the Rev.
William

Ellis but did not gain full growth.
Around the 1870s, six elementary
L-4-1

Foreignersor Europeanspretendingto be quarrelling
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schools were functioning

families

to direct their interests to the Palace School or the Central

continued
Primary

but were in neglected state as the privileged

education

in the village

was still a complement

School.

to the local church or

chapel, with the Malacyasy working Z: as a preacher and teacher at the same time.
V
ý

Later, separate schools were built and supplied with Malagasy teachers who were
in,
trained at the Central Teacher Training establishment. The great bulk of the schools
were in the "Hauts-Plateaux" areas, the lack of communication and tile sparseness
of population put at a disadvantage the people in the remotest parts of the island,
especially in the south and west.

The Code of laws of 1881 decreed that all children over the age of seven ought to
attend schools, but the state continued to rely on the missions for the financing
of teachers and the holdino

oroanization

of the schools. the trainina

examinations

in reading, writing and arithmetic.
ZID
0

and

of annual

One of the basic objectives of the

London Missionary Society in Madagascar was to maintain its links with the top of
the social hierarchy, hence they concentrated their efforts on the Palace School,
Colleges,
the Central School and the Normal School (Teacher TrainingC College).
Z71
zn
For the London Missionary Society this represented a means of reaching the greatt:)
tD
to select the most gifted pupils, have them
est number of people, the real aim being
C0
it (A. Rajaonarisonassimilate the instruction given
and
subsequently
redistribute
1-1
1985).

The Central School (mixed school) was to be the centre of Z:grouping
z: 1
C, to-ether
)
the
from primary schools under the responsibility
pupils
aa
gifted

of a enuine and good
Zý
47,

teacher such as Richardson -a qualified teacher, who arrived in August 1872. He
0
was to develop the Central School towards the status of "Normal School". Students
t: tD
Zý
C
were taught
writing,C) zI_
grammar, Z__
arithmetic and English,
and
reading,
geography,

many of the males later went on to study at the Normal School or the Theological
4ý1
College.
The aim was to maintain the recruitingZ-1for a College
0
Z:)
and to add a certain
number of classrooms for the training of teachers. The Normal School was to
Imerina
the
whole
recruit youngz: pupils through
a
competitive
within
examination
Z:
ý
1
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in
four
to
teaching
training,
three
themselves.
years
of
or
would
after
who
commit
the L. M. S school network. To the trainee-teachers selected after the competitive
examination, at the request of the Queen and the Prime Minister, forty young
pupils, known as the "Efapololahy" were to be included. They were selected by the
Evangelists of the Palace with regard to their respective responsiblity and were
trainned for the State administrative apparatus. At the end of their studies, these
"Efapololahy" went back to their district of origin and their "fanompoana" (corv6e)
was to teach (Raison-Jourde-1991).

In 1884, a system of examination for teachers' certificates was devised by the
missions, and in order to V
gain a first class certificate, a candidate was required to
pass two-thirds of all of his subjects. A student could obtain a second class
certificate when one-half to two-thirds of the subjects were passed. For an honours
but because English
ttaught
z: 1
was
not
certificate an examination was set in English,
z1_
by most of some missionary schools, this reduced the number of honours students.
Reading, writing, geography, scripture, grammar and sentence analysis and school
management were the subjects for the examination (Gow, Bonar A- 1979).

The L. M. S Theological College (founded 1870) and St Paul's College (founded by
47Z-1
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 1878) were meant to function as
the cornerstone of the indi-enous church in Mada-ascar. In 1880. however, the
Z-Z-from the upper classes and ruling elite,
emphasis was changed
young
men
and
Zý
tý
4-designed
for --government offices, were accepted as students. The L. M. S College
tD
4-to the upper classes and a promiwas henceforth to r-give a high
education
suitable
Z-English history and law,
to the English language,
nent place was to be given
Z:
:_- Z-Lý
r-1
political economy and some branches of science (Gow, Bonar A-1979). Initially
the College offered a four year prograrnme which in 1884 was extended to five
0C
dictation
first,
At
Z,
t,
Land
algebra,
arithmetic,
years.
only some reading, writing, and

geography were taught to the studentsand the major emphasiswas placed on a
history of the apostologic church, the life of Christ, Biblical interpretation,
Z-1
in
introduction
Old
Testament
history.
With
the
students
of
secular
galatians, and
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1886, this structure changed radically because the Malagasy government and tile
Pressed by Rainilaiarivony, the L. M. S
new students required more than theology.
Z)
Imerina District Committee had to expand the curriculum and introduce a wide
ZD
range
of secular subjects such as astronomy, physics, physical and general
0

Greek history, logic, English, comets, railways, the nervous
a
graphy,
algebra,
geog
rn
0
system, and fire (Gow, Bonar A- 1979).

The S. P.G mission did not enjoy the support of the government, nonetheless their
r)
Lstudents were exempted from government
service duringzD their College
course, like

those of the L. M. S College. Its curriculum consisted of the theological subjects and
church history, but it also included English, mathernatics, Euclid, algebra,
This
geography
and
physical
geography,
physiology,
political
economy
and
music.
I z:1
411-course of study lasted for two y ears with a third year being set aside for one or two
Z-exceptional students. Those who had managed to complete their two years of study
were sent out to serve as cathechists, and if they were considered acceptable by
their European missionary and the bishop, they were ordained as deacons (Gow,
Bonar A- 1979).

The Palace School, becauseof its connection with the Queen and above all Nviththe
Hova high ranked officer. the L. M. S offered private tuition at the Palace. At the
beginning,
ZD
Z-- the missionary came to teach English
but the demand increased and the
Lcurriculum was diversified. The L. M. S missionaries recognized its influence in the
Z-1
future:
"Cette remarque s'applique... plus spdcialement aux classes les plus hautes... Il me
sembleque tous les grandsofficiers;du palaisrcqoi%,
ent de Pinstructionde l'un ou de I'autre
d'entre nous, la Reine s'enquiert presquetous les jours de ceux que nous enseignonset
nous savons qu'elle est infatigable dans ses efforts pour s'am6liorer; un dcs instructeurs
m'a dit qu'elle 6Laitanxicused'apprendreet qu'elle travaillait dur." Barker* (66)

The Palace School, in reality, represented an important influence for maintainingC.

connection with the government and its members, and when Barker decided to
* This
remark applies to... more specially to the highest classes... it appears to me that the high
ranked officers of the palace undertake tuition from one or other of Lis, the Queen inquires, almost
every clay, after those we are leaching and we know that she is tireless in her efforts to improve
herself, one of our teachers told me that she was anxious to learn and she was working hard.
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leave, the S.P.G and the Lutherans offered their candidature to carry on the teaching

The increasing number of literate persons in Imerina was to please the missionaries
because the more graduates gained positions

at the palace, the more they had

supporters; e. g: "all education,therefore,should be directed to forming the public opinion of the
future... " (67). Students from the L. M. S College

were to occupy the senior civil

service posts or to be employed as an aide-de-camp or to be a private secretary to a
cabinet minister. The progress made by the Merina was also to impress some of the
European missionaries:
"... We have been favoured, and the punctaulity. regular attendance. dilligence. and
ad%,
ance of a good proportion of the young men has been most pleasing. There are. as in
all similar institutions, a fe", of the less promising and lazier sort, but they are the feIN
and not the many. Outside the students are also gaining exceptions... They are beginning
to write short papers for our monthly magazine Teny Soa...... G. Cousins (68)

If the Malagasy, particularly the Merina. were considered to be capable of manifestin,(:;intelligence and initiative equal to that of a European and were recognised by
L_
Cý
other missionaries, not all would admit it. The Rev. Frances Gregory, a teacher at
St Paul's College maintained that while the Merina students might be up to the
entrance standards of the College:
Z_
11 in intellectual attainments.... it (was) hard to tell how they (were) likely to deN,elop, as
***
the Malagasy often seem (ed) to reach a point beyond which the), (could not) progress. "
(69)
or Barker

believed

that:

that the MalagasN, (were) not largely developed in the inventive faculty. but they
(were) uncommonly clever to initiate when theN-(had) a model before them. " (70)

The ability and educational abilities of the Malagasy people would not earn unaniL_
mous agreement; meanwhile, more Malacrasy apprentices gradually assumed more
generation
responsible roles. This epoch saw, anyway, the development of the first C,
of Malagasy intellectuals: e.g Rabezandrina and Randriamampianina put forward
the "Tantara sy Fombadrazana" (traditions and customs of the ancestors) the
Doctor Rajaonah, a
collection of the popular history and traditions in Madagascar.
Z-1
former student of the University of Edinburgh, had not only had a great impact on
C)
Cý
the young Malagasy medical body, but he was -also a talented writer for the
"Mpanolo-Tsaina" (The Counsellor), in which lie tackled most current political and
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social issues and Ravohinahitrini. arivo Nvhocompiled from 1864 to 1868 his "Boky
milaza ny fomban'ny fanafody ary ny aretina sarnihafa" (Book dealing with the
medicines and diverse diseases) (Boiteau, P- 1958).
"Un petit nombre de publications d'un caractýre la'fque dut son existence ý ces imprimeries
protestantes. On peut mentionner I'lsankeritoana. ddit6 par celle de faravohitra qui se
rattache A la mission des Amis* . Cettc revue dtait d6jý fort remarquable par la vari&6 de
son information: sciences. vo y0ages, ethnographic, histoire, biographic, culture, 6levage
faisaient au total un assezjoli bagaga." Chapus ** (71)

The great
rD
4=1 out-put of the
expansion of education was also facilated by the large
printing-presses set up by the missions, with the L. M. S leading the way. Their
language, covered a wide range of religious
publications, mainly in the Malagasy
in
in
C, zD
en
works, hymn-books, dictionaries and school textbooks. The L. M. S press also
"Teny
produced in 1886 the first periodicals to appear in Madagascar,
a
monthly
en
Soa" (Good words) which carried notices of Bible classes, preaching sessions,
births, deaths, marriages and news from
school examinations, quaterly meetings,
In
0
different

districts.

Counsellor)
emerged;
Malagasy"
1ý1

It was followed

later by a quaterly

which discussed theological
the Madagascar
(The Malagasy
L,

Times

"Mpanolo-Tsaina"

questions, and several newspapers also

in English and Malagasy

newspaper)

(The

a Z_
government

(1882),

newspaper

the "Gazety
(1883)

(Gow,

Bonar A- 1979 Raison-Jourde 199 1).
-

On one of the basic objectives, therefore, of the London Missionary Society in
Madagascar was to reach the top of the social hierarchy. but this kind of approach
was judged by the Catholics to be contrary to Christians work, as they considered
that religion was not the attribute of the privileged alone. When the Catholics undert:4-1
took their work of spreading the Gospel and education, they applied a different
policy - taking root in a social class which had for them the advantage of size, such
Similarly thcy were happy to
as the rural massesor tribes in opposition to the King.
tto
the
welcome the opposition members of the regirne, who belonged
upper
Zý
1-1
Association des Amis des Missions 61rangýres(Friends Foreign Missions Association)
** A small number of publications of secular character owed their existence to these same Protestant printing-presses. We can mention the "Isankeritaona" (the Annual), published by the printingpress of Faravohitra which has ties with the Friends. This review was already remarkable by the
diversity of its information: sciences. travels, ethnography, history. biography, culture. breeding
which, in total, symbolized a quite handsome stock of knowledge.
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echelons of society, reservingL- them seats of honour in the Parish church (A.
Rajaonarison- 1985).

In the meantime, the Catholics, handicapped in their religious work by the dissatis0
faction caused by the the French governement's aggressive policies, maintained
týz:
t:1
'
minimal contact with the Royal family, in spite of the difficulties encountered. The
great bulk of the schools, like the churches, were in the Imerina. The Roman
Catholics opened an "Ecole Apostolique" in 1873, and enforced stricter standards
for the priesthood, it was not until long after the other missions had native pastors
that the first Malagasy Catholic priest appeared (Gow, Bonar A-1979). They also
established one "Ecole Normale" in Antananarivo which was to supply schoolteachers, civil servants and interpreters to the government and to the French, which
in fact did nothing but perpetuate the catechismal dogma. Studies lasted four years
zD
ZD
startingt__with one year preparatory course, including0 a Latin course which was
reserved for a very small number. All teachingC was in French, except for the
instruction which ran for three years at the rate of
preparatory class and religious
C
one hour a day.

The lack of personnel was to force the Catholic missionaries to gather all their
pupils which were scattered in different parishes, into one school at Antananarivo.
This early centralization was to represent an asset for the Catholic school. A strict
system of school inspectorate was gradually set tip and in 1882 efficiently managed
to create the districts inspectorates. They also established quarterly meetings during
ZD
ZD
which teachers were graded according to their performance. The inspectorate's
took into consideration the tidiness of the classroom, furniture, the control
agrading
of the Catholic Sunday meeting, the runing of the religious class by the teacher and
his religious
knowledge,
Zn writing,
ZD gramZn
Zn
4ZD reading,
the quality of the basic teaching:
mar, mathematics, geography and French. From 1870, sonic public sessions of oral
Z-1
examinations took place and the C,government was invited to attend the meetings

(Raison-Jourde-1991).Like all minority threatenedby being inhibited by the L. M. S
in
establishments,the Catholic schoolshad to prove their ability and efficiency.
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In 1869 the Catholic printing-press was set up which published school textbooks
the "Resaka" (What is said). In 1872, the printingand a small bulletin in Malagasy
t0
press of the Friends Foreign Missions Association expanded and a workshop for
lithography was attached. It tried to publish a newspaper but it was seized by the
government before goingZ__
on sale.
d. 3. Girls' education.
Girls' education was very early; 1864 for the L. M. S and 1868 for the Catholic
"Soeurs de Cluny" (the Sisters of Cluny). At the beginning,
ZD
V.D the L. M. S enforced a
selective enrolment becausethere was only one school and its premises were small:
Nous ne devons pas recevoir ä l'Ecole Centrale de filles qui ne lisent pas le Nouveau
Testament d'une maniUe courante, rapide. ni celles qui ne pourraient venir en classe matin
et aprýs midi. "* (72)

The royal demand for a Palace School for giris was refused by the L. M. S. The
41Central School for girls was administrated by British teachers. A general culture
ZD
IM
The good manners of the
was provided with training4nfor embroidery and sewing.
LZ-in
inculcated
the wives of the students who came
or
evangelist's
wives
were
pastor'
4-7
to Antananarivo to be educated at the Normal School; modesty, avoidance of
malicious gossip, but showing kindness. They were also asked to wear pale
the dress or skirt to reach the ankle, and to renounce
grey, beige
or
white,
clothes: en
1:1
the girls in a social role indicatingCý
any jewellery. This appearance was to encourage
:0
t-influence (Raison-Jourde- 199 1).
a
moralizing
puritanism and of being
4-Zn
by the Lutherans and by creatingZD a boardingIn school
The same outcome was sought
Zn
in 1872, they aimed at cutting the girls off from their family cirlcle from an early age
rý
C, -in
hoped,
They
this way, to
occasional
visits.
and were only allowed some very
innocence
internalize
"feminine
the
and
values":
purety,
would
create an elite who
devotion (Raison-Jourde-1991).

The Catholic school, represented by the "Soeurs de Cluny" aimed at increasing
division
be
leader
The
to act
the
to
each
of
were
chosen
activity.
eldest
pupils
social
* We must not acceptat the Central School girls who cannot read the Ne", Testamentfluently and
fast. or those who could not come to school in the mornin- and afternoon.
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as teacher-assistants. The Catholic school, in this way provided on-the-job training

for their studentswho later would teachin the country. Every month, they came to
Antananarivo for a trainina in educational methods.The airls' schoolinc,was also
involved in training
tý in cuttincy-out,
ZD
sewing and embroidery (Raison-Jourde-1991).
From Andrianampoinimerina to Rainilaiarivony, the Merina Kingdom attempted to
establish the national unity of the island. Radama 1, without denying his traditions
and customs, used the European's tools to fulfil his task. As for Rainilaiarivony,
pressed by the French aggressiveness, lie converted with the Queen to Christianity.
Was this conversion politic to press the British to commit themselves, or faith in
Christianity - or recognition of the real civilization? While politically Madagascar
was able to foil the British and French wishes to seize the Island, intellectually she
was under the influence of both countries. The establishment of education was one
of the innovations introduced to Madagascar by Radama I and the missionaries
were to play an increasingly important role in the education and the fall of the
island. Each mission boasted it would bringL- the "civilization" to Madagascar:
t"La civilisation du pays, I'ascensiondu pays tout entier dans Hchelle sociale... Le but de
la mission Westpas de convertir une personneici et une autre 1ý. Dans les prophdties
messianiques,nqus lisons que la terre toute enti6re verra VaQncment du royaurne de
Dieu."* (73)

The missionaries were not willing to accommodate themselves to the Malagasy
traditions and customs (Ancestors workship) which were seen as uncivilized and
subject to racist remark:
"Clothing was a subject always connected with morality. In their heathen state a dirt).
hemp or "rofia lamba" suffices for the great mass of the Malagasy, but as soon as
Christian congregations gathered, a great change comes over the out%vard aspect of the
people. Every %vomanmust have her neat jacket and skirt and the men their pantaloons, as
%vell as the flowing outer dress or lamba (common to both sexes) of European calico.
Wherever Christianity comes, there immediately springs up a demand for foreign
in the wake of the missionary... it %vouldnot
manufactured goods, and the trader follo%%-s
be too much to say that each missionary represents a value of from E2,000 to 0,000 per
annum in foreign goods. " Rev. Sibree (74)

For the missionaries, they sought to transform the Malagasy society and the means
for transformation had to be substituted by their own judgement. Hence the tools for
* The civilization of the nation, the rise of the whole nation in the social scale... The aim of the
mission is not to convert one person here and another there. In the messianic prophecies, we read
that the whole world will see the coming of God Kingdom.
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changes were connected to schools, to literacy and to the spreading of the Bible
which had to become the book par excellence. Skilled and trustworthy collaborators (the youngZD men trained in the mission schools) were to become 4=1
4D
good right
hand man of the missionaries. Education, always connected with missions, had the
function of propagating Christianity as the missionaries relied heavily on their
schools for prospective converts. Education was also in response to demand from
the ruling elites for the state apparatus and the missionaries were to traine the
personnels in questions. Hence, despite the missions' claims of religious ideals, it
had become increasingly difficult

for the vast majority of the Malagasy to gain

relevant traditional culture and values.

Reliance on British support proved to be worthless, the British missionaries worked
like ants, gnawingtý the Malagasy
it and divide the Merina elite,
Z1t__
to
ground
weaken
Z__
which contributed to the destruction of the Hova state. While the French, from the
beginning, were to use their strength as the owners of the island, as if the Merma
were the usurpers. A political approach of equilibrum between the two foreign
powers failed because of the wave of imperialism and the French decided, in
defiance of the Malagasy rights and of their legitimate feelings of national independence, to destroy the power of the Merina kingdom to satisfy its imperialist desire:
"Oui, nous avons unc politique coloniale, une politique d'expansion coloniale qui est
fondde sur un systýme...
L.a question coloniale, c'est pour les pays vou6s par la nature meme de Icur industrie ý une
grande exportation, la question rnýmc des d6bouch6s... Dans la crise que traversent toutes
les industries curopdennes, la fondation d'une colonic c'est la cr6ation d'un d6bouch6...
Je dis que la politique coloniale de la France, que la politique d'expansion coloniale celle
qui nous a fait aller, sous I'Empire, ý Sa:f-on. en Cochinchine. celle qui nous conduit en
Tunisie. celle qui nous a amends ý Madagascar je dis que cette politique d'expansion
coloniale s'est inspir6e d'une %-drit6sur laquelle il faut pourtant appeler un instant votre
attention, ý savoir qu'une marine comme la n6tre ne peut pas se passer sur la surface des
mers d'abris solides. de d6fenses. de centres de ravitaillement.
Et pour cela qu'iI nous fallait la Tunisie. c'est pour cela qu'il nous fallait Saigon ct la
Cochinchine. c'est pour cela qu'iI nous faut Madagascar et que nous sommes ý DidgoC:
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Suarez, et que nous ne les quitterons jamais! Jules Ferry* (7i)

features of colonialism,

The characteristic

way of the labour system that the abolition

above all, was the desire to reverse the
of slave trade made ineffective:

instead

the workers to the work, it was to carry the work to the workers.

of conveying

did not try to go back to slavery but started on the exploitation
en
the development of the foreign powers' economies.
Zn

dA

It

on the colonies for

Colonial education.
i. Galli6ni's policy.

For the French in such colonies as Madagascar, the main policy was to reduce the
number and thereby the influence of the L. M. S. As a result, Galli6ni, General
Governor of Madagascar, who lived in great hopes of realising many of his aims,
stated on his arrival in Madaaascar:
0
"To make Madagascar French, to undermine the British influence and to bring down the
Hova [sicl pride and powcr. " (76)

Galli6ni's

principal

concern was to make French interests dominant

in Madagas-

car's trade and culture. As a promoter of French culture, he decided to undercut the
educational

role of the British missionaries which monopolized

educational facili-

ties in Madagascar. He forced them to use French as the linguistic
1-1
1=1

vehicle in their

in Malagasy. To break the British
schools and forbade them to teach in English
or
ZI_
C,
influence and because of the Franco-British agreement of August 1890 which
freedom to the British missionaries, he invited the representaLI
guaranteed religious

rý

tives of the "Paris Socidt6 des Missions 6vang6liques" to come and work in
Madagascar.
ZD
* Yes, we have a colonial policy. a policy of colonial expansion which is based on a system The
...
colonial issue, it is for the nations devoted by nature itself of their industry to a great expansion.
the matter of outlets itself In the crisis which all European countries live through. the foundation
...
of a colony is the creation of an outlet.
I say that the French colonial policy, that the policy of colonial expansion - the one which has
sent us, under the Empire, to Saýigon,to Cochin-China. the one which takes us to Tunisia, the one
which has led us to Madagascar -I say that this colonial policy of expansion has drawn its
inspiration from a truth on which we must, however. draw for a moment your attention, namely
that a navy like ours cannot manage without strong shelters, defence, resupplying centres on the
sea surface
And that is %%-by
we needed Tunisia. that is why we needed Saigon and Cochin-China, that is why
we need Madagascar and that we are in Di6go-Suarez, and we will never leave them.
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In 1899, while the missions continued their educational programmes, Galli6ni
began to develop secular education. As a result, missions schools required soliciting official subsidies, to adapt their curricula to that of the state schools and to
teach in French. He appointed a Director of Education, Pierre Deschamps, tinder
whom were rapidly created a large number of "Ecoles Officielles Lffques" (Official
secular primary schools) with Malagasy teachers trained in regional teacher training
colleges (Heseltine, N- 1971).

Galli6ni decided to locate most of the "Ecoles r6gionales" (regional administrative
0
tD
training schools) in the coastal regions with a vie%vof neutralizing the British
missionary education as well as restrainingrýthe Merina's seizure of the Malagasy
In
Malagasy
1ý
to
admistration. The Ecoles r6gionales
were
created
supply
subordinate
ZI
staff for the French colonial administration, and employees with a minimum technical training4_7
who were to work as overseers and accountants for the settlers and in
local commercial firms:
"Notre enscignement aux colonies doit tendre simplement ý former des jeunes gens ý Fame
franýaise susceptibles de devenir de bons ouvriers d'art ou agricoles, auxiliaires pr6cieux de
nos colons. Aujourd'hui ( 1902), Vindigýne qui sait lire et compter se croit sup6rieur ý ses
indigne de travailler
11faut montrer aux indigýnes que le travail manuel
cong&ýres
ct
Cý
0
est aussi noble que le travail intellectuel. 11faut leur donner seulement des principes
616mentaires de lecture. de calcul, d'6criture. en leur inculquant le maniement des outils et
des instruments aratoires. " Galli6ni* (77)

In Galli6ni's view, there was no intention to train Malacyasy for senior posts. which
l,
were reserved for many years for French colonial servants.
The secular schools established by Galli6ni were grouped
in two systems and each
tý
subdivided into three degrees. The system designed for French children duplicated
that of the Metropole and ended with the baccalaureate granted at Antananarivo by
the two colleges called the "Lyc6e Galli6ni" (for boys) and the "Lyc6e Jules Ferry"
I.D
(for girls). In the other system, exclusively for Malagasy, at the primary level,
Malagasy
tý
ID
t3
Zý
ZD
was the language
of instruction, although
a very large
place was allocated
*Our education in the colonies must aim simply to train young people to have a French soul
likely to become good art or agricultural workers, invaluable auxiliaries for our colonists. Nowaday, the native who can read and count thinks he/she is superior to his/her fellows and not obliged
to work. We must show the natives that manual work is as noble as intellectual work. We must
only give them the elementary principles of reading, arithmetic, writing, in inculcating the
handling of tools and ploughing implements.
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to the teaching of French, and the stress was upon training pupils to develop their
abilities in the traditional environment. Primary children who were successful in a
competitive examination could enter a regional school (Thompson, V-1965).

In regional schools, pupils were boarders and for three years, they were exclusively taught in French and were given some general education along with practical
training. At this level, Galfi6ni created vocational classes in which they were taught
the basic principles and practice of agriculture, animal husbandry and handicrafs.
At the highest third degree of the Malagasy system came the professional and
medical schools and the "Ecole Le Myre de Vilers" all located in Antananarivo. The
latter was to constitute the rise of the Malagasy system, it offered two year courses
for the training of minor civil servants, primary teachers and candidates for the
medical school. Girls'education had a special place in the Malagasy system, and at
the regional school of Avaradrova (Antananarivo), young women were trained to
become primary teachers, or prepared for admission to the school for nurses and
midwives at Antananarivo (Thompson, V-1965).

ii. Agagneur's secular policy.
LI LThis dramatic change in the govern ment-mi ssion share of education took place
tý'
en
between 1900 and 1910. French insistence on centralised control, academic standards and secularisation of education was likewise translated into the colonial scene
Secular education became stronger and more secure. Victor Augagneur who
Cý
47-tý
distinguished
himself as anti-clerical, replaced G6n6ral Galli6ni, issued decrees
4_ý
which aimed to protect the secularity of the schools and to supervise the tuition
Educational policy was boldly stated
I-given by the missions to the youngen Malagasy.

Ll-

in the official statements of the Governor General.
"I ha%,
e forbiddenthe useof churchesor templesas schools:thesebuildingsare in fact
stateproperty,as proclaimedby a decreeof Gdn6ralGalli6ni in 1901" Decreeof March
1906(78)
The Governor General was determined to ensure a more elaborate development of
French influence on the young subjects and this policy was to cause the supin the poorer districts on the
pression, in 1906, of almost all religious
schools
n
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pretext that worship was being practised in place of tuition and yet, almost all
Protestant churches, in rural areas, were used as classrooms. As a result of these
Z: '
various measures, many Malagasy
children were deprived of their chance for an

education, since the state was unable to replace the mission schools with state-run
institutions. He also put an end to all official subsidies to the Catholic schools.

Later on, mission schools became "private schools" and consequently came under
the stipulation of 1922 decree, which required, among other things, an authorZ__
C,
ization by the government for the opening of such schools, that the teaching had to
0
4:
C,
)
be in French, and that the teachers were to have the same qualifications as government teachers. Under these circumstances, it was difficult for ne%vmission schools
:ý
tD
to open and for some of those already established to continue. Augagneur's

educational policy served to reduce the Malagasy's opportunities for any formal
education. He put an end to the "Ecoles r6gionales" and concentrated at Antananarivo the training of all administrative personnel. The intellectual elite were almost
all Merina and gradually they started to occupy some key positions and replaced the
local crovernment officials in the coastal regions (Thompson, V-1965 - Heseltine,
N- 197 1).

In 1909, Augagneur issued a decree, under which certain Malagasy who spoke
French and fulfilled other conditions could apply for and received French citizenMost of those granted
tý'
47ship with full civil rights.
citizenship were intellectuals,
professional men and minor civil servants. Many of them became fervent partisans
of France and French culture (Heseltine, N- 1971).

iii. Education for a few elite.
The presence of many settlers in Madagascar and the organisation of the colonial
LI
C
administration, together with the French's attitudes towards the advancement of
colonial peoples, did not favour the advancement of Malagasy beyond a certain
in
October
While
1933
Decree
the
education
official
saw
concerning
point.
a new
Madauascar, it was to reor-anise the reoional schools. Under the decree, education
LC,
ZD
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for Malagasy was divided into three stages. First, the elementary schooling was to
tD

C

:Z3

involve the teaching of French. Second, the regional schools presented two
branches: preparation for further special education; and prepapartion of specialised
workers for employment in industry and commerce. Third. there was the Ecole Le
Myre de Vilers, which trained candidates for the colonial civil service in Madagascar and industrial apprentices. In this school the subjects taught were French,
Malagasy, geography, mathematics, natural science, chemistry and physics.
zn Zý
5
Despite apparent barriers, a small number of Malagasy elite studied in French
Lyc6es (Heseltine, N-1971).

In 195 1, a Conseil Consultatif

de I'Enseignernent

with substantial representation

was set tip by Governor-General

followed

(Educational

by a Decree in 1951 aiming at reorganising

this time abolishing

the division

Advisory

Council)

Bargues; this was

the educational

between French and Malagasy

system and

systems which

were practised in the respective schools. Under this reorganisation.
zn

the regional
Z__

schools became Cours Compl6mentaires (a form of preliminary secondary schooling) while the "Ecole le Myre de Vilers" was to become an administrative college
zn
C.
)
judiciary, post-office, technical and
with six sections: teacher training,
medicine,
znl
in
administrative, for preliminary trainingL_ for :government
private
employment
or
__
specific jobs. Under this reform, the same examinations were established for
Malagasy and French, but the accent was still on the training of "middle-grade"
4-t__
zn
civil servants, who could not rise beyond a certain grade (Hesltine, N- 197 1).

In line with the new colonial policies laid down at the Brazzaville Conference of
1944, the Medical Academy founded by the Protestant missions in 1886, was in
1946 transformed into a School of Medecine (the first in the French Union) and a
School of Laws and School of Agriculture were opned in Antananarivo in the same
Z:1
year (Heseltine, N- 1971).

The French approach was therefore markedly different from that of the British.

While, French administrators believed that their "mission civilisatrice" was:
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"d'affirmer

et de garantir I'tmit6 infrangible du monde franqais*"(79)

at

least to

assimilate

11culturally" black people, to make them think and behavelike Frenchmen,their
leaderswho were to co-operate
z: 1
real concern was to train and educateindigenous
and be associated with French colonial officials in administering the colonial
territory:
"Les fins de I'oeuvre de colonisation accomplie par la France dans les colonies 6cartent
toute idde d'autonomie, toute possibilit6 d6volution hors du bloc franqais de I'Empire; la
formation dventuelle. m6me lointaine de self-governments dans les colonies est
rejeter. "** (80)

Cessation of French control was never seriously considered and it was not until
after the Second World War that the colonial relationship and by extension French
policy began to change.

French policy was basically to develop dual societies, those who were French
assimilated and those who were educated in the traditional

school systems,

especially in the rural and most coastal areas. Needless to say the latter were
regarded with considerable disdain by Frenchmen. Furthermore, within the urban
areas the policy was to provide one type of French school for French citizens
which was based on the syllabus and curricula laid down for metropolitan schools
by the Ministry of Public Instruction and Overseas Education. and another type of
French school thought fit for such colonised peoples as the Malagasy, basically that
ZD
1:
ý
of a watered down classical French education (A. Rajaonarison-1985).

In general, African demand for academic training became even more noticeable as
tý
4n
the French political structures were imposed directly on the various regions.
rD
ObtainingID higher
C)
rn
status and higher
paid employment was, as before, dependent on
knowingZD a European language
LL,
and beingt- socialized into European culture. The
schools taught these skills as they intended to convert Africans
into "Civilized"

from "Barbarians"

humans, to prepare them to fill the role of agricultural

producers

instead of slaves in the European and world econornic systems. Both the British
*To assert and secure the infrangibleunity of the Frenchworld.
** The goal of the work of colonization by France in its colonies dismisses all idea of autonomy,
formation,
far
French
Empire
bloc-,
the
even
the
possible
away,
all possibility of evolution outside
of self-governments in the colonies has to be turned down.
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and French viewed the education of Africans as fulfilling

the goal of transforming

Africans into certain specific social roles.
"The meansby %vhicha colonial po%ver
justifies and exercisesits po%ver
over those whom
it has conquered tell one more perhapsabout the colonisers than about the colonised....
Though this inevitably calls on some conception of 'civilisation', by which values of a
supposedly universal superiority are transferredfrom the coloniser to the colonised, the
nature of the values and their transfer can have a lasting effect on those who find
themselveson the receiving end." Clapham,C (81)
Though inspired by the system in the "mother countr y ", the intention was not to
Zý
"educate" the subject people but to extend the language
Z!,
en
and policies of the

colonizers. Both the missions and the political administrations wished to model the
African man in accordance with their own needs and objectives. The religious
missions were instrumental in introducing a European type of education. The
colonial schools led to nowhere and they did not adequately prepare students for
any role in society. They were selective, only a small percentage of the population
attended them - for instance, in Madagascar the capital town of Tananarive had the
the most substantial school facilities (Walter Rodney- 1972) (82) and as a result at
the time of independence, most of the schools were located in the "Hauts-Palteaux"
and the number of teachers was inadequate in relation to the number of pupils
enrolled.

E. The transfer

of power in Africa

"To vie", African independence as a victory of a nationalist movement over a colonial
system is to narrow and presume a question which deserves detailed study. Independence
can also been seen as a'deal': a bargain struck between contending parties over the terms
and conditions of independence." G. Wasserman (83)

e. 1. The transfer of power
The end of formal

empire bore a similarity

1960s, just as at the height of the partition
European

colonial

to its beginning.
of Africa

powers responded to calculations

In the 1950s and

in the 1880s and 1890s, the
of economic

self-interest,

strategic security and local crisis. At the time of the transfer of power, in the late
1950s throuch

the 1970s, the British

trative apparatus, a judiciary

and the French, handed over an adminis-

and an educational system which were the twin sisters
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of these countries. They were imperfect and fragile creations, designed for European purposes. What has become clear is that the time of the transfer of power
marked a significant juncture in the Africans' management of their own affairs.
Political power was transferred, though in economic terms the transfer was not
complete and might never be.

Europeans ended the slave trade when it became less profitable to transport African
labour overseas than to use the same labour in the homelands to serve the great ne%v
commodity trades of the nineteenth century. A similar procedure applied to European decolonization after 1945. Europe transferred political power but inaintained
close links with the fundamental ineans of the new state:
"The basic flaw was the result of the fundamental political purpose of the regime. the
creation of a formally independent state in which the essentials of French presence would
be maintained. The concret expression of this goal was the series of cooperation
There were over a dozen such agreements,
agreements signed by France and Madagascar.
Cý
C
covering a diverse range of topics. but the four most important dealt with defence. foreign
policy, economic policy and education. " Covell. M (84)

The main function of colonization was, however, to restructure the economics of
the so-called Third-World

countries so that they would fit into their appropriate

spaces in the newly emergent
world
system.
LThe French policy was essentially the same throughout the empire: political reforms
Zn
were granted only as long as they preserved French rule. Demands for change
tn
which might
ultimately destroy the French presence were immediately put down. In

some African countries, the transfer of power was neither easy nor smooth, and
These countries
was sometimes very abrupt (for example in Guinea or Algeria).
Z17
were ostracized, and their economies and administration were suddenly disrupted.
France wanted this lesson to be clear to all Africa. Any independence without the
be dealt with accordingly.
415
would
consent of the French government
V
Therefore, the idea behind the creation of the French "CommunautV later known
,
Britain
"Cornmonwealth",
British
"Francophonie"
the
and
the
although
and
as
t-I

Francefollowed different decolonization policies, was to prornote a supernational
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entity with integrated ties binding the former colonies and the home countries. In
I-L'
I

the political field, ties were reinforced by means of cooperative agreements ensuring
Zý
Z5
the essential continuity of the colonial system in the domains of defence, currency,
and higher education. By their presence in every mechanism of government, and
under the umbrella of technical assistance,they denied genuine independence to tile
African continent.

e.2. The legacy of colonial power
"Quelle est la situation de Madagascar
LI
aprýsplus de soixanteansde colonisation franqaise?

L'unification politique de I'lle est certes rdalisde autour de Tananarive, Fancienne capitale
de la monarchic merina. Mais l'intdgration des differentes r6gions en un ensemble homogiýne Wexiste pas pour autant; leurs disparitds se sont m6me agrandies ý la suite d'un
indgal d6veloppement entre plateaux centraux et p&iphdrie c6ti&e.
Disparitds aussi dans les structures de Nconomie entre une agriculture archalque de subsistance ct une agriculture de plantations qui procure au pays Fessentiel de ses revenus
extdrieurs. L'industrialisation se limite ý la transformation des rdcoltes et a Vextraction des
mincrais. Exportatrice de produits primaires. Vile achýte des produits fabriqu6s. Les termes
de Hchange constarnment d6favorables ne lui ont pas permis la constitution de ressources
Zý
d'investisserrmt.
Madagascar reste done compartiment6 ý l'int6rieur. sous-d6%-clopp6,6troitement subordonn6 a Hconomie franqaise qui le protýge tant bien que mal des fortes vacillations des cours
mondiaux.
La Rdpublique aura fort a faire pour se construire dans l'unitd et l'ind6pendence. "
Professeur Isnard* (85)

At the time of colonization, education was viewed within a specific objective;
forming an assimilated elite and the essential middlemen for the productive
apparatus. To dispose of a subordinated administrative personnels or shift-agents
in rural areas, the colonial authority provided an education capable of changing the
Z:
) en
Malagasy
French values and have a Z71
ZD
ZD
attitudes through
good command of French. It

What is the situation of Madagascar after sixty years of colonization.
The political unification of the island is certainly realised around Antananarivo, the former capital
of the Merina monarchy. But the integration of different regions within a homogenous unity does
not exist for all that; their disparities have even widened following an unequal development
between the Central Plateaux and the coastal peripheries.
Disparities also within the economical structures between an archaic agriculture of subsistence and
an agriculture of plantations which provides the country with foreign incomes. The industrialization limits itself to the transformation of crops and to the extraction of minerals. Exporter of
unfinished goods, the island buys manufactured goods. The trade terms, constantly unfavourable,
did not allow the setting up of resources for investment.
Madagascar, then, stays partitioned inside, underdeveloped, closely subordinated to the French
economy which protects it as well as can be expected because of the high shakiness of the world
currencies.

The Republic will have a lot to do to build itself within unit), and independence.
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did not take into consideration the individual or collective psychology of the
Malagasy people. It neglected the relations between the individual and its civilization, and did not bring out the relations which ought to exist between individuals of
different social groups, on the contrary they applied the old principle: "diviser pour
rdgner" (divide and rule). The introduction of a Western education system into
Africa was to produce far reaching effects on the socio-economic developments in
z:1
the colonial territories.

i. The ne%vrulers
"Pour les autorit6s franqaises de la fin des ann6es 50. Tsiranana reprdsente, en effet
I"'homme de la situation": des ambitions politiques, la voloW de se hisser au rang de
I"'dlite merina". et de former une "61ite c6ti&e" capable de sc mesurer avec celle-ci, la
conscience de la ndcessitd de s'appuyer sur la France pour arriver ý ses fins. Quant ý la
France, soutenir Tsiranana contre ces nationalistes tananariviens irrdductibles, dont
certains sont proches de Moscou. West-ce-pas la solution Wale? Tsiranana Wa-t-il pas
proclamd publiquement, avec d'autres chefs d'Etat Africains, ý la mort du G6n6ral de
Gaulle en 1970, que Vest ce dernier son 'p&e et sa m&e' et que c'est lui qui ['a fait"'
Rabearimanana, L* (86)

From the military administration of Galli6ni succeeded a civilian administration but
the principles remained the same. During4ý Galli6ni's time, to undermine the power
and the pride of the Merina, he applied the "politique

des races" to the economic

domain by taking away the land from the eminent Merina adverseries of the French
and distributing

much of it to their former

slaves (Thompson,

objective

was to make these freed slaves more accommodating

intended

to constitute

a devoted

V-1965).

The

with Nvhom he

group to carry out his orders and destroy the

Merina supremacy as weil as to weaken the source of Merina upper-class wealth.
On the other hand, in the Sakalava
Menabe
Bara regions Galli6ni
the
the
and
maintained

the local petty-kings - the traditional
LI

chiefs or native governors
on
a
4--

political basis, creating some kind of internal protectorate, which in his mind,
to contribute to maintain the tribal divisions. Galli6ni stated:
ought
V
For the French authority in the late 50s. Tsiranana represents, in fact. the right man for the ob:
political ambitions, the will to pull himself to the rank of the 'Merina elite'. and to form an 'elite
of the people of the coastal regions' capable of challenging the 'Merina elite', to be aware of the
prerequisite to rely on France to bring it to a successful end. As for France, to support Tsiranana
against these implacable nationalists from Antananarivo, of which some were close to Moscow,
was that not the ideal solution? Hadn't Tsiranana, publicly asserted, with the other African leaders,
on the death of general de Gaulle in 1970, that 'the latter was his 'father and mother' and that it
was he who made him'?
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"ll faut recommandd d'une maniýre g6ndrale aux commandants de cercle de toujours se
laisser guider par ces deux principes: politiquc de races et destruction de I'Mg6monie
C,
hova. "* (87)

His policy, of course, applied the old principle: "diviser pour r6gner" but his policy
was to be a failure and on January 13,1926, a Decree, was to suppress the internal
protectorates and introduced the direct rule on the whole island (Boiteau, P-1958).
Galli6ni's

successors who, however, favoured the better-educated and more

experienced in politics were to open the door to the Merina, this at the expense of
the people of the coastal regions. Most of the highest posts in the civil service open
t3
ID
to Malagasy were again filled with the Merina (Thompson, V- 1965).
ZD
In fact the choice of Tsiranana was just the continuation of the French policy as the
colonial policy did not lead to the sudden death of the former leaders, but on the
contrary it allowed the Merina to take advantage of the means available. On the
other hand, Antananarivo constituted the place of publication and the centre of tile
spreadingt:1 of papers specializing41in politics. Hounded without respite by the
colonial authority, it virtually represented the only means of expression of contesting the institution of the colonization (Rabearimanana, L-1992):
0
"Non, Madagascar ne serajamais unelle heuretise'tant qu'cllc derneurcra pantelante sous
la griffe du f&oce imfxýfialisme franqais et qu'elle ne r6cuNrera pas son ind6pendance.
Les interdictions de sdjour. les 6xils. l'organisation officielle de [a famine et la mis&e
physiologique, la peste, les persdcutions administratives acharm6es contre les malgaches
Cý
ind6pendants et leurs d6fenseurs noirs ou blancs. le gaspillage des finances publiques.
z
Pendettement de Madagascar. etc.. sont autant de preu%es de I'affection que le gouvemeur
dndral Cayla porte au peuple malgache. " Rax-oanhan-\-** (88)
0
L,
t7.

Moreover, the first Malagasy nationalist parties, created in 1946 had its social headquarter and its first implementation in Antananarivo, before implementin,,

-

its

branches in the whole island. The Malagasy nationalists who were in close collaboL__
ration with international democratic organisations
as well as of the metropolis, were

* It had to be
recommended,in a generalmanner,to commandersof cercle to always let themselves
govern by thesetwo principles: policy of racesand destructionof the Hova hegemony.
No, Madagascarwill never be a happy island as long as it stays grasping for breath under the
stamp of the Frenchfierce imperialism and as long as it does not regain its independence.
Those who have beenexpelled from the country, exiles, the official organisation of starvation and
of the psychological poverty, the plague, the fierce administrative persecutions against the
independentMalagasy and their black and white defenders.the squanderingof public finances, the
indebtednessof Madagascar,etc., are as much as proof of the affcction that the General-Governor
Cayla bearsfor the Malagasypeople.
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also the politicians from Antananarivo. France. therefore, intended to isolate and
diminish the influence of these groups.
Lii. The bureaucratic machinery
A French ordinance of 1899 stated that the purpose of schooling was:
"... to makethe youngMalagasyfaithful andobedientsubjectsof Franceandto offer an
educationwhichwouldbeindustrial,agriculturalandcommercial,soasto ensurethatthe
"
settlersandvariouspublicservicesof thecolon),canmeettheir personnelrequirements.
(89)
The purpose of colonial education at secondary level was to train clerks, administrators, teachers, and doctors who could work within the colonial sphere, thus
colonial education was to create a bureaucratic machinery. At the time of independence, the colonial rulers left the administrative machinery in the hands of those
who had been trained to run and in many cases to plan the economy of the ne%v
states. While many moved into politics, many of the teachers because they were
amongst the most educated people in the country, moved into bureaucratic posts to
replace European colonial civil servants. In reality, they continued to enjoy all the
trappings, traditions, working procedures, grades, salary scales, promotion procedures and prestige that their European precedessors had. Thus, the original model
became an unchanging and unchangeable part of the social and political fabric.

iii. The emergence of a multiracial society
During colonial conquest, French governments brought in indentured labour, the
4.
L_
L_
Yemenese/Arabs

to Madagascar because shipping companies found
were brought
C-1
C
tý

the Malagasy unsuited to such labour. They considered well worth the expense of
transportating them to and from Arabia as they were defined as capable and
0
industrious. Galli6ni, also in 1897, brotiaht in some 3,000 Chinese from North
C!
Vietnam to work on the Antananarivo-Tamatave railwork. Under the French administration, Chinese immiaration was restricted and was closely controlled, hence,
Z:5 Z:ý
each Chinese was required to belong1 to what was called a congregation
which was,
from the French point of view, a simple inexpensive and effective form of

the Indians who settled as traders, moneyadministration. The French oroanized
L,
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lenders and collectors of agricultural produce in the small hinterland villages. The
L_
zn
non-Malagasy

elernent became larger with the development

and administration:

of a modern economy

Europeans occupied the top posts in the government

and in

business, whereas the Asians captured much of the retail trade and in some places
were landowners as well (Thompson,
becoming a multiracial
community

community,

V-1965).

As a result, the island found itself

a plural society with different

sections of the

living side by side, but separately, within the same political

unit. At the

same time, Western education systems were to help unleash a sense of nationalism
amongst different

groups.

Discussion

issues like democracy, nationalism,
lead not only to a recognition

of the curriculum,

liberalism,

often incidentally,

of

elected government, justice, was to

of the incompatible

relationship

between colonisers

and colonised, but to the desire for independence and national identity.

While some colonial officials were interested in the history, culture and religion of
different peoples, and certain missionaries were writing about the latter in local
rý
languages,
0
In
much of the curriculum in colonial schools dismissed indigenous
0
languages and culture as inferior while stressing the superiority of European civiliZý t-1
Z-1
zation. This policy was to lead many nationalist leaders to stress the past glories of
Z:
)
their people and to revive a national culture, history and language. Attempts to
L- Z3
Malagasy, Swahili, Bahasa Indonesia,
establish national languages,
such
as
Z-- :71
Z17
Bahasa Malaysia or Hindi as a unifyingt, force wherever possible, unfortunately
,
were to prove difficult,

thus, European languages were maintained within the
tD Z-school system to create a sense of national unity amongst diverse ethnic and tribal
a
groups.
iv. Education as a mirage
"... du c6td malgache, il va eu conflit entre ceux qui s'opposaient ý Hcole dirang&e
conque en rupture avec Nducation traditionnelle. ceux qui voulaient malgachiser Venseignementaf-inde sauvegarderune culture nationale et ceux qui ddsiraient acc6derA un
statut sup6ricur par assimilation de la culture franqaise.Lorsque aprýs la secondeguerre
mondiale, les lyc&s furent ouverts aux non-citoyens franqais, Hcole est devenuele lieu
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pri%'iI6gi6permettantPascensionsociale." Hugon, P* (90)

The colonial institutions placed a certain value on schooling throughout the African
tý
continent, and as a result education came to be seen not only as an avenue to up0
415
ward social mobility but as an instrument for social change
and a
and progress

together. Leaders of indemeans of welding different ethnic and linguistic groups
C
ZZ,
pendent nations without exception relied with confidence upon the role education
could play in the socio-economic development of their country. Most newly independent countries simply expanded education programmes, especially at the base
line of primary education. developed a few more secondary schools, and expanded
higher education where feasible. But the trappings of these school systems, their
ethos, methods of instruction, buildings, grade prornotion, examinations, certifications, diploma and degrees, and at tertiary level all the apparatus of faculties.
C
administrative structures and academic dress were true copies of their colonial
creators.

v. The complete break between urban and rural world
"En r6sumd. le projet n'a pas apport6 de contribution notable ý Nconomie de Madagascar
et A ses 9 millions d'habitants. On a trop insisid sur l'irrigation et ndglig6 certaines
activit6s plus larges qui auraient contribu6 au d6veloppernent de la r6gion du Lac Alaotra.
La gestion des sols tourbeux difficiles a pos6 de gros proWmes techniques. Chose encore
Lplus grave. le projet a accru les tensions et boulevers6 les liens et les rýgles de conduite
traditionnels, A un moment ob le pays connaissait des troubles politiques et sociaux. La
distribution des terres ý des dtranc,,ers a irritd les autochtones. Les valeurs traditionnelles de
de coopdration au sein du village se sont emoussdes et les habitants ont pris
partage
et
Cý
Zý
I'habitudedecompterda%, anta--esurl'Etat. "** (91)

Another impact of colonialism
of modernization

on education was the effect of science on concepts

separating4n the African world from its fundamental

needs. Certain

* On the Malagasy side, there was a conflict betweenthose who were opposedto foreign school
the
viewed to be at odds with the traditional education,those who wanted to Mala-asify
education
C
in order to safeguarda nationl culture and those who wanted to acceed to a superior status by the
assimilation of the French culture. When after the World War 11.the Lycdes were opened to nonFrench citizens, the school becamethe privileged place allowing the rise in social status.
Lý
C:
In short, the project did not make a notable contribution to the economy of Madagascarand to
its 9 millions inhabitants. We stressedtoo much on irrigation and neglectedsome ivider activities
which would have contributed to the developmentof the Lac Alaotra region. The managementof
the difficult peaty soil presented serious technical problems. Something more serious, the project
increasedthe tensionsand disrupted the links and the traditional rules of conduct at a certain point
,
when the country faced political and social disturbances.The giving out of lands to foreigners
irritated the natives.The traditional values of sharing and cooperation within the village have lost
their fine edgeand the inhabitants got usedto relying more and more on the state.
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groups sa%vscience, education and industry as a means of progress and development. This was to lead to a split tip in communities between the urban educated,
Westernised thinkers, who accepted scientific progress and the majority of rural
peasants, scarcely affected by education, who distrusted scientific thinking . Western thought, science and industrialisation in the African context, has tinambigously
undermined the old established traditional civilisation, accentuated the breakdown
of the traditional

and legitimate power of rulers, the creation of a sense of

innovation and modernisation, and finally the creation of economies, and wealth
based on trade of export crops and industrial development.
"En 1972, l'immense majoritd des paysans continuait done 5 retourner la terre avcc I'angady
et ý d6broussailler la for& avec I'antsy. Conscient de Wavoir aucun avenir ý la campapne,
les jeunes ruraux venaient s'entasser dans les faubourgs des Lýgrands centres ob faute de
travail. ils grossissaient les rangs d'un lumpen-prol6tariat d6sceuvr6 et misdrable. "* (92)
Cý

The scorn for nianual work or for work in the rural areas has been one of the most
disturbing consequence of the impact of Western education on African development, and on the attitudes of mind of pupils and parents alike.

vi. The most enduring legacy.
Since shooling was brought to non-Europeans as part of empires, it was integrated
Z__
In
Z1_
into an attempt to bring indigeneous peoples into colonial structure. Therefore,
L_
C
colonialism has disappeared and the great empires of the last century are dismanZ1_
tled, but educational systems in the former colonies remain largely intact after independence. Curriculum, language
ý__ and in some cases, even the nationality of teachers
0
themselves, are carried over from the colonial period. In many ways, the relationship between the former colonies and the ex-colonizers - i. e. Madagascar and
France - is stronger economically and culturally than during administration. Once
that economic, political and cultural dependency was established, the imperial
nature of education was assured as the educational systems that developed in
colonized countries were characterized by the fact that they were clearly designed to
rzý
serve the needs of the colonizers, whether missionaries or administrators.
*In 1972, the vast majority of peasantscontinued to turn over the land with the spade,and to clear
the forest with the Knife. Aware of not having any future in the country, the young rural people
came to pack into the suburbsof big centres"'here, through lack of employment, they increased
the lines of a idle and impoverished lumpen-proletariat.
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After independence. The Minister of Education, Mr Botokeky considered that
schools were primarily places to develop vocational skills which fitted in with a
Z7
societal objective of maximizing4n economic Z5
growth. He stated in his inauguaral

speech for the first teacher training centre, in March 28,1962:
"Le premierCentrede Formationde maltresrurauxest le pointde ddpartd'unctransforde la R6publiqueMalgache.
deI'Enseigncmcnt
Public616mentaire
mationfondamentale
Cette situation peut se rdsumer en deux mots: une scolarisation faible - un
...
inadaptd.
enseignement
Nous Wavonspas de conception A priori ou dogmatiquesde Yenfant...Nous le consi...
ddronsdans son existence,nous voulons Nduquer en le regardantvivre, en I'aidant ý vivre
et cela dans les contextes permanentde son milieu physique, intellectuel et social. C'est
pourquoi un des principaux soucisde Nducation devra Eire l'intdgration dans;les normesde
la civilisation actuelle.

616mentaire, est non sculement un facteur de
mýme
...
progrýs 6conomique, mais aussi un facteur important de progrýs humain. L'outil permet A
I'homme de dominer la nature et d'affirmer sa puissance donc de prendre confiance en lui.
Nous devons mettre notre enseignement sous le signe d'un %,
dritable humanisme technique
0
orientd
surtout vers Vagriculture.
L'apprentissage

des techniques,

Compte tenu des impdratifs, 6conomiques et sociaux et des perspectives du ddvelop...
pement. les besoins essentiels des populations rurales, outre NdUcation. sont ceux qui
touchent A Vagriculture. et A la santd. vus dans le conteNte d'une planification de Nconomic du pays.
Ces 6coles nouvelles scront appel6cs 6coles rurales de premier cycle car elles dispense...
ront un enseignement de 4 annds,constituant ainsi le premier niveau de la scolaritd ...** (93)

As a result of the politico-economic

system of the colonial government which

provided the basis for the formation of a Malagasy elite, the division Merina and the
became wider - without mentioning the division
peoples of the coastal regions
LZD
between the urban and rural areas. At independence, most of secondary and further
education were, extremely, concentrated in and around Antananarivo. This, of
the people
course, had favoured the "Hauts-Palteaux" and effectively disadvantaged
Z'
in the underprivileged areas. The Minister of Education, Mr Botokeky, in his
The first teacher training centre for rural teachers is the starting point of a fundamental transformation of the state primary school of the Malagasy Republic - This situation (schooling ) can
be summarised in two words: a poor schooling - an unsuitable education - We do not have a priori
or dogmatic conception of the child. We consider the child within his/her existence, we want to
educate him/her by watching him/her live. by helping him/her to live. and this in the permanent
context of his/her physical, intellectual and social environment. That is why, one of the principal
worries shall be the integration of the individual within norms of the actual civilization - The
apprenticeship of techniques, even elementary. is not only a factor of economic progress, but also
an important factor of human progress. The tool allows man to dominate nature and to affirm his
power, hence to get back his self-confidence. We must put our education under the sign of a real
directed technical humanism
above all towards agriculture - In view of economic and social
demands and future developments, the crucial needs of rural populations, besides education, are
those which affect agriculture, and health. seen within the context of a planning of the national
economy - These new schools will be called elementary rural schools because the), will supply an
education of 4 ycars constituting the first level of schooling.
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speech, defined the "Ecoles rurales" as the state primary school with a new spirit
which everyone will endeavour to provide schools and education to all populations
who were barred from being
Zý educated:
"Si Pon parle d'Ecole Rurale, c'est que Pinstruction pour tous, ý Madagascar,manque

surtout ý la campagne,
Cý
c'est aussi que cette 6cole veut d'abord pr6parer des jeuncs A une vie

mcilleure dansle cadremEmedes villages.""
The decentralization

of education at all levels was the major objective, which led to

the creation of lyc6es in all provinces.
counterbalance

(94)

With the decentralization

those of the "Hatits-Plateaux",

the Minister's

of schooling

to

policy was to reform

what had to be taught in schools. He put the emphasis on the development
ZD

of the

country by the rural peoples as he believed that growth ought to be carried out by
the peasants for them as well as with them. The main reason was that Madagascar
In
represented a vast agricultural potential which remained to be exploited on a series
between Tulear (South) to Majunga
of rivers spreading
out
over
wide
alluvial
plains
rn
In
(North-West). He, also, believed that agriculture could be the first wealth of the
ZD
country, hence, his duty was to yield a profit from it which would give the prostn
perity to the island.

The reform of primary schools was based on the use of the Malagasy language
4-L_
which lie considered to be more in keeping with the economic and social realities of
1-1
the country:
"L'Ecolc

du I er cycle ne se contente pas dinstruire
les enfants de la campagne. L'instruc'I lui rnýme. Dans tous les d&ails de la vie scolaire doit
tion West pas un but qui se suffit -,
6tre pr6sente cette inqui6tude:
Pinstruction,
pourquoi fairc? Cela ne signifie pas que le
calcul ou le language seront en.-ag6s dans un scul but utilitaire: on doit laisser place par
au sentiment de beaut6 qui nait d'un texte ou d'un exercice de dessin, comme au
le calcul. mais il s'agit d'orienter 1'enseignement d'une
jeu gratuit de Pesprit qu'implique
C:
exemple

faqon nouvelle. " Botok-ek-y* (9i)

In his conviction, the school had a fundamental function; it must play an important
- If we talk about rural school. it is that
schoolin- for all, in Madagascar. is lacking above all in
the country, it is also that this school wants first to prepare the yougnsters for a better life in the
country.
* The elementary school does not content itself with
educating the children in the country. The
schooling is not an end which is self-sufficient. In all the details of school life this restlesness
must be presente: schooling, to do what? That does not mean that arithmertic or language will be
taught for a simple ulitarian purpose: we must leave room, for example, for the feeling of beauty
which is born from a text or from a drawing exercise, like in a free game for the mind which
implies arithmetic. But it is a matter of directing the schooling in a new way.
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the nation but must not
of
role for the development of Malagasy
people
as
well
as
C
be the only factor for this objective,

hence its action must be coordinated

actions and effort of all responsible men, of all organisations
Z__

with the

in short
of the recion,
tý

all possible means must be used to make peasants' life better. His emphasis was on
the fact that the maturity of Madagascar would require numerous and diverse efforts
from everyone, but these efforts had to head in the same direction. In this perspective, the elementary school was to offer to the largest possible number of
knowledge, such as: reading, writing and the everyday usage of
children a general
tD
Z)
4=1
r)
:5
the mother tongue, practical arithmetic, the usual knowledge acquired by obserrý
Zý
Madagascar
the Malagasy
vation, an introduction to the knowledge
nation;
of
ýn
ZD
0
history directed towards the study of the Malagasy civilization,

problems of the

national unity, contact between Madagascar and foreign civilizations, the meaning
of the colonial periods and the accessto independence - to prepare the youngsters to
a new spirit and new attitudes; it was a matter of initiating in them a sense of civic
free nation which stretched reall y
to
responsibility: of being4--aware of belonging
a
L_ t__
beyond village or region boundaries. An indispensable effort by all and in all
tý
C.
domains; cooperatingrý in common tasks would give,
L_
L_
at last, the will for change
and
Zý
progress,
and the desirable improvement in farming.

The Minister of Education was aware that independence required the national
education which ought to be adapted to the fundamental characteristic of the country
which boys and tý
girls would have benefited from:
Je sais que quelquesesprits auraient souhaitd une action plus massiveet plus rapide. Je
rýpondraiqu'ä l'Education Nationale,nousavonseu le souci de construirequelquechosede
solide."* (96)

But he did not want to head straight for failure with a precocious and spectacular
reform. On the contrary, lie decided to insert structures, imposed upon the minister
by wisdom and the reality of the legacy of colonialism, which would equip the
in the future.
nation with an intellectual and economic growth
V.
D
On the one hand, he conceived that the masses ought to be educated, and on the
I know that somespirits would have wished for a stronver and faster action. I will answer that at
the Ministry of Education,we were concernedabout building a soundfoundation.
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other hand, he was faced with only one alternative, to make the most of education
agreements with France. After the colonization, Madagascar was deprived of qualified teachers, faced a lack of supplies and equipment as well as schools building,
people of the coastal regions had to catch up with those of the "Hauts-PLateaux",
while the decentralization of the school system and the expansion of primary and
secondary education put forward the tricky

issue: how to obtain more and better

teachers and school buildings.

Be that as it may, we know exactly that on the economic and political as well as the
bit. The Malagasy people
educational issues, the first Republic did not alter things
a
Zýl
rD
France and
wanted to take in hand their destiny but the cooperation agreements
with
C
the legacy of the colonization were to ensure that French culture and presence would
ZD
be felt. The Malagasification of the educational system could not be systematically
it on the cheap and the government needed to
carried out at the risk of undertaking4-1
ZD
t: - number of teachers for the primary level. The only alternative for its
recruit a large
improvement, but above all to achieve progress at the provincial primary level, the
C
government had to rely on French assistants. In secondary and higher
education,
In
the presence of the French assistants was felt as French was used while Malagasy
could be taken as an optional subject either in the baccalaureate or as part of an arts
degree in the "Facult6 des Lettres".
should

be used in educating

Education

The question.

the Malagasy

pupils,

believed that there was no incompatibility

which medium of instruction
arose while

the Minister

of

in having both French and
L-

Malagasy as official languages and that the Malagasy children should learn both.
tý
411:1
The Act of April 1964 composed by a committee of Malagasy
ZD
educators was
lookino,
aive
Zý at the issue and as a result tried to work out a curriculum which would V
language its "due place" and at the same time not sacrifice the study of
the Malagasy
C5
1:1 C,
French (Thompson, V- 1965).

However, government success in its policy depended on increasing the number of
Malagasy qualified teachers as %veilas its ability to provide the means and the
ZD
from
Apart
help
to
the
the
to
catch
up.
coastal
regions
children of
efficient support
Z1-
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these issues, the government faced a growing dissatisfaction from the students who
were disadvantaged by the educational system. The state systems were in fact, in
the majority, attended by the political and economic elite and the bourgeoisie
children which left limited accessto poorer families:
"The mostcrucial cut-off points were the entry examinationto secondaryschool,the
examinationbetweenthefirst andsecondlevelsof secondaryeducationandthebaccalaureate,whichgaveaccessto the summitof the university." Covell.M (97)
The second section of the Lycdes which prepared for the baccalaureate with 75 per
cent places allocated to students already in the first section, while students from the
private schools and those who came from the state "Coll6ges d'Enseignement
4:5
V
G6n6rales" which did not offer the second section (the first section of the C. E.G
was similar to the one at the Lyc6e) had to compete for the 25 per cent places left
(Covell, M- 1987).

It should be noted that the University trained students for the first parts of degree
4:1
courses which were continued in France. The University of Madagascar
was
Z__
created almost entirely with funds supplied by the French and the teaching staff was
mostly French: "Although 80 per cent of the 1.000studentswere Malagasy,200 Of 250
professors
wereFrench"(98). In fact, the Malagasy educational system was responsible
for ensuring that future elites would be Francophone and imbued with French
culture and values:
Degreesgivenby theFrenchuniversitywereFrenchdegreesandtheresearch
andteaching
Theregionalgeography
thatof a Frenchestablishment.
of theuniversityreproduced
course
usedtheParisbasinfor its illustrationsandthejournalof the Facultyof Literature,Lettres
Malgaches,publishedarticles on Provenqalpoetry.Again. the point was clear: it was
throughlearningaboutFrance,not Madagascar.
thatone hadto passto aspireto eventhe
" Covell,M (99)
subordinatepositionin thesystemfor whichMalagasies
weredestined.
In 1972, the educational system was attacked for its role in perpetuating an elitist
In
structure but also by excludingz: the others from it. The central objectives of 1972
1
the Malagasy sovereignty; Malagasification
of
movements were the recognition
of
0
rý
I=
L,
the educational system, recognition of the Malagasy language as the medium of
00
t3
Z-instruction and the Malagasification of the teaching staff. This demand was later
Z-4:ý
widened by the request for the departure of the French and the puppet regime.
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vii. Assimilation: the unbearable burden of colonialism.
"L'amour des conqu&es est le pr6texte de nos guerres, et nous m6mes y sommes trompds.
Toutefois le prosdlytisme cn est le plus ardent mobile. Le Franqais veut surtout imprimer
sa personnalit6 aux vaincus, non comme sienne. mais comme type du bon et du bien;
c'est sa croyance naYvc.11croit, lui, qu'il ne peut rien faire de plus profitable au monde que
de lui donner ses Wes, ses mwurs, ses modes. 11y convertira les autres peuples Hp& ý la
main, et aprýs le combat, moiti6 fatuit6, moitid sympathic, il leur expliquera tout cc qu'ils
ý devenir Franqais" Michclet* (100)
gagnent
C

How different from Britain's policy.
"It may be that the public mind of India may expand under our system till it has
outgrown that system, that by good government we may educate our subjects into a
becomeinstructed in Europeanknovviedge,
capacity for better 0
government: that, having
C,
Zý
the), may, in some future age, demand Europeaninstitutions. Whether such a day will
ever come I know not. But never will I attempt to avert or retard it. " T. B Maccaulay (101)

Once Britain and France annexed West Africa. educational policies in these areas,
came totally under their jurisdiction. French colonial policy is usually characterized
as beingC,"assimilationist", that is to say havingL_Africans conform to a highly
1-1
4!5 as in France.
centralized French education using
C,
Z:) the same curriculum and language
All Africans going to school were therefore educated to become "black FrenchC, M
men". British policy on the other hand, is characterized as "adaptive", a policy that
Bruxton, the Education Committee of the Privy Council to the
evolved throuah
LI
Colonial Office in 1847, and the Phelps-Stokes Reports of 1922 and 1925 (Carnoy
Martin-1974).

The British believed that Africans had to be transformed and that education would
be the vehicle of their transformation. But the African was not to become British,
rather, he/she was to be educated to be a cultivator. in keeping with the British
view of local African conditions, present and future. Education was supposed to be
adapted to the mentality, attitudes, occupation and traditions of various peoples and
was to maintain all elements considered sound and healthy in the fabric of their
social life, transplanting them where necessary to changed circumstances and
increasing needs, as an agent of natural growth and evolution.
ZD
in

C

Proselytism,
Thelovefor conquests
is theexcuseof our wars.andwe werewrongourselves.
is themostferventmotivefor it. TheFrenchwantaboveall to imprinttheirpersonality
however,
it is their
groups,not like theirown,but like somekindof goodandbeautiful-,
on thedefeated
naivebelief.Theybelieve,thatthe),cannotdoanythingprofitableto theworldbutto giveit their
ideas,theircustoms,
Theywill convertpeopleto it withswordin theirhand,andafter
theirmodes.
French.
to begainedby becoming
thefighthalfsmug,halffriendly,the),will explaineverything
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The difference in British and French educational policies did not lie in colonial
directives as such but actually in their own metropolitan systems. In both cases, the
basic structures of the two systems were imposed in Africa. Thus, both were
assimilationists since they forced the African to learn in the context of an imported
European educational structure. The French system, as it was in France, was
highly centralized, it brought academic education to sons of the new African elite
and vocational education to sons of the lower classes.

The British system in Africa, as in Britain, was highly decentralized, and was
based on the concept of formal schoolinO as a privilege to be privately acquired, or
a duty to be individually performed. The result was a system of private institutions,
finance through school fees. There
aided by the state, but relyingr.n largely
self
on
ZD
In
to restrict
was public control of Z__
great enough
-rant-aided institutions, but it was not I=
ZD
the number of graduates as in French administered areas. The decentralized British
system was more subject to local demands than the French.

e.3. The dependency.
How did the dominant group impose a policy of integration forcing countries on
t-,
rý
the periphery to be swallowed by centralism and international relations?. Domination was to rely on the constitution and tile application of six principal types of
oligopoly. Involvement in the latter was to assent to the status of the dominant.
i. The dissuasive weapons
"it has beenestimatedthat one-tenthof the expenditure involved in armamentswould be
enough to raise the whole of the less developed world to the level of a self-sustaining
economy.The influence of the uncommittednations must be exerted to the full to restore
a proper senseof values to the world. " Nkrumah (102)
As present day economies became more and more organised around the transaction

of arms, the 1-ý
growth of commerce in this domain did nothinaZ-- to reduce %vartendencies.
mongering
ZD t)
ii. The scientific and technical research and modernization
"Les rninist&cs'techniques',
ainsiqueles616ments
publicstelsque Electricitdde France,
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ou la Soci6td Nationale des chernins de fer et les autres organismes franqais publics ou
privds qui concourcrit ý P61ande la coopdration apportent, ccla va sans dire, leur compdtence technique non seulement ý travers les hommes qu'ils mettent ý disposition, mais
aussi A I'aide dc leurs outils sp6cialis6s: 6coics d'ing6nicurs, dc technicicns, or-anes
66tudes, laboratoires, etc.
A cet dgard, il est intdressant de souligner que le gouvernement fmnqais a souvent jou6
...
le r6le de chef de file clans le dialogue et I'harmonisation des coopdrations, en raison de sa
0

forte implantation sur le terrain et clesa connaissancedes situations, m6me si son apport
financier n'6tait paspr6dominant." Bonnal, R* (103)

The potential for research and innovation is completely controlled by specific
institutions, states and large enterprises which for the most part, belong to a small
4:1
Other countries are consequently totally dependent on the latter.
group
of
countries.
D
This dependency is known as "technological
In
transfer"; a transfer which involves
language, technical and administrative norms, codes, cultural values and leads
ZD t"i
towards a society of production and consumption.

iii. Information
"Within the North American Government. opinion is divided. On the one hand, US
Information Agency and the Office of Telecommunications Policy of the White House,
are in favour of totally free flow of information. traffic without an), restriction. On the
other hand, institutions which have an educational and cultural mission. Agency for
International Development, Ministry for Health. Education and Welfare, Council of
Universities reckon that the United States has the moral oblii! ation to respond to the
disquiet of underdeveloped countries in this domain. Other government institutions
concerned hold an intermediate position. " (104)

The information

spread around the World by various media are in the main

broadcast by four press agencies answerable to three Western
a
and
gathered
countries. Other means of gatheringL- and broadcastingz1- of information are also
dominated by the institutions of a small number of "advanced" countries.
iv. The pattern of administration
"Nousrecherchons
" M.
en Francela lechnologie.le savoir-faireet lesmoyensfinanciers.
Solofoson,Ministerof trade*( 105)
* The technical ministers, as well as the public establishmentssuch as Electricitd de Franceor the
National Society of railways and the other French public or private bodies which work towatrds
the surge of the cooperation bring, without saying. their technical competencenot only through
the men whom they place at their disposal, but also the help of their specialized institutions: the
schoolsof engineers,of technicians,the researchnetwork, laboratories,etc.
In this respect,it is interesting to underline that the French government has often played the role
of the leading man of a file within the dialogue and the harmonization, becauseof its strong
establishmenton the ground and of its knowledgesof situations, even if its financial contribution
was not predominant.

We seekin Francetechnology,savoir-faireandfinancialsupport.
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The mode of production dominating the world is the one which has been shaped
t-I
I
by leading capitalist countries. Technical rules of production are also fixed by the
techno-structures of the capitalist enterprises, especially by the multinationals. Tile
latter generate an increase in the internationalization of methods and the process of
production and commercialization
"official"

by the imposition

of norms, by so-called

exchanges, and by openly creating branches, subsidiaries and joint com-

panies, or co-productions, with direct investment in foreign countries.

v. The world market
"Until now. the Third World countrie (defined by the author as the World of the underprivileged) has been penetrated by, the developed world, culturally, economically and
politically. The question which now arises is whether it is possible for some of the new
resourcesof Third World countries to be used for counter-penetration into the major
citadelsof the economicpowersin WesternEuropeanand North America." (106)

With regard
to commerce, a small number of countries exert a determiningZ-1
tD
influence. The fact is that the "world" demand for wealth and services Is mainly
organized by the state techno-structures and those of the large enterprises answerable to a small number of the most leading industrial countries. Technical prices
and norms of wealth are mostly fixed by the same tech no-structu res - state
30
least
administration, important firms and the stock exchange
at
per
own
which
Z:
)
cent of the actual world market. As a result, the international market becomes less
for goods between the importer of one country and the
and less a tradingZ__
-round
C0
exporter of another, but more of a rietwork of branches in which the elements of
products between firms flow combining multinational entreprises and branches
established by these companies. Added to these large monopolistic subsystems
within the international market, are schemes resulting froin agreements or quasi
agreements on reliable raw materials, on the construction of main public works,
and accomplished products such as telecommunication networks or centers for
nuclear energy.
z:1
vi. The financial oligopoly
rD
"The structure of the country's balance of payments has started to improve following the
L,
introduction package of reform measures in 1988. However. Madagascar is vulnerable to
external shocks and burdened by its high debt inherited from large borrowings on
concessional terms in the 1970s. During 1984-88, the terms of trade decreased by an
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annualaverageof 5.4%. The Currentaccountdeficit before the debt relief was continuedat
about 11% of GDP, and at roughly 9% after debt relief during this period." Export
Intelligence(107)

Nowadays, the world network for monetary and financial flow is almost entirely
monopolized by Western financial institutions, such as large multinational commercial banks, central banks acting for the leading Western countries and some
large institutional investors. Today, the world economic system represents a network of interdependent sub-sYstems, where a small number of countries act as the
home or central countries. Some of their institutions are in reality rivals but
business circumstances necessitate partnerships; these establish and regulate the
essentials of commercial, financial and technical information which flows around
the world where other countries and their institutions bear the status of dependents.
The latter appear exposed, mainly with regard to their communication lines and
above all to their supply of basic products.

Dependency between North and South itself involves one of two kinds of relationships. Colonies were perceived by the "mother country" as potential sources of raw
materials, possible markets, or sources of labour or recipients of surplus
population from Europe:
"In the historic situation in which dependency takes place. the structure of the world economy, to which the dependent countries belong. is favourable to the developed countries
and unfavourable to the dependent countries. The social and economic structure of the
dependent countries is geared up to fitting this unfavourable world economy, and this in
and of itself contributes to slowing down development. " Carnoy. M (108)

Technically therefore England and France were dependent on their own empires.
tý
The factors which made the difference in control at that time were political and
Great
Britain
dependencies
definition,
By
the
of
colonies were political
military.
force
France
to
their
over their territories.
and
and subject
monopoly of physical
But while the British and French were busy acquiring4: 1 Africa's economic resources,
they had little interest in cultural resources.

This introduces a fundamental difference between economic and cultural dependency; while economic dependency has always included a degree of influence on

the part of the colony over the Mother Country (since the centreof authority needs
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peripheral regions economically), cultural dependency has been much more of a
one way traffic at an organized level: "While the educationagreements
weredesignedto
thewholesystemby ensuringthatfutureeliteswould heFrancophone
perpetuate
andimbuedwith
Frenchcultureandvalues"(109).The imperial power was prepared to dump its cultural
goods on the African market, but it was not interested in purposefully importing
African culture back into Europe. Whatever African culture has penetrated Europe
has been due far less to organized Euro pean policies than to the activities of
Lindividual scholars, artists and antiquarians, and to the cultural impact of African
slaves imported into the Western World.

Europe on the whole was prepared to offer its religion,
languages
t:,
rD
t)
and culture to
Africans - but only in exchange for land, mines, labour, energy and other economic
riches - African people were more profound than even they may have realized when
they observed:
"Whenyou cameherewe ownedthe landandyou hadthe Bible. now we havethe Bible
andyouown theland." (110)
It was a classic case of offering4ýL,culture in exchange for material 4ýgoods. By the time
African universities were established. Africans themselves were all too eager to
Africans felt a far greater
that
scramble for Western culture. It goes
without
saying
Lt-t:ý
need for western culture than the West felt it needed African culture. As Western
institutions continued to exert uneven control over African institutions, cultural
dependency was to become more and more pervasive:
"The university had a further significance as an essentialcomponentin the perpetuationof
the neo-colonial basisof theTsiranana regime
L_
and as a place where Frenchdomination of
" (I 11)
the regimewas demonstratedevenexaggerated.

Cultural and technological inequalities between whites and blacks in Europe and in
Africa has undoubtedly affected all areas of administration and performance as well
The last three centuries have seen the
of
a
new
elite.
as precipitated the emergence
0
leadership by people of European
establishment of technological
and
cultural
Llits
in
have
Africa
Asia
use
as
of
a
means
or
and
witnessed
operating
extraction
in
into
the
submission.
continents
cajoling
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In spite of political independence for the majority of the world's former colonial
territories, because of the inequitable international economic struc-tures, the control
of international banking supplies and the regulation of prices by the rich industrial
countries of the North, economically the poor countries of the world have become
more, not less, dependent on the rich industrial North. The nature of dependence is
mainly conditioned by economic factors as well as being heavily influenced by
political judgements:
"While Madagascar
is lessdependent
economically
on France.to a largedegreetherelationship hassimply beentransferredto the Westerneconomicsystemasa whole,a diversifiTradewith othersocialistcountrieshas
cation ratherthanan eliminationof dependence.
not increased
greatly,andaid only slightly more.Thedependence
on Westerntradeandaid
has,of course,increased
sincethedebtcrisis.andtheneedto maintainthe relationshiphas
affectedpoliticalforeignpolicy andeconomicdomesticpolicy." Covell.M0 12)
Increases in population were to be accompanied by a deterioration in many parts of
the world's environment such as excessive deforestation, expansion of deserts, and
also a tendency to concentrate problems in what has become known as the "South".
Thus, the economic and financial recessions have become the domain of the poor
countries.

The Western imperial thrust stimulated by modern technology and its accompaborn of a conviction
nyingZ--economic expansion, as well as by a psychological
urge
LLW
of racial superiority has lead to a global domination by European power and its
economic infrastructure. This form of imperialism has attempted to unify the entire
because of the
Z-ZD
Lglobe under the domination of a single
centre. Largely
regional

C,

location and efflorescence of modern technology in a particular culture -a culture
become a monster
has
technology
which has become more and more aggressive
tý
CICof exploitation and has continued to impose one reality over the other, namely that
of North over South.

e.4. Malagasification in the dark.
When Ratsiraka took office in 1975, lie promised to implement 'a general policy
whose principles and methods would be based notably on the socialist revolution
by means of an improved and updated "fokonolona" (Covell, M- 1987). The goal
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of education set by the ne%vC,
government was:
"Malagachisation, d6mocratisation et d6centralisation, tels sont Ics thýmes qui constituent
le trdpied sur lequel doit reposer toute acti%-46ayant trait ý Nducation. En ce qui concerne
Venseignernent Primaire. il est dit dans le programme que l'on doit s'attacher a faire des
cnfants des jeunes 'conscients et responsables. enkrement solidaire de ses semblables,
dans la lutte pour d6boucher sur une socidt6 sans classes'. Pour cela Penseignement doit
viser avant tout de bien asseoir le patrimoine culturel national dans son vrai contexte de
mani&e A lui rendre sa vraie valeur, pour qu'il puisse honn&ement garder sa place sur la
A ceuvrer pour I'61aboration
scýne internationale. Uenseignernent doit s'attacher 6galement
C
du malgache commun ý partir de bases immuables pour qu'il devienne un outil de
d6veloppernent dfficace ý la port6e du peuple tout entier. sans pour autant lui faire perdre
sa valcur par rapport ý toutes les autres langues du monde. " 0 13)

Students of Malagasy,
from the primary
tý
ZD
according0 to the curriculum, must emerge
school, with a command of the language as a necessary tool for the acquisition of
knowledge, but also as the principal means of communication with their peers and
fellow men. An additional objective was the acquisition of the language as all
V ý-instrument of analysis for a better knowledge of the environment in order to have a
better control over it. Consequently, the primary school is called "Education de
Base"

Rafaralahy-Bemananjara

believes that the curriculum

appears to be coherent

the aims seem to be too ambitious. He asks that the curriculum should not
although
z:1
be criticised as it is because this is only a matter of laying landmarks to avoid any
eventual aberrations and maintain a certain conformity to the whole system. He also
puts forward some key points:
introduce
in
In
t-- is premature, above all in its
to
the
grammar
primary
schooling
existing form. Pupils are taught the rules of grammar which they have great difficulty in mastering.
Furthermore, in the way it is taught,
0
Zý
z1although
a certain effort
of adaptation to practical problems has been made, the grammar would lead the
teacher to develop perfect teaching with a summary which he/she will dictate or will
z1* Malagasification,

democratization and decentralization, such are the themes which constitute the
tripod on which must stand any activity being connected to education. With regard to the primary
education, it is mentioned in the curriculum that we must apply ourselves to bring up youngsters
to become "conscious and responsible. standing by their fellow men, in the struggle to emerge into
a classless society". For this. schooling must, above all. aim at establihing the national cultural
inheritance within its true context in order to give it back its real value, to manage reasonably to
keep its place on the international level. Schooling must equally strive for the development of the
Malagasy language from immutable foundations so that it becomes a tool for effective growth
which lies within everyone's grasp, without losing its value in relation to all the other world
languages.
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ask the pupils to copy. As a result, pupils will learn mechanically and will not have
the opportunity to apply the rules. It is advisable to start, in primary school, with a
basic explaination of the rules governing the structure of sentences while in
4-1
rý
the pupils
secondary school they will be asked to look at this in more detail 0
givingZ71
4-7
the opportunity to t5gain experience through
constructingC, their own sentences.

for
improvement
dialectal
the
to
the
the
set
of
vocabulary
well
coal
as
as
acquiring
terms and expressions corresponding to those acquired previously or met at the
stage of T4 - T5 (Primary 4 and 5), is a utopian goal because for the moment no
primary teacher would be, himself/herself, able to do it. Furthermore, it is ambitous
because the material conditions would prevent it being undertaken adequately. It is
also illusory because this exercise has been in fact established for the purpose of
leading the pupils towards the 'common Malagasy. Such a way to tackle the issue
is a priori destined to failure; it is rather a kind of nomenclature which, in this way,
we will teach the pupils in a free approach. In all of this, the inadequacy, not to say
the lack even, of materials must be considered. There is the type of training which
the primary teacher receives of which the form and content, in the majority of
cases, lack both materials and technical involvement which leaves a lot to be
desired.

lot
lack
in
because
the
the
educational
suffers
publishing
system
a
of
of
companies
Madagascar; the publication of textbooks is left to the private sector. Accordingly,
t: 1
the large circulation of quality textbooks. has little or no State control. In general,
zn
4-Malagasy educational materials are published without sound reference to fundazn
language.
mental aspects of the Malagasy
1-ý
Z:
5 Z:'

to teacher-training, it will require an enormous amount of work. It
with regard
C)
zlcannot wait as the situation may constantly worsen at any time.

for the methodology, there is not a method, strictly speaking, for teaching
as
-

Malagasy. Its teaching has always beendependenton what has beenaccomplished
?.
v
I
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However,
with the other lanomoes.
C, Z-1

the situation, from a distance, is not catastro-

phic, it should improve, above all, by taking into consideration the adopted
to
the
today.
which
situation
prevails
sociolinguistic
orientaion with regard
in
Z:
)
does
Malagasy
level
the
the
the
teaching
not
with
secondary
coordination
of
of
rn
C
exist in practice. On paper, without mentioning the respective curriculum, the goals
are the same. We also observe a cohesion in the progress above all of grammar.
But in practice, primary teachers feel satisfied when they have Managed to make
their pupils, in large numbers, overcome the excessive requirement of the entrance
examination for secondary school. On the other hand, secondary teachers are
isolated from the primary level. Rafaralahy-Bemananjara

believes that this is

influenced by the excessive comparti mentalizati on within the Ministry of Education
itself: Direction de PEducation de Base (management of the basic education),
Direction de PEnseignement Secondaire (management of the secondary school) and
11-1
Z1Direction de I'Enseignement Technique et Professionnel (management of technical
zn
Land professional education).

last
but
foreign
by
least,
lie
brings
lack
between
the
means
of
cooperation
no
out
experts and the local personnel of Higher Education:
"Trýs souvent

le potentiel intellectuel
des techniciens qui travaillent
sur
place
ne
sont
,
Je viens de m'cn rendre compte. ý Tananarive. oý
g6ndralement pas mis ý contribution.
une 6quipe d'esperts est arri%-6e depuis plusicurs mois et (ruvrent apparernment pour la
* (114)
PlEducation
a
Madagascar".
de
planification
L-

He deplored the fact that these experts from UNESCO, assisted by some new
technicians in Education, did not consider that it would be advisable to contact and
work with the local experts (teachers in Primary, Secondary and Further Education).
As a matter of fact, would not it be wise to involve the local experts and collaborate
with them in order to draw tip measures which are necessary and fundamental to
the whole educational systern.

* Very often, the), do not call upon the intellectual potential of technicianswho work on the spot.
I havejust realised it, in Antananarivo, where a team of experts arrived man), months ago and are
working, apparently,for the planning of the Educationin Madagascar.
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Structurally, the new educational system is still connected with the metropolitan
the system cannot be fully achieved
educational system. The desire to Malagasify
tn
Z-ý
away because of its lack of qualified teachers to teach Malagasy, the absence
right
of adequate Malagasy texbooks, the non involvement of local experts in policy
making with regard to education and the lack of coordination between teachers of
both primary and secondary schools. The implementation of such a project needs
the drawing up of a policy after mature reflection with the involvement of all people
concerned; e.C,
g. education authorities, teachers and parents.
However, the debate stays open about the use of Malagasy or French as medium of
instruction; e.c,:
0
"I[ est sans doute temps, quc I'Etat ou du moins les responsables de Penseignement
choisissent entre la langue malgache et franqaise. L'une ou I'autre mais pas les deux ý la
fois. Le choix pris, tous doivent s'y conformer. Si I'Etat choisit le franqais. on enseignera.
les cours en franqais. Les explications seront dorindes en franqais. et les examens scront
traitds uniquement en langue franqaise. Si c'est le malgache qui est choisit, les m6mes
imp&atifs doivent suivre. Mais en tout cas, pas de demi-mesures nuisibles comme c'est le
cas." Midi Madagascar- (11-5)

The wrong definition of the medium of instruction in the Lyc6es and Schools harms
the pupils as well as worries parents and teachers. Parents spend a lot of money for
private French tuition to allow their children to get ready for the baccalaureate and
On the other hand, lecturers and
undertake properly, courses for higher
education.
Z-professeurs of universities complain about the students' low level in French and are
worried about the mix up of languages which is such that it is reflected by the
results of the baccalaureate examinations.

But this situation is becoming increasingly complicated as a great number of private
ZP
Z:'
0
schools and particularly Catholic schools have adopted French as the medium of
instructiuon without waiting for the Minister of Education's authorization. On the
other hand, the Protestant and Lutheran schools have decided to use Malagasy and
. No doubt it is time, that the state or at least those responsibles for education choose between the
Malagasy or French language. One language or the other should be adopted but not both at the
L- Lý
C, same time. Once the choice is made, everyone must conform to it. If the state chooses French, we
in French, and the examinations will be set
will teach in French. The explanations will be given
C:

solely in French. If Malagasy is chosen,the same requirementsmust be followed in any case. No
harmful half-measuresas it is now.
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act as spokesmen for the Mal agasifi
cation:
C
"La malagachisation West nullement ý Porigine de la baisse du niveau des &vcs. Comment voulez-vous qu'on ait de bons &ves si &s Penseignement de base ils ont 6td pris en
charge par des jcunes du SN ou des enseignants qui Wont pas rqu une formation valable?
Discuter sur l'utilisation du Franqais ou du Malgache comme langue d'ensei.-Inement West
Tout est plut6t question d'enscignants et de conjoncture
qu'un faux proMme.
6conomique. " Razafindrasanatranabo,* (116)

They do not reject the learning of French but believe that the choice of Malagasy
will promote the development of Malagasy children to their full potential. They
intend to establish worthwhile academic norms for their schools and to adapt them
to a bilinguism
Z!,
t: ý on the modern world.
which will serve as an opening

What has to be decided, is which language, whether Malagasy or French, or
bilingualism should be implemented in Madagascar? To furlier the confusion, since
tý
Z-1985, French
following

is again considered

as being part of the national

inheritance,

the statement issued by the "I-Tiat de la francophoniedans le monde"** 0 17).
4n

In fact, it comes down to political will wake up the world of the education from its
sleep.

The Malagasification is not the causeof the fall of the standardof pupils' achievement.How do
0
you expect to have good pupils if from the basic educationthey are taught by young people doing
their National Service or teacherswho did not get a worthwhile training. To discuss the use of
French or Malagasy as a medium of instruction is just a non-issue, rather it is a question of
teachersand of economiccircurnstaces.
The state of the Francophonyin the world.
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CHAPTER

IV.

Underachievement

Education is a right and a necessity for all human beings and is all the more acutely
Z__
tD

felt in the disadvantaged and immigrant population living in an impoverished
environment, and by those who reside in poverty-stricken nations. Underachievement constitutes for them a 9 reater handicap which makes the task of fulfilling I.D the
needs of the individual ever more difficult as well as severely constraining his or her
contribution to a society free from fear of prejudice.
"Mes garqons avaient des capacit6s pour faire des 6tudes mais Forientation scolaire les a
cass6s. L'aind, on Va fait redoubler la sixiýme sans raison, parce qu'il 6tait turbulent et ne
revenait pas au prof. L'autre on I'a orient6 en CAP alors que ces notes 6taient loin Vtre
aussi mauvaises que celles d'autres camarades franqais, qui eux ont continud au Lycde.
Moi, je me suis battue, mais ils sont les plus forts. Yai voulu mettre VaInd dans une dcole
priv6e en cinquiýme, on lui a fait passer un examen et il I'a rdussi, alors je suis allde voir
le directeur du Lye& et lui ai dit, 'vous voýez. mon fils est capable d'entrer en cinquiýme,
il Wa pas besoin de redoubler, vous avez refus6 de le prendre parce qu'il est immigr6. '
Quelques jours aprýs, Ncole priv& me fait savoir que, finalement, il Wy a pas de place
pour mon fils. Je pense que le Lyc6e a dfi leur 1616phonerpour leur demander de ne pas le
prendre, parce que je faisais des histoires, je n'6tais pas ]a bonne immigrde qui ferme son
bee. Depuis la maternelle on pr6pare les enfants immigrds ý finir en CAP. " Discourse held
by a mother, of Spanish origin. * in Taboala Leonetti, 1 (1987) (1)

More often, underachievement has been treated as if it were singularly inherent in
specific groups, such as the working class and immigrant populations or those in
the poverty-striken nations, as if it were part and parcel of their condition, not to say
of their nature. People "with problems" are scrutinised by "experts" out of curiosity,
injustice in society for party political reasons. Others
who protest at the disgrace
of
Lhave thought of the scourge of underachievement as if it were specific to a particular
Zý
Cý
group in society, a weakness, a curse to be cured separately, without tackling
thoughtfully, the factors which are partly responsible for its existence and even to its
. My boys were able to carry on their studies but the educationaladviser ruined them. The), asked
the eldest boy to repeathis first year without any reason,becausehe was unsettledand the teacher
did not like him. They orientated the other one towards CAP while his marks were far from being
as bad as his French classmates,who continued at the "Lyc&" (secondary school). 1,1 fought
against, but they were too strong. I intendedto sendthe eldest to a private school for his 2nd year,
the), asked him to sit for an exam and he passedit. Then I went to see the Headmasterand told
him-,'You see my son is capable of attending 2nd ycar. He does not need to repeat his first year.
You refused to take him becausehe is an immigrant. A few days later, the private school let me
know that, eventually, there was not a place for my son. I believe that the "Lyc6e" called them to
ask them not to take him, becauseI madea whole lot of fuss, I was not the good immigrant who
shut her trap. From the nursery school, they prepare the immigrant children to end up with
diploma in vocational training.
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intensification.
"Riches are not only inherited or made to be riches, the), have to be unavailable to the
vast majority of the population. A theory of riches depends not only on theories of
acquisition - how much wealth is inherited, accumulatedby entrepreneurialeffort or by
exerciseof scarceskills. It dependsalso on theoriesof denial of accessto health - through
selective succession,testamentaryconcentration, limitation of entry to the professions,
monopolization of capital and property or at least severerestriction on the opportunity to
acquireland and property." Townsend(2)

N. & Warde, A. -1993) recognizes that an unequal
distribution of income and wealth is not achieved by accident, but it requires active

Townsend (Abercrombie,

social processes to create and maintain it. In fact, it is not because they come from
working class or immigrant families or live in poverty-stricken countries which
belong
it
is
because
"tinder-developed";
"backward"
to
they
these
makes
people
and
in
However,
disadvantaged
impoverished
environment.
socio-econoinic
a
and
addition to the handicaps all such people (including whites) suffer, other specific
handicaps must be endured - inequality of oppportunity in education, in training and
in employment, together with problems of identity and security - above all by the
people.
non-European and non-indigenous
Z:
5
To understand underachievement, one will have to look at some of the problems
which may implicitly or explecitly affect the performance of children in schools.
This does not only affect children from ethnic minority groups, but also a wide
discrimideprivation
This
because
the
and
social
social
is
section of
workingin class.
in
be
the same way.
will
affected
groups
who
amongst
various
nation are prevalent
and this will in turn affect their education.

To come from working class or ethnic minority families seems to attrarct a great
1:
ý
rn
deal of attention. The attention has been drawn from the fact that they were located
in the lower streams at school which means that there is something wrong with the
41D 0
L,
the school system. Thus, this chapter will attempt
way they are processed through
to examine underachievement as a consequence of three factors: Impact of racism,
itself.
factors
the
system
and
educational
social
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A. Impact

of racism

Debates and counter-debates on racism have put the emphasis at the level of theory
and policy. The swingC)between concern with theory and concern with policy by
educationalists has tended to ignore the crucial foundation of racism. This section is
to determine the implication for the issues of racism and ethnocentrism which still
complicate both race and society today.

a.I. Legitimization
of
racism
tý
Maybe the Bible has been a major source feeding race and sexual discriminations.
Z:
)
However, the Bible could not be held solely responsible for the spread of racism
and gender in any society, or the denial of civil and equal rights to Black people and
women by the state or nation.
"The most striking feature is undoubtedly the rise of racism as a widespread and deeply
rooted element in European thought.
The role of slaver)- in promoting racist prejudice and ideology has been carefully studied in
certain situations. especially in the U. S.A. The simple fact is that no people can enslave
another for centuries without coming out with a notion of superiority, and "'hen the color
and other physical traits of those people were quite different it was inevitable that the
prejudice should take a racist form. within Africa itself. the same can be said for the
situation in the Cape Province of South Africa where white men have been establishing
military and social superiority over non-whites since 1650." Walter Rodney (3)

The French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution were the turning points in the
foundation of the "New state". The foundation of allegiance to the state rather than
through the Church was to lead to new theses of racial graduation and ethnic
division - e,cy.the Church believed that it was their duty to christianize the black
population although they did not believe in equality. Thus, the French writer and diplomat Gobineau (Martin Bernal-1991) distinguished three Oreatand clearly marked
types, the Black, the Yellow and the White and arranged them in a scale with the
"lowest",

the negro being hardly more than a mere brute, the yellow

race

but
tendingC to
the
L,
L_
strange
excesses
negroes
Z1none
of
so
cornmon
arriong
committing
tý

gifted with energetic
mediocrity in everything,Cý and at the top the white race, CC
intelligence perseverance and an instinct for order and a love of Liberty.

The Darwinian theory of the survival of the fittest:
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"As all the inhabitants of each countrv are struggling together with nicely balanced forces,
in the structure or habits of one inhabitant would often
extremely slight
modifications
0
give it an adavantage over others; and still further modifications of the same kind would
often still further increase the advantage...
If some of these many species become modified and improved, others will have to be
: **
improved in a corresponding degree or they will be exterminated. " (4)

This was warmly welcomed by the whites as an argument for the idea of white
Z:
ý
superiority supporting0 and confirmingIntheir policy of expansion and aggression at
Cý
-the expense of the "inferior" peoples such as the Indians in America, the Black
people in Africa and Asians. Darwin's theory was made public in the years in which
the European powers were building their colonial Empires. Thus, it served to
confirm Gobineau's theory and to justify the Europeans in their own eyes and
before those of the rest of the world that colonization or death brought to "inferior"
human groups by European rifles and machine-guns was no more than the fulfilrý
tD
ment of the theory of the replacement of an inferior by a superior human society.
The notion that the stronger is biologically and scientifically absolved in destroying
the weaker was to be applied as much to conflicts within as to those between
nations.

In earlier times, the world system was involved
conflict.

Today if we look at tile geographical

century

by the term "civilized

world"

in Christian

versus non-Christian

area designated in the nineteenth

or "non-civilized

world",

they strongly

coincide with what is today called the developed world, and the Third-World;
barbarians

and heathens of the nineteenth

century

the

being today the developing

societies of Africa and Asia. The function of doctrine on race was to legitimize
L_

the

European dominance and to order a society recognising racial hierarchy which, in
:_1
Cý
the ey es of the native Europeans, appeared to have a God-given mandate to rule,
t__
also in the relationship of masters to servants. Thus, masters and servants were
confirmed in their roles: White people endorsed the power to govern and the nonWhites remained submissive. continuinc, the universal patterns of dominance and
dependence.
"Pour prdparer 1'essorde la colonisation. la condition essentielle ý cette 6poque 6tait
d'inculquer des habitudesde travail ý la populationindigýne et d'amenerles Malgaches,non
Zý
sculementý s'employer dans Ics cntreprisespriv&s. mais encoreý concourir a la cr6ation
de l'outillage dconomic: routes,canaux,etc.. sanslequel les transactionsne peuvent naltre
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et se ddvelopper." Galli6ni* (5)

In any case,the causesof White men'saggessionwere fundamentally economic as
the White powers appropriatedthe richer land inhabited by black populations and
reduced the latter to slavery to secure a ready source of labour with a vie%vto
increasingthe value of their recentacquisition.Racial philosophy has beenbasedon
superiority which has played and still plays an important role in the policy of the
Europeanand so-calledIndustrializedpowers.It has beenthe excusefor cruelty and
inhumanity. It has servedas a pretext for the colonial expansionof Europeand for
modernimperialism,sharpenedracehatredand carried patriotismand nationalismto
unreasonablelengthsand promotedwars.
a.2. The hidden racism
We must bear in mind that there is not only one racism but distinct forms of racism,
for there are as many forms of racism as there are groups which need to justify their
existence. The term "hidden racism" is used to describe the historical process in
which white people have dominated black people and to denote forms of racial
discrimination in the institutions of society. As Smith (Abercrombie, N. & Warde,
A (1987) admits, the black population in Great Britain has suffered a series of
multiple disadvantages and is often. more-over, heavily geographically concentrated
in inner-city areas:
"There is overwhelming evidence from the PEP survey to show that local concentrations
of the racial minority groups are associated with poor housing, poor jobs and low
ýC
incomes. and among Asians with large and often extended families with a high ratio of
C
dependents to wage earners and West Indians who are more dispersed among the white
population are far less likely to suffer every kind of disadvantage than those living in the
areas of local concentration. " (6)

Yet, economic mechanisms, indifferent to human beings, affect all black people
whether they have just arrived in the country or whether they and their family have
lived there for generation.
Zý
"Plus I'on monte haut dans les 'hidrarchics naturelles'. plus il ya de privilýgcs et plus il N
a de devoirs, ce sont les seconds qui justifient les premiers. N'est pas sou%-eraincelui qui
domine, mais celui qui est responsable de ceux qui vivent en dessous de lui. " A. de

* To prepare the expansion of colonization, the essential condition at that epoch %vasto instil
habits of work in the native population and to induce the Malagasy people, not only to work in
private entreprises,but also to work towards the creation of the economic apparatus:roads,canals,
etc., without which the transactionscannot be born and expanded.
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Benoit* (7)

For the above reason, they are all contaminated by the same virus "racism". To
some black elite, poor blacks along with poor whites produce an alibi for the black
C,
misery. In reality, the trend of racism resultingC from race hierarchism and economic
and cultural inequalities greatly affects the %veak.

Consequently, it appears important to analyse certain forms of racism which are
hidden, insidious and hardly recognizable, and therefore are less exposed
rD
i. The racism of the intelligence
z:1
"Talent mdrite, aptitude... Tout systýme qui refuse d'accorder de Virnportance ý ces
,
facteurs, dans une trýs large mesure. inn6s, conduit fatalement A une catastrophique
0

bien dans le domaine du sport que
uniformit6 dans la m6diocrit6. La biologic
oppose
aussi
0
dans la vie en g6ndrale un obstacle infranchissable ý Hgalitarisme. " HJ. E),senck** (8)

To Bourdieu, this racism is, however, peculiar to the ruling class which is respontý
knowledue; this class tends to automatically
sible for the passing
on
Of
Cultural
L-accept that it knows what is best.
"L'action p6dago-ique est objectivement une violence symbolique, en un premier sense,
en tant que les rapports de force entre les groupes ou les classes constitutifs d'une
formation sociale sont au fondement du pouvoir arbitraire qui est la condition de
Vinstauration d'un rapport de communication p6dagogique: i. e. de Vimposition et de
v Cý
Pinculcation d'un arbitraire culturel scion tin mode arbitraire d'imposition et d'inculcation
(Mucation). Bourdicu. **- (9)

The racism of intelligence
is that by which a rulingZ-- class aims at developingZý a justifi4n
cation of the social order which it dominates. Hence, a ruling class feels justified in
is the
Z-existingZý as a rulingzn class as well as feelingZ-- superior. Racism of intelligence
form in which the ruling class power relies on the possession of titles which, like
4:1
Z!,
academic titles, are supposed to be the C,guaranties of intelligence,
even leading0 to
. The more you rise high in the 'natural hierarchies'. the more there are privileges and the more
there duties; it is the second which justifies the first. The person who rules is not the sovereign.
but the one who is responsible of those who live under him/her.
.. Talent, merit, ability
largely
innate
to
these
any
system
of
choice
which
pays
attention
no
factors must lead to a low and deadly uniform level of mediocrity. Biology sets an absolute barrier
to egalitarianism, in life as in sport.
- The pedagogic action is, objectively, a symbolic violence. at first.
as long as the balance of
power between the group or constituent Classesof a social formation are the foundation of the arbitrary power which is the condition for the institution of the balance of pedagogic communication;
i. e. for the imposition and inculcation of a cultural
arbitrariness according to an abritrary mode of
imposition and inculcation.
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positions of economic power, which have replaced in many societies titles such as
those of nobility - e.g. Lady. This racism also owes certain of its proprieties to the
fact that censorship towards apparent and brutal forms of racist expressions has
highly
be
in
been strengthened,
drive
the
4-the
subtlely
expressed
43
only
can
so
racist
Third-World.
tD
tlý
e.
g.
veiled forms which make racism almost hardly recognizable
-

The propagators of racism must face the dilemma, as they must make the best of
their ideology:
4ý
en
they could decide to explicitly assert their racism - eg. the far right
wingC)such as the National Front, the British National Party.... with the risk of
shockingzDand losing0 the power to communicate and convert. Alternatively, they
could accept the need to be more devious and subtle, thereby increasing the chance
the
of 0
(Yettinc,
message
without
provoking
criticism.
LI
tý
Cý
Nowadays, the obvious use of psychology; ecy.the IQ test is the most widespread
assessment of the Intellect, is not only because psychology represents the domiform of thou-lit, but also, and above all, because an authority
natingtý legitimate
L_
C
L_
considered to be based on Science. genuinely
requires Science to establish the
authority. When the government pretends to base its principles on Science and
Scientific competence, intellect is then what becomes the legitimate form of government; eg. Burt who was very influential in the debate over educational debate:
"Intellectual development during childhood appears to progress as if it were governed by a
single central factor usually known as 'general intelligence'. which may be broadly
described as innate all-round intellectual ability. It appears to enter into everything which
the child attempts to think. or say, or do. and seems on the whole to be the most
important factor in determining his work in the classroom. "( 10)
C

Today, tests play a selective role within the educational system and have become the
from the Z:grading
The rulingLI class draws its legitimacy
Z71 of
zICý
)
measure of intelligence.
the pupils as the school hierarchy is a microcosm of social hierarchy which has
become acceptal, one which has already been amenable to censorship. Thus, school
hierarchization tends to convert class difference into a difference of "intelligence",
"nature".
Thus,
"gift",
the social establishment which results
not
of
certainly
of
from the racism of the intelligence, reflects the proper racism of the "elite" who are
entirely linked with school selection.
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The emergence of intelligence tests must be linked with the establishment of comC)
tD
pulsory education. Tests which measure the social aptitude required by the school from which the value of school achievement as a measure of success call be
predicted - are well established to justify and legitimize, in advance, the school
verdict.
"Rien West mieux fait que 1'examen pour inspirer ý tous la reconnaissance de la 16gitirnit6
des verdicts scolaires et des hidrarchies sociales qu'ils Idgitiment, puisqu'il conduit ceux
qui s'616minent ý s'assimiler A ceux qui 6chouent, tout en permettant ý ceux qui sont Ous
parmi un petit nornbre d'61igibles de voir dans leur 61ection I'attestation d'un m6rite ou
d'un 'don' qui les aurait fait pr6f6rer en toute hypothýse ý tous les autrcs. " Bourdieu* (11)

Bourdieu insists on the fact that all forms of racism possesssome similarities, hence
a kind of protectionist measure; a sort of "nurnerus clausus". similar to the control
of immigration, has to be introduced to constrain the flow of qualified people.

ii. Social racism
'Vexaltation

des prdju-6s. de la haine. des fantasmes voit son 6cho grandir au fur et ý
mesure que s'aggravent Ics crises &onomiques, culturelles et morales. Le vieux racisme se
de Pimmigration, tandis que les discriminations gagnent du
conforte des craintes A Hgard
I-t)
-terrain dans 1'espacecommunautaire. Ouvertement propag6e par les parties cl'extrýme droite
et de violents groupes d'activistes pr6nant Finstauration d'un ordre nouveau aux filiations
bien dtablies. la marde noire de la xdnophobie s'6tcnd sur Vensemble de I'Europe. Elle
risque unjour cle submerger la d6mocratie. " Claude Julien* (12)

The racist behaviour of individuals or groups comes simply within a certain idea of
C
the world. for which they need a fallacious i'ustification. The fi0ht acainst comL__ r.5
L_
munism was used as an excuse against
communist countries. In fact, the upheavals
in the former U. S.S.R and Eastern Europe make anti-communism from now on
lose its usefulness. Most of the poor countries have also given up any forms of
communism (e.g. Madagascar) to embrace the capitalist way. In reality, the obsessive consideration concerns the priority of business, when we talk about the "world
Nothing is better designed than the examination to inspire universal recognition of the le itimacy
of academic verdicts and of the social hierarchies they legitimise, since it leads the self-eliminated
to count themselves among those who fail, thus enablingCýthose elected from among a small
would have
number of eligible candidates to see in their election the proof of a merit or'gift'which
caused them to be preferred to all comers in an), circumstances.
. The praising of prejudices, of hatred, of fantasies see its echo growing as fast as economic,
cultural and moral crises get worse. The old racism reinforces itself with fear towards immidiscriminations -ain ground within the community space, overtly propagated by the
0
while
gration,
extreme right parties and violent activist groups advocating the institution of a ne", order from the
well established relations, the black wave of xenophobia stretches over the whole of Europe. It
risks one day, swamping democracy.
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of freedom", we mean primarily the world of free business. Individual freedom just
comes second because it depends on money. If we do not have anything to buy or
to sell, freedom in our case is unimportant. Our society is before anythingL-- organized
ltý
for business, and every time we have to chose between "Human Rights" and the
human rights have great
difficulty
profits of a company which makes gains,
L4D

in

being heard: gains first, human beings afterwards.
"One other myth too must be laid to rest: that is the notion that our approach to Britain's
social and economic problems has its origins in the University
of Chicago or even the
Free Trade Hall of Manchester.
It does not. But let me for my part assert that the
Conservative tradition is too rich and vital to be hijacked by, the advocates of paternalistic
interference. The aristocratic tradition of'paternal Torysm has a place, and an honourable
one. But the Prime Minister's Grantham and my Port Talbot, and the values and traditions
which the), bred. are just as much as the cornerstone
of what today's Conservatives
believe. Thrift, hard work, independence, the desire to succeed notjust for oneself but for
-

family and country too - are -andalways have been the moral bulwark of the
_one's
Conservativecreed".Sir Geoffrev Howe (13)

Because economism, a belief in the primacy of economic factors, has reached its
peak, this maxim is applicable to Europe and the world as in a case of white
Europeans as well as Asiansand Africans (however poorly endowed with dignity
With Z-1
ZD
and rights).
good reason, the same rule applies, in the whole of Europe as
well as in the poverty-stricken nations, to those who make the mistake of not being
ZI_
White and belonaing to the elite, and are devoid therefore of dignity and citizens
rights.

In addition, Europe's main worries are more concerned with ho%vto compete with
America and Japan and to make economic gains without provoking social cost or
en
z:1
political disturbances. The answer is to profit from the immigrant's
cheap
and
t:1
captive labour which nourishes vast areas of an ever expandingzn service sector and
makes European privatisation profitable. Consequently, immigrants do the lo%vdangerous and dirty jobs in the dernandi ng capitalist age as their
skilled, degrading,
rn
tD
ZD tn
L_
fathers and grand-fathers did years ago in the reconstruction of post-%varEurope.
Immigrant labourers are not only in the service sector, but also, less visibly, in
manufacturingt) and the distributive trades, and in some parts of Europe in agriculture
rn
"The greatvalue of the employmentof foreignerslies in the fact that we thus havea
" RobertMoore(14)
mobilelabourpotentialat our disposal.
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In manufacturing, the production process requires the use of an increasingly flexible
workforce. On the one hand, a core group which must be able to cope with any
changes in technology, on the other. a numerically flexible group which can be
adjusted to changes in the market and is, therefore temporary, part-time or casual.
Hence modern manufacturers rely on itinerants, migrants or refugees. In the retail
sector too, migrant labour has become absolutely crucial as it must be able to switch
lines at a moment's notice from one fast fashion to another, dispose of a pattern
today, produce a new one tomorrow. This requires a completely flexible workforce
which can be taken on or laid off at will, which is prepared to work Iong and
C3
t: )
to accept contracts that
unsocial hours to fulfill a particular contract, which agrees
depend on their ability to change production according to the demands and unpredictability of the market. To an increasing extent, that workforce comes from imL__
mi-rant women who -areworkino at home, but also from the non-unionised illecyal
1990).
Zý in the sweatshop (Le Monde Diplomatique-Octobre
migrants
working
Z__
In some countries of Europe like Italy and France, the agricultural sector is becoming dependent oil the super-exploitation of itinerant workers. The grape-picking
holiday in France. once popular with students. has
to
way
a
more
systegiven
matized use of cheap labour. Agricultural migrant workers travel from harvest to
harvest, as each crop needs to be picked at a definite time. The work itself is intense
and short-lived and the rates of pay are scandalous (Le Monde DiplomatiqueOctobre 1990).

Between employment, migrant workers support themselves with difficulty

and

effort by livingZDon the pavements and beaches of Europe. They sell newspapers in
Vienna, "Lacoste" jumpers, sunglasses or African jewellery in France, Spain or
Portugal, or entertain tourists outside the Pornpidou Centre. But wherever they are,
1:1
they are dependent upon a supplier for their goods, are open to the harassment of
police identity checks and face the racist hostility of local traders. By hidingZD the

exploitation of black workers, Europe shroudsthe unacceptableface of industrial
capitalism as well as regarding the workers as subhumanand, therefore disposable
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(Le Monde Diplornatique-Octobre 1990).

Inevitably, the socially rejected and immigrant people are driven in Europe, as well
as in poor countries, into ghettos. The maxim: ",gains first, human beings aftertý
wards", low incomes and the cost of rents validate the fundamental rule of the
market, which with confidence, frames instinctively

the discrimination

and the

into localities of the not over-fortunate. These
social and ethnic regrouping
ID
L,
accumulate all the social disadvantages, without resorting to hateful racist laws.
en
Z:
)
Economics establishes the national and international disparity, as well as, by virtue
of the market laws, setting up a legitimate social and racial segregation, not to say
06
an apartheid without laws.
"L'aggravation

des ind-alitds entre le Nord et le Sud trouve son prolongement au sein
C,

meme des pays les plus d6velopNs... La croissance6conomiquefabrique de plus en plus
d'exclus, notarnmentparmi les jeunes et les fernmes.Les politiques nationalesde revenu
Pengagementdes associations
minimum et d'insertion, les programmes
communautaires,
Cý

de solidaritd, ne sont pas en mcsure de r6soudre sculs tin proWme qui met en cause la
finalit6 des soci6t6s libdrales. " Anne-Marie Michel* (15)

This inequality results from the nerve of an economy believed to be modern: rivalry,
competitiveness between nations and individuals or groups of industries and trades.
Undeniably, there must be stroncy and weak. conquerors and vanquished, the
L"winners" are adulated and the "losers" foraotten, if not treated with disdain. While
41
L,
all world politicians rail against
and complain loudly about injustice, they still

worship the social and universal order. and devote themselves to the economic and
cultural
empower

inequalities

from

the incredible

which

the weak are suffering

reserve of devastating

tolerable "smart", subtle racism. Consequently,
those, who maintain

this ruthless economic

harshly.

and outrageous

They

indeed

racism creating a

as it is not overtly expressed, all of

machinery,

ensure that the poor and

Black people are excluded. In this manner Jean Marie Le Pen may express his party
ideology but also the unexpressed principles of the whole European political body:
"Compte term de Vexplosion ddmo-raphique dans le tiers monde, il va se produire de
.,
ilisation ellevdritables glissements de týrrain, lesquels risquent d'emporter notre ci%,
mEme". "On me dit: "Laissez entrer les 6trangersen France." Je rdponds: mais laissez
. The worsening of inequalities between the North
and the South finds its effects even within the
most developed countries. The economic growth produces more and more marginalized groups, in
particular, among young people and women. The national policy on minimum income support, the
for solidarity. will not be able to solve on
community programmes,
the
commitment
of
association
C,

their own an issue which calls into question the finality of liberal societies.
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donc vos voisins entrcr chez vous. Laissezles coucher dans votre lit I 1. Moi, je suis le
...
chef des indigýnes et si nies Wes ne triornphent pas. c'en sera fait de la France. Les
immigr6s seront les rois et on cotera a Paris,ý la Bourse, en arabe.Avant vingt-cinq ans,
la France sera une Rdpublique islarnique." "Je vous dis, moi, que si nous laissonscette
situation s'instaurer,ou bien tout cela finira mal, ou bien la France et les Franqais,leur
civilisation, leurs coutumeset leurs;mocursscront balayds." (16)
This anti-immigrant
trade and culture.

philosophy

fertilizes

certain notions in education,

Such is the way of the world,

racism, the ruling classes emphasize the difference
and the "masses" who follow,

impregnated

executive

workers, between the "Europeans by blood" and the immigrants,

poverty-stricken

with economics

or

between the "elite" who know

between the qualified

and the poor but also between the "Industrialized"

industry,

and "Third

and unqualified
between the rich
World"

in reality

nations. Social or racial, these differences tend to justify the whole

inequalities which are the gangrene of the world. Deceitful complicity
range
of
V)
Z71 ý__
between all the economic or racist theories supports the prejudice. There is no need
to codify them into laws which organize
4D
C,
apartheid, together, they end up in segre-

legitimate, but in fact a prolific compost for all the aberrations overtly or
not
cration,
,
insidiously racist.

a.3. The overt racism
"Racisme '%,
ulgaire' et racisme 'savant' recormaissentaux individus des droits et des
devoirs in6gaux. Le premier insiste sur une distinction entre les 'nationaux' et les
'6trangers', le secondýtcnd son champ ý Vensemblede la population et 6tablit de diffdrenciations 'scientifiques'. non sculement entrc population blanche et de couleur, mais
aussi cntre les classes,les sexes.etc. Sesdiff6rentiations soi-disant scientifiques tendentA
devenir, sur le plan social. absolueset irrMuctibles. " Chapour Haghghat* (17)

The year of the Oil crisis, 1972 sa%v
the revival of violent racism in Europe, but in
the 80's in the nameof democracy,Francewas to be the first Europeancountry to
. Taking into account the population explosion in the Third World, it will cause genuine landslides
which may imperil our civilisation itself. They tell me: "Let foreigners come into France". 1.1
answer them: "But, therefore, let your neighbours enter our house. Let them slip into your bed. I
am the leader of the French and if my views do not succeed. the fate of France will be sealed.
ill speculate on the Stock Change in Arabic. In 25
Immigrants will be the kings and in Paris we %%,
years, Frýnce will become an Islamic Republic. " "I tell you, that if we let this situation install
itself, all of this will come to a bad end. or France and the French people, their civilisation, their
customs and their morals will be swept away.
. 'Common' and 'intellectual' racism acknowledge individuals'inequal rights and duties. The former
focuses on a distinction between the 'nationals' and the 'foreigners', the latter stretches his field to
C,
the whole population and establishes 'scicntific' differentiations, not only between white and black
peoples, but also between classes, sexes, etc. These so-called scientific differentiations tend to
become, at the social leve. absolute and relentless.
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accommodate

the extreme right, led by Jean Marie Le Pen, among the established

parties and install it as a party respectful of the republican

institutions.

So, it takes

part openly in public debates and launches the legal conquest of political
the basis of a programme of national rehabilitation.
nucleus of hard-liners
developing
former
(WACL),

coming

an international

Waffen

SS Franz

the Movimento

from all extremist

connection

power on

The party apparatus regroups a
groups in France, as well as

with the German extreme right led by tile

Schoenhuber,
Sociale Italiano

the World

Anti-Communist

(MSI),

Mouvement

(MSB) (heir to Ldon Degrelle who was a well-known
Zn

the

collaborator

League

Social Beige

and serviceman

British National Front, radically
of the Waffen SS Wallonie Legion),
the
and
0
defying the political system in force, the principles and values which permit it; and
Zý
(Le Monde DiplomatiqueopposingL_the organization
and
regulation
of
social
order
t)
rý
Octobre 1990).

From a common foundation of ideas, they intend to raise a new order on the decline
of France and Europe, the collapse of patriotic traditional

values, moral and

religious, the respect of natural, professional and family hierarchies, the loss of
national identity weakened by the "invasionof foreign elements".Ever concerned to
exercise democratically the right accorded to political groups to stand for their
principles, of being capable of takingLI into account people's demands, of responding
Cý
to their concerns and their hopes and coming up with political solutions, the French
National Front adopts a violent dramatization of possible threats to society, aimed at
bolsteringZnthe fears which they arouse.
'Tai dfi mal ý respirer". Je me sens opprimde", me dit on souvent. "Pour ma part, je suis
inquiýte non seulement pour les Turcs. mais aussi pour les Allemands. Aprýs les
6trangers, les nazillons ne vont-ils pas s'attaquer aux clochards. puis aux homoscxuels?
Cest toute la sociýt6 allemande qui est en danger. " Ms Azize Tank* (18)

The task of the ne%vorder is to sweep out the power, schools, justice, media,
culture and Unions seized by the left wing as well as to create a maternal wage
Z17
Zý

which is to free jobs held by women. After the clear-out, it must assure the return to
* "I have difficulty in breathing." "I feel oppressed",they frequently say to me. "As for me, I feel
worried, not only for the Turks, but also for the German people.After the foreigners, les 'nazillons'
(little nazis) are the), not going to attack tramps, and then homosexuals?It is the whole German
society which is in danger.
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power of the real elite, following

the riddingZ71 of the parasitic bodies which

-1
asphyxiate the French nation. Thanks to its recognition as an institutional political

for
French
National
Front
the French but also for the
the
speaks
not only
party,
Recherche
la
"Groupe
de
d'Etudes
Europe.
Consequently,
the
pour
of
et
whole
Civilisation Europ6enne" also known as GRECE (Research and Study Groupe for a
European Civilization, set up in January 1969) formalizes the doctrinal basis of the
"Racio-elitism" developed in the form of political proposal (Le Monde Diplornatique
1990).
-Octobre
"Plut6t de s'attaquer aux racines &onomiques du ch6mage et de la mis&e, aux causes de la
C

situation ddgrad6edes banlieues,les gouvernementspr6Rrent d6tournerI'hostilitd de leurs
opinions publiques en attisant insidieusementles sentimentsxdnophob,
s.
-,
Arguant de menacesmigratoires largement imaginaire, I'Europe ferme son territoire aux
0
Z,
4: 1

--

ressortissants du Sud et de I'Est. isole les comi-nunaut6s qui s'y s6journent et les
condamne ýunecruelle ins6curitd. " Alain Grech" (19)

There is nothing like harsh and uninterrupted attacks on immigrants to excite people
Z-and maintain the fantasy of the nation besieged by immigrants. Without any exception, the National Front within Europe provides ammunition but does not fire the
forms
oun. Meanwhile Europe, the land of democracy and human rights,
where
all
--

V.5

of discrimination,

racial or sexual are officially

proscribed, is it worthy of its

reputation? The anti-i mrni grant wave which struck the Italian. Polish or Belgian
parents or grand-parents is like the one which strikes today's immi-rants and it was
and is still identified with striking violence. In the memory of foreign descendants,
such as those cited above, are things which happened in Europe in 1890,1920 and
1930. All these people, believed to be culturally close and practically identical to
national natives, were by definition able to assimilate.
"C'estpeut-Weý-raiqu'il n'y a pasplusd'6tranpers
la guerre.maisce Westpasles
qu'a%-ant
desEspagnols,
desPolonaiset
rnýrneset qafait unediffdrence.11estcertainqued'a%-oir
des Portugaistra%-aillant
chez nous. qa pose moins de proWmes que d'a%-oirdes
Chirac" (20)
musulmans
et desNoirs." Jacques

. Instead of tackling the economical roots of unemployment and poverty, governments prefer to
divert the hostility of their public opinion by stirring up insidiously the xenophobic feelings.
C,
t
Putting forward the migration threat. largely imaginary. Europe closes its territory to the nationals
from South and East, isolates the communities which live there and condemns them to a cruel
insecurity.
.. It is true that there are fewer foreigners than before the war, but the), are not the same and this
makes a difference. There is no doubt that to have Spanish, Polish and Portuguese working here,
presents fewer problems than to have Moslems and Blacks.
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Yet each national considered himself to be incapable of integrating, they, as a result,
suffered violent attacks, were the object of 0y
great hatred and defined ba whole network of stereotypes. Nowadays, there is in every respect the same network
employed to define people from Africa, North-Africa, Asia and the Carribean. Not
only are these stereotypes the same, the general behaviour and practice are too. At
the beginning of the century, Italians, Polish or Belgians.... suffered torture known
as "ratonnade" (attacks on immigrants) and were molested, beaten, killed and their
houses ransacked. Today, many murders of black people have occurred in Europe
tile
and on occasion, the authorities in a hurry, physically expel immigrants
across
ZD
borders or hold them in custody.

Lord Scarman asserts that there is no institutional racism and suggests that the
ZýItn
problem lies with racism and racist practices of individual officers.
"I totally and unequivocally reject the attack made upon the integrity and impartiality of
the senior direction of the force. The criticism lies elsewhere - in error of judgement, in
lack of imagination and flexibility. but not in deliberate bias or prejudice. The allegation
that the Police are the oppressive arm of a racist State not only displays a complete
ignorance of the constitutional arrangements for controlling the police: it is an injustice
to the senior officers of the force. "(21

Within the court as also the central police station, the foreigner is more often an
ideal criminal: poor, speaking the language of the country badly and ill-informed of
L_
L_ ZD
his rights,
tL,
s/he is entirely to blarne: immigrant
means delinquent. How many black
people have been killed by some sordidly unvaried scenarios; victims of "ratormade
or pakibashing", racial hatred, the stupidity or "bavures" (smears) of the police - egg.
the death of Makome M'Bowole, in the Police station of the 186me Arrondissement
in Paris (April

1993) (22), the death of Stephen Lawrence in Eltharn south-east

London (1993) (23). Unfortunately,

this violent racism is precisely focused on

displaced from their own countries by
asylum-seekers
migrants,
refugees
and
ZD
tn
poverty and hardship caused by natural causes, the ruin as well as the pillage of
the building of the basilica
their national economy by the corrupt rulingL,class - eg.
zD
Notre- Dame-de-I a-Paix, in Yamoussoukro in Ivory-Coast - and international capital
immigrants
inferior
defines
black
Racism
and traps them
as
which
and markets.
from
hides
is
into
the public as
that
which
underclass,
racism
an
also
permanently
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regards the more obscure current actions of industries. A whole systern of
exploitation is thus erected on the back of the migrant workers. In conclusion, the
Extreme Right fosters a ne%vpolitical theory, adapted to the context of the crisis and
the brutal transformation of society.

Today people believe that the immigration issue is the preserve of the right wing;
4n
C0
unfortunately

it has affected

have also practiced

European politicians

the plague of expulsion

"threshold of toleration", compulsory
tation of illegal immigrants,
L_
4:1

as a whole.

within

visas, reinforcement

limitation

In their turn, they

Europe: i. e. recognition

of a

of the border police, depor-

From the right to the left,
rights.
of refugees'
Z__
L,
ZD

a large union, which does not dare overtly to endorse this, has been established.
The national preference for white persons whether in employment, housingtl or
is
education, efficiently and subtly exercised. In accordance with International Law,
to employ, to let
any form of discrimination must be severely punished - refusing41houses or flats to a person because of his or her origin, religion

or belief is illegal.

The Law is strict but its application is weak and the subterfuges abundant. One must
be brainless

to display

in a window:

"Coloured people are prohibited"; it is safer to

display, "We are closed" or "It is a private club". In short it is risk-free to practise artful
apartheid this way, unacknowledged
21

and unpunished.

It is difficult to condemn this racism. Man y organizations may record all the stories
1of black people believed to be victims of discrimination. But how can we produce
proof? When one enterprise receives a great deal of applica-tion

forms and

Curriculum Vitae for a vacant post. if it recruits a white person rather than a black
one, how can we establish whether it is a question of proficiency or diplomas or
entirely discrimination?

Still, a question must be asked; Does European Justice have one law for the privilefight
for
In
the
the
the
of
underprivileged?
matter
against racism,
ged and another
justice appears to be ineffective. It may have improved little or not at all, where
gained a 0
great deal of 1-1)
-round. Everyone must admit that, in reality, the
racism has 4.3
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state has not set and still does not set. an example. How many Black High Officials
are there within State Institutions, the Police Administration, within the Magistrature, within government Ministries, within schools and so on? The answer is "few,
r!,
very few". And yet, everyone knows, notices and some welcome the fact that for
families have broken
4: 1
many years, a tDgreat number of youngZ.-n people from immigrant
the ice to make headway, despite social, racist and cultural barriers. There are not
only some top models in fashion and show business, and some champions in sport
but there are a great number of trained personnel, doctors, politicians and so on.
Im
To lay the blame on Le Pen and the European Extreme Right is not to see further
L_
than the end of one's nose. In truth, they have intensively employed themselves
with rousing the old dernons, those of the absurd, ancestral fears so deeply rooted
in human history full of slaughters and fury, while others have let down the
principles of human rights. With insensitivity and arrogance, they have set successive policies of severe measures and of reorganizing the structure of the economy in
order to tý
get out from crises which they could not prevent. As for immigration,
ZD
national identity and cohesion, established parties henceforth make reference to the
race issue. Mrs Thatcher hijacked many National Front policies and succeeded in
integrating them within her speeches, policies and some components derived from
ZD
the breeedin a-around of the Conservatives hard-liners:
L_V
"by the end of the century there would be four million people of the New Commonwealth
or Pakistan here. Now that is an awful lot and I think it means that people are really
rather afraid that this country might be rather swamped by people with a different culture.
and you know, the British character has done so much for democracy. for Law and done so
much throughout the world that if there is any fear that it might be swamped people are
to react and be rather hostile to those coming in. " (24)
going

Mr Valdrie Giscard D'Estaing was to follow Mrs Thatcher's example:
"Le type de proWme auquel nous aurons ý faire face se d6place de celui de l'immigration
vers celui de Vinvasion. "
91 faut revenir ý la conception traditionnelle de Vacquisition de la nationalitd franqaise:
celle du droit du sang."
"La loi sur la nationalitd devrait We sournise a un r6f6rendurn. "

"Les maires devraient pouvoir controler davantageI'hdber,-cment des 6trangersdans les
communes." (25)
. The kind of issue which we will have to face moves from the immigration one to the invasion
one - We must come back to the traditional concept of the acquiring of French citizenship: the
Mayors
Referendum
law
be
by
blood
The
to
the
should
a
should
submitted
on
nationality
right
be allowed to control more the lodging of foreigners within their borough councils.
cl
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Mrs Thatcher as well as Mr Giscard consider the "invasion" of immigrants as a
vision of the horde of savages from the Commonwealth, Pakistan, Africa and North
Africa, and the right by blood which relies on the crude nostalgia of a pure ethnic
group which has never existed - the French ( Frank-, German invaders and the Gauls
already romanized) or British (Celt, Roman, Norman, Saxon and Viking). Identity,
historically, has only been made up of invasions by different peoples. The overwhelming speeches of politicians like Mrs Thatcher and Giscard, which define the
minority cultures as inferior and as a problem, help to legitimize European racism.
Not to be left behind, other politicians were to follow their peers. Mr Chirac, in his
speech in Orleans, referred to an overdose of Arab and African immigrants in
France:
"The French worker sees on the landing of his crowded HLM (subsidised apartment block)
a father. with four wives and a score of children, making 50.000 francs a month on
welfare, without working of course. "
"Add to that the noise and the smcll and the French worker on the landing goes crazy. "
"It's not racist to say that. It's high time we opened the major debate needed in our
country to determine if it is natural that foreigners benefit from a national solidarity the%
don't take part in, because they don't pay taxes." Mr Chirac (26)

Not only leaders of the Conservatives

(since 1979) were ready to reach out to the

for an anti-inimiaration
extreme riaht
41Z--

campaign,
L-

but a great number of officials
Z--

holding key posts in France and Great Britain did not lag behind: e.g. President
tý
?-Mitt6rand, in his interview on the 10 December 1989, emphasized that in France "Le
seuil de tol6rancea dtd atteint &s Ics arindes70..."* and that France has a "trop forte
d'imrnigr&'** (Le Monde-II Ncernbre1989).
concentration
g6ographique

Today, immigration has become a research industry for academics, a gold-mine for
z:1
rý
the popular press and a source of popularity for politicians. Therefore, the debate
4-1
surroundingZD black immigration

has more or less disguised
the traditional pre4: 1

But the desecration of Jewish
occupations of the extreme right:
anti-Semitism.
L_
graves in Carpentras in France and in London and the impaling

of the corpse of an

old Jew remind everyone of that the old evil which results from years of official
self-satisfaction

over anti-Semitism

is still alive. For many years, the anti-Semites

the thresholdof tolerancehas beenreachedsince the 70s.
a %,
cry strong geographicalconcentrationof immigrants.
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were compelled to keep a low public profile to avoid the thunderbolt of the antiracist
legislation. As they can hardly restrain such a ball of hatred, they have diverted the
rý
fire on to the immigrants. For the most part, people stir tip all kinds of xenophobias, but in fact they do not easily get rid of ancestral ghosts.
"De nou%-elles
TronRres int6ricures'se dressentdevant les populations immigr&s; rýglcdes discriminations ddjý trop bien 6tabiles." Jean
mentset accordsde Schenaen
cntdrinent
LI
Pierre Alaux* (27)

For the creation of the European Community, citizenship may open Europe's
borders to black people and allow them free movement, but racism, which cannot
contrast one black from another; a citizen from an immigrant; an immigrant from a
ZD
ID
it classes all people from Africa, North Africa and Asia as immigrants
refugee-,
as
tý
ZD
is
tn
and refugees,
Z:ý
and all immigrants
C
tý
and refugees
as terrorists and drug-dealers,
to make such movement threatenina. Along with the creation of the European
CY
going
0
LID
Community and the will to control the flow of immigration, each individual country
In
in Europe may tend to move from an ethnocentric racism to an Eurocentric racism,
from the different racisnis of the different member states to a Common Market
racism without losingZ:the racism which is to constrain the "non-integrated" black
)
0
population within each nation state.
"But it is not only by the seemingly impersonal forces of the world market that the poor
nations are bled. They are exploited directIN by the great multinational corporations which
dominate a growing proportion of the economic and social life of the Third World. The),
are the gunboats and soldiers of the new economic style of imperialism. " Paul Harrison
(28)

The European Market relying on multinational capital, will continue the policy of
Z__
relations of production which is almost of crucial importance in determining the type
of relations which have to exist between racial components or ethnic groups within
1:1
a society or between "industrialized" and poverty-stricken nations. The most
important and closely related to the relations of production will be the relations of
power between t3
groups or nations -a clear domination of "industrialized" nations
which set up authoritarian and corrupted governments in poverty-stricken nations-in
Z-1
their own economic and political interests, over poverty-stricken nations, which
provide them with the cheap and exploitable labour force they need to run their
. New interior borders stand before the immigrant population, Schengenregulations and agreementsratify discriminations already well-established.
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industrial

society. Hence racism is the control mechanism which keeps tile labour

force within social and political
the exploitative

bounds; in other words, racism is to keep alive all

systems of power in the forms of injustice,

inequality,

oppression,

freedom for some and subjection for others.

Nowadays, people are always ready to criticize basic, common racism. Nevertheless, each authority, institution or individual should ask themselves what is the
contri-bution which intellectuals make to the racism of the intelligence. One must
highlight the role played by the scientists, the so-called experts, who alter and make
common social differences and miseries; the role played by psychologists,
psychiatrists and psycho-analysts who fail to state fully theirjudgements and define
the children of the working class, immigrants and poor families in such a way that
issues, social deficiencies become mental
social issues become psychological
Z__
deficiencies. All these veiled forms of racism allow the school to exercise subtle as
well as informal discrimination.

B. The influence of social factors on school performance
"In the contrast with the surging growth of the countries in the socialist camp and the
development taking place. albeit much more slowly. in the majority of the capitalist
C
countries, is the unquestionable fact that a large proportion of the so-called underdeveloped
countries are in total stagnation, and that in some of them the rate of economic growth is
lower than that of population increase.
These characteristics are not fortuitous. they correspond strictly to the nature of the capitalist system in full expansion, which transfers to the dependent countries the most
abusive and barefaced forms of exploitation. It must be clearly understood that the only
way to solve the questions now besetting mankind is to eliminate completely the
exploitation of dependent countries by developed capitalist countries with all the
consequences that this implies. " Chd Guevara (29)

b. l. A striking recession
zD
Durinor the last ten years, in Europe as weil as in poverty-stricken nations, the recest7l
has
led
"have-nots"
has
between
"haves"
deepened
disparity
to
the
and
and a
sion
has
in
field,
is
lucrative
injustices.
least
In
the
that
point
employment
which
major
Hence, those who
of iact proved to be most exhaustingt- and the least rewarding.
L_
have taken these routes have met with very little success in acquiring better employZ-1
ment or in gainingtnaccessto culture, leisure activities and a reasonnable standard of
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living. Meanwhile. their children have to stiffer the handicap of their cultural and
social environment. To a considerable degree, the rich have become richer while the
poor have become poorer.
"Pour la classedominante,il Westpasquestionde toldrer que les m6canismestraditionnels
de la repr6sentationou les m6canismesde la n6gociationsyndicalc, que les revendications
C,

de plein emploi et d'616%,
ation des salaires viennent s'opposer aux plans de restructuration
de Hconornie et plus particuRrement de Vindustrie. Le pouvoir central ne doit pas We
discut6, ni dans ses choix, ni dans ses assises." Alain Moreau* (30)

At the top, a restricted elite financial, administrative and political whose members
are more or less interdependent, decide without fear of restriction, and in their own
best interests, on investments, significant
:
t: '
projects, national or international regrou_I
00 and unions that would govern the world economy. Standardization of political
pings

institutions on the prevalent patterns of Europe or the United States, has deeply
infected the impoverished nations. Thereby. the marginalization of the expression
and creation of any new social projects which would overstep official schemes, has
reduced choices to the competition between the ruling nations which have installed a
costly rivalry of dramatic proportions.

In the last years,inequality within industrialized nations has alarmingly increased,
while it has intensified the gap betweenthe North, more concernedwith profits, and
the South acutely impoverished. Everywhere the crisis has becomean influential
factor which hasreinforcedinjusticesand increasedthe numberof victims sacrificed
LOn the one hand, highly
z: 1
C!
to an economic ideology
which is entirely shortsighted.

qualified workers, fully at ease within a technological world, have access to all
Z71 capital thanks to their exceptional pay. On
cultural resources, and command a large

the other hand, classes of society, confined within circumscribed employment, if
Lthey have the privilege
C
of havingC- work. who are without high
vocational qualifiZD
cation, regress
or Zýgradually fall into poverty. Nowadays, poverty C,gains Z',,round

within certain Cý
geographical areas of Europe as well as within major poor countries.
"Voici la nouveaW: on ne nait pas pauvre. on le devient. Notre socidtd produit de la

* For the dominant class, there is no question of accepting that the traditional mechanisms of
representation or the mechanisms of trade union negotiations, the demand for full employment and
a rise in wages come to oppose the economic restructuring plan and particularly industry. Central
government must not be opposed, neither in its choices, or in its policics.
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pauvret6 en m6me temps qu'elle pr.oduit des marchandises et des richesses." Denis Clerc*
(31)

Far from reducingz: 1 this excessive týgulf, the national or international market has
has been on the
tended to strengthen it, by cuts in wages
unemployment
when
zn
increase or by exclusion of the disadvantaged. Yet, if one makes every effort to
evaluate the excessive gulf and makes comparisons on an international scale, one
have obviously made unfeasible the
comes up against
which
virtuall
y
no
statistics
tý
Z.1.3
measuring1-ý of the inequalities. This may not only be for political or ideological
reasons, but is concerned with concealingt: ' embarrassingr-) circumstances. Still, the
fundamental reason must be political: to undertake such comparisons can become
socially explosive in the nations which are the least egalitarian,
above
all
where
rm
these more acute disparities do not seem to generate a much more efficient
economic policy.

Poverty-stricken nations, victims of their own mistakes, of execrable management
during recent years tinder civilian or military dictatorship, have sunk an unbelievable sum in huge investments bent on industrialization, on the urban environment
and military equipment. Impoverished countries have been prisoners of the world
system which has only left them with quite illusory hopes. Consequently, serious
disparity has resulted from this
deal
development
high
great
of
at
expense and
-a
shanty towns on the outskirts of towns, where very little, not to say nothing, has
been done to put right the inadequacy of vital resources such as improving the
sanitation, accommodation and education and human rights.
"... the Third World spends a great deal of its limited funds on armaments, in senseless
arms races which bring huge profits to western suppliers. " Paul Harrison (32)

The increase of militarization

in impoverished countries has been one of

the

prominent characteristics of the current history on the international exchange. It has
corresponded to the increase in demands from the interested nations and to the
corresponding eagernessof industrialized nations to satisfy these demands. Military
favour has alwa y s taken various special arrangemetits which have created dependent
:_1
conditions

such as direct

or indirect

intervention,

by the superpower,

in the internal

. Here is the innovation: we are not born poor, we become poor. Our society produces poverty, as
well as it produces goods and wealth
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affairs or conflicts among the impoverished countries. It is called intervention
becausethey believe they have the right and the duty to safeguard peace all over the

world.
Thus, the world market has bred an accumulating wealth on one side and deprivation of the masses, on the other. Inequality may have led to social dissastisfaction
but people have not given up before hard labour in major countries. The sense of
injustice at being miserable has reached a crucial point within nations where the elite
hoard national or international wealth. The poorest and underprivileged people
have, in most cases, not received their fair share from the outcomes of national or
international growth. There is the conflict which inhibits any peace at political and
economical levels.

b.2. Societies torn by inequality
"Inequality, like poverty. has beenincreasingboth internationally and in many individual
countries.
The distribution of the world's income is more unequal than even the most grotesquely
unjust of national distributions." Paul Harrison (33)
All over the world, the economic
industrialized

countries,

crisis has not only slowed down the growth of

it has entirely

whole world witnesses unemployment,
areas. Industrialized

plunged

poor nations into poverty.

The

family dispersal and the expansion of poor

their own "Quart monde"
countries would be wrongZ_to ignore
L_

(fourth world). Social protection may ensure families against starvation, but it does
Cý
not leave them out of the unbearable insecurity and marginalization. The recession

41has progressively torn societies between rich and poor in industrialized countries
and, even more obviously in poverty-strickennations. In any case,the weakestlay

in the poverty
4n
themselvesopen to extremepoverty if not underdevelopment.Caught
huge
family
home
have
leave
the
to
world,
a
number
of
children
and
seek
-stricken
1:1
is
family
destroyed
because
the
to
parents
are
unemployed,
nucleus
work
as
survive
the fathers and mothers are entirely overcome by disillusion.

In industrialized countries, the poor are low earners, who are often used to the
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culture of poverty, hence making their access to education and well paid employment uncertain. Nowadays, there are also the middle class workers or small
business people who have been thrown out of their jobs by the recession. As a
result, many low-paid people have often to hold down more than one job and work
difficult hours to ensure they get enough to live on.
Z:'
Z.
ý
As for the poor countries, the causes of hardship are not only recession: monoflood or wars have an influential part in the spread of poverty:
culture, drought,
ZD
"Like the recent famines in Ethiopia and Somalia, the starvation in Southern Sudan is in
part the consequence of the civil war that has been raging since 1983. Initially the
fighting pitted the Muslim government in Karthourn against Christian rebels in the
south: now the rebels are also killing one another. No one knows how man), are starving.
V
but in a cycle of hatred and revenge, peace is not in sight, nor is an end to hunger. " Ben
Okri (34)

Policies favouring

tiny number of large-scale farmers
richer
urban
consumers
and
a
4-rn
have driven poor farmers off the land. Turned into monoculture, large landed properties lay open to the insecurity
affected

by the international

of the economy based on monoculture,

market fluctuations.

factions have deeply devastated agricultural

Drought.
L_

which is

flood,

and warring 4-lands and ruined the infrastructure: as a

result, the internal trade has been devastated and food has become scarce in many
regions.

Because of natural causes - flood, droualit and desertification - or expropriations,
Lý
have worked very little or not at all, have faced or have
agricultural
workers
who
tn
been threatened with starvation. Hence, deprivation and starvation have forced
desert their villages and to move to big cities, that is to
to
some agricultural
workers
0
Z--say to shanty towns. Others have to send their children

into the illicit

economy -

illegal stone quarries, textile industries, cigar factories, tanneries (L'6výnement
0
ZD
...

du

Jeudi-Novembre 1988) - unless they are employed within the official economy by
diversified networks of employers of children. When there is not a recession or
natural causes, some countries are involved in endless wars; e.g. Sudan. The
disintegration of major nations into fiercely contested clan territories had increased
the instablity which

was just waiting to erupt. Wars have scattered parents and

children in their desperate exodus and some regions, already plagued with poverty,
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by a band of wretched and starvingLhave to witness the invasion of their villages
t)
helpless individuals.

Whatever the nation, the region or the type of society, privation, dependence, weakFurthermore, they
people.
ness and humiliation make life hard for disadvantaged
t:are lacking all or part of the fundamental resources - respectable financial support,
physical strength, vocational or intellectual qualification, which depends on their
and
environment - to maintain a decent social status. In Zý
general, they are neglected
tD
hence they have no chance to hold on or to recover without the assisZD t)
segregated,
tance of other people. Living from day to day as well as in everlasting expectation
ZD
I
of a better future, they become exposed to any idealistic hopes or any fallacies
which can cause despair and revolt.
Such circumstances breed scholastic failure and underachievement in working class
in
families
in
Europe
disadvantaged
those
tile
children, immigrants
along
with
and
Z:
tD
L,
ý
poverty-stricken nations: in general. national and international policies have been ill:z
suited to them, while the reorganization
of industries has deepened social and

economic divisions and has of course increased the difficulties and the distress of
the disadvanta4yedpeople. The ruling class has maintained a state of dependence and
vulnerability and have further widened class and social disparity. In recent times,
the working class, immigrants and the poor have been severely impoverished while
their social withdrawal has worsened. Whites and Blacks, low of rank, have moved
into the enclosed world of Council houses or H. L. M (subsidised apartment block),
cardboard cities and poorer areas, in a word "Ghettos" or shanty towns.

b.3. The repercussions on disadvantaged children
Cý
"The attraction of the concept for policy-makers, was that it avoided questions about the
legitimacy of the educational enterprise as a whole and of the relationship between
education and the world of work. It focussed less on economic mechanisms, income and
price levels, and more on the epiphenomena of urban blight, housing standards and the
quality of school buildings. " Reeves and Chevannes (35)

The economic status of disadvantaged people is incompatible with the one required
v
to enter Higher Education, as the idea of continuing47successful study implies
rý
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available free time with respect to vital subsistence. Therefore, students from a
deprived background cannot consider improving their knowledge without, at the
same time, ensuring their subsistence. The security associated with the possession
of wealth or knowledge, allows longZ:l term projects and well defined plans for
achievement, while insecurity, at best, allows only short term projects, the achievement of which may be uncertain.

The contrast between planned long-term study by students who are economically
secure and those for short-term study restrained by an unsure income can stress the
fact behind schools achievement. To the former, the significance of achievement is
Z:'
his life as it is the norm to enter Higher Education.
stressed from the beginning
of
t:5
Z__
V
The latter involves first gettingC) a basic education or at least reaching
0 the final year of
Z__
compulsory

backgrounds, because of their
education. Students from disadvantaged
zl_
L_

position within a class system and economic constraints, have to restrict their
choices in terms of possibility and feasibility.

The academic level of parents must, however, be considered as one of the contributary features of the child's performance. Pierre Bourdieu highlights tile influence
I týl
of the family background
a
on
on
child's
education
exerts
a
pressure
which
constant
ZLZthe correlation between underschool and social accomplishment. He hiOrliliahts
achievement and social back-round which results from the clash between the
by the school. Economic,
the
the
cultural heritage
child
of
and
culture
advocated
Z:I
cultural and social assets unite to handicap from early childhood the children from a
deprived environment. He recognizes that membership of the elite class is of
immense importance when considering the economical and cultural effects on
achievement:
"Pour que soient favoris6s les plus favoris6s et d6favorisds les plus d6favorisds, il faut et il
suffit que Ncole ignore dans le contenu de 1'enseignement transmis, dans les m6thodes et
les techniques de transmission et dans les crit&cs du jugement. les in6galit6s culturelles
C!

entre les enfants des difNrentes classes sociales: autrement dit, en traitant tous les
droits ct en devoirs. le
en
enseign6s, aussi indgaux soient-ils en fait, comme 6-aux
C

systýme scolaire est conduit ý donner en fait sa sanction aux indgalitds initiales devant la
culture.
UdgalM formelle qui r6gle la pratique Ndagogique sert en fait de masqueet de justification ý l'indiff6rence a Ngard des indgalitds r6elles devant 1'enseignementet devant la
culture cnseigndeou plus exactementcxigde ( ...) Par opposition ý une p6dagogic ration-
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nelle et rdellement universelle qui, ne s'accordant rien au d6part, ne tenant pas pour acquis
ce que quelques-uns seulement ont h6rit6s, s'obli.-crait ý tout en faveur de tous et s'organiscrait m6thodiquement par r6f6rence a la fin explicite de donner ý tons les moyens
d'acqudrir ce qui West donn6, sous I'apparence du don naturel, qu'aux enfants de la classe
fait, sous les dehors irr6prochables de
cultiv6e, la tradition p6dagogique
en
s'adresse
ne
Cý
FdgalM et de l'uni%,crsalitd qu% des 616, es ou A des 6tudiants qui sont dans le cas
particulier de ddtenir un h6ritage culturel conforme aux exigences culturelles de Ncole. "
Bourdieu * (36)

Bourdieu highlights
the inherited cultural differences and brings
to the fore the
C)
4n
crucial fact that these differences do not explain all. On the contrary, the educational
system itself is the instrument for creating inequalities in terms of success and
achievement. To a certain extent, the existence of the culture of ethnic minorities
the people of
must be promoted. In fact, he indicates that what most disadvantages
I-from ethnic minorities, is by no means their
workingznclass origin,
as
also
children
tý
lack of culture, but the forcing underground of their culture which the school
Z-Cignores
in order to promote the culture of the rulingI:_ class.
ZID
He emphasizes
hereditary.

that membership

of the elite class in any society

Even though this group represents
Z__
L_

tends to be

only a small proportion

of the

population, their existence is of immense importance when considering the political
effects of the expansion of education. It appears that member-ship of top decisionmaking groups in a nation is largely dra%vnfrom families of similar social condition.
One has to recognize that the school system reinforces an elitism. For example, in
France and Great Britain, entry to the "Grandes Ecoles" or to some notable
Universities, is a privilege enjoyed for the most part by the upper-class in spite of
Z71
* In order that the privileged will be advantaged and the underprivileged more disadvantaged, the
school must and needs to ignore within the content of the transmitted schooling, within the
methods and the techniques of transmission and within the criteria of judgement, the cultural inequalities between the children of different social classes: in other words. by treating all the pupils,
however unequal they are in fact, as equals in rights and in duties. the education system is led to
give in fact its assent to initial inequalities.
The formal equality which rules pedagogical practice acts in fact as a mask and as a justifi-cation
for the indifference with regard to real inequalities within the educational system and the culture
taught or more accurately demanded ( ...) In contrast with rational and genuinely universal pedagogy
which, not conceding anything at the outset. not takingC for granted what only some have inherited.
would put itself under the obligation to favour all and would organise itself methodically with
reference to the explicit end of giving everyone the means to acquire what is only given, under the
apparent appearance of a natural gift, to children of the cultured class, the educational tradition only
addresses itself, in fact, under the irreproachable guise of equality and universality, to pupils or
students who are in the position of possessing a cultural heritage in accordance with the cultural
requirements of the school.
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numerous reforms.

Meanwhile, it seems difficult

to deny the close correlation between poor school

performance and low socio-economic status, and similarly that IQ scores are related
to the latter. One has to accept the fact that this correlation involves a great many
factors, including level of employment, quality of housing and environment and
level of parental education. Nevertheless, the fact is so marked and so consistent
that it leaves no doubt about its significance.

Yet, as with almost all sociological problems, it is not possible to offer unchallenZ-7
geable conclusions, but people have to agree that all the factors introduced play a
definite role. The existin- and arowinor evidence concernin- the direct effects of
tD
t)
en
4:1
socio-economic deprivation makes it all the more likely that this is one of the
principal factors in underachievement.

C. Understanding

underachievement

"La r6ussite ou Nchec scolaire dependent de multiples facteurs, certains plus directement
Us A la dimension scolaire, d'autres relevant d'616ments ps),cholo, -,iques et sociaux
ext6ricurs. Cest ainsi par exemple que les difficult6s rencontr6es au scin de la famille ou
par la famille. des proWmes de santd. de loglement, un urbanisme inadaptd, etc....
peu%,
cnt intervenir dans le process de Hchec. " C Mauvy* (37)

For the last two decades, underachievernent issues have been the target of various
r.)
intense and conflicting debates. As a result, educationalists and the public are
0
confronted by a large number of contradictory theories on the causes of underachievement.

To be more explicit, perhaps it is logical to consider the influence of economic and
social factors. Meanwhile, many causes can be found, both within the educational
system and outside it. Amongtý the most obvious and frequent agents
which
con=1
tribute to underachievement are the inadequacy of school provision, the particular
. Academic success or underachievement depend on multiple factors, some more directly linked to
the school dimension, others arising from psychological and exterior social elements. Thus it is,
0
for example, that difficulties met by the family, problems of health, accommodation, unsuitable
town planning problems, ctc.... can interfere in the process of underachievement.
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linguistic difficulties of children from working class, poor and minority groups in
I=
ZD
0

school, and the inappropriatenessof the curriculum, all of which can often be
combinedwith the teacher'sexpectationsof thesechildren.
"Pour bien appr6cier les facteurs 6ducatifs du succýs ou de Vinsuccýs scolaire, nous devons
rdaliser un double mouvement: d'un c6td. mieux obsen, er les processus de la construction
de telle connaissance particuRre; de Pautre mieux comprendre les conditions locales
6cologiques - qui influencent le comporternent de ceux qui apprennent. La r6flexion et
l'intervention 6ducative ont A prendre en compte les aspects cognitifs et didactiques des
apprentissages, la qualit6 des situations pddagogiques propos6es aux 616, cs mais aussi
1'environment (dducatif, medico-social, relational, culturel ) ob s'effectue Factivit6 des
...
fon-nds et des formateurs. " Gdrard Chau%,
eau* (38)

An educational system does not exist in a historical and social vacuum. It is, as
proved in previous chapters, an integral part of a specific social structure by which
it is largely developed. The educational system then promotes the dominant culture
Zý'
French or British - among the young and ensures its maintenance and reproduction
from generation to generation. What is more, it does not only promote but also
Z-1
0
legitimizes the dominant culture, as a result, education is not culturally neutral. Its
intellectual content and orientation pretends to instil the world view which is in fact
a characteristic view of the dominant culture. The education systems of France and
Britain have a deep mono-culture orientation although the orientation has diminished
during, the last few years.
Cý
c. I. The hidden curriculum
"The conventional curriculum is still a vchicle for racism. D. Gill (39)
According
munity
mission.
cultural

2:1

to D. Gill,

while
The

the form
hidden

principles.

a school

and the constituents
curriculum,

While

Pierre

declare

rna y publicly

in fact,
Bourdieu

its commitment

of its circulars
plays

a crucial

highlights
zI_ CD

may
role

convey

to its coma different

in the transmission

the social

mechanism

of
of the

hereditary transmission of cultural principles and asserted that the school's aim is to

. To have a better understanding of educational factors of academic success or failure,
we must
engage in two approaches: on the one hand, to better observe the processes of the building of such
specific knowledge; on the other to have a better understanding of the local conditions - environmental - which influence the behaviour of those who are learning. The educational reflection and
intervention have to take into consideration the cognitive and didactic aspects of learning, the
quality of the pedagogical stituations offered to the pupils but also of the environment
(educational, medico-social, relational. cultural ) where the work of the pupils and teachers is
...
carded out.
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endorse the process, the key concept of his work is "Symbolic power", a polver
which is on a par with another key concept, "Symbolic violence". Symbolic
violence is an unknown violence, that is to say, a violence which is acknowledged,
implicitly or explicitly, as legitimate.

He explains that an authoritarian society openly uses sanctions such as rehabilitation
centres, torture or execution as a means of consolidating its power. On the other
hand, in so-called democratic societies, while the entire population may not be
oppressed, they are all the same entirely tied up with laws and regulations which
confine them. People are rendered powerless by the force of the ruling class ideas
and they normalize themselves into a state of submission. This normalizing procedure is the unshakeable base of the so-called democratic societies.

A multitude of disciplines contribute to the entire normalizingt- mechanism and the
site of these disciplines
and the office.

is the church, family

Hence, in transmitting

out the curriculum,

home, the classroorn, the university

ideas, beliefs, values and meaning through-

it appears necessary to seek what exactly are the aims of the

schools? Nowadays. schools always tend to regenerate the norms established by an
elite convinced

they are

beliefs of the dominant
curriculum

"cultivated".

Thus. the transmission

of the values and

culture take much of the hard work out of mastering the

as well as makingI-- achievement

easier for children

from an affluent

background.

Anyon suggests that:
"different styles of teaching preparechildren for different occupationalclasses:labourers
follow orders, professionalscontrol their own work. Furthermore.she recognizesthat the
routine white-collar school had styles suited to work in bureaucraticorganizations,whilst
the business-eliteschool emphasizeddecision-making and problem-solving. In this manner, schools help reproduce social classes. By offering different lessons to each social
class, schools preparethe children of labourers for labouring. of clerks for routine whitecollar work. and of executive for business life. The hidden curriculum is classconfirming. " (40)

Along with the formal curriculum, the educational system communicates a hidden
r7
programme of attitudes and perceptions. Also known as the "hidden curriculum",
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its objective

is to make people believe that the way in which institutions

the appropriate one and the manner in which education functions

operate is

is the foundation

favourable to the development of any child and which will allow children to acquire
education

and prepare them for vocational

responsibilities
"Symbolic

life and for the discharge

as adults. In the schools, the hidden curriculum

of their

echoes indeed the

violence" and its function is essentially to have pupils secure an ability to

use time, accept the judgements

of teachers, learn to give teachers what they Nvant,

become able to control the pace of classes, attain the language of the classroom and
ZD In

during an original learning situation.
things
remember, recall and recognize
present
0
rn
4:
)
It generates
C,
a number of educational and societal "myths" and implants them as
evidence such as:
the most valuable form of learning comes from institutions,
t,
the formal curriculum if one is to succeed.
one must conform to and digest

is
in
important.
that
graduates
and
ranked
evaluate
people
considered
society
all
-g
It is obvious that such a curriculum transmits a particular message
Zý to pupils about
their own position in society and that of others. In most countries, underprivileged
L_
and immigrant culture and history are usually ignored, if not distorted or denigrated.
The process of omitting languages,
knowledge
tý
týl
I=
the
culture
and
any
about
significant
C zD
from the "official curworking class. underprivileged
and
ethnic
minority
groups
in
Z)
riculum" sustains discrimination and racism. Most of the syllabus-writers have in
general taken a western model of development for granted - for these educationalists, tend to develop methods to become more like European and North American
models such as the utilisation of the medium of instruction based on a language
Z__Z__
hierarchy. How should poor countries tie their educational systems Lip with the
leading countries?

There is no doubt that the school can intervene very powerfully in the shaping of the
members of any society, particularly when physical features, aims or behaviour of
the disadvantaged and minority groups are believed unacceptable to the rest of any
tý
Z17
society or nation. The ruling classes may be tempted to get rid of these groups
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t)
4:ý
Z-1 thern to adopt the dominant
altogether,
either by forcingL- them or by "encouraging"

group's

culture

transmitted

children must be effectively

by the school.
transformed

For the educational

system,

these

into good
citizens and moral individuals
Zn

trained by means of
and to achieve these aims, they have to be regularly
educated
or
4:1
school education and ideological indoctrination to mould them as rapidly as possible
within the society.

Schools regulate people through the formation of "reliable habits" such as respect
z:tý
for and "loyalty" to authority and social order, they also seek to produce a morally
honest and grateful population which will reject political violence and accept
Z:I
established relations within that authority. The school remains a way of reproducing
popular ideology and culture and the educational practice in the classroom is
intended to transform these desirable rulingLI class habits, into elements of popular
and authentic ideology.
zI_
I.D
c.2. The effects of monolinguism

Bourdieu also expresses the importance of language learning in the acquisition and
development of knowledge. He identifies that the uneducated classes transmit different modes of speech and different modes of thinking. The uneducated classes use
Zý
a particular mode of speech which is characterized by its very restricted nature.
Further, the language issue is, indeed, also particular to children from immigrant
t:1 rn
C
families with a language different from the medium of instruction. People must
V.
D Cý
never underestimate the importance of the child's environment which has an enorIn fact, when children
mous effect on his/her Ian-uacle
skills
and
understandina.
L_ 4D
C
thus a
come to school, they come with vastly different language
and
miliell;
abilities
0V
handicap in language is a severe disadvantage in Education.
L_ :__
C
On that account, B. Bernstein's statement reinforces the importance of the language:
L- zn
"The working-classchild may have to learn what for the middle-classchild is given by his
primary socialization. It would seemthat, even at the age of five years, there is differential accessto processeswhich facilitate the developmentof ability and the opportunity to
benefit from school. in terms of the Current definitions of the form and contents of
education"(41)
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As far as B. Berstein is concerned, this "restricted code" is not the school code, it
affects the fundamental learning6 process confined to the curriculum as Nvellas disconcerts the child and to a certain measure leads to his/her confusion, if not failing
out of step.

Language acts as a means of selection from the first year of schooling. In fact,
when children with "restricted language" or of varied mother-tongue come to
school, they find it difficult

to understand the language spoken by their school

teachers. On the other hand, school teachers may believe that they use a very simple
language; in reality they employ a language already too complex for those children
involved. As a result, today many societies have reached the situation where
backgrounds and ethnic minority groups have to
children from disadvantaged
Zý
Zý
zn
increasingly bears no relation to the critical
submit to the prevalent language
which
0 t,
I-reality of their world.

Furthermore, Madan Sartip states:
"Another

common

explanation

was in terms of cultural

deprivation:

black

children's

the black mother was
primary socialization
and pre-school experience was unsatisfactory.
inadequate, or there was a linguistic deficit. It was usually assumed that 'verbally deprived'
deprived'
children were also'culturallý
of work- this was the most common exploitation
ing class and black underachievement.
The remedy for cultural deprivation
took the form
of compensatory education; positive discrimination
was urged - but never practiced. " (42)

Although at ease with European languages, descendants of black settlers feel like
rn
L, Z:
1
cultural outsiders, since the influence of ancestral values, embodied in their parents,
remain very strong. Hence, if a black youngster wishes fully to adopt Western
values, he/she has no alternative but to put an end to his/her connections with the
family and reject his religious and cultural heritage. But then how does Western
society treat him. Does it reward Iiiiii with social acceptance and equality of opportunity or does it treat him as it did during the colonial period?. If the latter, which is
often the case, then the assimilated youngster will be lost to both worlds, voluntarily
cut off from one and unaccepted by the other. In that case lie will have little choice
but to return eventually to his/her original milieu.
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Language is an instrument of expression and expansion, hence the linguistic impelanguages to
rialism which has strongly prohibited the access of a ZZ,
great
number
of
0
tý t:)
schools. The idealization of certain languages has been coupled with the disdain of
languages qualified as inferior regional, immigrant or working class languages or
- V
tn 1:1
1:
ý Z:
ý
dialects - i. e, after the colonization of Madagascar, the French Governor, General
Galli6ni was determined to lay down knowledge
for the
Zn
Z:ý
of the French language
Malagasy people who were to work for the French government:
"Dans un d6lai que je laisse a votre appr6ciation, mais qui devra We aussi court que
possible, la moiti6 au moins du temps pass6 dans les classes devra We consacr6 ý Htude
de la langue franqaise
De plus les jeunes Malgaches seront pr6venus que dordnavant,
...
nul ne sera pourvu d'un emploi s'il ne parle et n'6crit le franqais, et que dans toutes les
circonstances, celui qui cormait notre langue aura la pr6fdrence sur les autres indigýnes. "
Gdn6ral Gallidni * (43)

This set of politics hasbeenrepresentedas the "clieval de bataille" of the dominant
languages for the setting-up
Im
v

of the edification

and the spreadingrý of the dominant

languages as well as to negate the native languages in the eyes of their speakers.
tý 0
L0 LI
Policy makers have coupled their philosophy with the socio-political conditions to
transfer the mechanism of hope to the child who would have to learn the dominant
for his/her social accomplishment
language
in
image
zn
t: 5
to
the
the
opposition
of
C
parents' failure. Hence, the child would be the extension of the parents' hopes
LI
the child.
whose self-esteem would come through

Also, the philosophy has other covert mechanisms. It has generated shame, the
znl
C,
ýD
:
shame of someone's background
or origin,
or the sharne of speakingC. a language
_-

different

from the dominant one. In consequence, the language which was
C, C
supposed to ease the physical and intellectual developments of the children is
repressed.
"The Malagasy language is a poor language,suitable for a primitive people, but hardly
ilizcd people such as the Malagasy
The present and the
sufficient for a half ci%,
...
succeeding generationswill see the completion of the --rcatestand the fastest progress
hich will still remain in touch with our civilization. Is the Malagasy language able to
ý%,
change in a parallel direction'! I do not think so. Its vocabulary is poor and already
. In a period of time which I leave to you to determine, but which shall be as short as possible, at
least half of the time spent in the classroom must be devoted to the study of the French language
Further, the young Malagasy people will be informed that henceforth no one will fill a public
Z'
...
office if he does not speak and write French. and that, in all instances, one who knows our
language will have preference over other indigenous applicants who do not.
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encumberedwith Arabic. Swahili, En-lish and French ... It could never becomeadequate
for the needsof those who speak-it; the), themselvesdo not wish to speak-it. and seem
quite happy to substitute a richer and a more expressivelanguage.Why. in fact. should
the), hang on to it? It has no tradition, no literature, only some songs of the "Borizany"
(carriers of sedan).The only monumentwhich it has produced,the "Tantarany Andriana"
(The Story of Kings), is one third of a century old and the work- of a French Jesuit."
Galli6ni (44)

Another effect is that the rejection of the first language
the languages
n
r-I
in
4-- stigmatizes
Cý
of
The discriminated native languages are
the groups which are discriminated against.
tZ,
In tý
0
in short the groups which
not credited with a status equal to the dominant language,
LI
0V
have to take on an inferior status. They also feel the effect
are discriminated against
r)
of negative stereotypes and prejudices.

Certain groups in Europe - the Irish, Breton, Basques-, do not display any
external sign to differentiate them from the dominant population but their languages
reveal that they are Irish, Breton or Finnish.... and so on. The knowledge of the
dominant language often, does not help them because their accent may distinguish
them from the dominant Ian-uage. As a result, for these groups, the stigma manit:3
Lfests itself by a sense of inferiority which they feel towards their own language.
ZD tD
This generates a passive exclusion, which takes the form of the denial of their
z:1
national identity. This also leads to a resentment of themselves as they are often
disillusioned in their efforts to get close to the dominant group. In consequence,
they blame their ethnic origin for their failure.
Z-1
"My own carly political memories include being stood tip, at eight years old, in front of
my classmates in a Scottish primary school until I could correct the mistake. I'd made
reading aloud. I couldn't see the mistake. After an hour the teacher revealed that my
heinous error had been to pronounce the word 'poor' as it spelt rather than as 'pore'. That
taught me several lessons. One was that the language my family spoke at home - the
Not good enough. I looked at them with
agricultural northeast of Scotland - was wrong.
L_
CC
different eyes after that. It also taught me that my teacher, with the best of intentions for
my future, wanted me to speak 'properly' the English way. " An adult's recollection of a
childhood event. (4i)

One should note that children's social identity is closely connected to their
language.
Even if the children of the most disadvantaged
LC,
C
classes speak the same
language - French, English - at school, their way of using the language, their
Zý
4n in
LIn Vý
from
different
the values and
their
totally
culture,
models of social relations are
from
from
If
the workingC, class
teachers
them.
children
expect
attitudes which most
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have to achieve in a middle class school, the school as well as their parents expect
them to abandon their social identity, their way of living and their sy mbolic
rn
representations at the door of the schools. As this is the reality for the children who
speak a variant of the medium of instruction, this is even more acute for children
who speak foreign languages.

c.3. History curriculum.
"in the majority of schools there was little attempt to reflect the multi-racial nature of
society or to teach pupils about the origins and back-ground of the various communities
which are now a part of Britain. " Swann Report (46)

The mono-culture is noticeable in what schools teach and the way they teach. The
history curriculum largely concentrates on the history of those two countries:
C
France or Britain, and to some extent, parts of Europe and America, but keeps quiet
about the former colonies or protectorates. If the curriculum for history mentions
the history of a country, it is because it has entered into relations with or is of
interest to France or Britain. Any reference to Gdndral Galli6ni will always be
linked to Madagascar or Clive Robert to India.

In history, half humanity seems to have disappeared; the birth rate and death rate in
childbirth which are important facts. are ignored. The involvement of women in
historical events and their work are hardly mentioned, just some Greatfigures such
tD
4r,
Mary Antoinette - wife of Louis XVI seen as a careless, wasteful and unpopular, or
Marie de M6decis, or Joan of Arc known as "la Pucelle d'Orleans" (the maid of
Orleans) or Queen Victoria. It remains for authors to give women the place which
was theirs within all societies.

Instead of considering history for what it is in itself, the interest in former colonies
or protectorates stems only from the time that, for one reason or another, they come
into contact with French or British history, to a certain extent with European
history. Such a way of proceeding guarantees the continuity of French or British
history, but divides the history of their former subjects, denies their existence when
they are not linked to the history of France or Britain.
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0
c.4. Geography
curriculum.

Like history, the geography curriculum also heavily concentrates on those two
countries: France or Britain, and some parts of Europe and America, and also keeps
quiet about the rest of the world.
"In Geography, one of the most disconcerting aspects of present provision was that.
where they attemptedto discussdeveloping countries, schools frequently projected inaccurate, outdated and stereotypedprejudiceswhich pupils might have, rather than seeking
to counter them." Swann Report (47)

It pays little attention to the African, Asian and South American peoples, cultures,
modes of dress, habits of food, arts and forms of social organization
try to explain how their different

ways make eminent sense within

their climate and natural habitat. Geography
en

and does not
the context of

is 4-generally little concerned with the

effects of several centuries of colonialism on the economic, social, political and
cultural patterns of the world today. With regard to interdependence, it seems that it
is basically about giving help through international assistance of various sorts. This
0
Z-1
L-is seen as the need for European countries to help the deprived countries, but this is
not explained in any detail. Interdependence is thus a timid theme in geography,
indeed what is shown to exist is a situation far from one of mutual benefit.

Textbooks and illustrations show mostly men's work and they appear to be the
decisive element of the world economy. Historically women's roles have been
totally entwined in the productiveprocessesof the communitiesin which they have
lived, but geography textbooks fail to notice the fact that women provided - still
continue to -a constantsourceof labOUrpower. The neglect is not due to a lack of
information but to the total lack of meaningful studies done in regard to women's
achievementwithin the labour power.
France and Great Britain take pride in their highly-developed accumulation of
C
historical documents. Yet historical archives, appropriate to Africa, Asia and South
America, have being loosely retained or filed away as surplus to requirements.
C)
How much has the slave trade, colonialism and the crushing of uprisings for freedom of these people been quoted in French and British history books? How many
ZD
history and geography
textbooks point out the links between the images
of the
Z3
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"deprived" countries and multi-et4nic Etirope?:
"Ce West pas dans les manuels scolaircs ni dans les 'Histoires de France', ni m6me dans
les ouvrages savants, que vous trouverez maRre A nourrir une d6monstration sur les
apports de l'immigration A la soci&6 franqaise d'aujourd'hui. " Noiriel Gdrard * (48)

One needs to ask how images of the peoples from "deprived"
books affect black self-image

countries in text-

in Europe and also white prejudice.

some people believe that the main function of black people'and

Although

women's life,

lives
low
the
adult
of the
mothers,
nevertheless,
as
earners and as wives and
black and female population
national and international

are likely

to play a more significant

role on a

level. Literature, art and music are not an exception to

the rule. French and British literature do not generally include literary works in
French or English by non-Western

writers. Art and music taught in schools are

but
almost wholly European, and those of other cultures are not only not taught
ID

treated as exotic and artless.

c.5. The role of teachers
"When teachers expected that certain children would show greater intellectual development,
those children did show greater intellectual development. " Rosenthal and Jacobson (49)

Teachers are the key figures in the education process, and transmission and impledepend
in
in
to a very
the
overall
of
ethos
schools
mentation classroorn practice and
great dearee on the co-operation and support of individual teachers. The approach
which teachers adopt to their work is of course influenced by the training and
experience which they receive at initial and in-service level.

Bourdieu underlines the role played by teachers. For him, they are the products of a
system whose aim is to transmit the rulingC class culture, and who are expected to
adopt its value with great dedication according to their own academic and social
have
joining
By
to endorse the values of the
they
L_
teaching
the
profession,
success.
V
judged
to the scale of the so-called educated
they
are
as
according
classes
ruling1-3
4-1
C
by
He
that,
their
teachers
points
out
to
achievement.
which many
owe
classes
desionating teachers as officials, the system authorizes the imposition and control of
00
It is not in schooltextbooksor in "History of France",or evenin learned"'orks , that you %vill
find materialto highlightthecontributionof immigrationto the Frenchsocietyof today.
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knowledge
by means of sanctions established and guaranteed
týl
by society. In the
4n

meantime,they, inadvertentlyor inevitably, transmit ruling classvaluesand reNvard
pupils who manage to fall in with the established system.

Yet, must teachers be blamed for underachievement

and failure? The majority

of

teachers remain constantly preoccupied with the immediate concerns of their daY-today teaching

activities

involved

and are chiefly

in their own tasks; their own

subjects and with meeting; the constraints imposed by the educational
Z7

bureaucratization

of educational systems has led to the restructuring

into annual stages which

curriculum

system. The

teachers must diffuse

homogeneous
Zý
alleged
ZD
tn
group
of children.

.

and inculcate

of the
to an

Hence, they have a duty to organize and

lead twenty-thirty pupils with mixed ability and from different backgrounds to the
command of the curriculum, while they lack all-round support and sufficient time to
withstand the pressure of their work.

How many teachers must have realised the gulf between the training or experience
n
r_which they have undergone and the methodologies
to implement.

which policy-makers

ask them

How many teachers must have felt that they lack the appropriate and

adequate understanding, and confidence to face the issues and principles involved in
the concept of large, heterogeneous classes from working class to ethnic minority
Z__
Cý
Z:I

How many teachers must have felt uncertain, reluctant or quite sure that
groups.
,:1
nothing could be done when "policy-makers" emphasize that "differences" between
various groups could only be cou nter- prod ucti ve and divisive, and that tackling
"class" and "racial" issues openly could aggravate the situation. How many teachers
must have endured frustration at the inadequacy of resources for teaching underprivileged,
working
class
and
ethnic
minority
groups.
C)
tý
L_
c.6. The stereotyping of specific groups
"In discussions on post-war reconstruction one of the commonest demands is for 'equal
educational opportunities for all'. There is a widespread impression that the children of the
poor generally. or... the brightest children among the poor, are at present prevented by
economic handicaps from enjoying the fuller and higher type of education which children
from richer homes can secure simply by paying fees
What proportion of the non-fee...
paying population are really capable of profiting by higher education? What proportion of
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these actually fail to obtain it? Cyril Burt (50)

Burt suggestedthat the higher lQs found amongchildren of the fee-paying classes
Z--Z:
)
C0
in
really representinborn differences partly inherited from parents who themselves
owe their superior incomesto their superior mental efficiency. As for A. de Benoit,
lie recognizesreal noble and superiorqualities in man which are not often linked to
biological order:
"Le surhommeWestpas un 'superman'A gros bicepsou ý grosQ.1.,ni un 'nouveaustadede
Nvolution', mais bien celui qui se met en situationWrofque' de se d6passerlui-mEme,en
fondantun nouveautypeselonIcsnormesqui lui sontsiennes.
" (51)
It is appropriate at this juncture to consider specific issues relating to the effects of
cultural deprivation which link in with Bourdieu's views on the sociology
of
ID
Education.

When children come to school, for instance people must bear in mind,

that they come with vastly differing language abilities and back-rounds.
C, Z-1 L,

No one can

accept anymore the "facile and common explanations" considered to represent comI have
mon sense and assumed to be truth, as outlined below (Theseare assumptions
heardteachers
makein staffroom):

facing
difficulty
is
lacks
learn,
does
the
the
to
child
seen
as
a
poor
who
pupil.
will
not devote all his energies to his study, refuses to work, is lazy and undisciplined.
We ust have to read school reports, to attend staff meetings where the progress of
individual members of a class are discussed, to listen to the every day talk of the
family, to realise that this definition is popularly held in today's daily life.

have
"gifted"
"non-gifted"
the
tendency
to
people
contrast
with
children,
and
simiC
C,
larly intellectual with practical minded children, they invoke the importance of
heritage
t)
9-1 and hereditary principle.
maths, of innate ability, genetic

its
in
decline,
its
"laissez-faire",
truth
alarmists
condemn
school,
of
which
spirit
contributes in their mind to a severe and continous fall in academic standards. This
approach is a permanent source of debate for certain branches of the media susThe superhuman is not a 'superman' with bi- biceps or with a big I.Q., nor a 'new stage of
v
Zý
development', but the one who really puts himself/herself in a 'heroic' situation to surpasshimself/
herself, by creating a new type according to the norms which belong to him/her.
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taining the political divisions in society.

deficiency
inferiority
held
implies
the
the
the
the
and
of
commonly
which
view
socio-family milieu; i. e. the child who faces difficulty in his learningZ--process does
so because of a weak educational basis, a lack of affection or maturity, and the
social or linguistic handicap of his near relations.

European society and
integral
Z__
43
part
of
although
ethnic
are
an
minority
groups
indeed almost all the ethnic minority children in Europe were born there, they still
L_
0
nonprejudice - against
encounter prejudice which manifests itself as linguistic

European languages speakers, culture or religious prejudice. The most striking
z1tý z:1
C)
from
All
is
identifiable
different
the
the
white
community.
skin
colour
prejudice
influential

factor in the growth
t7l of black
Z71
CD
of racial prejudice is the cataloguing

people's expectation which the education system tends to have of them. such as
"Blackchildrenwill beC,
goodat sportsbut notacademic","Asianchildrenwill behardworkingand
well motivatedbut likely to haveunrealisticallyhighcareeraspirations"."Chinesechildrenwill be
at homefrom havingto helpin the family
reserved,%vellbehaved,andlikely to be underpressure
L_

business in the evenings" (Swann Report 02)).

it
"But
the
teachers
through
the),
or
educationists
will
say:
pupils
make
system,
who
zl_
black
instead
different";
their
about
people they make an
---in,
-attitudes
of
chan,
are
black
little
Many
them.
teachers
very
of
and
educationists
expect
exception of
in
lower
is
the
that
they
are
mostly
put
streams.
and
why
children

legacy
from
the
the
of
of
minority
emanate
stereotypes
ethnic
groups
of
some
history, which some curricula still promulgate through school resources. In truth,
4:1
Lthe difference in skin colour tends to be matched with greater or lesser academic
different
historical
in
by
tile
teachers
very
educationalists
as
also
and
some
ability
influence
lighter
be
the
the
major
on
as
a
seen
could
skin
stereotypes which exist;
C)
Aryan)
Egyptian
(Greek,
Western
and
and the
civilization and culture
evolution of
darker skin as "Barbarians" (SwannReport03)).
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The above interpretations are typical of ruling class understanding and may be
regarded as one of the main factors contributing to scholastic failure. They are
introduced as established scientific facts, permanent and unshakable, leading those
concerned to acknowledge acceptance of low expectation. Stich views are defeatist
and restrictive, implying that children fail because of slow development or low
intellectual attainment due to their family background. Given these attitudes,
however, it is normal that a certain category of children will be confronted with
difficulties becauseof the very nature of the educational system itself.

la mýrne chose
c.7. Plus qa change,
c'est
plus
z:1
"Ort croyait qu'il Wy avait plus de diffdrences ä Ncole entre filles et garýons. 11Wen est
rien. Les unes et les autres Wont pas les mýnies chances d'accdder aux diplömes.
Cetres les filles sont des dIýves brillantes en primaire et au coMge: elles redoublent
moins souvent que les garýons et sont admises plus frýquemment en seconde. Elles sont
plus nombreuses qu'eux ä ddcrocher un bac et ä faire des dtudes ä l'uni%,ersitý. Pourtant,
elles sont. en majoritý. cantonndes dans les flUres les moins prestigieuses des 13-cdeset
du suf)drieur. " Bddarida, Catherine & Helfer, Caroline* (-54)

With regard to history, girls' education has, of course, improved a great deal while
t3
4:ý
Z:1
it is not easy to overcome many years of gender socialization on the part of pupils,
C
One has
nor the allegiance of some of the staff to a society organized by gender.
Z-C-1
also to bear in mind that from childhood on through to adulthood there is a complex
in adult
set of beliefs not only concerningL-the basic major roles of the two genders
0
society but also the way in which children as well as adults should behave and
manifest these basic differences. It is true to say that the time pupils arrive in
Z:5C5 )-schools they have already acquired a personal baggage
which affects the way they

look at things and their freedom of choice.
1:1
The school as an institution tends to reinforce, through its structure the assumptions about the characteristics and personality traits of men and women. Based on
an individual's physical identity as male or fernale, people will frequently make the

. We thought that there were no more differences between girls and boys in school. It is nothing of
the sort. They do not have the same opportunity to get a diploma. Of course, the girls are
excellent pupils in primary and secondary school: they repeat a year less often than the boys and
move up more frequently into fifth ycar. The)- are more numerous in obtaining the baccalaureate
and going to university. Yet, the), are. in majority. confined to the less prestigious pathways of
secondary schools or higher education.
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assumptions about that individual
people have to recognize
extent,

the notions

with no other information

available.

However,

that young pupils have already internalized,

about their own gender identities,

appropriate forms of behaviour, it will be difficult

and developed

to some
gender

to deny that the transmission of

the notions relating to masculine and feminine roles become cl arified and reinforced:
e. g. Homme in French (mankind)
I'homme"

bears all the important role such as "Ies droits de

(the rights of man) which is opposed to women. These notions which
4-D

influence the apprenticeship for adult status, are of critical importance in this regard
ýn
and the role of the school in terms of defining individual life cannot be underestimated.

School is one of the principal agents of socialization with the family, society and
C,
as such it participates in various manners in the perpetuation of stereotypes. In
general, girls and boys appear equally receptive to new areas of study which make
up the curriculum. Yet, girls tend to follow a curriculum which excludes a whole
range of subjects, particularly mathematics and physical sciences:
"Le systýrnc scolaire contribue ý produire et Idg6timer des diffdrences cntre garqons et
filles. Sanctionn6es par Hcole. ces diff6rences sont perques par les int6ress6s cux-rnýrncs
comme inn6es; les filles sont. par exemple, convaincues de devoir Icurs orientations
litt6raires ý Icurs'dons' bien coonus dans cc dornaine. Or la carri&e scolaire sc'fabrique'ý
travers une varidtd de m6canismes." Duru Marie* (55)

They pursue in the main those subjects which are regarded as more suitable for
0
females, such as subjects defined of being "feminine" home economics, the arts
C
and business studies, which is mostly shorthand and typing.

However, in order to make an attempt to undertstand part of this whole process, it
is wise to examine the stated official policy of the education form with regard to
zD
To undertake the study of stereotyped roles attributed to men and women in
girls.
the curriculum and school materials is in itself a huge task. To bring into focus a
Z:)
IM
C them is not any less demanding;
guide
aimingt: ' at spottingZ:ý stereotypes and eradicating

The education sy stem contributes in producing and legitimizing differences between boys and
41
C

girls. Confirmed by the school, these differences are perceivcd by the persons concerned themselves
as innate; the girls are. for example, convinced of owing their literary orientation to their well
known 'gift' in this field. Now, the schooling career develops itself through a variety of
mechanisms.
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in fact, it is true that this issue can be perceived in all cultures and exists in the
differences of a regional, national or international nature, although it will be difficult
to obtain sufficient and adequate information for each country.

c-8. The physical environment
The
size of classes
Nowadays, despite the desire to mass-produce education, all schools scarcely attain
the same achievement.
"Les 6tudes g6ographiques et localMes de la r6aliI6 scolaire r&Oent des differences
importantes dans la qualit6 du 'service scolaire' d'un lieu ý Pautre et d'un 6tablissement
I'autre. " G6rard Chau%,
eau** (56)

AccordingZý to the area or region
1=1
where they are situated, accordingin to the staff who
work there and according to the make up of school children, schools "formally"
promoting equal educational opportunity do not in reality deliver instruction of the
same level and of the same nature. The casual links which may exist between the
the demographic factor and undersocio-economic or Cý
geographic
environment
or
LI
zn
achievement are no doubt important.

The expansion of towns and cities due to industrialisation and the population explosion have caused an explosion in pupil numbers in a great number of schools in
many parts of the world. This has also led to the accumulation of ethnic minority
groups in Europe and rural populations in deprived countries moving to the large
industrial areas which are most hit by economic crises. The development of international markets and multinational companies has also necessitatedthe expansion of
comprehensive mass education to meet the needs of the population and economy in
expansion. The rise in unemployment without any corresponding decrease in those
with qualifications and the prospect of unemployment for the less qualified young
Z__
people has consequently forced parents to maintain their children in school to avoid
unemployment and to consider for them the prospect of Ion.. term education. As a
result, a huge disparity has arisen between urban and rural areas, the expanding
by recession; in addition, it must not be forgotten
and
region
regions
undermined
Zý
z:1
t)
Geographicaland local studiesof educationalpracticesho", greatdifferencesin the quality of the
Zý

'educational
service'from oneplaceto anotherandfrom oneinstitutionto another.
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that urban areashavealso sufferedat the handsof recession.
Within a lot of schools, pupils find themselves crowded together in the classrooms.
Z:
ý
In short, the overpopulation

of school buildings has created considerable discomfort

and mixed ability classes which are very difficult

to run. Tile mixed-ability

classes

highlight significant differences with regard to the pupils' cognitive achievement
0 :Dt:
zn
)
from knowing how to read, to spell, calculate and argue soundly, to their attitudes
concerning tn'school.

Mixed-ability classes make more demands on teachers as they must develop didactic
frustrate either the ablest pupils or the slow learners.
strategies
will
which
not
0
Hence, individual or group work runs into difficulties and makes the task of
C,
fosteringtý and monitoringZ.ý the intellectual and emotional aptitudes of pupils extremely
exhausting Z__
and frustrating. tý Classes are overcrowded

and it becomes virtually

impossible for the teacher to coax pupils out of indifference, to discover those who
to face difficulties in reading, writing and numeracy - "able pupils" in
are beginning
in
0
Cý
4-general express themselves well while the weakest are inactive or disruptive. When
they are moved up, they are therefore lagging behind in achievement and knowledge, sometimes they barely understand the meaning of sentences which they write
1:
5
and are quite devoid of elementary natural curiosity of mind.

In large classes, teachers sometimes become out of touch personally with pupils
who, deprived of individual

attention, lose L(-,round and motivation. The pupil/
teacher ratio must be considered as the key determinant of education quality. It has
in reality a crucial influence on the degree of underachievement.

Schools
conditions
Schools where the physical fabric is deteriorating and books and equipment are
Z-1
outdated or in poor supply do not provide an environment favourable to high morale
and successful learning. Although there have been recent improvements, more still
need to be done.
"La Francedes lyc6cs ressembleý un insoluble proWme de robinets. Le premier terme de
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Nnonc6 en serait les fuites: ici les lavabos fuient au-dessus de Famphi de,chimic; 1,
ý, Peau
coule clans le gymnase; ailleurs, les 616%,
cs 6copent pendant les orages. La dcuxiýrne
donn6c mentionnerait [a tuyauteric. et en particuiier le chauffagc. Les bacs blancs ont lieu
dans le r6fectoire oý il n'y a pas de chauffage. "* (57)

Leaking roofs or leaking water is the most unendurable affliction which pupils have
to bear. Taking also into account the restricted budget
t: l
ZD
of the school management,
the temperature of the classrooms only serves to avoid any risk of sluggishness of
mind. It even induces pupils to simple listlessness in some areas of the schools such
as in the classrooms based at the basement of the buildings

or at the extremities

of

the building exposed to draughts.
rD
Vý

In addition, school buildings often look so unattractive
because
broken
of
0
window, panes still waiting to be replaced, the cold reigns in tile place; in the
warmer months blocked up windows make tile heat unbearable. As for school
resources, everyone is bound by what is strictly necessary or pupils have to endure
limited resources. To the normal wear and tear must be added the dilapidation of
buildings caused by the overpopulation of the schools. When tables are squeezed
together in classrooms, pupils embittered by the dullness of the rooms as well as
cramped accommodation are mostly tempted to kill time by scribbling on the walls
or the tables. It is a vicious circle, the poorer the state of the institution, the less
they are respected and the dirtier they become, not to mention the resulting
vandalism.
The decrepit state of a great number of schools is not only the most pressing
problem facing the French education system. but the British as well. Nowadays,
between the best and worst schools brings into light gross injustice and the
the gulf
Z!,
Z'
r-I Z-1
greatest unfairness. The majority of children are in these schools which many
people would not be happy to be associated with. France and Britain remain the
most socially divided countries with an education system which matches it in every
aspect. Although they have many of the most first rate schools in the world, they
The secondaryschoolsof Francearelike an insolvableproblemwith taps.The title of thefirst
leakabovethechemistrylecturerhall, there,thewater
reportwouldbeleaks:herethewashbasins
runsin thegym-.somewhere
elsethepupilsbaleout duringstorms.Theseconddatumwould
takeplace
mentionthepiping,andin particulartheheating...The mockexamsfor thebaccalaureate
in thedining roomwherethereis no heating.
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are also puttingznup with unacceptable conditions with diverse problems. It seems
that school issues are one of the inexplicable problems in politicians' minds.

D. The Malagasy case
"Sekoly miangatra"*. This was the slogan in 1972; today the education system
remains, however, no less than yesterday, in a state of crisis. The excessive repetition and drop-out represent a major source of wastage in Madagascar which means
for the Malagasy children failure, frustration
realizing

their full potential.

and severely diminished

Madagascar, contrary to Other African

chances of

countries, has

the advantage of possessing a national language which has imposed itself despite
Zý
tý
ZD t:l

the existence of some dialectal variances - there exist about ten variants (M.
Zefaniasy Rafaralahy-Bemananjara- 1983). Yet, the Malacyasification policy, on the
rn
contrary. intensified the inequality within the education system as has been
highlighted in Chapter 111.In short, the hurdle encountered was the lack of qualified
rn tý
teachers as well as the low standard of their teacher training. To overcome this
foreign
teaching
teaching
the
shortage
of
qualified
staff,
relied
on
governement
0
in
Z-1
VV
personnel - French, British. American. Russian, Vietnamese... - as a result, the
students when they move up to fifth year in secondary school, after a Malagasified
curriculum, have to follow lectures given entierly in French. This is of course to
throw students into confusion.
The physical environment has also its part in the issue as ill equipped schools are
considerably behind rich schools because they are mostly isolated and distant from
passable roads. They tend to cope with the means at their disposal - Qutub Uddin
Khan and Dieter Berstecher highlight the fact that town schools in Madagascar,
have a level of drop-out which is less than half that of their rural counterparts. The
size of many schools is cause for concern as many of them only have between two
and five classrooms due to their isolation, poverty and the difficult environment.
Furthermore, they state that:
"It is frequently observed that small schools record higher ratesof wastage,due to their
isolation, poverty and difficult environment.

The stud), has made a very detailed inventory of the number and condition of different

Biased schooling.
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kinds of textbooks, of didactic m'aterials such as maps, rulers, compasses, etc. and of
school furniture such as tables, benches and blacboards.

In general terms, the situation is one of great scarcity in most schools, and of relative
abundancein a few privilieged institutions. On the average,the sampleschoolshave . 156
items of didactic materials per students,or one item for every six students. For school
furniture, the average availability is 308 per student; i. e. about one table, bench or
.
blackboardfor every threestudents." Qutub Uddin Khan and Dieter Berstecher(58)

The guiding principles of education in Madagascar have, also, followed historical
tý
0
1:1
development.

In reality, from the beginning of the nineteenth centur y schooling
in
11
,
en
was the work of British and French missionaries. During the highest point of
colonization,

to train an assimilated elite class which
education had a definite target,
ZD

was absolutely necessary to the colonial system. This education with a metropolitan
curriculum was very limited, the rate of school attendance was very low and only
strategic areas took advantage of schools.

With the transfer of power, the educational system, without changing its methods
the bulk of the population out of
and curriculum. aimed at another mission: to get
L-illiteracy and poverty. Thus the creation and the development of state schools
(primary,

secondary and higher education) proved necessary. But the rapid

expansion of schooling:_I was to present the poor countries with two serious
problems: the financingC and the trainingL-of teachers.
Consequently, despite the endeavours displayed and alteration undertaken by the
authorities, education failed to meet the economic, social and cultural demands of
these countries. The world has come across the underdevelopment of the system
which is full of contradictions:
hand,
have
increase
in
the
on
one
people
witnessed
an
pupil numbers which
over-populates classrooms, and on the other hand the shortage of qualified teachers,
the inadequacy of school buildings and financial means.
rn
increase of the size of classes in primary and secondary schools and also
the
t5 the existing
V
4:5
the diversity of types of schools have contributed to strengthening

by
disparities
the
of
are
still
shortage
which
made
worse
social
circumstances
C
adequate institutions.
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has
been
People
have
the
this
efficiency
very
of
education
poor.
witnessed
-

high educational drop-out in the course of schooling whereas no reorientation
structures have been planned to receive pupils who have to leave the system.

been
has
The
the
technical
aside
expense
of
general
education
set
at
education.
training provided has not met the requirement of the productive areas of the
economy out of which unemployment is inevitable for those pupils leavingznsuch
establishments.

increased,
but
kind
higher
has
this
the
of
within
education,
of
students
number
4D
education is always and will still be the prerogative
of
privileged
and
rich
people.
Z:
CD
5
Hence, the education systems copied from European patterns have been inadequate
for the needs of poor countries. It has become very expensive because of a huge
t=
educational drop-out. Furthermore, it has only trained or qualified people who are
manifestly incapable of fulfilingL,practical activities conformingC to the needs of these
to the social and economic realities.
countries and the economy, as well as adapting
Cý
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Underachievementis an acute problem in most deprived urban areas.Although
Zý
Z:ý
tý' very disadvantaged
t-communitiescan be highly effective in enabling
schoolsserving

their pupils to make good progress, some of the lowest levels of achievement are to
0
1--

be found in these areas, multiple disadvantages
Zý
combine to make educational
to attain. People livingt) with the effects of poverty, long-term
zn
unemployment, poor housing, a lack of good amenities, high levels of crime,

success difficult

druc, trafficking, are severely disadvantaged.
vandalism and, increasingly
also,
tj
r)
4:1
tn
People for whom the problems of unemployment and poverty are so great that they
lose a sense of belonging to the mainstream of society and of sharing its aims and
Z:
3 00
isolated.
z: 1
aspirations, become increasingly

Underachievement, hence, constitutes a crucial handicap to disadvantaged children
but makes the brightening up of their personality and the realization of a wellbalanced individual and community life difficult.

Children from diasadvantaged

beloncyino,to a
otherwise,
and
whether
or
not
social classes, whether foreian
or
In
V0
minority

ethnic group, experience difficulty

on average their performance

or failure in the education system, and

is not as good as that of pupils from the well-off

belonging culturally
or
social classes. Yet, beingZ-1of foreign
origin
C
41t__

to a minority

is
factor
group
a
ethnic
which can aggravate
educational inequality.
In L_
0

The membership of black pupils in the disadvantaged social level brings them to the
tn
Lfore with regard to underachievement. Everyone must bear in mind that this failure
is not at all an effect of their ethnic or foreian
but rather an incapability of the
LLorigins
education system to reduce the social inequalities. Black children suffer also from
linguistic
rm

their
on
and cultural handicaps which have negative
repercussions
Z:I
educational level. The linguistic handicap appears to be influenced by being
y
bilingual
by
education
the existingZ-ýn
s stem. The
whose specific needs are not met

forced acculturation

of the dominant

lanoua-e has become the root of alienation.
Z-- In

This leads to an identity conflict which prevents the full development of bilinguals
Zý
and seems to characterize the education of black children: repeated school failures
and the tendency to drop out of school.
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The victorious people
My heart's in this struggle.
My people will overcome. All the people
will overcome, one by one.
These sorrows
will be wrung like handkerchiefs until
all the tears shed on the desert's
the
steps
on
graves,
on
galleries,
of human martyrdom. are squeezed dry.
But the victorious time's nearby.
Let hatred reign so that punishment's
hand won't tremble,
let the hour hand
reach its time table in the pure instant,
and let the people fill the empty streets
with fresh and firm dimensions.
Here's my tenderness for that time.
You'll kno%vit. I have no other flagg.
General" Pablo
Neruda:
"Canto
(Translated by Jack Schmitt)

CHAPTER

V. Importance of an international

awareness.

As formulated in the first chapter, the fundamental motive for an enhancement of
the curriculum is to cultivate a sense of responsibility and an appreciation of and
for
respect
all cultures represented within any society by initiatingZýan International
Curriculum. Moreover, it has to instil in children an awareness of the world in
which they live. In other words, the ethical mission of education is clearly defined
from the outset.

In all fairness, to obey the rules of the game, the educational partnership with
politics and socio-economics has to be clearly affirmed. To educate children, which
of course goes beyond the control of school, requires actions which bring together
the social development of certain areas; the reconstruction of the family nucleus in
the -hettos and the fi-lit auainst racism, and any other kind of unfair discrimiZD
tý
in
nation. Otherwise, under threat of failure of fulfilment, school institutions may
the outside world by themwithdraw into themselves and let youngsters
endure
tý
selves. By keepingC. social and political principles, which stimulate the evolution of
the world, at the door of the schools, schools may encourage religious bigotry,
Zý'
0
4D
authoritarian governments and states regulated by the power of money to manipulate traditional and new knowledge to their own advantage.

By ignoring the social structure and its reflection in the school system, the international curriculum can be implicitly damaging to the education of the working class
as well as to black children. Furthermore people live in a world enslaved by racism
and sex-desdcri mi nation, the essential and crucial elements which have been the
structuring of social and world relations, with the result that working, classes, black
people and women have been exploited as a part of the working class, but they
have also been exploited as a race and as women. Therefore, it becomes necessary
to supply governments and international associations with food for reflection
because racism and sex-di scri mi nation are not the special preserve of any one social
class, age,
group
or
zone.
residential
r.) ID
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Any C.government seekingz1- to preserve political order based upon inequality has
encouraged and accentuated tile tendencies for socio-economic inequalities. Similarly, any government based oil tribalism has never put an end to racial or religious
conflicts. In any racially or religiously divided society, inequalities have prevailed
and unequal achievement in one generation has had consequences for the next one.
Where there are distinct racial or religious groups Nvith different privileges, group
t,
1:1
4=1 Zý
group membership and sociomembership is transmitted as the association between en
economic status has been an important influence.

Henceforth, it is important that governments take a radical stance and enforce a firm
policy in order to tackle racism and contribute to the elimination
fair discrimination
trialized"

which are still rampant in virtually

as well as "deprived"

that inequality
arguing
CD :_-

of all kinds of un-

all aspects of life in Indus-

countries. They must not defend their inactivity

between groups results from differences
1-1

by

in the natural

abilities of individuals, just as inequalities within groups result from individual
differences. Nowadays, these tendencies exist in all societies, but can governZD
ments reduce their effect and implement a real equal opportunity in states and
schools institutions?

The need for changes on National

and International

levels

"The fight to end racism in education must be concerned with changing the context of
the
the curriculum.
education, changing the pcdagogy
and
must
examine
and
C -administrative arrangements, including questions of students recruitment in higher
0
education and the relationships within the institutions. etc. This overall attempt must be
linked to policy formulation and implementation and to the question of resourcing. "
Godfrey L. Brandt (1)

It could be suggested that new policies require to be implemented to wage a relentZD
CV
less battle against racism and any forms of discrimination, as well as actions for
social recovery which must be extended to the white and black populations who are
suffering similar exclusion. A new international order may take place based on
equitable cooperation and to emphasise popular participation, thus giving people the
Six
destiny;
in
decide
handle
"empowerment"
the
their
to
of
people.
and
short
right
for
fields
designed
be
points
crucial
economic
as
and
can
action
- political
Zý
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changes.
A. The definition

of "Deprived"

countries.

Terms such "Third-World" or "Developing country" requires immediate considera4n
tion. The slave trade, then imperialism and the call for immigration were a phase of
capitalist development. In consequence, European capitalist countries established
political, economic, military and cultural hegemony over the parts of the world
which were initially in the making and therefore could not resist domination. Later
on, they were joined by the United States, the ex-Soviet Union and Japan. Hence,
imperialism

is in effect the extended capitalist system which for many years

embraced the whole world - one part being the exploiters and the other the
exploited, one part being dominated and the other acting as "Big Brother", one part
dependent.
makingrnpolicy and the other being
I-"... in 1979, the 'first world' was the capitalist West, the second world was the
Communist bloc; the Third World, defined in relation to these two. encompassed almost
everyone else.
No", the Communist bloc is neither communist nor a bloc: the middle has disappeared.
The Third World is no longer third and is no longer a clearly identifiable grouping of
nations. The world is no longer split into rich and poor nations with nothing in between.
it could be said that the Third World is the world inhabited by the poor of the earth. It is
...
the globe's steerage. the underdecks, bclow the water line. " Paul Harrison (2)

Since terms such as "underdeveloped", "developing" have been unjustly interpreted
intellectually,
overtly
or
covertly
as
meaning
underdeveloped
morally, materially
or in any respect, and the term "Third-World" as third rate; it should be suggested
zn:
_,
that the term "deprived" should be the appropriate alternative classification of the
African, Asian and South American nations. This illustration may win freedom
from the impression that all these countries are escaping from a state of economic
Zý
backwardness relative to the so-called "industrialized" nations. This is certainly not

* Problems
of definition: "Third World" - but what is the "second world" now? "Poor" countries it may be more accurate, on average, but some people or regions may be relatively rich.
"Deprieved" - to understand how this state came about, people have to go back to colonial days. In
most cases, colonies have always been exploited as sources of primary products: metals. raw fibres
and foods. The industrialized countries began to plunder their colonies of natural resources when
their own supplies of metal and fuels began to fall short of demand. As -aresult, the function of
colonies was to supply raw materials on the one hand - and on the other, to purchase the
manufactured goods of the "mother" country. In short, they wcre used as supply of the raw
materials and markets.
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true as many "deprived" countries have become poor because of their exploitation
by the world's great powers - imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism - Until
Z3
now, this exploitation has been intensified in new ways; ie through the International
Monetary Fund.
"Between1980andthe presenta seriesof agreements
havebeennegotiated,
alwayswith
great difficulty, since the IMF has insistedon its usual packageof devaluationand
in the sizeof the administrationand
reductionsof governmentexpenditurevia decreases
theendingof subsidiesfor itemslike rice." MaureenCovell(3)
By developing special austerity packages, the I. M. F has made most of Africa, Asia
4)
ZD
and South America

deprived

before the fast deterioration
e.
g.
-

of the economical

situation in Madagascar, the government with the backing of the World Bank, was
obliged to implement
ture which

an adjustment programme to allow a new economical

was more open to private enterprise

and to the outside world.

strucAs a

result, the government and the World Bank decided to reform the public sector and
the spearhead of the reform was liquidation,

restructuring

or the sale of a certain

number of public enterprises. Because of the restructuring

policy, the government

had to make many employees redundant, and in order to write off the social impact
of the redundancy,

the government
L,

had to compensate and retrain them. In short,

the Malagasy economy had to be more accessible to the world market to allow the
Malagasy sector to make full use of the liberalization of the trade (Midi Madagascar4n,
in
17 Octobre 1989). Its prescription for debt-ridden economics stresses "spend less
and earn more". This adjustment has required governments, at first, to cut to the
bone the social service budgets - health, education, transport and other welfare
for fresh
spendingtý - and its imports, and then to increase exports in exchange
ZD
loans, or extending old ones over longer periods. In short, export or perish has
4n,
Lbeen the messaae from the I. M. F.
C
B. The importance

of self sufficient

nations

Hence, there is a need to refute the use of these practices and challenge them by
putting forward

some basic measures. The continuous

effort which debt-ridden

has
currencies
countries are forced to make in order to increase exports for foreign
z:1
often led most countries to neglect their food supply for the home market. Yet, as
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far as pricing is concerned, the. whole import-export relationship between the
"exploited"

is
their
trading
and
partners
one
of
unequal
exchange
nations and
tý
r.:,

exploitation, becausethe terms of trade are set by industrialized countries in a
mannerentirely advantageousto themselves,so the trade is usually detrimental to
the trading partner.
More far reaching than just trade is the ownership of the means of production in
one country by the citizens from another or by multinationals. When citizens of
Europe or multinationals have the monopoly of the means of production, this is the
most direct way to weaken Africa, Asia and South America. So long as exploiters
own factories, banks, companies and, so on, then the wealth of these countries
will flow outwards into the liands of countries which hold the monopoly of the
international trade and rnarket-, the health, education and other welfare of these
populations will liang upon the "structural" ad ustments of I. M. F. In short, in the
absenceof political awarenessand direct political participation from the peoples and
their governments, foreign policy and investment will always ensure that the natural
t7l
41resources and labour of these nations produce an economic value which will be lost
to them.

Ren6 Dumont, a French ecologist, states that:
"An African common front. even if limited to economic affairs. would enable Africa to
attached to foreign
aid.
be in a better position to protect
particulady
itself, while diversifying
its agriculture, following the outline I have made here or another
(reducing imports, improving
nutrition.
crops. then feed crops and
planting industrial
livestock), it seeks at the sametime to increase its markets. Instead of orienting itself only
to the rich Atlantic
area. which will make it too dependent on the west... In the
framework of a kind of economic neutralism. exchan-es inside the African bloc should be

safeguard

more efficientIN
French, English

against political
stringsr
or European... Africa will

first, then in all of the emerging
preference. " (4)

developed

being

nations, which could grant each other a mutual

Dumond asserts that Africa needs to pledge itself to improve the level of nutrition
and livingZDconditions of its population in order to free them from the spectre of
famine. In fact, self-reliance in food production becomes the fundamental objective
of "deprived" countries, and this requires the creation of a viable and sustainable
for the future. It is then important that these peoples pledge themselves
agriculture
Z:
)
C
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particularly to the development of their agriculture and the increase in their food
supply. This needs to be their main priority because the great majority of the
population lives on agriculture. Self-sufficient food supplies can be stressed as the
main target by all governments as self-reliance in food production cannot only
allow agricultural growth, but also the establishment of links between production
areas and production reserves for regional and national supply.

better
local
It will be necessaryto return to :greater
to
on
resources,
make
reliance
_1
use of farm waste as organic fertiliser, and to minimise the use of non-renewable
in from a distance. In short, self-reliance requires the restrucresources brought
Cý
turing of the organization to win in efficiency and the improvement of the manageZD
0
tý
ment. The aim is to increase production in the nations of low income and in deficit,
as well as to take precautionary

measures against the animal pests and transborders

diseases of plants and animals. It is also quite possible to increase production

in

the areas of high potential thanks to the already existing and available technology.

Their major actions may undertake a thorough
tý
Z-study on vital works such as irrigaC,
tion and drainage
canals to allow the diversification of the production as well as the

association of the population of the village with the upkeep of the materials. Still,
the farmer has to eat first, so however reliable the climate, one has the obligation to
to food crops and to encourage them to constitute a collective stock.
give
priority
4-n
This can L-give the agricultural
rn
economy more possibility of feeding its own tDgrowth
through an internal accumulation of surplus towards a kind of collective saving for
the village. To restore trust and motivation and to reduce the competitiveness of
life, the rural population will be encouraged to organize themselves into
village
Z5
ZD
local areas and create cooperative structures which can
their
committees throughout
rD
interest in community welfare, and also
well
every
give
everyone,
as
as
village,
an
L2
to exert moral pressure on recalcitrant families.

Constructive measures can, also, be drawn from the agricultural failure in these
feed
Many
their population
these
adequately
countries
could
years ago,
countries.
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but today they are obviously incapable. The main reason is that, the rural population did not profit by the introduction of new technology as it was too expensive
4-as well as being incompatible with their traditional

"savoir faire". Trust and

motivation need to be restored to the rural population. The redress has to be
achieved by all, but first by the "deprived" countries; they are encouraged to take
their destiny into their own hands and seek the unification and organization of the
z:1
people. Hence, it is indispensable that governments influence the emergence of
viable agricultural policy, on a regional as well as national level.

It could be suggested that a joint effort calls upon a tearn of technicians, agronotý
4ýtD
Z71
mists and researchers - regional,
national and international - who have the fundaindividual farmers - people have to bear in
mental objective of workingrýalongside
L_
mind that in Africa

men and women are both involved

committees for the recovery of the farmers' lost motivation
tj
generate
a better understanding r.3 of their environment:

in farming

their
and
-

to carry out studies and
physical,

r: 1
vegetable

and

animal, and then state the best conditions for the exploitation of this environment to
an agricultural end. The aim of the collaboration of regional, national and international experts with local farmers is to improve the transfer of ne%vtechnology and
the agricultural products for the people's consumption. In addition the establishment of a regional and national agricultur al policy can allow the development and
the strengthening of a national trade and exchange market as they have been mostly
L,
zD
In
ignored at the expense of the "industrialized" countries.

It is easy to criticize the dominant world economics, which may still run the risk of
dominatingt3 for a longZ:1 period, however, they cannot disregard these issues which
have often

resulted

from

redress can be achieved
take their destiny
people. Today,

their

politics

by all, but first

and has often

contributed

by the "deprived"

into their own hands and seek unification

it is more evident

to failure.

The

They

have to

and organization

of the

countries.

that people are facing a particular
4--

turning

L-

point in

international socio-economic relationship. Because of the fall of the Eastern block
development
European
Community,
the
the
a
ne%v
economic
strengthening1:1of
and
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has been emphasized at the expense of the deprived nations many new opportunities for the EEC market in the Eastern block, new investment and financial
assistance; existence of a certain advanced scientific and technological
resources.
Zý
This may relegate the "deprived" countries to the bottom of the trade scale.
0
It is crucial that the ne%veconomic developments offer a great opportunity to tile
"deprived" countries to intensify their economic exchange
in
Zn
to their mutual advantage
Moreover, this coordination
and to really fit into the regional
economy.
and
national
C,
facing drought or flood with
and collaboration can facilitate the supply of regions
4:)
ZZ,
43
the linkage
C,
) food. As a result, this will urge
of the econowhatever they need - e.Z:g.
mical and industrial infrastructures and put the emphasis on the main priority such

as the improvement in the agricultural sector and productivity

and technology

in self-reliance in food production
the
the
tasks
exchange,
and
redistribution
of
1ý
between parties. This will lead to a Zn
r_1
of the risingZ-1 people and to
genuine organization
a strong cooperation between governments, experts and farmers in order to
levels.
exchange
political
socio-economic
on
and
national
and
experiences
regional
C,
1-1
"Health-caresystemsin mostof theThird World neglectthe poor. not becausethereis
not enoughmoney to spend,but becauseinappropriatewesternmodelshave been
followed:inappropriate
in cost,in approachandin technology.
" PaulHarrison(i)
As far as health is concerned, after a period of substantial improvement, progress
has slowed down. In many countries, the sanitary conditions have regressed due to
Zn
the lack of medical staff and materials and the deficiency and inadequacy in the
medical research. Yet, this regression results from the adoption of the European
the training of medical staff,
model of health organization,
and
medical
research
Zn
Jý
en
the technical
which is expensive and inadequate. This choice has also strengthened
and industrial dependency and increased the vulnerability

to businesses whose

strategies are often less reliable, but also to international companies which control a
large market of medicine, vaccines and their derivatives, as weil as food for babies.

Today, "deprived"

countries severely lack medical staff while industrialized

countries train more medical staff than they can offer employment to and a salary
Africa,
Asia
is
The
"brain
drain"
to
and
their
common
also
compatible with
skill.
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South America. Scientists, medical staff and technicians, lured by better pay and
opportunities, leave their countries for the United States, Canada or Europe. India
which has supplied and continues to supply L-generations of researchers of high
tý
in the improvement of agriculture. Some of its
themselves
quality who may engage
in tý
t:1
Universities and research centres may be involved in projects targetingZ' the upgradrý
Z-in- of the medical staff, technicians and scientists adapted to their environment and
0
needs and collaborating with their neighbours. The presence of top technicans,
medical staff and scientists can have a major effect on the economic and social
in countries which lack these experts.
progress
Zý
Still no improvement will occur without political and social evolution. The lessening of social inequalities and the eradication of exploitation must be the elements for
progress; it will be more efficient than the building of huge dams which provoke
ecological disasters, or the purchase of factories which stop because of lack of
materials or technicians to run them. Also. scientists, medical staff and technicians
are not only the causes of this regression, but the ways in which they are employed
and the interests they serve.

C. The relevance

of equal political

and civic rights

Maybe Gobineau's theories are "discredited", and extreme right wing theories
z:1
In
"officially" condemned, but still the z:general
European interest in biology
Cý
1
and sociois to legitimise
logy
tý
z:1
an ideology
z1_ which would assume national and world economic
and racial superiority of one race over the other and the so-called Super-Power over
the rest of the world.
"... substituer une mosafque rigide de oroupes ethniques et raciaux au pluralisme, qui est
la rýgle naturelle dans une sociýtd IiWrale, revient a manquer gravement de sagesse. (.. )
ceux ý qui I'affirmative action (politique des quotas) permet d'obtenir des emplois pour
lesquels its ne sont pas qualifi6s, savent trýs bien eux-rnýmes qu'ils sont des citoyens de
seconde classe munis de passeports de prerni4e classe, et que les autres les consWrent
cornme tels. " Irving Kristol* (6)
. Substituting a set mosaic of ethnic and racial groups for pluralism, which is the national rule
in a liberal society, gravely lacks wisdom. ( ) to those which the positive action (policy of quota)
...
allows them to obtain employments for which they are not qualified, know themselves, very well,
that they are second class citizens supplied with a first class passport, and that the others consider
them as such.
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According to 1. Kristol's view, the recession makes the competition of black people
on the work market unacceptable. He also strongly opposes the policy of quotas
which, he believes, does not help the state to change the economical structure, and
this would also imply a deep social upheaval which is incompatible with the
economical situation. Hence, the revival of historical myths such as black people
being immoral, irresponsible, lazy, dirty... (Chapour Haghighat-1988).

Walter Rodney has fully analysed and discussed the African experience. He pointed
The ideology was based
out that imperialism was both ideological
and
economical.
0C
on the notion of "natural" military and maritime superiority. Thus, independent of
the financial pressures of colonization in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
Britain was active in "convincing" both her European rivals as weil as the "new
world" of her superiority. However. united with the ideological intention was the
economic intention of exploitingC-Africa, Asia and Latin Arnetrica for the benefit of
the imperial power. In return, the colonized peoples received the dubious privilege
4D
of the status of "British subject of Her Majesty's realm".

free
labour
by
first
demanThe French ?government
had
ZtC,
a
cunning
way
of
getting
-ding that African males should enlist as French soldiers and then using them as
00
unpaid labourers. This and other forced labour legislation was extensively applied
in vast areas of French colonies. As Freely-Harnick pointed out:
"in fact, the whole system depended on the ability of the colonial bureaucracy
to get
labour out of an unwilling
population. The importance of the issue and the difficulties
labour were passed in Madagascar than
encountered meant that more ordinances regulating
C
C:

in any other French colony. The most direct method of dealing with the problem was
forced labour, instituted in 1897 and retained until 1946." (7)

Social and historical facts about immigration were constantly introduced as a pheitself
factor
identify
which
as
a
of recession, which would make
would
nomenon
things alarming, which would force Europe to become a continent of immigrants.
Does immigration

United
for
States
fatal
Europe?
If
the
threat
so,
represent a

for
Europe.
long
have
disappeared
the
should
also
go
ago,
and
same remark
should
Yet, Hans-Maguns Etizensberoer; a German playwright, perceives it differently:
ZD
0
Zý"Plus une civilisation tente de s'emmurer pour se pr6munir d'une menace ext6rieure,
ý
inutile
Ics
de
barbares,
d6finitive
Quant
A
d6fendre
nos
attendre
aux
aura
en
moins elle
...
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portes. Ils sont 1ý depuis toujours. " (8)

To consider a race to be ethnically, religiously and culturally homogeneous, is tile
act of a closed and inward-looking.r.ý Even in Europe, as the 4-1
great nations or empires
cannot be considered to be homogenous. Yet, while Indian and Oceanic tribes are
today they are facing extinction.
still homocrenous,
43
6
Mrs Thatcher when asked about immigration, replied:
"you

know

in Britain already felt 's%vamped'. Present immigrants
some communities
settled here would have nothing to fear from Tory policy, but we cannot go on in this
country taking in more and more people and I believe it would be against the interest of
racial harmony if we were to do so... This country can take a small minority of different
people;

once that minority

gets bigger
CLI

tend to regard it in a totally
people
and bigger
zl-ztý

different light and fear it and we must not let that happen. "

And askedto explain by what she meant by 's%vamped',she said:
"some areas which I know very well where the whole character of the area has changed...
c
you know some people do feel swamped when streets they have lived in for the whole of
their life really now are quite different and they do feel swamped and I stand by it
absolutely, I do. " The Guardi-an-April 1979

Behind the desire for ethnical homogeneity, is revealed an unambiguous desire for
Zý
ZD
purity reflecting the obsession with mi xed- marriages. Interbreeding has always
been at the centre of nationalist racism, which rejects it as degradingZn and dishonouC
rable and claims it to be bad in itself as it would weaken the natural order. This
desire, of course below the surface, advances the theory that the fate of a civilization is determined by racial composition - i.e Hitler, Mein Kampf:
"Le r6le du plus fort est de dominer et non point de se fondre avcc le plus faible, en
sacrifiant ainsi sa propre grandeur. Seul. le faible de naissancepeut trouver cette loi
cruelle. Mais c'est qu'il Westqu'un homme faible et born6,.car si cette loi ne devait pas
1'emporter.Nvolution de tous les &cs organisdsscrait inconcevable." (9)

That white societies would only flourish as long as they remain free of black
strains, and the more a civilization's

racist character is diluted through mixed

marriages, the more likely it would be to lose its vitality and creativity, and sink
. The more a civilization tries to cloister itself in order to protect itself from an external threat, the
less, it will, eventually, have to defend against... As to the barbarians, pointless to wait for them
at our doors. They have always been there. ,
. The duty of the stronger is to dominate but not to dissolve within the weaker, by sacrificing, in
this way, its own greatness. Only the weak by birth can find this rule cruel. But he is only a weak
and narrow-minded man; because if this rule did not carry, the evolution of all organized human
beings would be inconceivable.
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into corruption and immorality.

Still, the election of the host country is hardly by mere accident. This is often linked
to previous relations - cultural, political or economic - established between the
country of emigration and the country of immigration. All the former colonial
powers welcome important immigrants from their former colonies. In short, immigrants choose as a country for immigration, the country which history has put
them in contact with - Indians and Pakistanis to Great Britain. If Algerian immigration is the most important in France, it is because Algeria was French until
1962, trade, economic and cultural links have been established between France and
Algeria since 1830. So nowadays, why do politicians talk about "invasion", "a
stream of people"? In reality, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the stream
of European people to Africa, Asia and Latin America was a genuine invasion, to
Z-1
such a point that it destroyed societies and cultures which had already progressed.
Z__
Thanks to her demographic expansion, coupled with industries and guns, Europe
has forced the door of other continents and dominated the world.
Among these immigrants whom politicians want to deport without ceremony, most
C)
0
have been living in Europe for more than ten years.
IN sont nýs ici. Ils ne Vavaient pas demadd. Et ici. c' est chez eux. Ils devraient prouver
qu'ils sont dignes de denleurerdans ce paýs quand celoi-ci mani feste bien peu d'ardeurä l es
considdrer comme ses enfants. " Maurice Lemoine* ( 10)

During this period, these people have been doing, in proportion, more than the
European by "blood", all the hard, unpopular and ill-paid jobs. Today in Europe,
should not these years of strain and sweat, at least deserve respect? Should the
privilege of "white ancestral blood" have all the rights? Is it not denying all the
traditions of human rights by setting values in terms of "class", "origin" or by
tý
tý
tv
discriminating in favour of "blood affiliation"?
C)
If 0governingCý bodies or political parties are L,genuinely concerned to stop the rise of
racism and all forms of discrimination which people are encountering nowadays,
They were born here. The), did not ask for it. And here, they are at home. They have to prove
that they are worthy of living in this country,while it shows less enthusiasmin regarding them as
its children.
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then they will have to conteract these assumptions and listen to disadvantaged
people and to voices from ethnic minority populations. For that, they have to assert
strongly that "races" are simply groups of people with substantially differing proportions of genes from various racial stocks and that skin colour and hair are one of
the countless genetic characteristics of human beings. They are encouraged to speak
0
4:1
their political careers by
the truth and without ambiguity instead of safeguarding
tý
0
0
treating immigrants as scapegoats. Europeans are Europeans, it does not matter the
tP
C
number of ancestors they have in Europe, their land of birth, their name and
appearance. A black person of immigrant origin is a European, with all the rights
and the duties which this implies.

An ideology without opposition, in general, takes root among unemployed and.
disadvantaged people. As Gramsci pointed out:
ýD
"... a social form 'always' has marginal possibilities for further development and
organisational improvement. and in particular can count on the relative weaknessof the
life.
its
It is necessary
force
character
and
way
of
-a
progressive
as
result
of
specific
TiVal Cý
for the dominant social form to preservetheir weakness
II
Gramsci believed that the failure of the proletariat to exert its alternative hegemony
the bourgeoisie to continnue its rule despite the weakening r5 of its own
Z__
hegemony. Hence, racism is only a tool for the ideological offensive led by people
L_
Cý
who fix their hierarchy of tasks: the interior order first and then the exterior. In

allows

demands
legitimate
dissatisfaction
it
divert
the working
the
to
of
and
general,
serves
en
L_
Z__

class. Prejudice is rather less an error or an illusion than a lie and a weapon. Racism
is an ideology whose strong core is tile essence of the affirmation of in-equality,
based on differences of nature between human races, an affirmation which implies
exclusion, discrimination, persecution or at the extreme extermination which arise
from attitudes of hate and contempt of the other.

In reality, the refusal of immigrants is relative, it does not concern other white
Europeans but specially

black immigrants.
targets
Zzn

In short, white immigrants
tý

are

like Europeansso their "assimilation" or integration could be easier - Le Chirac's
but
immigration
black
European
Thus,
to
even
governments
want
control
speech.
force,
increase
in
they will only restrain
the
means
and
an
police
with sophisticated
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to some extent. Indeed, they will never manage to stop it completely, or even less
to drain it away as long as the soclo-economic systems bleed the "deprived"
z:1

countriesdry with unequalinternationaltrade.Only the improvementof the socioeconomic structuresof thesecountries will dissuadecandidatesfor immigration,
and will keepthem at homeand put suchideasout of their minds.
This evaluation can be impossible in these countries because of the ruthless predators and local despots, more preoccupied with their own enrichment than of the
their
weil beincy
of
people.
0
"Ratsirak-a, accuse le vieux Monja jaona. est un accapareur sans vergone de richesses
nationales. 11est ä la source de tous fes trafics illicites sur la vanille, le girofle. le cafd. le
riz, Vor, le bdryl, Nranium et autres pierres prdcieuses. 11est ä la base des vols de boeufs.
Et pour dcouler le produit de tous ses traFics illd-aux. il utilise les bateaux, bien de l'Etat
Malanasy"* (12)

c

Consequently, there is an urgency to carry out a strict political and well balanced
development with the emphasis on the participation of all tile social-classes national and international - and with an equitable share of benefits of the collective
effort, even if it is moderate. Juridical and political inferiority contrasting with full
citizenship has obvious consequences in the social and racial discrimination

of

immigrant people. The coexistence of two factions within the same population with
L_
political and social inequality leads to the conviction of the superiority of one group
4:1
over the other, and durin-LIhard times, it L_
aenerates ideas that the other is disturbin-rýv
invading and unnecessary.
C
This racism, taking the form of popular expression, expresses the segregation
ZI_ 2D
Zn
which these semi-citizens meet within the administration and the state. Hence, there
is only one cure for this racism, the recognition and the extension of their political
In
Governments have the resposibility to overthrow all obstacles which stand
rights.
tD
in the immigrant workers' way to their accessto full juridical and civic rights. They
laws to break down racism and all forms of
to lay down strong
are also encouraged
LI
LI
He is at the
The old Monja Jaona accusesRatsirakaas a shamelessgrabber
of
wealth.
national
Zý
roots of all illicit traffic on vanilla, cloves, coffee, rice, gold, beryl, uranium and precious stones.
He instigates the theft of oxen and disposes the goods of this illegal traffic by using ships
belonging to the Malagasy State.
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discrimination and ensurethat imagesof black achievementsare perceivedat all
political and social levels - Ministers, M. Ps, lawyers, doctors, teachersand headteachers,scientists.... and the like. If the atin of positive action is to spreadand
increasesocial mobility and create more black and working class achievers,they
to counteractthe negativeimage
measure
clearly affirm this asa highly
appropriate
Z71
t3
of deviance and criminality which the massmedia have associatedwith black as
well as working classyouth.
Governments are encouraged
rn
to bestow privileges
C,
4-)
strugz:1
of grassroot
4:5
upon images
cyles,notably those tD
generated by the culture of resistance to sex-descrimination,

:0

racism and all forms of unfair discrimination in which men - black and white, and
increasingly women have played a leading role. They have the responsibility to
L-47
in
by highlighting
the
Z-C
their
Lposition
vanguard
promote a more positive image
-r-forjustice and their front line defence of the community against both state
struggle
4=1
CI_and street sex-descrimination, racism and all forms of unfair discrimination.

D. Reconstruction

of the family

nucleus

".. Ave command that the Jews dwelling in this province of Gaesen shall not live among
the Christians. but shall have their houses near or next to one another in some sequestered
part of the state or to%,,,
n. so that their dwelling place shall be separated from the common
d", clling places of the Christians by a hedge. a wall. or a ditch. " Louis Wirth (13)

Once upon a time, there were ghettos. They originated in the Middle Ages to
Jewish
These
European
Jewish
desionate
the
cities.
4:3
r)
C,
section of many
seare-ated
Jews
locked
had
When
that
night,
at
were
gates
often
off
and
ghettos
were
walled
V
4-3
before
Then,
Christians.
forbidden
be
the
and after the
to
were
abroad at-non,
World War 11, old towns exhibited without shame their untidy spaces, their
the proletariats while
of
crowded streets, their dark alleys, which were the ghettos
Lfaqade.
the privileged people hid themselves behind an arrogant
Z-1
0
"Point de fabrique sans ouvricrs: et avcc une population d'ouvriers toujours croissante,
fabrique
dans
fabricant
Chaque
la
de
sa
vit
toujours n6cessitcuse. point
repos pour soci&6.
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qui
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dans les faubourgs de,nos villes manufacturiýrcs. " From the Journal des I)dbats* (14)

Many of these people lacking assistance and comfort, died of tuberculosis, plunged
into alcoholism or turned out badly; they were the "classes laborieuese" "classes
dangereuses"and "barbarie ouvi6re" (working,

dangerous classes and worker

barbarians), delinquents and even Nvorse(Le Monde Diplomatique-Octobre 1990).

For the activation of the industrial expansion, through
deliberate Z__
rn
government
Europe encouraged black people to come to Europe
all
Zý
colonies. With no capital or possessions, they had to content

policies of recruitment,
from their former

themselves with the lowest scale of renumeration

and in return they were allocated

dirty and squalid housing in the poorest parts of the inner-cities
Zn.

or in slum areas of

a town on the outskirts of the major industrial zones. In addition to the overcrowding and poor standard of living, these people and their families were to be
subjected to criminal immigration laws which kept them apart for years. Their
difference in complexion made them visible and easily recognisable as "aliens".
C71
However, history is in the process of repeating itself as an area of deprivation came
into being.

Moving out of the area becomes even more difficult as a result of recession. Nowadays, there are still a certain number of towns which, in the past, were seen as
working class areas, and have since become an area of deprivation. In other words
"social zones" in which European countries have generated a new under-class, i. e.
people - black and white - condemned to live in these slurns or oliettos, may share
the same socio-professional

but black people are more subi ected to
category
Z-1

discrimination becauseof colour and culture.

For this reason, social improvement needs to be the fundamental aim of governto enforce a policy for the bUilding of new
ments. Governments have the obligation
ZIC,
lodgings as well as the restoration of council houses (H. L. M) while financial
ID 0
. No factor), without workers: and with a population of workers still growing and still necessay,no
rest for society. Each manufacturerlives in his factory like the colonial planter in the middle of his
slaves,one against hundred ...The barbarianswho threatenthe society are not at all in the Caucasus
or in the steppesof the Tartars; there are in the suburbsof our industrial towns.
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support is provided for the disadvantaged white and black populations. This
financial support can give them the possibility, on the one hand to move to an
the other hand, to profit
and
on
comfort,
with
appropriate and better off lodging
LI C)
from low rents, which allow them to save enough
I-)
money and later to have accessto
independent lodging. This policy will promote a better social life and improve their
fate. The reconstruction of the family nucleus can only take place after the social
amelioration of these areas and also prevents social expulsion.

Governments, also, have to assume their responsibilty and provide resources and
services required to help the recovery of the disadvantaged people's socioeconomic structures and their dealing with the system and its bureaucratic network.
Any policy aiming at alleviating disadvantaged people must present a moral as well
:n
tý
as a political challenge to policy makers, which will call upon politicians, educationalists, sociologists and scientists.... and this for both domestic and international
interests.

It is imperative that they think of practical solutions which will be fair both to the
white and black populations. Their full participation, in not only cultural but social
economic and political affairs can only enrich the welfare of all. This is by no
means restricted to the European Community-, it must be understood that the concerns and problems are of diverse nature and degrees, yet, they are common to both
industrialized and deprived countries. It is high time such important and fundamental issues which concern everyone receive the universal attention and backing they
deserve to ensure effective national and international developments and adequate
solutions. European governments have to realize that the "new poverty" in Europe
is not any Ion,-er a specific social case confined to tramps (clochards) but a real
generated by the logic
of
phenomenon C
capitalism.
Zn

E. Wisdom

and tolerance:

The raison d'Ure

Nowadays, it is fundamental to debate questions on religion becausefanaticism and
Cý
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religious intolerance seem to be spreading all over the world. The debate has to
state frankly what is its role and its place within today's society and why there is
this rise of fanaticism and intolerance. The debate has not only to point its finger
tto
the intolerance of a particular religion but to all existingZ7, fanaticism: that which
Z-1
t-Z!,
seems to sleep lightly
and that which is flagrant.

Fanaticism and intolerance are not a social feature, limited to one particular religion.
They are also not a new phenomenon; on the contrary, they are of the past and
more persistent than humanism and tolerance, relating to religion as %veilas to
politics.
"L'Islarn qui repr6sented6j5 la deuxiýme religion en France
identit6." J-M Le Pen* (15)

menace notre propre

But they usually arise in defence of an existing and unquestioned truth rather than
time when no one knows what to believe an to
as deeply-estranged
reactions
a
0y
more. Traditionalism puts forward an old truth as the answer to modern doubt.
Like an infectious disease, it is without doubt latent and rises periodically, when
social changes take place.

Cultural and economic confusion provide fertile ground for the growth of traditionalism and intolerance. Traditionalism is a reaction which venerates the authority
and wisdom of the past, a past already, more or less, lost under the assaults of the
modern world. Its programme is to regain this lost past and the present state of
affairs must be entirely overturned to achieve its aims. Therefore, when threatened,
people tend to seek reftwe in it as it reassures them. Religious fervour bursts onto
the international scene and we encounter a general increase in intolerance as well as
numerous demands for restrictions.

The most frightening
C,
rý
t: ' issue is the threat by the fundamental religion
which accuses

being corrupters of moral values, and
tolerant
the state of being
too
and
of
tý
0
condoning blasphemy as a result of their so-called tolerance. From this point of
Concerning birth control or abortion, the
view, traditionalism is really worrying.
tý
r-I
Islamwhichalreadyrepresents
thesecondreligionin France,threatens
our own identity.
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Pope recently warned Bosnian Muslim women that they must not seek abortions.
but learn to "accept the enemy into them". As for the "Ossevatore Romano" (27
July 1988), it denied the Italian government the right to campaign in favour of the
zn
zn
en
use of contraceptives to fight AIDS, this in the name of religion. Also, the presence
of a large minority of Muslims in Europe, has not only awakened the need to affirm
European identity, but in the defence of this identity, they have also felt the need to
reassert the roots of their identity, an identity which has taken root in Christianity
Europe history:
and impregnated
tý
"Recently there have been great debatesabout religious education. I believe politicians
must see that religious education has a proper place in the school curriculum
the
...
Christian religion is a fundamentalpart of our national heritage Indeedwe are a nation
...
whose ideals are founded on the Bible. Also. it is quite impossible to understandour
history or literature without graspingthis fact." Mrs Thatcher ( 16)

It should be advanced that the society must not allow the rise of intolerance to
impose its values and beliefs against the will of tile disadvantaged people. Must the
society submit itself to their own rules in the fields of society, health and morality
and accept all their constraints? In reality, intolerance, like racism and all forms of
unfair discrimination, is a battle that everyone is urged to engage in, all together;
Z71
115
tn
C)
beyond everyone's respective groups believers and non-believers as %veilas
beyond respective religious institutions. It could be argglied that humanism has to
be considered as the common feature of members of humanity and universe. It is
not to exclude anyone, instead it comprises everyone who endorses the common
contract: mutual respect and respect for the others.

A distinction needs to be established between reason and faith. religion or politics.
Only this break may allow the evolution of our society, but this calls for an open
debate, not imposing a pre-establi stied authority, however prestigious it may be; to
tý
t5
work, it could be araued that this evolution needs to be always under review and
cease to resist or oppose experiences for evaluation and improvement. This concept
shall not throw any discredit on faith and beliefs of the disadvantaged
people.
Z:
5
But one has to realize that they are two totally different fields and function with

different rules. In the past,the demarcationbetweenreasonand faith has allowed
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the development of Science and Technology. Today, the need for science and technology is importunate and irrefutable - nevertheless, faith could scarcely change the
course of events - for the progress of national and international socio-economics.
Also, a clear division requires to be made between right and authority, religious or
I-C
political, in short a clear demarcation between the state and the religious institutions. No authority, however powerful it may be, shall impose any beliefs - shall
it be religious or political
individuals
or
or
on
a
minority
groups,
marginal
tý
Cl
C
Human Rights principles have gained ground all
economically underprivileged.
C4:1
LI
4D
over the world while more effort need to be invested in confronting those who
exercise any form of exclusion or those who shelter behind some exceptional
circumstances, of course in the name of their superior interests, their nation, their
institution or their group.
religious
41C
To overcome religious intolerance, all religious institutions Christian, Muslim,
Jewish or Buddhist... - are encouraged to make a clear stand and condemn all acts
of intolerance. They have the responsibility to assert that believing in Jesus, Moses.
Mahomet or Buddha, must not mean the denial of the other faiths and, that
individuals have the right to ask, to raise doubts and to discuss "mythical" figures.
Nowadays, why do they not seek world-wide platform for religious collaboration?
From this perspective, the lack of unity and collaboration among the diverse
institutions, is shockingL- and frightening
Ltr as many people are trapped in religious
Z-feelingZ-- and
C.
concerns. Fear for their existence and their culture, arouses religious
justification for the use of their religion as a shield. Hence, they
offers the group
a
tD
tý
leaders assume the right to protect their
may find it normal that some religious
z1V
people and their faith. But everyone must be concerned when their formal
argues that the conflict

lo,-ic

is a necesity to put right the serious offence committed

other nations as weil as to overcome

the "moral

traurna"

unavoidable

by

from the

moment the religious principles are tinder threat. Today's society cannot allow any
dominant
faith to gain
or
a
regain
rD
Zý

political

position,

nor make even the slightest
4D

institutions to become powerful opponents of the state or to act
room for religious
rn
as "reformist" authorities.
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But despite its explosive nature, by not investigating religious issues, no one call
Zý Z-1
Iunderstand why this rise of traditonalist beliefs, this spread of intolerance and this
determination to reintroduce the "true religious culture" are occuring within the
zn
C
institutions, fanaticism only exists or is only maintained by people's complaisance,
if not by their lack of conscience and principles.

F. Hevitran'ny

maro matahakatra

lavitra*

"There were camaraderie in the camps. They tried to make us the sub-humans the), said we
were; they treated us in such a way, the), tried to make use lose compassion. Yet they did
not manage the total demoralisation they aimed at. We still cared. To live one single day
and still retain human values was a great act of courage. " Esther Brunstein-, a survivor of
the Lodz ghetto, Belsen and Auschwitz camp (17)

To enforce diverse and positive policies to combat racism cannot definitely defeat it
in the short term. Everyone has to be aware that all aspects of racism and discrimination have been the "chef d'oeuvre", for many years, of the administrative,
economic and political machineries. Still, to understand both tile nature of its logic
and the reasons for its strength in tile face of anti-racist laws and any number of
social policies aimed at its elimination, it becomes necessary to seek an answer to
diverse forms of racism and unfair discrimination.

The tendency to see physically different groups as different in some false and
z:1
inferior way, is not just a product of competition in employment, accommodation
or education. It is something much more persistent and has its roots in a view of the
division: "superior" race and
world which assumed the need to distinguish
race
C1
"inferior" race; this advances the biological superiority of one group which, de
C
L__
facto, gives the right to lead and rule the others. In this way, let us have the well
0
ZD
known definition of racism:
"A set of attitudes and behaviour towards people of another race which is basedon the
belief that races are distinct and can be graded as "superior" or "inferior". A racist is
therefore someonewho believes that people of a particular colour or national origin are
inherently inferior, so that their identity. culture. self-esteem.x-iex%,
s and feelings are of
less values than his or her own and can be disregarded or treated as less important."
Rampton, A. ( 18)

become
have
discrimination
legislation,
Tlirou(yh
tý
t)
respectable
racism and all
state
influence
Malagasyphilosophy:The view of a largemajorityof peoplewill havea widespread
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and permeate all aspects of social life at every level. Yet, if racism is only the
justification of this domination, the state apparatus has perpespecific ideological
0
tuated it while racism pre-dates modern imperialism. It has been remoulded by
it has been converted into an integral
philosophers, scientists or sociologists,
until
C
in
part of the exploitive machinery. From this point, it appears that the uprootingz: 1 of
racism is firmly bound to the disappearance of exploitation. Hence, an anti-racist
human exploitation will be obviously
policy which lays down its policy against
1.13
justified as it attempts to restore to effectiveness and fairness the national and international socio-economic balance.
f. l. Demystification
People are encouraged to engage in the demystification of the idea that racism only
expresses exploitation and oppression of blacks by white power. It will be wrong
to deny this reality, but they need to get away from this narrow view. In 1989, the
conflict between Mauritania and Senegal was judged, reluctantly, to be an interethnic or racial conflict which had led to the exodus of mostly Moors of Arab and
Berber descent to Mauritania, and black Senecalese to Sene0al. Nevertheless, the
exodus of Haalpulaar, black farmers and herders who hold Mauritanian citizenship,
shall give everyone food for thought while Nouakchott authorities denied formally
there have been racially or ethnically motivated expulsions.

Let people have another example. Rwanda, a tiny nation in the heart of Africa, has
been the centre of racial slaughter and persecution since 1960. Despite the testimony in August 1991 of Mr Eric Gillet - former president of Amnesty Belgium nothingZý has been done to stop the abuse of power by the Hutu towards the Tutsi
people - torture and other forms of ill-treatment, imprisonment without any trial,
and disappearance and forced exile (Le Monde- 16 Mai 1994).

How can people ignore the fact that Africa and Asia were the scenes of drastic
Chinese and Indian immigrants
visible as shopaction against
rý
Z!,
who were highly
-keepers, traders and frontline officials. The violence against the Chinese population
tn
in post-indepepdent Indonesia, the harassment and expulsion of Asians in Africa or
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the attacks against the Tarnils in Sri-Lanka were the more extreme consequence of
racism. Shall people pass over in silence the roots of Chinese racist fury towards
African students in China or Scottish people towards English (and vice-versa) ?
...
C)
Of course, some people may view the revolts as a result of exacerbated xenophobia
and nationalism, still racism has played a large part in these events. While not
forgetting the role of colonialism in creating some of these rifts.

To combat racism efficiently, people are encouraged to see further than their noses;
0
they cannot turn a blind eye to some events - mass exterminations takingZý shelter
behind the defence of "people's rights", "the fight against imperialism", "cultural
right".

The convincingZ:ý language
L-Lon racism is that: "racism is always the act of the Western
white" and applies always to victims who are not white or Western. Unfortunately,
this is not always true. Europe has also been the ground of racism and Michel
Winock defines it as nationalism. Yet it can be qualified as nationalistic racism. He
suggests two sorts of nationalism: an "open" nationalism which belon-s to nations
which believe themselves to be pierced by the "mission civilisatrice" and a "closed"
nationalism which reflects the "France aux Franqais" (France for French people Michel Winock- 1982).

Professor Nigel
Grant is also right
0
r-I
to point out the fact that "mission civilisatrice"
was also directed at the Bretons, Basques and Occitans, and to assert that this "
it is

Cultural arrogance, deplorable though it may be, is not necessarily racist"(19). However,
relevant

to dra%v a distinction

perhaps,

"French"
superiority
be qualified

this

point.

While

the idea of the "mission

in France was to reduce the French nation to uniformity,
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not,

from
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culture

and language
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as racism
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to a culture,
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the imposition

attached

of the "French".

but also airned at culture

were to submit

Hence

in itself

was

of the

an idea of

In consequence,

because the Bretons,

education

its policy

this can

the Occitans

and languageZýI which
4ý

were

totally different from their own. In Spain, Catalans and Basque received similar
treatment during the reign of General Franco, as did the Scots by England.
tý
t'
As for nationalism, it is essential to emphasise that its ideology was to denounce the
agents of evils which always come from outside - Jews, Italians, Portuguese, Irish

for
4=1
back
to
to
and
ardentl
national
as
a
y
endeavour
origins
unique
go
solution
Z1salvation. Yet the Jews encountered anti-semitic phases.This occured on occasion
in Europe and when new ideas questioned
when Christianity was losingZZ,
ground
:)
Roman dogma. As a result many Catholic authors felt obliged to denounce the Jews
Z5
In
of being the origin of diverse dangers as %veilas conspiracies. The advent of the
Third Republic in France also generated new pretexts for anti-semitic literature. At
the same time, the "La Civilt, ý Cattolica" of the Jesuits laid on the Jews all the
crimes of the earth while in France, Jules Ferry's scholastic policy was judged as a
Jewish-Masonic plot. They also had to face the economic anti-semitism which
honest, hard-workino France. had fallen after the French Revolution
that
su-yested
ZND
into oppression by the Jews. Having been confined within ghettos, the Jewish
In
tý'
usurers, by emancipation, had seized the State financial apparatus. The capitalist
Jews were opposed to those who were working towards the contry well being.

It is clear that it is not only the political institutions themselves which can find a
remedy by takingL-control of the crisis in which they sink. Also, it is not only by
criticizingtý' overtly the media that people can exercise a strongt7l pressure on the way
they function and their amplified effects on the political crisis. However* people are
'
be a mistake. There
not condemned to passivity or to despair but exaggeration
will
:.Ný
can be some actions taken and some fields be explored.

f. 2. Unity is strength
ZZ,
"Nous nous mobilisons, manifestons clans les rues. rdagissons du mieux que nous le
pouvons, a%,
cc le concours des jeunes et des vieux militants. Nous nous cfforqons de
transmcttre une tradition antiraciste et clýmocratiquc avec les movens dont nous disposons.
Mais quand done viendra le moment o6 les partis traditionnels prendront le relais de notre
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combat? " Asks, with a bit of discouragement Ms Kris Van Gysel* (20)

The black

-

African,

Asian, Chinese - and Jewish populations are the most directly

targeted as they are often easily identified

by their physical appearance. It will be

absurd and unfair to ask them to fail to observe, or even to accept to be submited to
other principles.

Yet.. they are encouraged to agree to act according

values and resist forces which,

within

their community,

to universal

funda%Vill encourage
zn

mentalism.

Communities seem not to be concerned with dangers which do not affect themselves directly. As Wieviorka points out:
"Un premier ensemble concerne les populations les plus directement menacces,Juives.
arabes,musulmanes.Celles-ci, on Vadit, tendent souvent ý se d6finir par leur identit6, ý
de plaider
se constituer en communaut6splus ou moins solidaires... Mais if est urgent
C
pour qu'en permanenceelles acceptentde pcnser]cur action en des termesqui articulent
leur sNcificitd ý de valeurs universelles.et qu'elles rdsistentaux forces qui, en leur sein,
poussentvers l'intdgrisme ou le simple enfcrmementdans le particularisme."** (21)

For example, after Carpentras, Arab - Muslim or non Muslim - and black comLI
munities felt less concerned by the vogue
of anti-semitism. On the other hand, the
Jewish community would not rnobilise in a body against the murderer of a Black or
z:1
the deportaan Arab, while the black community would not react strongly
against
Cý 1-1)
tion of an Asian (or the other way round), Another striking fact, sex discrimination
Cý
or the sexual abuse of women seems to escape the world struggle network and to
be totally ignored.

Nevertheless, it Nvill be Z71
Zý
genuine to plead for anti-racist pressures or actions against
racist and discriminatory matters. Everyone - individuals and communities - must
be on the defence, not only for individuals but for the population as a whole. With
-

t: 1
they are expected to display solidarity with the others who are the
great vigilance,

Zý

* we mobilize, demonstrate in the street, react the best we can. with the assistance of young people
and the old militants. We endeavour to hand down an anti-racist and democratic tradition with the
means which we have. But when will come the time when traditional parties will take over our
strup-2le?

** "A first matter concerns the most targeted people - Jews, Arabs. Muslems, These, as we said,
tend to define themselvesby their identity, to group themselvesinto communities showing more
or less solidarity... But it is urgent to demandthat the), permanentlyagree to plan their actions in
clear terms which link their specificity to universal values, and that they resist forces which,
within their community, lead to fundamentalismor the simple withdrawal into particularism."
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in
individuals
be
involved
to
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racist committees; communities as well as
rn
form of discrimination - sex-descrimination,
racism
campaigns against
and
all
Z_
xenophobia. It is vital that they organize actions against anti-semitism, anti-black
descrimination and anti-sexism, against the use of the "immigrant " as scapegoats
for political and economic crises.

They are encouraged
z!)
tn
ZýI
the control of immigration
4: 1
to take part in campaigns
against
different
"those
its
identity
the
who
are
cards
of
and all
consequences:
checking of
in colour and appearance": how to distinguish
4:ý
L_
a black European from an immigrant
the humiliating deportation and the difficulty encounand from "le-al" to "illeaal",
C
Z-1
the return to the
tered when regrouping the family, or the policy of "encouraging"
tD LI
C0
immigrants
They are, all to-ether,
zn
1-1
zn
as
intruders.
which
country of origin,
regards
V
to move forward and look ahead. looking4:at the past can only be a means of
urged
zD
1
understanding more clearly what and who they are so that they can break down all
barriers, move wisely and then build the future.
f. 3. A mirage of achievement
C5
For the last two decades, people have been given the impression that women alone
Cory
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Gandhi,
Thatcher,
Golda
Meir,
Indira
Margaret
in
are
power:
Benazir Bhutto - to mention only some of the obvious names. These political
women have embodied power with feminine authority. Other wellknown personalities have also embellished occasionally the media head-lines which conjure up
imaaes of women who have achieved and now belona to the elite. The social
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illusion
these
the
society
not
the
media.
winners, women
caused
moved on - i. e.
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a
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after her appointment as Prime Minister* (Le Monde- 15 Ncernbre

1993)

Ma y be patriarchy is ideologically buried but everyone has to bear in mind that
Lbetween the death of an ideology and the integration of new attitudes, many
ZD
9:1
decades may pass.

Is Gustave Le Bon, the most pitiless enemy of women's emancipation, outlining
Z-1
today's reality::
" In the most intelligent races, as among the Parisians, there are a large number of wornen
whose brains are closer in size to those of gorillas than to the most developed male brains.
This inferiority is so obvious that no one can contest it for a moment: only its degree is
worth discussion. All psychologists who have studied the intelligence of women, as well
as poets and novelists, recognize today that they represent the most inferior forms of
human evolution and that the), are closer to children and savages than to an adult civilized
man. The), excel in fickle-ness, inconstancy, absence of thought and logic, and incapacity
to reason, without doubt there exist some distinguished women, very superior to the
average man, but they are as exceptionals as the birth of any monstrosity, as for example,
for a gorilla with two heads, consequently. we may neglect them entirely" (22)

There is no question of denyingL, that some progress
has been made. Whatever the
C
failure in overall terms, the pockets of success cannot be dismissed, even though
their significance may seem to be more exceptional and scattered. There are important experiences to be shared and it is important to learn from previous mistakes and
from a world of intellectual
draw on the few Zýgood practices which have emerged
rýl
few
Cý
Z-1
with
a
enlightened
people who, certainly,
open-minded thoughts
universe
-a
have been spared archaic traditions. It is indispensable that all - individuals.
together
overcome
elseobstacles
experienced
organizations
and
communities
In
L,
where and put an end to the isolation of women within particular fields: Secretarial,
Nursing,
Teaching,
tý
rn
unskilled or serni-skilled sectors....

There are many issues to be considered in such a context; but the debate shall be
opened to all in order to break this isolation based on sexism. People are advised to
these capable women
of
ask themselves how to benefit from the positive images
M
down
institutions?
break
How
international
to
the walls of
and
within national
Senators,
M.
Ps,
large
key
in
their
to
to
numbers:
access
posts
obstacles
permit
Z-1
Ambassadors, Leaders of political groups, Trade Unions, committees.... From
. She has not even beenapplaudedonce. Mr Mitterrand must hastento get rid of her, unlesswe are
going to run into disasterduring the regional election.
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close collaboration betweenindividuals, organizationsand communities,peopleare
Z-tn
to stand firm by challenging
Zý
C all barriers
the
urged
C,
overt
and
set
against
covert
Everyone has to be aware that if some rules are anti-sexprogress
of
women.
Z:
ý
discrimination, many attitudes still stand.

"Les gouvernernents devraient amdliorer Nducation des filles dans le cadre de leurs plans
de d6veloppernent national, en donnant [a priorit6 aux objectifs concernant la qualit6,
Nqualit6 et Vadministration des services 6ducatifs. " Ouagadogou declaration on girls
LI C
education. * (23)

Hence, schools can play a crucial function in the orientation of pupils and stop
into restricted disciplines office work, the health services or the
concentrating0 z:
girls
1
clothingZýindustry, while boys benefit from a diverse range of disciplines - building
t)
ZD'
industry, engineering,
drawing....
On the other hand, state institutions have the
4n
Z:ý
0
obligation to put an end to covert or overt sexism concerning certain employment
considered to be demanding jobs for women's abi I ity and capacity, as wel I as to the
false "equal opportunity" which compares earthenware with pewter tankards. It is
important and desirable to establish a parity of panels. Henceforth, women compete
with men while panels for interview stay0entirely, or in the great majority, maledominated. Furthermore, women need to be made aware of their importance in the
development of society. All development plans, programmes and projects which
intend to have an impact on women must be checked to remove any elements that
may harm women's interests and, of course, to enforce policies which will allow
them equal access to political and community actions at all levels and to ensure that
their perspective is taken into account.

In the midst of hunger and poverty in "deprived" countries, the burden of which is
mostly borne by women and their children. there is clearly a need for ail international awareness which tackles issues by providing a forum for discriminated
women to speak to other women as well as to a worldwide audience about issues
that are important to thern. This has the power to promote and develop awareness in
international circles of the problems that women face, and the realisation, that
women also possesstechnical skills comparable to, if not better, than those of their
. Governmentsshould improve girls educationwithin the frame of their plans for national development, by giving priority to objectives on quallity, equality and the administration of educational
services.
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male counterparts.
"Qu'il y ait ýgalitý absolue entre les sexes ý Hgard du travail, on ne saurait I'affirmer. La
faiblesse de la femme a &6 cxag6r6e. Aujourd'hui les femmes montent en avion et volent
quarante heures sans descendre. nombre de femmes nagent trýs bien, font de la course, de
la bicyclette, de I'automobile, etc. Les sports et la culture physique ont fait que la fille
West plus cette fleur d6licate que ]a rnoindre fatigue faisait faner. 11West plus bon du tout,
pour une jeune fille, de s'dvanouir A la moindre 6motion. " Pelletier Madeleine* (24)

The often insurmountable problems they encounter arise from the weight of society
's prejudice against women. Therefore, interest will be taken in skills development
en
on the basis of talent, not following the traditional distinction between "female
jobs" and "male jobs". Furthermore, women with few resources and ever fewer
opportunities to increase their social status, can expect to be given equal access to
financial support, to credit, technical advice and other inputs. In small scale industry, they sliall be encouraged to organize into cooperatives and helped to improve
rn
In
their productivity. quality and marketing.

Thus it is time for everyone to get rid of the deep-seated belief that the role of
women in society is, in general, to keep house and rear children; that they look after
their children instead of coming home worrying about their careers. In addition,
mothers shall be made aware and conscious of the chanaina roles of women and
the mother-dau ghter relationship to break the never-endina traditional model, pretheir daughters for their maternal role. The anti-sexism legislation must not
paringZ__
tý
4:1
dichotomize the struacyleof man and woman. Its concept admits a real partnership,
4-1
L__
because her struggle coincides with those of the working class and black people to
týo
V
in critical thinking and the quest for mutual support. A joint effort requires
engage
0 tý
C)
to be imbued with a profound trust in partnership and in its creative power:
"La lutte des sexes doit disparaitre cornme toutes les autres. Les groupes hurnains se sont
entred6chirds depuis Porigine de I'humanit6. chaque groupe voulait se r6server le bien-We
et en priver les autres. Lutte des peuples, luttes des classes." Pelletier, Madeleine* (25)

* between the sexes in work. we would never affirm that there was absolute equality. Women's
Today, %vomenget into an aircraft and fly forty hours without
weakness has been exaggerated.
CIC:
Cý
drive a car, etc. Sports and
stopping, man), women are very good swimmers, go running,
cYcling.
0
physical culture have ensured that a girl is no longer a delicate flower, whom the least fatigue
exhausts. It is no longer good taste for a young girl to faint at the slightest emotion.
.
The sex StMg-IC must disappear like the others. The human groups have torn each other to
0
pieces since the beginning of the humanity; each group wanted to preserve its own well-being and
deprive others.
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f. 4. The implication

of the world of Science

Everyone has to be aware that any nation which closes its door to new ideas, locks
itself into a more or less imaginary tradition. This may be seen as an admission of
its incapacity to adapt itself to a changing world. With regard to all professions - the
Media, education, politics and science which with their ideas and attitudes, weigh
in one way or another, on the spreading of racism or all forms of discrimination,
questions shall be asked: How shall they treat racism and all forms of discrimination?
"...on peut raisonnablementse demanderpourquoi les thdoriciensde I'h&606 s'accrochent
si obstin6ment A un corps de rechercheaussi inutile. I-a r6ponse,je crois, se situe dans
une perspecti%,
e historiqueet sociale. La morale A tirer de I'attristant ýpisodede Cyril Burt
Westpas que le carri6risme risque d'entrainer les scientifiquesdans un faux pas, mais que
la rechercheelle-meme constituait &s le d6part une tcntati%-ede modeler une politique
sociateenfonctiondecertaineslignesbiend6finies. "** L. Kamin(26)
Criticism

is often too easy. When issues are diverse they require reflection

"experts", individuals

and communities.

They are encouraged to start analysis fol-

lowed by debates at which other professionals, organizations
be invited to participate.

by

and individuals

shall

Regular and open debates for national and international

purposes will be a very remarkable way of exchanging ideas with "experts", future
collea-ues. anti-racist committees and "ordinary"

people. These debates are expect-

their preoccupation with adapting in a positive way the practice of their
ed to pledge
ZD
LI
own field, instead of seekingZ71 to have a L_
greater impact in the political sphere or

heavy media coverage.
gainina
a
10C,
The development of science was, during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
:_I
C
characterized by the determination to make research outcomes objective, in short it
measured the parameter and then arranged items in classes. Everyone has to be
aware that, in earlier times, racism was based on exterior aspects: skin colour, type
of hair, etc, and the development of science has lead to "scientific" racism; cranio.. It is reasonable to ask why hereditarian theorists cling so stubbornly to so pointless a body of
research. The answer, I believe, requires some sense of historical and social perspective. The moral
to be derived from the unfortunate Cyril Burt episode is not that careerism sometimes evokes
human frailties from scientists. The data put together by Burt represented from the outset an effort
to shape social policy along particular lines.
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Quotient
Intelligence
(differences
in
Races,
the
social
classes),
and
metry
sex
known as the famous LQ and the last discovery: sociobiology (elaboratedfrom
genetics which defines injustice and exploitation as natural phenomenon).

Because "scientific" racism is the means of selecting those who merit protection. in
contrast to those for whom social aid would be useless, and to perpetuate segregarn zn
tion, it is never sufficient to simply denounce or to simply adopt "scientific" forms
to counter-balance the influences of "scientific" racism. For example, A. Jacquard
states:
"The.I.Q hasnot an),biologicalrealityandreflectsonly certainaspectsof theintellectual
" (27)
activity but not theintellectin general.
His definition is vague
Z:I
and insufficiently defined to counter the well-established

credibility of the IQ test.
Therefore. what can be done? Everyone needs to realize that scientists are not all
racists, even though they do not personally endorse racism, by doing nothing, they
appear to back up racism. Everyone has to bear in mind that policies without true
understanding of the reality of racism or any form of discrimination are useless and
they will lead to complacency and inaction. Consequently, scientists are encouraged
to forget their status and establish direct contact with the affected communities workina class, black people and women - as they will not be able to combat racism
and all forms of unfair disc ri nii nation in isolation but only in fellowship and
solidarity.

It is not 0good just havingZ1-all scientists acting as anti-racists, they are expected to r5go
individuals
in
firm
belief
dialogue
their
to
and
with and reiterate
out
establish
just
for
declaring
LQ
tests which only
tests
that
are
communities and,
example,
zn
that the statistical models on which they
measure the acquired cultural knowledge,
L__
Q
defender
I.
based
inappropriate,
tests of our modern
that
the
of
great
were
are
Z'
They
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Jansen.
Arthur
disgracefully
forged
his
Burt,
Sir
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as
results,
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ZD
0
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impact
living
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tests. Accordingt: l to such circumstances, parents' social status determines the

it
(Haghi
CJ.
Lawler
1988)
Thus,
that
Z-the
states
cognitive progressof
-hat,
child.
C)

C

is not surprising that children from oppressed backgrounds, striken poverty and
rý
C,
underemployment, automatically receive a mediocre form of education, leading for
the greater part, to underachievement.
tý

J. Lawler also points out that another aspectof LQ tests is often neglected.The
t3
components of tests, in reality, dra%vtheir sources from the bourgeois' moral
the working class.
concepts which disadvantage
0
C,
"Ce qui est le plus contestable dans les tests de Q. 1, ce West pas leur nature totalement
arbitraire et subjective, mais leur pr6tention ý evaluer la classe ouvri&e selon des crit&es
appartenant a l'id6ologie des classes mo),ennes"* (28)

To go further, as M. Tort (Hagghighat.C- 1988) points out:
tý
C) 11-1
"Ce West pas en trailant le test et le Q. 1 comme un instrument de lutte id6ologiclue de la
bourgeoisie, comme une arme de class qu'on peut enfin expliquer complNement toutes ses
anomalies apparentes et feur rendement id6ologique"** (29)

AccordingL- to this evidence, professionals with the fundamental objective of fighting
:
Z-1
_I
the populations, individuals and organizations,
t3
ask what they expect
Z71
alongside
from the professionals

in order to help communities

The y agree to work with communities
:__

to overcome their difficulties.

improvements
and assist them in organizing
:_I
1-ý

for a better social and educational environment with a vie%vto orettincya better social
life and offerina a greater chance for achievement.
ZD
With regards to other issues, experience has often proved that when people mobilize
themselves

en masse and, above all, establish or reestablish communication

and

negotiation, the situation gets better, while a conflict itself deteriorates when contact
is not established or the break up of talks is not opposed and non-communication
more or less favoured. Educationalists,

scientists, politicians,

individuals
the
of
support
with
groups
VT

and communities,

is

associated responsible

shall always seek debate,

What is more debatablewith LQ testsis not their totally arbitrary and subjective nature, but their
ideology
belonging
0
to
the
of the
to
the
to
class
working
according
criteria
evaluate
pretension
middle classes.
battle of the bour-geoisic, as a
It is not by treating the test and the LQ as a meansfor ideological
C
ideological
last,
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instead of break up, and refuse to replace crisis with conflict, negotiation
zn
with the

is sufficient to
adoption of extremeactions, while a in
group of people with good
will
zn
change the balance one way rather than the other.

Last but by no means least, the final point refers to the fundamental issues of
federation, organization, stimulation on the rise of populist and racist ideologies
the National Front, the British National Party or National Front. Without them,
racism and all forms of discrimination are scattered, without unity and incapable of
But with racist political groups,
elaborate ideological
and
strategical
organisation.
4:1
C
Z'
LI
everything changes because they do not only offer racism, but also provide other
1-3

In

interpretations, and become concepts of racism which may have nothing
significant
tý'
Zý
to do with them; i. e socio-econornic crisis. But their populism makes them the
operator of the rise of anti -serniti sm. racial hatred and the bringing Lip for discussion the little political and economical experience acquired by women and black
communities.
"L'importance

et Pinfluence de Le Pen sont 6normes en Belgique, le processus de
contamination y est 6-ident! 11faut d'ur.-ence instaurer un v6ritable d6bat politique, car
son absence autorise tous les mensonges et les pires exc6s! " Ms Sabine Missitrano* (30)
C

Consequently. the matter which merits debate, despite the reticence of some
political 4-1
groups, is, shall these racist 4_7
groups be banned? Accordingt, to the media,
Parliament and even organizations combating racism e.g. S.O. S Racism qualify
- C
Z__
Z__
these racist leaders as political leaders like others within the political society. Le Pen
is nowadays so popular that they believe it is too late to rernove him from the political scene. They have become legitimate even if they represent a threat to society,
even worse to the children. Nevertheless, racist organizations, give everyone a lot
to (yet worried about. Swastika or not, Le Pen and his like, proclaiming that they
In
V
are not Nazis nor racist, shall not be enough to persuade everyone that they are
democratic.

Hence, passivity must not dominate people's combat; on the contrary, they are
. The significance and the influence of Le Pen are tremendous in Belgium, the contamination
process is obvious! We must, as a matter of urgency, initiate a genuine political debate, because
its absence authorises lies and the worst excesses.
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urged to overcome this passivity which makes them forget the even greater
dangers, which lie upon their future if nothing is done about Le Pen and the like.
Everyone, intensively, is advocated to organize schemes, with the participation of
all populations, individuals and organizations. for the propagation of practices and
principles against racism and all forms of discrimination.
"Now, the challenge is upward mobility, and that is why the focus on not only getting in
school but producing in school becomes a new kind of challenge ... We must struggle to
excel because competition is keener. because doors that once opened are no", closing in
our faces. It's myjudgement we need a massive revolution in our attitude.
But we cannot do it alone
Many other people must get involved
together
we
pulled
...
...
a group of ministers landl massive parent involvement. We've begun to mobilize disc
jockeys and key athletes and artists and entertainers
So. in real sense, what we're doing
...
is not operating alone; we're simply using our talent and energy to mobilize involvement
to take on a massive problem. " Jesse Jackson Q 1)

It should be suggested
4:1 mass mobilization at national
that everyone has to encourage
C tý
and international levels to break Le Pen and all racist political groups. People,
to manifest their disagreement
Z:5
Z:5
not only to protest but with
systematically, are urged
the unambiguous

them spreading unchallenged their
objective of clearly stopping1.1:
tD
Zý'
1
In a society permeated by racism, sexpolitical
propaganda.
and
racist ideologies
Z-4ý

discrimination

and inequality.

experiences and attitudes to racism and sex-

discrimination separate exploited groups - working class, black and women - and
V
Cý
r_a
groups from diverse backgrounds
rulingC classes, and shall t,give the exploited 4-1
common cause. It is only possible, however, to gain a good understanding of
oppressed people by considering the social and political contexts in which they live.
These social contexts are specific to class, sex-descrimination as well as race.

Co-habitation with oppressed cornin uni ties - immigrants frorn "deprived" countries,
but above all those from the former colonies, and women - creates a crucial goal on
ideological grounds, but more concretely within daily life which set various social
barriers. Consequently, these social issues engender mistrust, wavering injustice
life,
but
intrigue
the
also the relationships
political
and
economic
which poison
and
fundabackgrounds.
Unfortunately,
from
different
the
society
practices
of people
mental principle of "divide and rule".

As a response to the international crisis, it is time for everyone who cares about
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human rights to adopt a ne%vprinciple: "United they stand, divided they fall" and
for that reason, "ny hevitran'ny maro matakatra lavitra" can be considered as the
for the success of their battle which can reinforce the belief that only
chief slogan
ZD
C
t: solidarity and collaboration can initiate changes
and improvement in human rights.
Even if states can do a lot towards success and solidarity, they have to admit that
they will not be able to change everything by themselves. Hence, one cannot overemphasize the importance of the rules of partnerships and joint efforts, frequently
explained and justified, or can have an inverse effect.

In the creation of a global awareness, the case for general involvement - including
Z)
ZD
1:1
individuals or members of Cý
groups and voluntary associations - is persuasive to
make education work for human awareness and a more humane existence.
Education is a necessary condition for social change, but not sufficient in itself. But
while the role of education is not deterministic, it is not minimal either. Education is
the main instrument by which the knowledge capital is accumulated by individuals.
Knowledge, when used by modest people in making ordinary decisions, transforms them and their world. The effects of education, even rudimentary education,
are powerful within the site of control of individual

adults, in the informal

family
in
the
the
economy, and within
structure of social and power relationships
and the community.

Freire believes that to deny human beings the right to name the world on equal
In
In
terms with other humans is to dehumanize those people, to undermine their ontoloConsequently, it would
gical vocation, to rule them out of the process of becoming.
C,
follow that human becomingCý can be process in which all people have an equal right
Z:'
to their voice. In its everyday sense dialogue implies a genuine
words
of
exchange
t:'
C,
t:or ideas between two or more persons who enjoy an equal role in the conversation.
Freire assertsthat:
"Dialooue is the encounter between men, mediated by the world, in order to name the
C:
world. Hence,dialogue cannotoccur betweenthosewho want to namethe world and those
who do not want this naming - bctweenthose who deny other men the right to speaktheir
world and thosewhoseright to speakhas beendeniedthem." (32)

Furthennore:
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"If it is in speaking their word that men transform the world by naming it, dialogue
C,
imposes itself as the way in which men achievesignificance as men. Dialoggueis thus an
existential neccesity." (33)

He points out that the process in which human beings simultaneously attain critical
consciousness and achieve liberation is precisely one of dialogue. 'I'lie possibility of
becoming more fully human depends upon everyone becoming conscious of his/her
own incompleteness, of the unfinished nature of reality, of the various constraints
to his/her recognizing this and, upon recognizing it, to entering the active process
of making reality and his/her human self. In short, the process of becoming involving as it does the development of global awareness - cannot, however take
place in isolation.

Consequently, giving an individual or social group access to education means
giving them the possibility of political expression and the basic instruments required
for their participation

in decisions affecting their existence and their future.

Education is an essential pre-condition for the effective exercise of most of the
in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The challenge of
proclaimed
rights
all forms of unfair discrimination can only be met by concerted action on the part of
all those concerned assembling their forces and acting together to seek to conquer
ignorance, eliminate all forms of unfair discrmination and poverty, promote equal
opportunity and assert the solidarity and interdependence of nations and peoples.
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CHAPTER VI. The role of an International

Curriculum

It is worth noting that Gramsci's claim in the Notebooks was that all of society had
to be understood as a vast "school" and acted upon from that point of view:
"The educationalrelationship should not be restricted to the field of the strictly
"scholastic"relationshipsby meansof whichthenewgenerationcomesinto contactwith
theold andabsorbsits experiences
andits historicallynecessary
valuesand"matures"and
developsa personalityof its own which is historicallyandculturallysuperior.This form
of relationshipexiststhroughoutsocietyas a wholeand for everyindividual relativeto
other individuals. It exists betweenintellectual and non-intellectualsectionsof the
population,betweenthe rulersandthe ruled,61itesandtheir followers,leadersIdirigentiI
and led, the vanguardand the body of the army. Every relationshipof "hegemony"is
necessarilyan educationalrelationshipandoccursnot only within a nation,betweenthe
but in the internationalandworld-wide
variousforcesof which the nationis composed,
field, betweencomplexes
of nationalandcontinentalcivilisations." (1)
His definiton of education goes beyond the institutional context of the school and
L_
It seems that by conceiving all
gives
education
a
general
sociological
relevance.
D0
In
L,
societies as schools is that everyone would become notified to the various contexts
in which legitimation processesoccur, and converslely, in which alternative political perspectives can be prepared. In short, schools comes to be seen as the way in
which intellectuals are produced at each level within the social structure. It is also
worth indicating that Gramsci's view of intellectuals was not elitist in the capitalist
sense, whereby intellectuals are "cut-off" from the masses, and are perceived to be
in residence in "ivory towers". He asserted that:
"... all menare intellectuals.onecould thereforesay:but not all menhavein societythe
functionof intellectuals.
" (2)
Furthen-nore:
"Each man,finally. outsideof his professionalactivity, carrieson someform of intellectual activity, that is, he is a "philosopher",a consciousline of moral conduct,and
thereforecontributesto sustaina conceptionof the world or to modify it, that is, to bring
into beingnewmodesof thought." (3)
He believed that the new type of organic intellectual should maintain a dialectal
relationship with the masses, and should not become cut-off from them if theory
and practice are to remain united. Gramsci considered that this sort of leadership
should be based on active consent rather than on constraint, not least because he-emony implies the existence of a measure of consensus.
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In chapter one, it was argued that the introduction of an international curriculum
means the realization of an anti-racist and anti-sexist policy within the educational
system in a global context. A means which intends to make pupils aware of the disadvantaged, discriminated against and exploited men and women living in poverty.
It has an important role in combating all forms of unfair discrimination

at the

political and structural level. At the political level, education has the potential to
become the means for the disadvantaged, discriminated against and exploited
people to organize themselves to fight for their rights, and to ensure that the various
facilities which are legislated and earmarked for them actually reach them. In most
countries, there is a structural dualism in which all power - political, economical
and cultural - is concentrated in a minority which opposes and uses a dispossessed,
assetless majority. In the formal economies, education has become a "sine qua
non". Without education it is not possible to enter the formal economy or to retain
an employment if already obtained. Education has the power to release people from
the burden of inferiority,

and help them to acquire new social definitions as

education can empower both in the psychological and the social sense, and be
absolutely essential for the understanding and practice of human rights.

Hence, schools are the main instrument for the transmission of values which
govern attitudes and the behaviour of human beings, in other words, they are the
mirror of the outside world - political and socio-economic.Yet, if the opportunity
of learning is not equal for everyone,either dependingon the living condition of
individuals, or on the functioning of the schoolsystemaiming at perpetuatingclass
division within the society, it will become evident that the educational system
manifestly contradicts its principles of being a liberating force and a means of
increasing social mobility. Consequently,as an historical instrument, schoolscan
not be isolatedfrom the political climate; are strongly relatedto the socio-economic
situation and are inseparablefrom the currentworld capitalistpolicy.
Schools have also the potential to transmit and inculcate the practices and the way
of living of each population within any nation and in the world. Also, they can no
longer act towards individuals, as a means to the material division leading to the
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two poles of society, intellectual or manual, dominant or dominated, according to
the needs of the world of production. Education must put an end to the dual society
and world which maintains two distinct systems, that of workers with qualification
and those without.

Education is an interrogation on all the issuesof our epoch. Only a strong education
r)
z:1
system can efficiently face all forms of unfair discrimination and exclusion, while
favouring the achievement and inclusion of peoples under the threat of marginaliZ:
ý
z:1
zation, most of whom are children from the working class and black community.
This move, necessary for the strengthening of schools, can be associated with an
attempt to clarify on how education systems can and require to influence national
and international knowledge, understanding and achievement. If schools can, en
masse, inspire achievement and unity, it is naive to assume that an International
Curricilum will be able to identify and eliminate all forms of prejudice and forms of
unfair discrimination on its own.

Hence, it is time, in Europe as in "deprived" countries, to begin to assert positively
food for thought
that it is the duty of governments to 4:give
ý-- Cý
Z-1
the
young
generation
on
C,
ethical matters and to instruct them on the values and principles of their society and
the world. An end has to be put to the aberrant contrast between what appears to be
happeningtn in the curriculum and what is happeningZ-- in terms of the state and its
assertedanti-di scri mi nation policies.

European education policy has been put into effect in Europe, where the desire for a
"common economic and cultural home" has taken place, where the will to achieve
European understanding is becoming ever firmer. This shall by no means be resZD
Lltricted to the European Community, but wherever the possibility arises, in any part
of the world; where education and educational systems are concerned, the oppor-tunity has to be seized to assert explicitly

the ethical principles embodied in the

international curriculum relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms.
60
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A. Definition

of an International

curriculum

The need here is perhaps to clarify the meaning of International Curriculum. The
L,
y
for
does
tý
urge
change
not onI strike in the state institutions which narbour covert
and overt racism, but also in the education systems. An international
anti-racist, anti-sexist and a basic step in the building

curriculum,

tip of the individual

persona-

lity, has, as its first goal, to uproot classism, sexism, racism and other forms of
unfair discrimination.

It has to carry all the weight of equal opportunities

and possi-

bilities to all children in order to foster their educational capacities.

Hence, the international curriculum function is to enable every member of a cornmunity to grow up to see his/her own culture and values recognized and co-existing
with the others in society. This curriculum is not a first aid measure or a gesture
offered to accommodate the sensitivities of the working class as well as the black
community. It is a response to and a reflection of cultural diversity; it attempts to
highlight the historical links and achievements of diverse communities, in order to
Zý ZD
promote harmonious relationships amongC the various cultural groups
and
encouZ-rage the development of international knowledge and understanding. Children from
different backgrounds today in the schools and tomorrow in society, have to live
together; consequently an international curriculum has an aim to reduce the gap
t:1
?-between these different groups.

The international curriculum can give pupils, with purpose and vigour, a stimulating and well organized learning environment which is responsive to individuals
L_ L_
0
that its main function is to establish and strengthen
needs. It could be suggested
an

anti-racist education and cultivate a good relationship with the family and tile community. All this has to involve the active rejection of all racist attitudes, sexdiscrimination and any kind of unfair discrimination - overt and/or covert.

An international curriculum has the power to reaffirm strongly its position of being
opposed to any forms of racism and unfair discriminations,

and can use all its

influence to provide meansand materials which reflect the realitY of a multiracial
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and multicultural universe. It is expected to give
ID
t: 1
pupils - regardless
C
of background,
sex, race or religion
the
equal
educational
opportunity
and
recognize
right
of
0
Z:individuals and groups to mutual awarenessof and respect for their culture.
"If segregation of the sexes or races prevails, if authoritarianism and hierarchy dominate
the system, the child cannot help but learn that power and status are the dominant factors
in human relationships. If, on the other hand. the school system is democratic, if the
teacher and child are each respected units, the lessons of respect for the person will casily
register. As in society at large. the structure of the pedagogical system will blanket. and
may negate, the specific intercultural lessons taught. " G. W Allport (4)

The term "International Curriculum" may, therefore, introduce a broad range of
diversity within a society; Languages, Geography, History, Modern Studies, class
and gender, the history of religions which are relevant to the process of education.
Furthermore, education for a multiracial universe is seen as education providing
children with the means of understanding all the elements in the society in which
they are growing up, as well as all the indispensable information concerning the
world which surrounds them.

Nonetheless, the anti-racist frame and awareness are all the more important since
harsh realities of the workingZý class, discriminated comZ:ý
they have highlighted
the
Int__
L_
munities and women. It has also highlighted
their experience of racism and prejudices as individuals as well as at an institutional level through government, party
Zý
ideology and the machinery of institutions. Anti-racism and anti-sexism are the key
I-L_
therefore, to be effective. they must have a strongL_ and
elements in the struggle;
__
defined to fight against personal and institutional racism. An
systematic strategy
t__
Z-1

International Curriculum

will attempt to offer a wide range
of
strategies
and
ZD
z:1
approaches and will emphasize that its central point is always to combat racial
prejudices and sex discrimination.

The objective of an International Curriculum will allow, beyond the differences, the
sharingIn of common values; will not deny diversity, or refuse to cloister an
individual within the supposed interpretations of his/her backtround. Meanwhile,
differences need to reflect diverse individual experiences. In consequence, the international curriculum has the potential to reach many components which have a lot of
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power in the educational systems' sphere: curriculum, teachers, head-teachers,
policy-makers, parents, pupils and communities. They are all bricks in a building
the international curriculum is
and they are very important. To achieve its goals,
1:1
urged to become anti-racist, anti-sexist and anti-all forms of unfair discrimination,
to dismantle institutionalized and non-institutionalized racism and oppose all forms
of prejudice and unfair discrimination.

B. Understanding

culture

"A major assumption we are making is that the curriculum for all pupils should include
informed discussion on the multicultural nature of British society, whether or not the
individual school is culturally mixed. It is essential that the develpoment of competence
in spoken and written standard English is sensitive to the knowledge of other languages
children might have... The large number of bilingual and biliterate children in the
community should be seen as an enormous resource which ought to become more, not
-less, important to the British economy in the next few years. " DES 1988c (5)

As for Paulo Freire, he believes that:
"Cultural action is always a systematic and deliberate form of action which operates upon
the social structure. either with the objective of preserving that structure or of transforming it. As a form of deliberate and systematic action, all cultural action has its theory
which determines its ends and thereby (consciously or unconsciously) or it serves the
liberation of men. As these dialiectically opposed types of cultural action operate in and
(6)
upon the social structure, they create dialectical relations of permanence and change"
Zý

The term culture appears to refer to a %viderange of activities: racism justified by the
superiority of a certain race and culture, sexism because of the "inferiority"

of

women's intellect, segregation and subjugation generated by the obsession of interbreeding between the "elite" culture and the culturally weak. However, it contains
national or ethnic minority values, claims rights for some or for all or denies rights
for certain others, and also tends to include all knowledge, language, beliefs,
morals, la%vsand customs from the elite to the disadvanta(yed.
C
On the one hand, culture, broadly defined, is invoked as an explanation of present
problems rather than solutions, and more issues rather than achievements. On the
tý
Z-0 of the mind which distinguishes
other hand, it also defines the whole programming

the members of one human group from another.
V
Yet, an international curriculum is concerned with the cultures of learning which
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learning relative to society and the world as a whole
represent the knowledge
and
LV
have to exercise and share among the members of
and strategies
which
pupils
will
en
t:ý
the whole social group to which they belong as well as with the members of the
whole social group in which they live. The learning will comprise the community
47and school cultures becausethe learningI..) Zýgap between both bases has to be bridged.

When pupils face cultures radically different from their own, the language and
concepts on display are so unfamiliar that both teachers and pupils experience difficulty in establishing rapport with each other.
L-The learning gap cannot easily be bridged. The community culture of pupils can
zDZD
change constantly. Hence, the effective teachers' role is to have greater understanding of the community culture and to introduce elements of the class culture he/she
will seek to share with pupils in a way which can connect with experiences previously encountered by the pupils. Effective learning involves the achievement of a
succession of active equilibria between pupils and teachers. If the gap between the
community and the school cultures is too wide then the learning equilibria will not
be -ained, and learninc, will become less and less effective.
in
?-I
Learning implies that there is sornething to be learned, whether an historical fact, a
scientific principle, arts, literature, a proverb, a farming practice.... Teachers canbring to formal schooling;
not underestimate the functional knowledge
which
pupils
C
4C
L_
they need to be aware that parents may value the knowledge
which schoolingZ__
instructs, but rnay also appreciate seeing school cultures closely linked with comZI
munity cultures.

In consequence, teachers have the duty to coordinate and follow-up regularly both
ZD
learning
the ritual
the
the
the
and
parents
of
pupils
cultures with
cooperation
behaviour by which members identify each other, the method of counting and
Z__
greetingt__for elders, the
measurement. the learningL_of phrases of respect and the C__
learning of folk-tales, proverbs, poems, painting and pottery, the seasonal cycles of
L,
0
dryness and rain, the time for planting and the time for harvesting or the progresion
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of sacred festivals. These and even more shall serve to remind teachers of the
knowledge and skills which children have attained when they enter schools, and
the development of knowledge and skills in
which continue to develop alongside
C,
schools. Everyone will welcome such cultures within school as they can enrich the
teachers and pupils as a whole.
cultural awareness and understanding
of
Z-"The educational theorists for the most part have stayed cosily in their rich countries
without risking their theories in the rough and tumble of the poor ones... " C. E. Beeby (7)

Consequently,

if effective learning is to take place, then those who bear the respon-

sibility for instructing must learn from the pupils and from the community.

They do

not deprecate the cultural knowledge of pupils and do not train them to respond to
their own values, standards and their goals. In their enthusiasm, they do not mould
pupils to their patterns and principles;
seat of knowledge

they do not suggest subtly that the ultimate

lies not with the pupils, but with them; this does not draw the

thematic content of their teaching from their own values and ideals or impose their
culture on the pupils who will be assigned the role of spectators, or of "recipients".
Cý

In return, the pupils do not come to see their reality with the outlook of the teachers
rather than their own, do not consider that it is necessary to leave behind their
cultural

environment

of -the home, of the community

and the peer L_
group and to

assimilate those of the schools and the dominant culture. The process of transmission can not exclude the group of students, whose culture is either unrecognised or
undermined. Hence, the teacher-pupil relationship in the school shall not serve the
ends of domination and the preservation of subordination.

b. I. Understanding pluralism
0
As education has an important role to play in the process of the development of
the
morally
and
children - intellectually, affectively, psychologically,
socially
0
educational strategy has to commit itself to the analysis of the mechanism for
stereotypes and prejudices. It has the responsibility to examine and reveal where
discriminatory concepts - racial and sex discrimination - come from, and ho%vthey
become conveyed into the curriculum. For this reason, an international curriculum
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shall reflect the reality which has the potential to help develop pupils' awareness
from
individuals perforto
the
which
may
arise
and understanding remove
conflicts
minc, within the norms of the home and the community on the one hand, and of the
school and the world interdependence on the other hand. The goals of the
curriculum must not lead to the marginalisation of any particular knowledge - Afrocentric or Islamo-centric knowledge in order to counteract Eurocentrism (Jadish
Gundara- 1994). Furthermore, E. Said states:
"The %,.,
hole effort to deconsecrateEurocentrismcannot be interpreted,leastof all by those
who participate in the enterprise,as an effort to supplant Eurocentrismwith, for instance,
Afro-centric or Islamocentricapproaches.On its own, ethnic particularity doesnot provide
for intellectual process- quite the contrary." (8)

A statement which Jadish Gundara considers to be correct because:
"separateschoolsor curricula does not assistin bringing about intercultural understandings.Within complexsocietiesthe needto developcross-culturalnegotiationsand
learningsis an importantissue." (9)
C
For this reason, the education system's aims need to recognise the international
curriculum which will provide bilingualism; one of the fundamental means to promote the development of the full potential of the individuals. Advocates of pluralism
that multilingual ism is the norm in most countries and this justifies the needs
agree
0C
his/her native tongue
4:ý
C,
and
of a child to be able to speak two - or more - Ianguages,
__
the lingua franca. Yet, if the ideal provision is an education which is as comprehensive and as satisfying to members of minorities, the international curriculum needs
to encourage the use of native languages - ethnic minority or foreign languages
t:D ZD 4_7V
both as subjects of study and as rnediurn of instruction, but requires the learning of
C,
the common national language. This is important because the children, speakers of
Z__ L_

the lingua franca, will also be able to learn tile languages of the other groups.
Cý
LI
C, In
Pierre Emmanuel, a French philosopher and poet, expressed: "whoeverdoesinjury to
languagealsowoundsman"O0). He was pointing his finger at the authorities which had
C,
C,
language.
into
tD
divergent
dominant
tý
Zý
the
4D
and
culture
cultural groups
acculturated
inflicted "in ury to language", but people
However, these authorities have not onl yiCC
have also witnessed it wherever and whenever any nationality, native or immigrant,
has been frustrated in its devotion to its language and cultural knowledge. Everyone
0
In Cý
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must bear in mind that in a multiracial society, languages do not exist in isolation
and it is not part of the authority or education system's function to prevent tile
It is, therefore, the task of the education system and
cross-breedingC,of languages.
:_ý C,
open-minded

intellectuals

advantageous

and productive

to take part in favour

of maintaining

and
promoting
4=
1:1

languages
of
cultures,
and
contact
4D 0

while simulta-

tý the separate languages
neously encouraging
ý)
t.7
zn
and the speakers' pride in them.

Malinowski stated:
"The essential freedom of an individual depends on the multiple, diversified and differentiated constitution of society which we find in man), cultures... The business of life
is carried on by a number of institutions (consituting different cultures). The greater the
autonomy within each of them the more opportunities there are for an individual to
choose his adherence." (11)

He believed that the cultures of the separate nationalities would flourish best in
interaction and interrelation. In short, the cultures of different groups may develop
in a close interdependence milieu within a unified system. Hence, pluralism is
encouraged to counter the establishment of uniformity and homogeneity. Pluralism,
partly institutionalized by means of systems of bilingual and multicultural education
diversity
helps
to
the
as
opposed
to
monoculture
assures
maintaining
of
and
ensure that this diversity is embodied in a more complete unity. An international
curriculum will reflect the links between the irnaaes of "deprived" countries and
multi-ethnic European ones; will refer to literature from which black literature can
be used to question the uncontested cultural assumptions or a literature which can
be used to move away from the monotonic role of women. An international
curriculum will foster the development of a spirit of enquiry leading to open and
critical minds and provide an environment in which learning from communities, as
C
well as from "deprived" countries, will be imperative if everyone really want to
seek cultural awareness of universal reality.

C. Partnership
"States, in accordance with their constitutional principles and procedures, as well as all
other competent authorities and the entire teaching profession, have a responsibility to see
that the educational resources of all countries are used to combat racism, more especially
by ensuring that curricula and textbooks include scientific and ethical considerations
concerning human unity and diversity and that no invidious distinctions are made with
regard to an), people, by training teachers to achieve these ends, by making the resources
of the educational sN,stem available to all groups of the population without racial restric-
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tion or discrimination. and by taking -appropriatesteps to rernedy the handicaps from
level of education and
to
their
which certain racial or ethnic groups
regard
with
suffer
C,
standard of' living and in particular to prevent such handicaps from being passedon to
children" Article 5/2 (12)

c. 1. The associative role of Teacher and Pupils
While both achievement and underachievement are existing alternatives, only the
first one is the aim of an international curriculum. Yet, this ambition can be frustrated by injustice, exploitation, racism, sexism and the vigorous elitist policy of the
ruling classes. This is affirmed by educational systems which serve their interests,
and attempt to adapt pupils to a reality which has to remain unchallenged.
0
"Au contact de l'immigration, les institutions sont amen6es ý revoir les models sur lesquels elles avaient 6chafaudds les rapports sociaux. Faut-il mettre en place des structures
sp6cifiques, destin6es A la petite enfance immi-gr6c ct risquer la niarginalisation. ou penser
en terme de politique C
globale? ..." Antonio Perotti* (13)

Underachievement, which not only weakens working classes, discriminated comt__
munities and women still further, but also isolates, creates and deepens rifts among

them, denies education and knowledge as a process of inquiry. Ruling classes have
also tried to make the masses conform to their objectives; they have manipulated
them by making miraculous promises or giving them the impression that they have
been helped. In this situation, the greater the educational immaturity

of the

discriminated people, the more easily they can be manipulated by those who retain
intellectual power, as well as by those who do not wish to lose their status and
Achievement is acquired by motivation and support. not by gift. It must
privilege.
In
tn'
be constantly pursued and be the primordial aspiration. Achievement is not an ideal
allocated to a few people, nor is it an ideal which becomes symbolical. It is rather
the fundamental and indispensable target for the quest for critical capacities and
human fulfillment.

Hence, in its first stage, an international curriculum will attempt to change the
zn
tý
teacher-student relationship inside and outside school. Its primary task is to substitute the narrative character of teaching because it has to incite pupils to become

. On contact with immigration.
institutions
are led to review the models on which they have
Do we have to establish specific structures, designed for the
constructed
social relationships.
immigrant infancy and risk marginalization.
or think in terms of global politicy?
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conscious and creative with the support of the teacher, to develop their sense of
awareness of the way they exist in the world but also to realize by themselves that
culture is not static but changes constantl y as it adopts and absorbs ideas and
influences.

Yet, the elitist system transforms the pupils into recipients because of the competitive pressure which makes pupils memorize mechanically and repeat all the information fed by the teacher. This method has, mostly, affected the working class,
black and girl pupils because it has inhibited their creative powers and has concealed certain facts which should have explained the way they exist in the world. It
has, directly or indirectly, reinforced this groups' fatalistic perception and the drive
for transformation and inquiry has given way to resignation.
4-Z:
5
Very often, when people think about school they think in terms of transmission of
knowledge. But can knowledge be fixed. objective and value free? One also has to
ask him/herself: "Which is more important - "what" a teacher teaches or "how" he/
she teaches?" What the teachers have to teach is written in the official curriculum,
while how the teachers have to teach is not written anywhere, it is a hidden
curriculum. The role that a hidden curriculum can play in the international curriculum becomes more important than in a monoculture curriculum, for the simple
reason that the different pupils' backgrounds require more attention and commitment. To understand how ethnicity, socio-economic status, sex-discrimination and
influence
be
interact
the
aspects
shall
other
of.
culture
and
with classroom processes
the foundation-stone of any teaching strategy.
Z__
LIn
In consequence, it is relevant to borrow Paulo Freire's definition-, "problem-posing
feeds with the contents of
the
education" in which the teacher is no longer
who
one
0
his/her narration, but one who is him/herself taught in dialogue with the pupils,
Cý
tn
teach. They become jointly responsible
also
who in their turn, while beingr) taught,
Cý
for a process in which all grow.
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The method involves two activities: it is "cognitive" at one point and "informative"
zD
Z:1
In
Z) a project or engaging
z1_ Cý
n in dialogue
at another. It is cognitive
while preparing
with the
pupils. The teacher does not regard cognizable objects as his/her private property,
but as the object of consideration by him/herself and the pupils. In this way, the
informing-educator constantly develops his/her reflexion alongside that of the
ZD
Z:
)
docile receivers become conscious co-investigators in
pupils. The pupils, no longer
tý
0
dialogue with the teacher. He/she introduces the materials to the pupils for their
Lconsideration, and re-assesseshis/her earlier judgements
as the pupils express their

own.
The role of the teacher is to create, together with the pupils, the conditions under
which true knowledge involves a constant exposure to reality and works towards
the emergence of critical awareness of reality. As a result, knowledge
C,
zI_
emerges
through creation and reinvention, through a restless, continuing and hopeful
inquiry which pupils pursue inside and outside school. Hence, an international
curriculum admits the partnership of the pupils with the teachers and their communities -a partnership which is permeated with a profound trust in the pupils and
their creative powers.

This partnership stresses that human beings are not abstract. isolated, independent
and unattached to the world. It also reaffirms that the world exists as a reality so
trustworthy reflexion considers human beings in their relations with the world.
Hence, it regards dialogue as indispensable to the act of cognition to unveil reality
and to make pupils become wise thinkers. It calls upon creativity, stimulates true
in inquiry and creative transformation.
reflection and realism, and engages
pupils
t:1 I--

Henceforth, an international curriculum has the power to engageitself in encouIDID
raging pupils to transcendthemselves,to move forward and to look ahead.It is for
those for whom exclusion and sectarianismrepresenta fatal threat-,for those for
to
whom diversity within unity is fundamental so that human beings,
subjected
zD
for the sake of
together
racism, sexism or all forms of unfair di scrirnination, fight
z:1
r:292

human rights, for those for whom looking at the past is a means of understanding
more clearly what and who will allow them to move wisely in the development of

the future.
c.2. Cooperation
This process of awareness shall be directed towards cooperation and solidarity, as
the pursuit of full achievement can be hardly carried out in isolation or individualism. Hence, it is essential that the pupils themselves participate in the process
with an increasingly fundamental awareness of their role as part of the co-operative
pattern. Interactions in a cooperative group can allow them to challenge the increase
in racism, sexism and all forms of unfair discri rni nation; in a heterogenous group,
different classes, genders and races will be able to work together and can achieve
tD
ZD
the same aim. In return, they learn solidarity and harmony among different people
as equal human beings.

The aim of a cooperative pattern is to call upon older pupils and students to transform them, after the school day. into real tutors for the young pupils - Le in short to
recruit voluntary pupils or students in order to help the young ones with their
homework. Teachers will organize a meeting with the voluntary-tutors to set up a
teacher-tutor coordination office and jointly they regularly discuss technical points
the following-up of the progress of the pupils.
and pedagogy
well
as
as
C
Z_en
-1
The voluntary tutors do not give lessons: they help pupils (not more than 2) to
improve their educational knowledge from work given by the class teacher and by
CC
explainingtý what they have not understood duringV the class. They show how to
by
difficulties
the pupil(s) or
their
particular
and
stress
encountered
organize
work
1:1
LI
to the
1.1) back to some basic point of the fundamental subjects. Hence, with regard
go
needs of the pupils, they focus on a subject which needs more work or clarify
how
face
dictionary,
to
the
or
some
writing,
use
of
a
certain areas: ec,,.reading,
situations or problems.

Thus, greater contact with books - tales, poetry, novels, newspapers, in and out
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for
develop
be
texts
the
taste
the
the
and
pleasure
may
as
priority
shall
side
school,
within the family and the children. This is the basic condition for the acquisition of
be
language.
Reading
lasting
the
written
can
with
companionship
reading and a
6
V tZý
help
develop
the
to
thus
to
pupils
awareness,
voluntary-tutors
used engender social
their reading and writingrn skills. Yet, reading:_I is not only concerned with written
literature; voluntary-tutors may use different materials and resources as it will be of
help to familiarize pupils with the knowledge and the use of a great number of
great
,DV0
writings.

To surn up. their support is to restore the pupils' self-confidence and encourage
them to achieve. In some cases, the voluntary-tutors help pupils to prepare their
is his/her background, sex or
whatever
exams. The basic idea is simple: at any age,
z:1
1.
ý
lead
knowledge.
This
his/her
learn.
transmit
also
will
condition, everyone can
can
Z__
to the advantage of discovering reciprocity: they receive from educational instituz1L_

tions and give to young pupils, they receive and offer trustworthy support, one step
to restore self-confidence in their personal value, an aptitude for relationships, the
capacity to learn as they also learn by tutoring.

The raison d' 8tre of voluntary-tutors will be in its drive towards cooperation and
solidarity. Achievement has to begin with the reconciliation of teachers and pupils
and school and university, it has to begin with the reconciliation

of different

groups and sexes. No-one can consider him/herself to be the owner
classes, ethnic Z-1
having
knowledge
knowledge
those
they
to
this
to
no
regard
as
or
on
of
project
rm
tý
t0
knowledge. Voluntary-tutors shall provide an efficient and total support to others.
They shall exploit education and knowledge as a building up of self-confidence and
self-awareness.

D. Religious

matter

form
beliefs
Today, people face a wide range
Z:ý
L"
now
part of the
which
of religious
its
Because
diversity
explothe
of
world.
of religious experience all around
overall
lack
Its
intentions.
to
sive nature, religion will always L,give rise apparent conflict of
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the
of common platform and collaboration makes the inclusion of religion
within
tn
curriculum difficult, not to say inconvenient. Before going further, it must be
acknowledged that those who are opposed to religious education consider schools
as an essential driving force, which equips children with factual information and a
4D of knowledge
ZD and practical skills
rancye
-i. e

"... Udducation la'fque est antiraciste. Le racisme nait des sdgr6gations de races, de
religions, de civilisations, de milieu r6ciproque. L'humanitd ne progresse pas vers la
compr6hension mutuelle si ses enfants sont sdpar6s scion leur race, Icur culture, leur
religion, leur milieu social. L'6ducation lafque ne recormait pas le pluralisme dans une
juxtaposition d'dcoles professant feur propre v6rit6, elle garantit un pluralisme v6ritable de
pens6e en rassemblant tous les enfants et en leur enseignant, par la pratique quotidienne,
le respect de Vautre. 11n'), a d'autre issue pour vaincre la violence et le racisme... " Comitd
National d'Action Lffque (CNAL) during its ceremonial statement 31.01.81* (14)

Others stress the need for religious education because its major aspiration is seen as
Ceducating children to be first and foremost "Good Christians" - i. e
"... the truths of the Judaic-Christian traditions are infinitely precious, not only as, I
believe, because they are true. but also because they provide the moral irnpulse which
alone can lead to that peace. in the true meaning of the world. for which we all long. "
Mrs Thatcher, text addressed to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland (15)

or "Good Muslims".

If the dominance of religion over all aspects of life is accept-

ed, it will have profound

consequences. It may involve rejecting:_1 the autonomy of

the academic disciplines. If each denominational school does in fact cater for a
particular dogma, then it seems likely that the dangers of social strife will gain more
ground.

The international curriculum has strongly emphasized that its major aims is to
1:1
in their relations with the world, and
establish a In
aenuine reflection on human beinas
Z__
to develop their ability and capacity to perceive critically the way they exist in the
world in which they find themselves. They shall come to see the world not as a
static reality, but as reality in process, in transformation and to Cý
gain a greater
tý
understanding and appreciation of the diversity of values, systems and life-styles.
. secular education is antiracist. Racism arises from segregationof race, religion and culture and
being deprived of an environment of mutual support. Humanity does not progresstowards mutual
understanding if children are separated according to their race, culture, religion and social
background. Laic education does not recognize pluralism within a juxtaposition of schools which
maintain their own truth, it guaranteesa real pluralism of thoughts by gathering all children and
teaching them, through daily practice. respectfor the other. There is not other issue to overcome
violence and racism.
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An international curriculum has the potential to encourage children to question, to

debateand to be able to make decisions and choices
to
criticize, to investigate,
Z-1
about their future adult lives.

The existing multiracial schoolscannot be set Lipto cater for a particular denominational or racial 4=1
group. They have, therefore, the responsibility to provide an
education which reflects the international curriculum principles, and not to be
limited to the perspectiveof any one group, whetherminority or majority. An international curriculum has the power to cementthe splits betweencommunities and
faiths, to overcome the strong feeling of rejection. It shall also profess as its
fundamentalaim, the promotion of an educationalequality with the first concernto
ensure the break down of sectarism, sex-discrimination and all forms of unfair
discrimination.

Since an international curriculum has the concern to reaffirm its opposition to any
form of prejudice. sexism and sectarianism. It vigorously maintains that schools
have the obligation to educate children to become active citizens, not passive ones
governed by some pre-established authority, some principles refuting all changes
outside their own universe, or the cult of their own faith. An international curriculum must also promote the ethos of th e school by bringing pupils together and
creating a feeling of shared identity. Hence. the ethos of the school will be the
central feature of the character of the educational experience it provides; it is
encouraged to turn to activities which celebrate the values its pupils and staff are
expected or are kno%vnto share. As a result, it will be inconceivable to consider
sectarian schools.
Schools will attempt to generate understanding and awareness not to indoctrinate, in
consequence they have the faculty to introduce to children whatever their backgrounds, religions and gender, a common moral and fundamental principle in order
to overcome all barriers which, at present, exist between populations, religions and
sex in today's society. The capacity of an international curriculum

is also to

influence critical faculties but not to normalize pupils into a state of submission, and
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must always seek out ties which link one problern to another and secure awareness
to the reality of the society in which they live.

Some populations regard their religious beliefs as the key element in their cultural
z:1
V
identity,

and also insist on the instruction

religion. This demand for the instruction

of their children

only in their own

of religious beliefs stands out in opposing

any authority foreign to their own as if there is only one la%v,one exact concept of
the good life or the good society. a salvation for these groups. They just %vantto act
Zý'
ZD
C3

as the sole authentic interpreter of moral values and the real religious
culture.
tý
The approach of an international curriculum to religions shall be, however, not to
t:l
teach children a religion or to consider school assemblies being mainly and broadly
rn
In
the worship of the majority faith, but rather to teach them tile history of religions:
the foundation of different religions, each principle, religious interaction with each
other, the nature of the belief and the ranae of belief systems, and shared interests.
An international curriculum attempts to involve pupils in all open exploration of tile
major religious traditions, an examination of the claims of these traditions, and a
critical evaluation of the insights they offer into the human condition and the human
search for meaning and significance in life.

In consequence,

the home and the religious

communities

foster and instruct the

child in their own faith. The function of the school is to assist pupils to understand
the nature of each religion
Z--

and to know something L- of the diversity

of systems of

belief, the aspects of their beliefs, their significance for individuals and how they
bear on the community.

However, schools may work alongside
LZD
religious
officials

in order to organize
r5
visits

These visits can represent
to the places of worship in the range
of
religious
groups.
LtZ:
)
a potentially
opportunity

very helpful "living Z--resource" for the pupils as well as beingin a great
Lfor religious officials to answer questions and to clarify any outstand1.1

ing misunderstandings. The collaboration between teachers and religious officials
tn
Cý
C)
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will have the competenceto ens.ure that efforts towards the elimination of intoleranceand/or fanaticismand the developmentof positive attitudesis complementary
and not contradictory.
E. The issue of bilingualism
"Un enfant immigrd peut-il We bilingue? Oui, s'il ne ressent pas sa langue d'origine
comme une langue dominde. Sinon, il n'apprendra bien ni l'une ni Pautre. Cest &s ]a
maternelle qu'un enseignement bilingue devrait &re appliqu6. Mais une 6cole fond6e sur la
langue et la culture unique pr6n6e par Jules Ferry ), est-elle pr6par6e? " Dr Robert
Berthelier, Psychiatre* (16)

e. I. Native tongue
A common characteristic

of discriminated

the world is that
groups
around
C
from and dominated by "majority"

minority

they make use of languages that are different
1-1 tý

It is also a %vide-spreadphenomenon that ethnic minority languaC,
Lgroup languages.
in
Ll-

ges are major devices for the expression of ethnicity and self-esteem, whereas
is perequisite for educational
ti
Z:)
proficiency in the surroundingZ-1
majority language
achievement and accessto the labour market.
"Mais de nos jours, 'le droit a NtucatioW en Franqais ou en Ant-lais ne rýpond plus aux
besoins du moment. 11s'agit done d'amener. gr5ce ý I'alphab6tisation fonctionnelle et
s6lective, Fensemble d'un pays ý un niveau d6cent pour le conduire ýLentamer et entretenir un d6veloppernent durable...
Pour ce faire, tout gouvernement doit assumer de mettre en place des structures trýs
favorables a I'61aboration des ni6thodes et des recherches pour Vensei-nement des langues
maternelles sur tout le territoire du pa)s. " Reine Caummaueth** ( 17)

Yet, the oft-used term "minority" language may not be fully accurate for certain
Ian-uaaes
in
included
ZD
Z>
C,
1-1
and has a neaative
connotation for all of them. The lanaua-es
the old, or established language
ZD
r_minorities in Europe, which are on the one hand
the indigenous languages that you may find only in one member state - Breton or
0
r) rD
Welsh..., and also other indi-enous lanaua-es such as Catalan which can be found
t-C Zý
in more than one state Spain and France. These are "stateless" languages. On the
tý, z:1
Can an immigrant child be bilingual? Yes, if he does not perceive his/her language of birth as a
dominated language. If not, he/she will not learn either of them properly. It is from the nursery
that bilingual teaching should take place. But is a school institution, based on the unique language
and culture advocated by Jules Ferry, prepared for it?
To do this, every government has to put in place structures which are extremely favourable for
developing methods and research for teaching first language all over the country.
.. But nowadays, 'the right to education' either in French or in English does not respond to today's
needs. It is a question of bringing, thanks to a functional and selective literacy teaching, the whole
country to a decent level in order to allow it to start and keep alive a lasting development...
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other hand, transfrontier minority communities such as Danish in Germany and
German in Danmark are included. Languages
CCC
also differ greatly in terms of their
status, history, linguistic aspects, size of the population and geographical conditions, thus it is difficult to arrive at a precise definition. In consequence, the oftis not without problems; thus the term "native
used term "minority languages"
0 L-tongue" will be the term to define this category of languages, or else "first native
t:ý
language".

e.2. Bilingualism, a reality
"I speak English at school, Gujarati on my way home to my friends. I read books at
Mosque in Urdu and I learn passagesfrom the Koran in Arabic. "
By way of an after thought she added:
"My mum speaks Marathi. " Marian. an II -cars old of Muslim background attending a
Leicester primary school (18)
Beyond

the general
Z:ý

reflection,

language
Cý
LI

and culture

are endowed

with

a worthy

have
in
international
languages.
All
the obligation
to
nations
with
status, conformity
In
tD 1:
1
they believe to be of inferior status and conwhich
stop the repression of languages
r) L_
tribute to raise them to their proper status.

It becomes more and more difficult to deny that there are two languages and two
4:1 Z:1
Hence. the question
of
nations.
number
cultures, sometimes even more, in a large
Z-for educationalists, policy makers, teachers, parents and pupils in the defence of
native tonaues: What curriculum shall be enforced by the active agents defending
has
It
industrialized
has
beyond
This
the
to
tongues?
countries.
question
go
native
4-1
0
also to be put forward to the authorities and governments of "deprived" countries
in
interested
discriminated
their survival within
to
peoples
all minorities and
and
their own environment, to have access to the knowledue of one or two languages
fully
in
the world culture.
to
them
participate
which would allow

future,
is
the
The promotion of bilingualism
a
also
represents
and
C
a
stimulating
act
Zý
future which may ease the approach of the end of the twentieth century and allow
discriminated peoples to conceive the future with full confidence and serenity. To
dishave
to
the
cease
responsiblity
this,
achieve
each nation and each government
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legitimate right of minority or discriminated groups' claim for the
the
regarding
L1-ý
tD
Zy
language
The
have also the
ZD
maintenance of their culture and
within
any
nation.
Z-V
and multiculturalism.
responsibility to open themselves to multilinguism

These languages, nowadays, exist and face common preoccupations and difficulties
even if they require diverse attentions. All languages are entitled to benefit from the
same rights widely and deserve as much as attention. Everyone has to recogruse that
z: 1
the universe is multilingual,

4D
a multilinguism

which everyone can benefit from.

Hence, all nations have the responsibility to cooperate for the survival and the
development of bilingualism if not multilinguism.
Lý
r.D
All educational systems are expected to emphasize the fundamental theme that all
Bilingualdominant languages.
languages are equal and share the same right
1-4-LI
with
Iý
ism, if not multi lingual ism, can be shared in all regions and countries to preserve all
languages which governments and authorities from various countries have tried to
the predominant policy of
suppress. So long4:
as
nionolingualism
remains
state
Z-)
nations, the universe risks a reduction in various means of communication.

Nations can no longer maintain an attitude of indifference and antipathy to native
z1_
language.
dominant
first
is
for
language
the
L,
tongue
z:1
the
Z1C
not
ZI)
provision
children whose
The basic objective is that each child has the possibility to develop his/her compein order to maintain links with his/
tence in communicating in his/her native tongue
z:1
C,
Schools
her family, siblings, community, culture and even the country of origin.
tn
0
becomes
learning
feel
be
the
where
are
welcome
secure,
child
and
will
a place where
a constructive experience, and where teachers are supportive and expect the child to
have
in
bilingual
It
is
the opportunity to
that
communities
children
succeed.
natural
Z:
ý
language.
dominant
home
Z:ý
Z-1
be educated in two lanswages:
the
z1_
the language
the
rn
L,
and
of
Schools must not create a cultural clash in the child between the values, attitudes
he/
In
home
lifestyle
dominant
those
the
short,
the
community.
group
and
of
and
of
he/
from
language
be
divorced
the
when
culture,
especially
native
and
she must not
tý n
has
develop
Schools
to
the
and maintain the child's
obligation
she enters schools.
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cultural heritage as he/she is introduced to tile dominant culture, and help the child
become functionally

bilingual in the two languages. They have the power to
tr tn
Cý
provide a linguistic and cultural continuity between the prejudiced and the dominant
group and to prepare the child in a multilingual and multicultural society.

Native language teaching is a requirement for a healthy development of the child's
personality and the development of a positive self-image. If schools do not provide
any language of the discriminated peoples, the school becomes for these people and
their children a place where neither their language nor culture exists, possibly
where they are not even accepted, a place where their social identity is questioned
and undermined. The self-image of the discriminated children is harmed if, in the
school, literacy in their language is not recognized and developed.
e.3. Bilingual education
"Rather than cultural conflicts we find well-adjustedyoung peoplewith broad perspectives
who are comfortable in the role of representingboth of their cultural backgrounds.we
also have here an illustration of the additive form of biculturalism; the boys studied were
caught in the flow of two cultural streamsand were apparently happy to be part of both
streams." Lambert (19)

Hence, if any society wants to preserve native languages, give equal status to all
C 4-- CD
languages and cultures in each country, revive a language and teache the dominant
Zý t5
In -language efficiently to make the future citizens bilingual and bicultural, it will often
have to develop educational programmes that employ two languages and are based
LZý
fall tinder the label of bilingual education.
on two cultures. These programmes
shall
LI
rn
Whatever the factors that lead to childhood bilingualism, social or personal, planZ)
ned or not - most observers agree that children have great facility in becoming
y
Schools
bilingual
face
basicall
three possible different types
tD
Z!,
or even multilingual.

of educational policies which, of course, will have three possible outcomes of the
prolonged contact with discriminated groups.
i. Submersion model
Its aim is assimilation. Prejudiced children are put into dominant language classes
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is an
(with or without some additional teachingLý of the second language)
0
this
Z-1
assimilative policy led by France and the United Kingdom. Children are placed in
normal class without any consideration for their native tongue and culture. As a
result, the dominant language gradually undermines proficiency in the first. This
has also been called substractive or disruptive bilingualism on the ground that the
development of the child's first language has been disrupted and is incomplete.
0V

ii. Immersion model
Its educational aim for a bilingual programme is the enrichment of the dominant
0
Z:
)
through the medium of a second language
children's tD
group. The children are taught
in ZD
0
zn
(the immersion programmes in Canada, specially known as St Lambert Project:
zz.
English Canadian children to acquire French in a more natural manner). In 1962,
Peal and Lambert, studied ten years old pupils in a Montreal school, all sharing
Z-They indicate that:
similar socio-economic circumstances and home backgrounds.
t:)
1) bilingual children scored better than monolingual children in verbal and nonZ-C

verbal inteligencetests,
2) they had a greater flexibility of mind and conceptual ability,

3) they were betterachieversall rOUndin school.
It is an additive bilinatialism: the child's native lanatia(ye is intact and develops,
LtD tý
has not had the sarne amount of instruction as its monolingual
the
even though
child
LIn
peers in dominant language schools. It adds a second language without threatening
the first.

Perhaps, the immersion model can be used to enable students to become bilingual,
in,
in
but if they do not benefit from the level of practice equal to the native language,
tn
rD

in
functional
develop
the
to
necessary
competence
contacts
social and cultural
language,it will becomedifficult for thesestudentsto initiate conversationin the
t) tý
language,perhapseven to maintain it while the dominant one progressivelytakes
r3
t) 0
over. As Macnamarawrites concerningCalifornian bilingual educationprogrammes
and the St Lambert Project:
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"On looking more closely we find that what most depresses the Californian educators is
the lasting difficulties which Chicano students have with English. What has most
encouraoed the Montreal educators is that the St Lambert children have not harmed their
English in learning French. These results are not comparable. The St Lambert children
have certainly learned a lot of French-, but they are decidedly inferior to native speaker of
French in all aspects of French. What we do not know is how the French of the St
Lambert children compared with the English of the Chicanos and the extent to which the
differences are due to the programmes. " (20)

As long as the dominant lancvuagecontinues to play an important role in the child's
ID
4-1 LI
life, the native language will lose its importance, and the child will naturally revert
r.D LI
to monolingualism.
iii. Maintenance model
For those who blame the native tongue for academic underachievement, Peal and
C)

Lambertpoint out:
"The picture that emergesof the French-Englishbilingual in Montreal is that of a youngster whose wider experiencein two cultures has given him an advantagewhich a monolingual does not enjoy. Intellectually his experiencewith two languagesystemsseemsto
have left him with a mental flexibility, a superiority in concept formation, and a more
diversified set of mental abilities, in the sensethat the patternsof abilities developed by
bilinguals were more heterogeneous.It is not possible to state from the present stud),
whether the more intelligent child became bilingual or whether bilingualism aided his
intellectual development. but there is no question about the fact that he is superior
intellectually. In contrast, the monolingual appears to have more unitary structure of
intelligence which he must use for all types of intellectual tasks." (21)

The children are taught
ZD
Z-z: 1
r_through
the medium of their first language
with a L-goal of
in interaction with
and
culture
maintenance and further development of the language
C, C
the dominant language. This type of programmes has also been called a "language
shelter". The model tries to develop and maintain the discriminated

child's cultural

heritage while he/she is introduced to the dominant culture. Thus it aims to help the
child to become functionally

bilingual
C

in the two languages; It provides a linguistic
Cý
L, 4=1

and cultural continuity betweenthe prejudicedand the dominated group, and presociety.
and
multicultural
paresthe child to live in a multilingual
C
Hence, the objectives are set for the schools to retain and reinforce discriminated
In consequence, the method makes prejudiced
traditions,
arts.
and
groups'
culture
rD
but
bicultural
bilingual
both
their
own
community
children,
of
and
members
against

languages
This
is
done
by
both
dominant
cultures
the
and
accepting
group.
also of
in 0
C,
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be bilingual and bicultural without endangering the
that
and by recognizing
one
can
4=1 tý
47,0
-entity of the society, if not the world.

A pupil's first native language in itself cannot be considered as a problem, but
to the disadvantarelated
rather social attitudes towards the discriminated languages
ý ZD
' In this view, the native
t:ged
1
1
socio-economic position of the prejudiced z:groups.
language has a value of its own and is as important as the dominant language.
t:CD ZD
Therefore, it cannot only be used as an initial medium of instruction for, tile
tý
Z-- shall occupy a more
prejudiced 0groups but also, in later classes,the native language

important position in an international curriculum as the dominant language. Because
C, :ý
have to týgain public esteem inside
V5
t-the native languaae;
this
of the fragility
of
will
still
0
and outside school as well as at the international level and will have to be supported
strongly
and
unceasingly.
Z:I
41The model is expected to contribute considerably to maintaining attitudes towards a
0
higher
Z:'
Leducational attainment, Mc
readingýn and writingL, proficiency. As regards
Laughlin argues that the development of the children's native languages, when
Z-1
V
-- Z1in readin- and writina before bein- introduced to a second,
given
a
oood
aroundino,
g0
Z71
CC
-1
will not result in any negative effects. In 1975, the Bullock report also observed
that:
"In a linguistically

as
conscious nation in the modern world we should see bilinaualism
C

an asset, as something to be nurtured, and one of the agencies which should nurture it is
the school. Certainly the school should adopt a positive attitude to its pupils' bilingualism and wherever possible help maintain and deepen their knowledge of their mother
tongues. " (22)

learningZ-- does not
In addition, a number of researchers have indicated that language
Z.3
C
the dominant
the
take place in the bilingual
of
attitudes
context
without
acquiring
LZD
language. If the native ton-tie is re-arded as inferior in any way, progress will be
impeded and resentment will result. Bilingual children when placed in circumsP-1
tances characterized by strain and conflict, may stiffer in attainment in both their
the dominant language.
native tongue
and
:_- Cý
ZD

bilingual, had
Here is what an eminent scholar, himself a Norwegian and English
t:)
zD
C,
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to say:
"I have been bilingual as far as I can remember,but it was not until I beganreading the
literature on the subject that I rcalised what this meant. Without knowing it, I had been
exposed to untold dangers of retardation, intellectual impoverishment, schizophrenia,
anomie and alienation, most of which I had apparentlyescaped,if only by a hair's breadth.
If my parents k-new about these dangers, the), firmly dismissed them and made me
bilingual willy-nilly. They took the position that I would learn all the English I need
from my playmatesand my teachers,and that only by learning and using Norwegian in
the home could I maintain a fruitful contact with them and their friends and their culture.
In the literature I found little mention of this aspect.What I found was a long paradeof
intelligence tests proving bilinguals to be intellectually and scholastically handicapped...
My own happy experience with bilingualism, which enabled me to play roles in two
worlds rather than one, was apparently not duplicated by most of those whom the
researchers
studied." Haugen(23)

e.4. Pedagogical
strategy
L- 415
4n
i. Nursery-Kindergarten
C)
The number of mixed children shall be limited to between fifteen and twenty.
TeachingZ.3 will be conducted by two teachers with both languages
(1-1 and 1-2), But
t,
C,
L2 shall be progressively introduced to children. At the beginning,
be
In
children
will
0
they are proficient enough in the 1-2.
permitted to use their native language
until
In Cý
Z:
)
Universal fairy-tales can be introduced in nursery school to help them have contact
with the book. The reading of fairy-tale books can incite the foundamental structures of their imagination.

For the last year in nursery school, half of the teaching will be in the native tongue
1-ý
Z'
This can allow the children to obtain a strongC,
1:1
n
and half in the second language.
foundation for L2 before entering Primary 1.

Both teachers shall show that they understand the children's first language by
reactingCýappropriately.

ii. Primary I and 2
Yet, L2 shall benefit from one or two
The children will live in both languages.
Z:ý
Zhours extra in order to obtain a balanced proficiency in both languages.
C, rn
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They shall learn to read, write and speak in both languages. They can use books
which contain poems. short stories and extracts from bilingual books. They can
also be trained to tell fairy-tales, to invent them, to say what they mean and understand what happens duringzDthe narration of the fairy-tales.
Each teacher will conduct his/her class alone to create a total proper linguistic
context. It is essential to make the pupils conscious of their own ability and capacity
Z:) of both Ian-tia-es
their learninc,
1: 1
in
ID
to make them aware of their bilin-tialconcerninaZ-1

ism.

Teachers will be language educators. This, of course, does not mean that they
become expert in the sensethat they command more than two languages, or are able
"I
to teach comparative linguistics. Rather, the demands is mdrely practical, they shall
have at their disposal the necessary sensibility and methodological instruments to
react adequately to abilities and weakness which will become obvious in the pupils'
use of language.

Before the start of any course, both teachers shall be informed of the aims of the
be encouraged to collaborate and cooperate for their future
programme
and
shall
C
Z-task. Thus, regularly both teachers coordinate and agree about the work to be
carried out. Only the language of instruction shall be spoken in the class.

Arithmetic shall be taught
in both languages
0
L__ ZD
with the teachers working47, together to
assist the pupils. The arithmetic class is alternatively
is an alternate day approach and at the beginning
charge will

have to summarize

language-switching
rD

I)

en

It
conducted in each language.
Z__ :_ý
of every class, the teacher in

what has been done the day before to ease the

from one language
Z-1 C, to another.

Science and sports will be in LI, while history and geography in L2. It has the
Z.
-.) in
language
instruction
No
is
the
translation
of
and
allowed
alternative year approach.
t3 I.ID
shall be respected.
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iii. Primary 3-4-5-6
The two languages
b
Z__
t: '
will share the same number of hours. A range
of literatures
both
by
languages. Teachers may use
diverse
introduced
be
cultures
reflecting
will
rý'
poems, short-stories, folk tales and proverbs from different countries and extracts
from different sources.

Pupils shall, gradually, be encouraged to write little stories and poetry, or write
4:1
down folk tales or proverbs narrated by parents to be introduced to the class.
Arithmetic follows the alternate day approach.

In the 3rd year teachers shall seek to create greater understanding amongst all their
languages within the school. Introduction of different (Ireetpupils of the range
of
n
In
L- Z-ings and apologies can occur in the classroom. Pupils may also be asked to do their
in use within the communities.
:M
rý
own research concerningzn languages

Teachers may organize
4ýZ:
which will allow pupils to play with their two
games
'

languagesby making rhymes, inventing words, using certain words in appropriate
4ý :n
tZ,
C5
Cý
contexts, translating idiomatic expressions or word for word into the other
language.These exercisesshall make them -awareof the division of two separate
tý languages,which may be relatedor unrelated - relatedsuch as Gujerati and Katchi
or Punjabi and Miapuri, or unrelatedlike Urdu and English or Frenchand Swahili;
be acquiredin different ways and the
this shall makethem realizethat languages
can
Z__V
degree of competency in each can vary. This shall also prepare them for tile next
from Ll to L2 (or the way round).
stage, the language-switching
0 C,
LI
In the 4th, 5th and 6th years, the teachers of I-I and 1-2 are retained, while the
teaching of all subjects are both in LI and in 1-2. The classes are conducted by
ZD
bilingual teachers. They will have to maintain two approaches, they alternatively
LI and conduct it in L2 and
have, at the beginning
0
In the class, to review the lesson in
day, the review shall be in L2 and the lesson in LI. In this way,
zD
hopefully, no pupils will lose out in concept acquisition as a result of different

the following
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language
LI
Z-1 proficiency, when his/her L2 was used as the medium of instruction.

During each class, the language of instruction is respected and no translation is
to permit
allowed, but a translation session can be introduced progressively
z:1
language-switching, from Ll to L2 and reciproquely.
t)
From Nursery school to the third year, pupils will establish a strong bond which
teacher. In the eyes of pupils, a teacher
will exist between pupils and each language
C C)
LC,
will be associated with a particular language.
so as not to confuse or cause some

distress to the pupils. From the moment the pupils are In the process of differentiating between the two languages, but also the horne and school language, they will
00
0
ZD
be able to determine which language shall be spoken with whoni and to keep that
language. If the bond is broken too soon or abruptly, the pupil can be at a loss and
Zý V
become upset. As this phenomenon may continue well beyond the language differentiation stage,
the language-switching
0
4:1
tý the third year and
4=1
C.
In may take place during
be progressively
eý
Z-their
carried out in the fourth and fifth year. Pupils can strengthen
by being encouraged to write a project on the central
oral and writingCýinvestigations
tD
t,
C
theme "culture" - family traditions, feasts, literatures, garnes, cookery, alphabets or
languages.... The different cultures will introduce universality and the concept of
0 11
difference with a view to enrichin- confrontations and respect for these different
cultures.

In the secondary school, the two languages are taught separately and benefit from
the same number Of hours. The teaching of grammar and syntax will be furthered
4n
:D0
of world
and both languages
will have the potential to deepen the knowledge

cultures and traditions. Pupils shall be introduced to a wide range of world philosoliterature
life,
A
their
their
their
thinkers,
achievements.
works and
writers phers,
international
literature
has
the
to
reinforce
on
world
power
syllabus centred entirely
of
stereotypes
attitudes and can thus help to counter and overcome the negative
glie at the heart of racism.
which
prejudiced groups
4:1
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For the other subjects, except the teaching of foreign language(s), pupils may
choose half of the subjects to be taught in LI and the other conducted in L2. This
to exams,
approach will have to alternate after each academic year. With regards
41language
L I, L2 and foreign
language(s)
C
t: '
ID
their
t: '
Z)
of instruction and will be
maintain
unilingual, while the other subjects will have the possibility of using LI or L2 but it
shall be balanced and exam papers shall be bilingual.
In
e.5. Policy recommendations.
Policy makers and educationalists have to be aware, in first place, that the educational, social, linguistic,
in,
economic and political situations in different countries
differ from one nation to another. There can be more differences than similarities
between immigrant African children in Europe than Quechua speakers in Peru, or
between Shona speaking in Mozambique and Finnish in Sweden. Because of the
C
far reaching changes affecting contemporary society, will it be possible to establish
tý
C,
L_
Z!- the social institutions and their components
a bilingual
education
without
analysing
0
diverse
educational
structures;
school,
education,
welfare
measures
and
ethnic
identifying
their numbers and territorial concentration.
groups or

In any decision, it is desirable to:
information
the
their
obtain
on
particular
population
regarding
country,
adequate
Llsocial, cultural, linguistic and historical origins, their experience of emigration,
their exact living condition within the "host" country, their needs and their
aspirations,
take a census of the diverse ethnic groups and a large scale investigation
Z-1
Z-C)

of home

language
z: 1
1-5
use,
interaction
the
several
variables
work
communities
as
groupings
of
at
analyse
-

but
the
their
circumstances
status
also the variable
society,
of
within each
into
integration
their
society and the duration of stay,
conditions of
- anticipate

if there can be a home-school

mismatch

which

will

have several

between
for
the
example,
confusion
achievement
consequences,
poor
negative
Z)
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(i. e dialectal Arabic or Kabyle) and tile cultural and national
C)
Z-native language
language (koranic Arabic), hence the need to specify precisely the difference
between the concept of native and national language, or the school language offers
with
a
more social, cultural, economic or political contact than the home language
1.1ýrn
lack of enthusiasm from parents, or the school language badly spoken by parents,
identify
languages:
4-the
two
the
simultaneous
successmanner
of
or
acquisition
of
Z-ive. A child who has already acquired two languages in the home before entering
doing so simultaneously, whereas a child who acquires one
school, is regarded
as
0v
language
tý
Cý in infancy (in the home) and the second Ianguage
4n
r)
when he enters school,
is considered to be doing so successively,
initial
be
for
zn
the
teachers
training
state
objectives
will
clarified
of
which
according
C

to whetherthe Z!,
goal is:
* trainingtý for mother tongue
teaching
Z-1
C
training for teaching of native language as second language
Z:
t,
ý! In
3 Zý'
training for bilingual education, in curriculum development and teaching
methodology,
rý
In
lanatiage
different
for
learning
Z71 a language
zn
C, and maintaining
planning,
channels
Z!,
C
beside school and formal education, will be exploited as resources. Oral traditions,
folk literature and the mass-niedia can be used in both formal and non-formal
education. The oral tradition. important for inculcatingC, cultural values, needs to be
codified and included in literature to preserve these cultural values and further the
4ý and understanding
L_ of the various ethnic and/or linguistic
gn
Z__
mutual knowledge
groups

of nations,
formation
Ministries
have
the
the
to
of
of
education
responsibility
encourage
C
Language Teachers' Associations to deal with professional problems and thus
z:) ZD
language
develop the second and foreign
The teachers'
In
Z-1
Z)
ZteachingzD and learning.

associationcan be requestedto undertake:
studies to understand tile process that C
governs the unification and separation
of closely related languages,
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I specific studies on bilingualism or multi Iin gualism among disadvantaged

people - black or working classes- in rural areasand in economically/socially
weaker sections,
in languages,
actions for the improvement of language
skills
Z7, z:1
t, Z* identification and description of various methods of language
Z:ý
zn
tý and
teaching
learning practices in different countries,
research on effective methods of teaching
and
production
of
appropriate
Zý
teaching material,

National
international
for
bodies
be
the exchange of
to
and
requested
will
arrange
Zý
Lteachingt) and language
specialists in different aspects of language
ID
rý
LZý
planningt, between

North and South countries,
deeper
diagnosis
language
for
the
the
establish
a
of
ability
weakness
and
of
child
L:_, 4D
both LI and L2,
increase
between
coordinate
and
cooperation
all communities and concerned
institutions at local, national and international level,
insistence.
between
tight
establish,
with
particular
a
constant
very
cooperation
and
Lindustrialized and deprived countries to exchange sociocultural experiences and
improve their mutual understanding and relations,
international
interlevel
by
consider
actions
and
research
carried
on
at
educational,
or non-governmental organizations, but activities shall also be effected at local and
national level by educationalists, teachers, parents, students and communities,
huge
Over
in
both
first
decades,
in
literature
the
the
and
second
recent
a
increase
Z__
language acquisition and teaching of native tongues in different countries - U. K,
0 ID
L_
France, Netherlands, Sweden, former East-block, can be noticed. Unfortunately,
much of this literature is only documented in unpublished reports or written in the
respective languages. As a consequence, accessfor an interested audience abroad is
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very limited. This trend of inward orientation is expected to be reversed in order to

promotecrossnationaland crossculturalcomnitinicationand research.
"De nouvelles voies s'ouvrent A la coopdration p6dagogique internationale. Le discours
iddologique s'est aujourd'hui ddcanid et il West plus que quelques esprits r6trogradds pour
voir dans le ddveloppement des langues nationales une menace contre la francophonie. En
dritable compldmentarit6
revanche. tout ou presque tout reste A faire pour concevoir une %,
fonctionnelle entre ces langues ct le franqais requ en hdritage de la colonisation mais
rc%,
cndiqud souvent comme Iangue du pays.

C

C'est sans doute la täche de la didactique du franýais langue seconde qui ambitionne de
ä des rdformes Wologiques toutes faites
substituer des hypothýses pddago-iques
conc&tes
,0
qui ont trop souvent servi d'alibl aux pratiques les plus traditionnelles. " Claude Oli%,dri*
(24)

Cooperation and coordination can operate within the cadre of an educational system
which takes into consideration the different structures, politics and norms relative to
the planning, programming and the procedures of the education system of the
leading to a beneficial
concerned country, in order to guarantee
a
coherent
education
r.ý
in
background, class or sex. A
continuity for all children without distinction of origin,
2:)
V
be set up.
common means for achievement for bilingual
education
can
Cý
While, the transitional model is the most frequently applied, at least in tile Western
world as a result of the strong assimilative pressure of mainstream society, bilinNative tonaue teachina will
the
to
a
education
will
adhere
maintenance
model.
gual
help to prevent the forced linguistic
LI_
In
Z__
and cultural assimilation of immi-rants,
reoional and ethnic minority groups. Cultural pluralism shall be seen as an enrichment of
society, if not of tile universe, as a whole. Native ton-ties are often a fundamental
identity and many groups derive their
part of the discriminated groups'
cultural
Zý
L_
from this identity, especially when they are discriminated against in the
strength
In
larger society.
4n
Furthermore, a country can profit from the fact that many languages are spoken in
0 43
. New meansare open to internationaleducationalcooperation.Today, the ideological discoursehas
become clear and there are few reactionary spirits which see in the development of national
languagesa threat to the French-speakingcommunities. On the other hand, there is a lot or nearly
a lot to do to conceive a real functional complementarity between these languagesand French inherited from colonization but claimed, vcD- often, as the languageof the country.
It is here, without doubt, the task of the didactic of French as second language which seeks to
substitute concrete pedagovical hypothesesto already establishedideological answerswhich have
often servedas alibis for the most traditional practices.
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it, and therefore it has many bilingual citizens within its borders
"Dans cette construction des personnes.le languagejoue, bien entendu, un rale dminent.
Cest par Vappropriationraisonn& de sa languematernelleque Venfantstructureet enrichit
sa perceptiondu monde. Cest par elle aussi que s'effectue sa 'socialisation'. Par ailleurs,
Hcole 616mentairepeut &re. dans un payso6 I'aspirationdgalitaire est forte. le lieu o6 les
handicapssocioculturels doivent We compensdspar Vaccýsý la maltrise du language."
(25)

Reco,,::,,
discriminated groups may improve the social
the
nition of the languages
of
Zý In,
Land cultural relations between these in
groups and the rest of society. Especially in
"deprived" countries, native language teaching is considered to be the best wa to
t)
tý tý
ýy
reach isolated groups which may not participate directly in the mainstream society.
However, when their native languages
ýD
4D
ZýI
ZD
then these can be
are only local languages,
introduced into the curriculum. Members of such groups may gain literacy both in
0
ZD
their native and the dominant language
C
of the country, in order to learn about the
-country, if not about the outside world:
"Les langues du pays sont donc bien Poutil le plus efficace pour faire participer
activement le systýme scolaire en g6ndral et les 616,es en particulier ý la vie 6conomique,
politique. familiale et religieuse du milieu. Elles rendent compte sans les appauvrir ni les
d6former des rUit6s quotidiennes permanentes et elles cimentent Ncole et son environment humain en un groupe socio-culturel cohdrent. " Joseph Poth** (26)

On the government side, this will have the advantage that it will be easier to
rn
LI
for their social development.
motivate these groups
collaborate
and
with
confidence
tý
F. History

Geograpliy
-

f. 1. The forgotten truth
To disclose without arousing strong feelings? Afficult,

because the truth, denied

by the holders of records, gives rise to passion. To dig up the past these appalling
secrets which governments and nations would like to "forget" - while the holders of
the truths are not bent on lifting the cover of the dustbin of their history too high.
Within this construction of people. the lamp-age plays. of course, an eminent role. It is by the
we II -thought-out appropriation of his/her mother tongue that the child structures and makes rich
his/her perception of the world. It is also through it that his/her 'socialization' enriches. In other
is
in
be,
the
the
strong, the
elementary
can
a
country
where
aspiration
respects,
school
equalitarian
place where the sociocultural handicaps must be compensated by, the access to the command of the
language.
Then, languages of the country are really the most effective toot to allow, in general the educational system and in particular students to participate actively to the economic, political, family
and religious life of the area. The), give an account without impoverishing or distorting them from
in
its
human
daily
the),
the
a coherent
cement
environment
school and
continuous
realities and
socio-cultural group.
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Yet. shall history bring to light the inconceivable truths or hide, once and for all,
those cruel years of shame with a thick veil? Shall history search in the past at the
risk of discovering old trunks full of documents likely to awake as much bitterness
disgust
and
as scepticism?
"The relation betweenthe degree of destitution of peoplesof Africa and the length and
Lnature of the exploitation they had to endure is evident. Africa remains marked by the
crimes of the slave-traders: up to now, her potentialities are restricted by underpopulation. Ahmed SekouTourd Republic of Guinea, 1962(27)

Wars and conquestshave left in the Europeans'consciousness,the memory of
links of slave trade with
the
time,
there
the
0
while
at
same
a
silence
about
was
glory
do not know
colonialism. Today, it is astonishing
to
who
observe
young
people
0
C,
much about the real purpose behind the Empire - slavery, colonial conquestsand
independence,nor the logic
LLI
which hasgenerated
rebellion in former coloniesor the
atrocities which %ventalong with these events. More striking, one has to establish
the fact that some fortune-hunters who have been considered as war criminals, who
did not deny havingt, killed and tortured, not only have not been charged
but sorne
t: ý
have even achieved national fame. On the other hand, there are politicians who in
the colonial epoch, went to the wars to fight "black" people, and people have never
Cý
heard them acknowledging that they were wrong. This goes for politicians on the
left and for those who have occupied or still occupy key posts, even the
right
and
Zý
highest position in whatever State.

Also, wrong ideas spread about black people have brought into existence a fertile
Z:
L)
for all fears. all strings of old prejudices with regard to " miserable blacks,
ground
,
fanatics, terrorists, ungrateful, barbarians", not to say, infinitely dangerous and
tzý
Z:1
untrustworthy people. At the same time, history, passesover in silence shameless
exploitation, disparity in salaries, and the denial to black people of education in
their native language. All the truths were hidden while most people perpetuated the
t:1 Z:1
fatalists".
"apathetic,
full
failings,
In short,
that
were
myth
colonized people
of
ZD
Europe was successful in conquering "inferior" people but has not succeeded in
"civilizing" them.
Z!,
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The policy of silence has not beep by mere chance, on the contrary, its purpose was
to keep the past dark. As result, it has, in a way, left young people defenceless
because it has not allowed them to seize every opportunity to understand this past
where racism has taken root. Accordingly, they are in no way armed with the full
knowledge of the national and international political situation of their countries.
Nobody has explained to them that what they see is the outcome of decades of
exploitation, of lootings - human beings as resources, by slave traders and former
colonizing nations. They hardly perceive that if thousands of workers and families
have to cross the sea to find food for their children, it is the outcome of a past
which has prevented these countries developing. This exploitation

continues in

other V
-uises.
f. 2. History and Geography: a decisive catalyst
V
To arouse pupils' awareness and a critical view of the world in which they live, it is
if people want to avoid
advisable to review subjects such history and Zý
geography
C
discriminated people and countries. The
to
negative
and
offensive
references
ZD
teaching of history and geography shall be seen as contributing, to the knowledge of
Z-In
0
.1
the past and of the people of these countries who will become, in the process of
time, discernible

models - current in the educational

large number of children
tM

process of most countries: a

to school to learn about white elite, to learn poetry,
go
1-1

philosophy written by white people and learn about white political personalities,
defenders of human rights through the eyes of "white experts" ZIIironically all of these are mostly males and to use material written and edited by
revolution,

industrialized countries. This has largely accounted for the obvious gap in mutual
0
ZD
appreciation between discriminated people - black, working class people and
women - and the elite today.

In geography, an international curriculum is required to move away from the perception of industrialized countries as described in their own terms. "Deprived"
countries are expected to be introduced in their own respect and not to be compared
with industrialized countries. Geography will emphasize the diversity of most
societies and the interdependence of the global communities. It is indispensable to
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the understanding of the society people live, to foster pupils' awareness of the role
of themselves, their families and communities in the birth of a nation, an era which
itself involves other nations and people. A society is the product of centuries of
change. Thus, history, in return, history has the responsibility to throw light on
why things are now as they are.

On this basis, it is clearly essential that effective geography and history courses
rD :n
concern themselves with the patterns of the French Revolution, the Industrial
Revolution, slavery, imperialism, colonialism and post-independence which have
created today's multiracial society, and consider in a balanced manner, the factors
which have led certain groups from the time of the Roman Empire and earlier, to
settle in Europe or U. S.A, if not in other part of the universe. It may also offer all
pupils an understanding of the economic and political relationships which exist in
the contemporary world, based on a sensitive appreciation of how and why these
have arisen.

A pluralist approach to both the national and international dimension of geography
:-) C)
and history can thus enhance a youngster's perception and comprehension of the
tide of human experience through geography and history, and ensure that his/her
0 L_ Ihorizons will not be limited by an exclusively white- or black-centred, Euro- or
African-centric view. rooted solely in the legacy of Empire, a great civilization or
myths concerning certain ethnic groups.

Geography and history are difficult subjects to teach. By bringing to light the
C.
rý C
tý
Z3
origins
of the contemporary multiracial society, and the political and institutional
issues of the "deprived" countries, it will become clear that, whatever the legacy
from the Europeans, "deprived" countries possesssome of the least viable states in
the world. These states are weakly integrated into the world market because they
are endowed with so few qualified people and adequate resources worth relyingZD on

and exploiting.
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In the last decade, moreover, most of them have suffered ecological trauma in the
form of drought and famine. Areas of "deprived" countries are victims of natural
catastrophes as well as civil wars. They also suffer from basic imperfections in
economic planning: where have the crucial mistakes been made, and to what extent
can they be related to*decisions duringtnthe period of independence?
Everyone have to bear in mind that the origins of the present crisis mostly lie in the
characteristics of the colonial state which can be traced back to the early stagesof its
expansion. The comprehensive nature of colonial hegemony was intensified by the
interlocking structures of domination enforced by the corporations and the Christian
missions, as well as states. Dominant in the sphere of cultural policy, the missions
for executing the "civilizing mission" of the colonial state.
were the principal agency
4D
4:1
LThe task of spiritual conquest was far reaching, the state and corporations needed
only to use the body, whereas the church wished to capture the soul. Until now,
institutions have maintained a hazy knowledge
educationalists, states and religious
t-of the past: henceforth. school institutions

to bring their analysis closer
are obliged
ZI
0

to the truth. However hurtful it might be, it has the potential to provide a thoughtprovoking catalyst for teachers and pupils and the world community as a whole as
%veil.

To really integrate an international dimension in an international curriculum, it is
necessary to demystify national history and the mythical effects which manifest a
lived in the past and the buildingZ5 up of the
)
certain cloisteringt: - within the t:greatness
great Empire. An international

curriculum

shall overcome the teaching of out-of-

date history and geography by questioning the veracity of the formal version.
L- 0
t)

What has been described as the "forgotten truth" is only a drop in the ocean as the
school geography and history syllabuses need to be reviewed and improved,
because all the whole syllabuses, based as they are on former colonial cultural
values, are something0yprejudicial which some oung-- people cannot identify with.
They can be viewed by pupils and parents as of great practical and material value.
tlý
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They are encouraged to emphasize the interactions between the constituent groups
in a pluralistic society and that political and economical systems cannot exist in
isolation. They shall emphasize political and social history and consider such issues
as Egyptian, Greek and Roman Empires, the French Revolution and the English
Industrial Revolution as the turning points in the foundation of states in Europe and
the role of women during these Revolutions. The y shall attempt to dissect the
tý
Declaration of the Rights of Man and its effect on women and black people and
highlight the Women's struggle for the acquisition of Civil Rights. They shall look
4=1
Z:IZD
at the history of education, the rising of independence movements in colonized
countries and their reprisals.

History has the power to do black people and women justice for history textbooks
have neglected the role of black people and women in the development
societies, right from the early days of human civilization.
the race and sex-dicrimination

of human

History textbooks reflect

which are today found rampant in all societies. At all

levels, thextbooks are expected to reflect the equal role of white and black, men and
women from time immemorial

to the present day. The latter have participated

for freedom and for emancipation
actively in struggles
L-L-

and their participation

shall

be deservedly reflected in history textbooks.

In this way, pupils

must be aware of the role played

countries

or under dictatorships-,

weapons:

words and solidarity.

by women

in occupied

their resistance to brute force with their own
Young

and old, Christians,

Hindu

or Muslim,

black or white, the struggle of mothers, %vives or sisters was identical
to
the
gain
Z-Z-L-

dignity. Black resistance movements for human rights, for their indeto
right
tý
zn
1:1
Lpendance and their liberation should be acknowledged.

Yet, themes of participation in social institutions are difficult to grasp and measure
4:1
as they do not have the full appropriate means of establishingZ,the truth. By selecting
a particular period of time and opening all questions concerningznthe era to students'
inquiry, the class should begin the task of reconstructing multiple experiences by
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unveiling the hidden events, by. assessing the importance of European national
health schemes, the importance of the slave to European history and the unprecedented industrial and technological development in Europe. By Nvayof example. let
Z:
)
us look at the 18th and l9th centuries.

The first questions may be: who were the peoples of those centuries? What were
they doing? The teacher can leave the questions for the class to answer, but lie/she
will provide a guide of selected materials to be explored in libraries and other
resources so the pupils can formulate their own programme of inquiry into the
period concerned. As the class looks through what materials are at hand, information can be organized to answer the next question. How did the work and
activity of people in all the situations identified contribute to the improvement and
development of the whole society? This approach may not only provide a starting
point for political and cultural awareness. but pupils will also discover the cultural
and ethnic diversity of the times. Pupils will realize and establish the significance
of
tpopulation mobility within Europe. European emigrating in North America, the
importance of women working in factories, the landing of slaves in North America,
in the West Indies and South America and others adjusting to a new kind of world
structure. Through descriptive and analytical discussion of each of these issues and
many other types of experience, students will be aware of interactions between
peoples in different situations, of contacts of different nations with regard to their
political and social structure.

The purpose of an international

curriculum

is to teach the bases of the multicultural

and racial society in which people live today. Hence, pupils are encouraged to carry
out research on Toussaint
February
working

Revolution

Louverture,

the women's

in Russia and the involvement

march on Versailles,
of the "people"

the

(not the

class yet). They can look at gender and education: for example Ms Buss

and Mrs Beale founders of girls'schools;

Mary Wollstonecraft

who was a passionate advocate of educational
women's suffrage; Dame Millicent

English writer an
-

and social equality for women and

Garrett Fawcett who led the militant
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movement

for women's suffrage
for women.
University College
In
rn
C5
and founded the first English
In France, there were Claire Lacombe and Pauline Uon, the main leaders of the
"Soci6t6s des R6publicaines R6volutionnaires",

who played a significant
role
Z:
1
during the French revolution; Marie de Gouges
known
Gouges
Olympe
de
C
Z15
-as
Z__
who published "les droits de la femme et de la. citoyenne" (woman and citizen
Maria Deraisme who oruanized conferences on equality for women. With
right);
ZD
0
regard to "deprived" countries, they can focus attention on the emergence of political leaders in colonized countries such as James Baldwin...

Geography can play a key role in unveilingCý the r)global boundaries before the height
Z__
zD
of the partition, and the new boundaries after this partition which responded to the
calculations of European economic self-interest and security: the collapse of the
European Empire and its effects which could be linked with history: the emergence
of new states - after the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Liberia (the land of free slaves
from U. S.A), Kuwait and the State of Israel. former U. S.S.R... or the disparition
Katanga.
tý
of some states - e.g.
Z-1
In geography, it is important to point out the links between images of the
"deprived" countries and multi-ethnic European ones. The presence in Europe of
black people of West-Indian, Asian, Afro-Caribbean and African origins arises
directly out of the European colonial past. Pupils need to ask how images of
"deprived" countries' peoples in textbooks affect black people's self-image in
Europe and also people's prejudice. Similarly how are black people referred to in
text-books? In dealing with the economy, there shall be reference to the way in
which the development of some ports - Bristol, Liverpool or Bordeaux - was based
on the slave trade and France and Britain's colonial past. With regard to population
studies, there shall be reference to the movement of people into and out of any
in
part
country; in trade, it shall be shown that colonial exploitation played a large
Z1_
the development of the European trade at the expense of colonized countries; in
in
in
the
the
the
place
and
ethnic
minority
work
work, what was
role of
groups
C
it
for
be
The
r)
that
rý
t__
migration
originally
can
explained:
e.
g
reason
clearly
community?
for
interdepenEurope
labour.
being
As
into
needed
colonial
came
when
cheap
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dence, it may explore in any detail the purpose of international assistance and
highlight the fact that it is a situation for mutual benefit.

Geography can allow the approach of relating population to resources and trying to
In
en
emphasize the bearing of the past on present issues: the plundering of labour forces
in Africa for the New World, the settlement of European colonists seeking wealth
and cheap labour, European migration fluxes between 1859 and 1914 generated by
the French Revolution and the Enalish Industrial Revolution, the first settlement of
black people in Europe towards the end of nineteenth century, 1914, during and
after the Second World War and today. Hence, geography will attempt to highlight
Z:1
1:1
Z- 0
the importance of other countries and people which are to be seen primarily in term
of "what did or have they provided and do they provide" for industrialized
countries and shall also consider what have been the effects of these emiarations on
Z-1
"deprived" countries. The problems still faced by "deprived" countries, are not
exclusively restricted to thern. Thus solutions may be political or influenced by
world economic systems.

Geography and economics textbooks have the potential to reflect fairly the roles and
Z:
)
Lsituations of both men and wornen. At the early stage in L,geography,
textbook can
a
4-1
zn
Lthe fact that women in "deprived" countries play a
embody reality. It shall highlight
industrial production and a large number activesubstantial role in auricultural
and
C
,
ly participate in the unorganized sector of industry. In reality, women are doing
hard and tough work, and economic geography, therefore, is expected to identify
1:1
tý zn
have the obligation to
all the facts, while textbooks in Cý
geography
and
economics
Z-t3
take note of women's share in work productivity. This will do women justice.

The interdependence of national economic and environmental concerns and their
implication for the learning of the ecological processes and the conservation of tile
It shall amount to using the
natural world, shall be part of the geography
syllabus.
in In
environment as a means of offering direct and immediate experience from which
particular skills and other attitudes can be acquired.
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History and geography will have the task of fostering the view that poverty in most
I.n t:ý
C
countries of the "South" shall be seen within the context of global politics and
capitalism as a world economic system. It is important that pupils realize that the
disparities in wealth and development are not "natural" but are the result of many
social and political factors that have been brought into existence. In order to understand the world, it is necessary for young people to comprehend the processes by
which inequality and prejudice came into being and by which they are perpetuated.

G. The importance of literature
If the international curriculum action makes reference to social communication,
which at the same time is identified with cultural communication, then the principal
aim of an international curriculum is to prepare the children to participate in cultural
from
communication, thus enablingznthem to react in a suitable way to signs
coming
tD
z:1

the both natural and cultural environmentsin which they live. Most educationalists
agree that literature is the most valuable form of the children's encounter with
language,and progressin the developmentof cultural competencecan be defined as
acquiring in the courseof education,an awarenessof cultural communicationrules.
Understandingand awarenessare undoubtedlylinked with the acquisitionof knowledge. Questionsabout specific cultural concernscan be answeredthrough competence-analysis.This competenceis composedof knowledge on values existing in
culture and different ways in which they are transmitted,of knowledgeconcerning
the mechanismof transmissionoperations. It also contains awarenessof the past,
traditions and changes
the
the
that
to
to
culture
was
and
which
gave
subject
rise
I
Zpresent situation.

As part of the curriculum, literary education can be seen as an important element in
the process of creating a proper level of cutural competence. It is literature which
1-1
incorporates

various elements of cultural reality, which conveys cultural traditions

and humanistic

values. Thus literature needs to be present in the international

cur-

riculum for the development of cultural awareness in children and young people. In
a contemporary

culture dominated

by audio and visual media, mass culture litera-
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ture - classics, novels and black literature - is expected to become more and more
popular especially amongst the young generation. Literature can bring children into
an encounter with language in its most complex and varied forms. The process of
bringing children within the circle of awarenessof all forms of prejudice and unfair
discrimination is where the greatest value of literature will lie. It can provide imaginative insight into what the author is feeling; it may allow the scrutiny of possible
human experiences which the reader him/herself has not met. It can give him/her
the capacity to develop that power of understanding and confront the reader with
IM
problems similar to his/her own.

The development of this education presents the teacher with one of his/her most
t-- and one where his/her skill and knowledge
tD
critical areas of teaching,
will play an

is the great
extremely important part. One fact which becomes increasingly
evident
tD
Z-extent to which successlies in the contribution of the teacher. With the emphasis on
learning through discovery and personal interests, schools are encouraged to
0
týtD
acquire collections of reference books to promote anti-discrimi nation and gender
awareness,

A developed curriculum of literature for children and young people needs to be setby all-open-minded
up. The curriculum will r_I
give a detailed programme
of
action
ZI
intellectuals - educationalists, teachers, policy-makers, politicians, parents and
pupils - called upon to identify and eliminate all forms of prejudice and all forms of
unfair discrimination. They will debate the literary materials, bringing
out
methodtn' rn
ology and didactic literature to promote the development of the full potential of
children and provide a high quality and stimulatingZDlearning? environment.
-I
The introduction of black literature can be used to question uncontested cultural
to alert students to and discuss with them
assumptions. It may be a practical guide
ZD
issues of race, the political context of the text and the different messages- if there is
a difference - need to be exploited and used to challenge the current approach
the black writer
towards black literature: e.Z-1
of
g Toni Morrison claims the integrity
I--
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and cries out for the right to self-definition:
" And let's put the record strai-ht;
I am merely. solely additionally,
however ),on want to put it: a black
women writer...
Writing is about danger for me:
it's like life - you can go under.
like all art it has to be political and it
has to be beautiful... (28)

The approach to black literature may signal the historical, social and cultural context
47,
of its creation because students must be aware that contexts need to be provided for
all literary textbooks. Angela Davis statesthat:
"There can be no mistake about the relationship between this artist's images and the real
political struggles for the emancipation of oppressed people. The roots of his (Rupert
Garcia) art can be discovered in an aesthetic tradition forged within the vcry heart of the
Black and Chicano movements of the late 1960's. Indeed. some of his early works were
produced in connection with the events surroundingZDthe San Francisco State College
strike of 1968, which won the right to establish programs in Black and Chicano Studies
as well as Native American and Asian-American Studies. " (29)

Black literature can be seen and defined as both cultural and artistic and a reflection
of the political conflicts which are its context. Teachers will be trained to be aware
4:ý
Zý used and its content, as black writingV may be expressed as
of some of the lan-uacye

an important part of the process of political liberation and may be therefore contextualised by it.

An international curriculum has also the power to improve tile efficiency of the
to sex-discrimination and the teacher has the power to
pupils' learningCýwith regard
ZT
help them to develop gender awareness. The international curriculum attempts to
C,
for those concerned with class inequalities in education and
pose ne%vchallenges
C,
also to identify sex-discrimination. In literature, it is no longer a question of immutable laws but just human relationships between themselves: e.C,g Michael
Crichton in "Disclosure" (30) relates the sexual harassement exerted by a woman, a
company head, on one of her subordinates. Most of the women in the book are evil
is
be
is
book
There
doubt,
to
the
antimasculine.
no
except one who appears
feminist. While in "Backlash", Susan Faludi (3 1), a journalist on the 'Wall Street
Journal', denounces the politicians, preachers, ideologists and doctors who have
tried by all means to eliminate women from offices, factories and universities and to
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ditty
in
home,
fix
the
their
them
them
to
within
as wives and mothers.
confine
Although
ZýI
these two books represent a powerful challenge
Cý to people's knowledge.
C)
the task of teachers and educationalists is to ensure that these novels are read as they
define themselves but their reading can not be used to confirm the stereoty pes but to
tn
Zý the perceptions of children and to develop a positive awareness and underchange
standingC,within schools, community and society.
The interpretation and analysis of the old knowledge can also be relevant to pupils
as well as to societies because the development of such books may make them conscious as they have to be trained to question the veracity of the negative images. All
textbooks shall guard against statements which may denigrate either sex; it is equalt3
z:1
ly necessary to add explanatory exercises or notes establishing the contemporary
and contextual situation reflected in statements which are literary pieces of academic
value. Literature, at times, can be a mirror of its historical context: e.týg. 1. Kant, in
his discourse, portrayed woman as a chatterbox. as a weak but crafty person,
having domination over man. In the "Anthropologie du point de vue pragmatique".
C5
he justified the woman's desire to appeal to man:
bien que le nom de coquetterie lui fasse une fficheuse r6pulation. ne
manque pas de fondement pour la justifier,
car une femme risque toujours de devenir
veuve; et pour cette raison elle (ait valoir ses attraits auprýs de tous les hommes dont les
ýpouv afin que. le cas &Uant.
elle ne puisse
circonstances pourraient faire d'&entuels
"Cette

inclinaison.

manquer de pr6tendants. `

(32)

It is a charmingZn thought
rn
that, when a woman returns a man's smile, you must
realize that she is wishingC)for the death of her husband. For Kant, roles were also
fixed; woman must restrain herself from demanding too much from the man whom
she marries:
"Cest par le marriage que la femme devient libre. avec lui. Phorm-neperd sa libertd. (33)
Dans Ntat de soci&6 civile. la femme ne s'abandonne pas au plaisir de Vhomme en dehors
du marriage... "" (34)

Of course, Kant's views reflect

his epoch but pupils

need to be aware of this

This inclination, although she has a terrible reputation for coquettishness. does not lack foundation to justify it, because a woman always risks becoming widowed, and for this reason she
exploits her appeal to all men whose circumstances would make them future husbands.

** It is through marriagethat a woman becomesfree; with him, the man loses his frecdom.
Within the civil society, the woman does not indulge in man's pleasureoutside the marriage.
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reality, and with a cautious and critical use of this kind of work, this may provide
the teacher with materials to identify sex discrimination and also May offer forms
for qualitative and quantitative analysis along with suggestions for generating nonL_
VC,
L_
z:1
to achieve this awareness with regard to sexsexist attitudes in pupils. Once again,
z:1
Z71
discrimination in textbooks and provide guidelines for its identification and
0
trainina;M - both initial and
Z!,
and reaular
elimination, all teachers require to have stron-Z__
in-service - with regard
4n
en
to sexism and school management
as well as collective
action - intellectuals, parents, teachers and representatives of tile community and
pupils Shall work together for the choice of materials. This is to avoid any
individual opposition to the systematic provocation which may arise from such an
issue.

H. The rebirth

of Art

Most African, Asian and South-American treasures stolen or damaged by the
colonial authorities %veredoomed to diverse fate. Nowadays. Europeans keep these
"objets d'arts" on the pretext that Art is universal and cannot be considered as
belonging to anyone. Nevertheless, if Art, as a discipline, is universal, "objets
d'arts" themselves belong to the country of origin. Objet Warts are all that remain
for historians, archeoloýzists and ordinary people to admire and enhance their
knowledge. Perhaps there was story telling in the countryside and music in the
know.
built
but
that
the
we
monuments,
will
never
compounds of slaves

Unfortunately, only the highest points of civilization bear witness to the culture of
the past and shape our vision of what the real culture was. Having imposed
European religions and derided native traditions, the Europeans left the "deprived"
image.
had
fashioned
in
Behind
in
hands
the
their
they
the
own
of
people
countries
black masks were white faces and white values - the values of white consumer
files
in
"deprived"
In
were
and
the
archives
every
country,
culture.
meantime,
purged, while books and materials were taken away.
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The real European's fear concerned -avast number of objets Warts which have been
held in their museums and libraries. Still more insulting is the belief that "deprived"
tn
countries are unable to appreciate, in any way, the objets Warts, and once in their
hands, they will be wasted and damaged. Thus, old and racist practices have made
Z71
room for fallacious

and hypocritical

First, European countries
zn
arguments.

denigrated and decimated the cultural heritage of "deprived" countries, and now,
they proclaim that deprived countries have no right to their own objets d'arts. This
established reality cannot last for long.

The deeper intention of an international curriculum will attempt to break cultural and
ideological continuity by erasing a whole range of inculcated ideas from the consV
C
Z3
international
heart
be
Art
the
tn
the
of
of
and proat
ciousness
new generations.
can
Young
international
in
the
network.
children
movements
grow
gressive
which
may
In
IV
to break with the submissive and unimaginative
can increasingly
seek
ways
Z-4D
institutions of the "dominant culture" which has characterised "deprived" countries.

In this way, an international curriculurn is to stimulate an alternative movement
which can bring into existence Art from popular traditions to build again an authentic multicultural Art. It shall reconcile artists and ordinary people to get the better of
the dual culture: one imposing and venerated for the elite, the other, rejected or
barely acknowledged for the people. The reconciliation is expected to win back the
lost artistic confidence and the more people are involved in their own Art, the
the divided society
the
acceptance
of
reater becomes their confidence to cliallenae
tr
and world.

An International

Curriculum

gualism
and
multiculturalism.
,3

cannot over emphasize the importance

of multilin-

They are a fact of life in most countries and it is,

therefore, recommended to the various governments, national and international
tý
and multiculturalism require
Z71
educational bodies of any country that multilingualism
to be exploited as resources for each country. For this purpose, clear policy guideLlines need to be formulated and implemented with regard to Language, History and
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Geography and Art teaching, cultural enrichment and social cohesion, to ensure
indigenous peoples, efforts are expected to be
cultural and linguistic
continuity
of
z:1
C,
4:1
zn
made to provide for the learningC,of these languages
and cultures within the education systems, both formal and non-formal.

There is a need for further collaborative efforts between international educational
bodies and regional
linguistic
1:1
-.)
tý
attention to
and cultural centres which will Z.give
language and cultural education development in multilingual and multicultural situa0C
t)
tions With regard to their own regions. It is recommended
Z-1
0

that these international

bodies work through
the existingL-- bodies to identify other institutions in the regions
Z,
Z-4-- information and materials.
Lwhich may function as a network for exchanging

1. The road to consciousness
The identification

of the link between the educational systems and the existing

social institutions does not only concern school institutions, but also the participants - the family and the communit y as a whole - in short, everythingIn which
influences closely or from a distance the established apparatus. Like education
itself, practices surrounding education require diverse approaches. That is why an
action can never be without effect, even if the generated effect is not what everyone
was expecting. That is, also, why there is never complete failure, but an achieveis
This
just
tend
to
people
overlook.
which
may
sometimes
ment, only
perceptible,
also valid for what people continue to label underachievement or ignorance, and
this is, as well as, valid here in the circumstances concernin- actions led against it.
hasan importantrole to play in educatingchildrenandyoung
"Everyschoolandcollege
ZI
Zý
peoplefor life in a pluralist society....racially mixed schoolshavechangedmostand
white schoolsleast.Yet ... it is the attitudeof youngwhite peopleemergingfrom white
schoolsthat will tell us mostaboutthe successof our searchforjustice.and equality."
DerbyshirecountyCouncil, 1987(35)
Hence, it will be a challenge to put forward an International Curriculum

for

lead
the
has
to
the
to
opportunity
potential
which
educational
achievementand equal
The
discrimination.
forms
forms
of unfair
of prejudice and all
elimination of all
its
inevitably,
depend
international
failure
on
curriculum will,
of an
success or the
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force to support pupils and parents to regain their capacity to perceive and understand, to regain power over their daily life by having access to knowledge and to
permit them to be fully aware of their capacity to vie%vthe world as a trustworthy
reality.

However, school achievement and racism or sexism awareness do not only depend
on what occurs in the classroom, but also on what pupils experience outside the
school. From this angle, there exists an evident inequality of opportunity between
those who benefit from parental support and the others who do not. Henceforth, a
support association, on a voluntary basis, can play a key role. It calls upon
teachers, educationalists, social workers, psychologists, scientists, sociologists...
with a vie%vto implementingt- an awareness training,
Z:ý and following
L_
up the progress
of the tasks inforced. The intervention of the association will always endeaVOLirto
facilitate contact and collaboration between teachers, voluntary-tutors, parents,
pupils and the community as a whole. The association shall endorse the theme of
pupils' achievement and prejudices awareness with an emphasis on collaboration
and solidarity with parents and teachers. The association shall not substitute itself
for the parents; on the contrary, it shall reinforce the parents' educative role and
remain the privileged interlocutor of the children as they are well placed to facilitate
their achievement and respect for other cultures.
i. l. Reconciliation school-parents
"Bien des parents sont mal inform6s et certains ne sont non seulement pas conscients de
leurs obligations l6gales, mais ils croient aussi que Nducation est un domaine qu'ils
doivent laisser A la responsabilitd des &oles. U. o6 dans le pass6, les professeurs ont
ddcouragd Ntablissement des contacts. la mauvaise voloW des parents ý coop6rer est plus
forte et on entend sou%-cntparler de I'apathie des parents! Le danger de se 'renvoyer la
balle' quant aux responsabilitds exist-t-il rMlement. Cest-,Mirc les enseignants accusant
Cý
Vindiff6rence des parents et ces derniers l'indiff6rence des premiers? " Dr. A. Macbeth* (36)

Thus, the association's first task is to give a high priority to the dissemination of
. Many parents are ill informed and some are only not aware of their legal duties, but they also
believe that education is a field which they have to leave to the responsibility of the school. There,
where in the past, teachers discouraged the establishment of contacts, the parents' lack of goodwill
to cooperate is stronger and we often hear about parents' apathy! The danger of blaming each other
about responsibilities, that is to say teachers and parents accusing each other of indifference, does
this danger rcally existr?
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to bolster the bilingual and/or multischool policies and activities in a.bilingual
way
4:5
ID
lingual society relevant to the parents' and pupils' situation. It will, then, attempt to
0
establish dialogue
with parents and:

in
issues
forms
create
awareness
all
parents
of
which
of racism, sexism and
inequality can be addressed in a better effort to bring into existence their selfconfidence but also to make them feel concerned with decision making of
educational and political kinds. This shall provide a terrain from which struggles
4:14:
1
against racism, sexism and all forms of unfair discrimination within the community
and the society as a whole can be fought out,
better
fit
in
to
themselves
the
their
offer
a
understanding
system
of
educational
educative role and complement the school culture,
in
them
to
the nursery school,
allow
visit
and
collaborate
regularly
in
family
family
itself
the
the
the
re-establish
communication
within
and
of
relation
to have another relationship with
with the outside world by encouraging
parents
LI C!
their children. inciting them to talk to thern. describing what they do or see.... even
if they believe that the children do not understand. Parents and children have to
communicate with each other,
from
in
the
the process of
the
reduce
cultural
estrangernent
each
other,
child
becoming bicultural and the parents rooted in their native language and traditions.
en- C,
This can avoid the risk of a possible break (through incomprehension, incommunicability, shame, culpability) which often results from a cultural clash and it
shall facilitate the linking of home and school cultures,
help
familiarize
to
thernselves, with confidence, with the children's work
parents
and school resources. This will attempt to stimulate, for both, a strongC5desire to
their knowledge
tý
Z1- and savoir-faire,
enlarge
them
they
the
that
the
their
make
aware
can
control
of
and
school
culture
children
-

preparationfor the fUtUre,
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for
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assure
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like
them
to
that,
the
as
a
everyand
society
whole,
encourage
convince
school
ZI
body else, they want educationfor their children, for the full developmentof their
human personality and for their full participation in social and cultural life of the
society,
in collaboration and team work
in
belief
them
the
the
self-esteem
generate
and
-

i. 2. Voluntary-tutor trainingC,
The association assists teachers, with the presence of parents, in the training of the
en
Z3 of each academic year,
4ý
voluntary-tutors who will have to realize, at the beginning

the census of needs in training concerning the sector of voluntary-tutors, to avoid
LLI
any difference between the trainingI--they will offer to voluntary-tutors and the needs
expressed by the agroupto be trained. Yet. the training shall consider three factors:
Knowledge
the
of
social environment
By knowing the pupils' background or origin, the voluntary-tutors will give value
CZ,
L"
c
to the children's back-round or origin and will permit the blossoming of their
creativity and critical perception,

Knowledge
their
of
culture
Z1By knowing the pupils' culture specificities, it will adapt the pedagogical activity to
zn Cý
0
them and establish a better communication between cultures. As a fundamental,
language
is expected to be taken into consideration as a crucial element which struc0
Zý
tures the identity of each other.

The training may allow voluntary-tutors to have a better idea of their role, but also
to understand the children with whom they will have to work. The knowledge
of
Z:,
the children is very important because they do not compete with the school or
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lecture the class again after school-time, but solely to assistthe children who lack
bad commandof the school language,
poverty,
supportfrom their family - through
Zý' Zý
:n
parents' incapacity or inadequacy to follow-up the school work.

Acting
as
precursor
Z-The trainingL_ may involve parents associated in all activities closely connected with
the teachers and allows and encourages parents to intervene regularly. The training
generate a team-spirit and become a positive place to permit a revival of their
shall tý
learning by seeing these voluntary-tutors in a learning situation, but also by bringL_
1.11
1-3
Z!,
ing in their savoir-faire and their culture through their collaboration and interven4:1
C,

indirectly:
tion. Progressively,
the
training
can,
CC
become
later
them
the
the educators of their own children,
to
(live
means
be
knowledge
them
that
they
can
of
which
make
conscious
elements
possess
for
in
image
ZI_
tý
4-1
them
L_
to
themselves
strono
will
a
a
amplified
give new
and generate
of
the development of the full potential of their children. To consider them as primordial partners for the realization of the training, allow them to realize that they are
L_
indispensable for the achievement of their children. But this sliall, also, inspire
them to look up again and revive their identity by drawing motivation for the
promotion of their milieu,
it
be
teachers
encourage
consultation
and
voluntary-tutors
as
can
revealed as
with
4V Naturally, it shall distinguish the role of everya moment of irreplaceable training.
have regarding the
they
will
and
one, allow the sharingC)of knowledge
experience
Z-1-1
Cý
racism,
sexism,
curriculum. This can also serve as a platform for the battle against
Z:
5
all forms of unfair discriminations and underachievement.

D. out-of-school activities
The association, with the support of teachers, parents, voluntary-tutors and pupils
to the locality and resources
:_1
rý
can organize
out-of-school activities with regard
for
itself
It
these
confronting the contradictions
oil
activities
available.
shall exert
between, not only school culture and cultures of different communities, but also of
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other social classes. Everyone has to be aware of the existence of different types of
culture, which manifest themselves within the same communities.
Hence, the team's prime objective is to harmonize all accompanying measures
which lead towards the aims targeted. The team needs to establish a team-work and
regular close cooperation with teachers and widen their activities to areas which
have no direct connection with school work. The aim of scholastic diversification is
to make pupils aware of the world in which they live and which surrounds them.

Thus, these activities may involve:
families are alien to
Many
introduction
the
to
of
and
reading.
pupils
parents
books, their relation with writing has been difficult, not to say non existant, and the
communication between parents and children make little use of this advantageous
instrument. The discovering of books can awaken the creative imagination of the
pupils. stimulate their language, curiosity and the desire to understand and learn
with pleasure. Progressively. the child will get accustomed to following an activity
to the end. Hence, contact with the books (short-stories, poems, novels or media)
before and in the school, may develop within the family, the taste and pleasure for
texts.

demonstration
documents,
ho%v
ho%v
learn
(essay,
to
to
to
to
use
pupils
write
-a
poems, novels, fairy-tales, article). read maps, speak and interview by means of
tape-recorders, use pedagogical games, listen to each other in a small group,
C L_
L_
Z:)

designed
for
the
opening
of
specialty
oral and writing activities, where
studios
diverse professionals enliven them. They alternate oral activities. the investigation
ideas and the reading of selected works to facilitate and strengthen
of
and exchange
tý
ýD
-life,
These
to
the
pupils'
an
access
writing.
activities
shall
stimulate,
in
pupils'
enthusiasm coupled with the desire to enrich their knowledge and excite their
feed their imagination
imagination.
They may extend their field of investigation,
0
4-4"D

and build up their self-confidence. Professionalsmay also encourageand advise
them in their writings (fairy-tales,poetry, novels or articles) or encouragethem to
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illustrate their writinas or create some cartoons. Thus. the activities can lead to the
creation of books to be edited by the school and may become pedagogical instruments. They can also create a school newspaper with information about school
activities or community events. They will introduce poetry, fairy-tales or articles
written by pupils and publish the titles of new books designed for all categories and
all ages of the community. They can also highlight the daily broadcasting of
literature for young people on the local radio. Exhibitions can be organized and
open to other schools and communities.

The presence of professionals such as writers, poets, journalists or cartoonists will
have a týgreat and magical
effect on the pupils. The contact with such personalities
-1
has the potential to raise their confidence and their ability, and boost their eagerness
to learn,
language
difficult
the
the
to
the
establishment
of
or
unovercome
y
activities
r-I -availability of maintaining the native language, parents, students or teachers of
LI
C
C,
to stimulate children in the use of the language
other subjects shall be encouraged

with adequate support and assistance provided, as necessary,
discovery
the
the
of
world of showbusiness with the support of professionals
from the cinema, music and theatre. It is encouraged to introduce them to the world
C1
of riches and diversity in each field. their transmission from generation to
r_1
D
generation
and the world exchanges
as the inevitable rule for their enrichment. It

will attempt to make them discover the fundamental processes of cultural interactions within a society which does not live in isolation and stimulates encounter
between different cultures. The reality of diverse culture, the relativity of experiences whatever they may be, which people have to confront in the evolution of
science and technology, can generate inspiration, imagination and inventive values.
The artistic dimension which brings human life into play in the creation and interpretation can and shall become the essential parameter for creative meetings and
exchanges between pupils and parents with the artistic and outside worlds,
interests
to
professional
point
sportsmen
exchange
of
- meetingL--with amateur or
zn
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with the aim of stressing the internationalization of sports,
- organization

of diverse outdoor activities:

visit to museums, enterprises, the Zoo,

to natural parks to discover the flora and the trees (names of plants and different
species). Outdoor

activities

can be for the pupils, teachers, voluntary -tutors and

parents the occasion for relaxation,

build-up
in
the
to
to
them
organization
of
opportunity
upils'
order
give
P
mobility
- tn
C)
cultural knowledge through positive experiences, but also to strengthen their knowledge of their native or foreiOn languages. Parents and communities
Z_
C' L_
to become sensitive to these issues,

are encouraged
ZZ.

institutions
lead
between
the
the
to
promotion
of
collaboration
school
which
can
exchange of material produced by pupils. the organization of expositions or conferences which will permit pupils to express their experience and their evaluation.

From these elements, the association with the collaboration of teachers- parents,
voluntary-tutors, pupils and the community require to lay down their principles to
avoid any misunderstanding and to assure the perfect development of and good
coordination for the activities. The principles may bear these conditions:
lively
these
to
and
efficient
voluntary
partners.
make
activities
and
motivated
their schedule and their involvement,
cheerful, may come to an agreement
on
zn
for,
for
be
decided
with
attendance
scholastic
and
asked
at
schemes
support
can
the agreement of parent, by the principal teacher. But, it shall be different from the
compulsory school. The child will have to express his/her willin,, ness. Hence, it
by
limit
be
imposed
by
themselves
teachers:
they
stimulatingZý
or
will
cannot
parents
has
if
be
later
initial
the
child
and
strengthened
can
confirmed
an
motivation which
ZI
adhered to the first schemes,
their
to
pledge
word
of
not
parents,
while
volunteers
collaboration
agreement
and
substitute themselves for parents,
libraries,
local
the
and
school
- close and regular collaboration with
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involvement,
local
the
condition,
without
of
authority and the communities as a
whole,
decided
brought
b
for
forward
the school will
projects
and
y
parents
and
pupils
rD
welcome volunteers and teachers: i. e. in festivities, excursions, regular parents
Z!- refurbisment of particular areas, sports or artistic events, political or social
meeting,

debates,
ZD
evaluation of each activity.
- regular

A realistic effort for achievement and awarenessof the real world cannot be reduced
to actions led within the education systems, because the pupils cannot be distant
from the social context. They can be vital to this, but nevertheless, all International
Curriculum will not be totally successful until it is not rooted ill a global programt)
C
me, taking account of all factors influencing school cultures. The mobilization of
parents for school achievement and the battle against racism, sexism and all forms
of prejudice
overcome

shall reflect

the importance

these issues. Collaboration

and indispensable.

of collectivity

and the real desire to

with them appears particularly

It will be through their participation

appropriate

in the whole operation that

parents and children %villd become. in their turn, activists in the universal policy to
fight against underachievement.
C)
t:1

combat all forms of prejudice

and eliminate

all

forms of unfair discrimination.

Parents play a crucial part in pupils' achievement. Positive home support in both
the medium of instruction and the learning of the native language are vital. As good
C)
?-C Cý
have a significant contribution
models of speech and verbal exchange,
parents
will
t:rn
to make to native language and bilingual education. The level of home support can
zn in
Z-be raised for the mutual benefit of both parents and children in oracy and literacy.
Thus, adult literacy
require compensatory

and oracy classes can fulfil

the need of those parents who

education. A general
enlightenment
41Z:'

on
matters
programme
Z71

help
illiteracy
lack
them to
them,
as
skills
can
which concern
or
such
of verbal
participate actively in the overall education of their children.
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As long as pupils and parents do not find themselves involved in all activities, the
latter will not
interest and the desire to overcome underachievement.
to
rise
give
The familiarization of parents and pupils with books, the frequency of their participation in different out-of-school activities: the meeting of pupils and parents with
books - from poetry to political articles - through regular close cooperation with
teachers and diverse professionals will build tip the self-confidence of both parents
and children. The constant contact with professionals of different origins can also
build up parents and pupils' self-confidence and inspire in them a better underthe outside world.
standing,
of
ZD
J. Teacher- training
For the last decade. almost all parts of the world have had one common problem
the number of teachers could not respond to the needs of schools and they have
been mostly qualified but inadequately trained. Thus. the problem of teachers has
had two aspects. one quantitative and the other qualitative. The cause of the teacher
problem has resulted from the fact that tile educational systems have altered rapidly
and radically. The extension of compulsory education in most countries, has made
the secondary stage compulsory and has been included in the new comprehensive
school. This has also produced some changes for the teachers. A new group of
pupils has attended the school while the training? of these teachers for the higher
C)
-I
school has not been able to take into account the fact that every class would regroup
pupils coming from different social and ethnic backgrounds.

4:
)

4

Also, ne%vsubjects - vocational subjects, have been introduced. while teachertraining has not been provided. This has led to the separation of practical from
Z:I
intellectual education and to the creation of two distinct systems: primary-sector,
available to the Z__
great majority of children frorn the workingI.DworkingLI class, imli i glier; purely intellectual designed for the
secondarymigrants
and
and
women,
týl
tý
r-I
4_7
C of the elitist education has forced
children of the rulino:D classes. The stren-thenina
teachers to concentre their efforts more around the "gifted"
development,

individual

pupil and his

at the expense of the class or the group as whole. Thus, the emphasis
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has been on intellect and character in order to develop individuals who would,
supposedly, contribute to the establishment of the ideal society.

How can a sufficiently large staff of teachers be recruited? How shall these teachers
be trained?
Assigned with the duty of taking part in the foundation and the approval of
en
C
innovations within the education systems. teachers are, equally, required to develop
new attitudes to permit them to contribute to the creation of the curriculum as a
whole. To achieve this airn, teacher-trainingC - both initial and in-service - shall be
modified. Yet. the improvement of teacher-training and the bettering of the admithe nature of the issues. On the contrary,
nistration will not be suficient to change
Cý
they can even instal contradiction in the teachers' duty: on the one hand, maintaining the link with the past and tradition. and on the other, stimulating critical
attitudes and a spirit for change. Thus. an international curriculum calls on teachers
to take part in spontaneous actions and creativity.

The relative autonomy of teachers implies a certain level of active communication
and collaboration with other elements of society as a whole. Innovation. in terms of
curriculum, needs to be considered as an instrument for creating awareness and
widening possibilities and abilities. Everyone has to be fully aware of the importance of education in the future society. More teachers shall be conscious of the
politics of institutional

conflict and change; their aptitude for autonomy and

influence may increase, coupled with a mutual relationship with the economic and
social spheres, and with the redistribution of tasks and roles within the educational
system. Nevertheless, there are limits to what teachers can do or what they shall
do, just as there are limits to the potential impact of the educational system.

The introduction of an International Curriculum may take into account ambiguities
and inconsistencies which can impede the teachers' efficiency and self-confidence.
Teachers will be confined within a certain degree of conformism but, at the same
4--

leading to
the
to
time, shall recognize
attitudes
necessity
constructive
possess
0
4:1
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changes and progress. Thus, their work shall not be restricted by the traditional
schooling with its tendency to -anarrative and feedingIn education as a result of its
isolation from real life and its lack of objective clarity.
Thus, teacher-training

(both initial and in-service) has the power to provide

students with a better understanding of the institutions within which they work so
that they will be able to exploit what space existed or to create opportunites which
the social institutions and
may not be immediately available. Teachers who ignore
Z:
)
their components, or who are not conscious of political and social issues, will not
be well prepared for an active role within schools. For this reason, Halsey pointed
out as far back as 1972 the school can be treated as the waste paper basket for
social policy, and he referred to:
"... social problems%vhere
there is disinclinationto
solutionsare uncertainor %vhere
xvrestle%viththemseriously.Suchproblemsare proneto be dubbed."educational"and
turnedover to theschoolsto solve." (37)
That clearly

states that it will

be in the self-interest

of teachers to focus on the

shared nature of education and establish an educational partnership between parents
and teachers. If teachers do not stress the joint

nature of education,

society will

continue to insist that schools shall provide the entire education, and will carry oil
blamin-

teachers for a ran-e of social ills beyond their control. Further. teachers are
zn
1:1

in the best position to initiate such a partnership and teacher-training can be an
4-appropriate starting point. In other words, student-teachers can be trained in such a
way that they will understand the complexity of the society in which they will teach
in order to counteract the tendency to reduce educational, social, political and
economic problems to a matter of cultural differences and deficiencies.
Henceforth, the teachers' role is to retain communication with the parents and
pupils. Teachers sliall not feel alarm at each step parents or pupils take, each doubt
they express or each suggestion they offer. These sliall contribute to the teachers'
LILI
skill in adaptingL--to the diversified population within school institutions and to take
part in the necessary decisions for the new approaches of teaching. This freedom
lean
instilled
be
during
training
and
practical
which
will
on social
can
experience
the understandina of the use of the new
and
also
sciences,
on
and psychological
t)
C
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curriculum and means for instruction.

Social studies will comprise sociology, knowledge of political structures and the
I=
study of psychology
which need to occupy a predominant place. Teacher-trainingzn

shall also aim at providing elements for critical attitudes towards traditional practices and at giving practical value to research as a fundamental element of teachertraining, to prepare students to cooperate in the evaluation and innovation of the
intertraining and theory with regard
the
to
curriculum. The integration
of
practical
ZD
Z-1
4n
national curriculum can be complex, so it will necessitate an insistence on the
comprehension of the international political and economic context in the larger
sense.

I

Given the severe budgetary pressures currently experienced by teacher-training
institutions in most countries, school can be a relatively inexpensive partner. It may
involve school as a partner of the university as the main location for practical
training. The university offers the social and psychological studies, with political
studies, while the school is the site for research. The close partnership will assure
the reconciliation between theoretical and practical competencies, and this shall not
lead to conformist and unquestioning attitudes to the prevailing teaching orthodoxy.
This shall. as well, lead to critical attitudes towards conventional practices and to
to the theoretical studies. Hence, the change from the
practical
relevance
give
conventional attitudes to the needs of the teachers shall widen their horizon.

K. For better cooperation
"International organizations. whether universal or regional, governmental or non-govermental, are called upon to co-operate and assist. so far as their respective fields of
competence and means allow. in the full and complete implementation of the principles
set out in this Declaration, thus contributing to the legitimate struggle of all men. born
equal in dignity and rights. against the tyranny and oppression of racism, racial segregation, apartheid and genocide, so that all the peoples of the world may be forever delivered
from these scourges." Article 10 (38)

The collaboration between school institutions, parents, students, pupils and the

community as a whole, will attempt to introduce,with a voluntarist policy and the
change in the state of mind, a real international dimension within education. If
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teachers recognize that the international dimension is not a new vision, however,
they shall consider teaching to be an object for specific learning and practices, and
tý
Cý
also, to acquire a new frame of mind. They shall also be conscious that they will
have to take into account a global form of pedagogy clearly based on teamwork ZDtn'
Zý
between teachers and with parents, pupils, students and the community as a whole,
and shall defend the critical independence of pupils, which is not really in the
education tradition in almost countries.

In this perspective, the Glasgo%vUniversity Report to the European Commission,
in 1984, made an appropriate statement about teacher- training:
"La rclation entre milieu familial et 1'6coledevrait devenir un des principaux aspectde la

formation et du recyclage
Celle-ci devrait comporter les techniques
des enseignements.
Z)
C:
dont les enseignants ont besoin pour aider les parents en cc qui concerne la coopdration
dducationnelle active. 11scrait trýs utile que des 6changes de documentation sur la formation des enseignants se fassent au niveau international. De rnýmc qu'il est n6cessaire de
faire une recherche sur Pimportance habituellement donn6e 5 la coopdration avec les
parents dans les programmes de formation des enseignements. "* (39)

After this statement, it is advisable to mention some points which appear to be
particularly important:
be, regularly and with persistence, made
Anti-racist
and
sexist
education
shall
Z!,
available to teachers and teachers in trainingin (both initial and in-service). This
against
sexism
education needs to become a terrain on which the struggle
racism,
tDI__ 0
An endeavour to develop awaret! '
and all forms of unfair discrimination is fought.
issues
forms
in
in
in
of
of
all
all
schools,
all
subjects
which
ness
all pupils,
prejudice and inequality shall be addressedin a better effort to make pupils aware of
and involved in decision making of political and social issues. This education cannot only be restricted to those embracing the international dimension of education,
be prepared to use, to coordinate, to lead all the information
Teachers
to
require
net-Nvorksand all the social and cultural resources available around the school and
issues
They
institutions.
social
and
must
stay
political
and
aware
of
educational
Hence,
in
they may
their
to
to
role
position.
reduce
a
marginal
order
not
changes
In
ZP
. Home-school liaison should become a central feature of teacher-training and retraining. This
V
should include techniquesby which teacherscan assistparentsin the processof educationalpartnership. International exchangeof traning materials would be helpful and there is need for research
into the extent that teacher-trainingcurrently emphasisescooperationwith parents.
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take part, during:.-D their training,
zn in voluntary-tutoring?-I or out-of-school activities
Developing
in
international
is
dimension
take
the
new
pedagogical
which
materials
tn
Z--0
necessary. If one viewed this necessity within a real international perspective, this
will mean common work among many teachers - from "industrialized" as well as
from "deprived" countries, with the collaboration of universities, educationalists
and editors,
Teachers
international
dimension
be
the
to
to
are
expected
within
sensitive
education, especially by makingZ5universally available the adequate pedagogical
C, -materials, all documentation relative to the world economy, policy and the world as
a whole and all information with regard to educational systems of other countries,
Support for and development of teacher team work can influence a global
approach of the international curriculum within education, with cooperation and
exchange between educational institutions within the state as well as abroad
Promotion
international
for
for
of
an
network
and
seminars
conferences
students
and teacher-trainers which will allow exchanges of individual's, as well as of team'
s experiences, %videntheir international horizon and define ne%vmeans to improve
the curriculum.
Favourinthe
teachers
them
the
to
students
and
mobility
will
share
give
occasion
cultural knowledge through positive experience. Opportunity can be offered to them
to study abroad to acquire an international dimension to their out-look. The imporC,
tant aspect of studyingz: 1 abroad is related to the growth
LI
of competence, knowledge

and personal maturity of the future teachers,
Teachers will be encouraged to learn, voluntarily, a community language as it is
C) tn
C
necessary to cope with other cultures and to facilitate the social and cultural collaboration with pupils and school communities.

Evaluation needsto be continuousand include ethilographicand linguistic analyses
Z:
zD
)
of the classroom in order to prepare the way for eventual resumption of larger-scale
0
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to disseminatingC articles and books in a bilingive a high
efforts which will tD
priority
Z:
ý
gual way which will reinforce bilingual education experiences relevant to pupils
in explaining the
themselves
situation. Teachers have the responsibility to engage
tn
Z:
ý tD
benefits of bilingual education to parents: without their support no programme can
rn
succeed, as they can become supportive of bilingual education when they understand its objective.
Another

prequisite

for larger-scale
Z-1

efforts will

be maintaining permanently
Cý

and

closely, with parents an anti-racist and sexist awareness within the schoolingZD as well
as outside the school. As Madan Sarup asserted:
"Whenconsideringstateeducationandits institutionalization
in the nineteenthcentury,it
in favour of working-class
must not be thought that the English bourgeoisie
was
?-_
0
'education'in general-,
actually,it wasonly interestedin teachingspecificthingsin a specific way. Schoolingwasaimedat changingtheattitudesandshapingthe conductof the
working-classby the provisionof bourgeoistheories.morals.and religiouscodes.The
teachersin locoparentis.for example.wasan attemptto ensure
placingof a middle-class
that the child got a propermoraltrainingin the placeof 'bad'parentalworking-classupbringing.Working-classpeople,besidesbeingmadeinto a punctual.disciplinedlabour
force,hadto be'uplifted'in orderto stabilizethepoliticalandsocialorder." (40)
Thus, the school is a site for the struggle. The vie%vof the nature, uraency and
L__
tltý
in that struggle needs to be determined by the perspective to which
strategy
required
en
C_ý
anti-racist and sexist associactions, parents, teachers, future teachers, pupils and all
members of the school institutions and the community as a whole are expected to
adhere.
"Anti-racist policies. in themselves. are not antidote to racism. To be effccitve they need
to be drawn up by all the people involved in the school community, formulated and
implemented with care, ri,-our and caution. Above all, they need the support of good
management. Anti-racist policies can never be a substitite for Pood management. " Gus
John (41)

Hence,there is a demandto developa commonplatform, courses,seminars,confedirect
ID
training
everyone towards an understanding47, of overt
and
rences
which can
and covert racism, sexism and all forms of unfair discrimination. Associations and
professionals have to potential to train them in dissecting the position of racial,
the unequal basis of the bias society. Such courses
sexual and class 0
groupings
and
rD
initial
(both
be
implemented
the
training
teacher-training
curriculum
and
can
across
get an anti-racist and sexist awareness into all schools
and in-service). The effort to Z-1

is rightly
In
Zý
regarded
asthe next important battle.
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"Ny fianarana

Conclusion:

ny lova soa tsara indrindra"*

What is worse for disadvantaged people than the feeling of being forgotten in the
t__ t-I
ZI
-1
deptlis of the impoverished world. given over to the reign of arbitrary governfate.
for
As
left
hidden,
the Cyovernmentsconcerned,
to
their
ments,
powerless and
en
what an encouragement in persisting in biased and exploitive policies when they are
blessed with safe impunity. Any solid initiative, therefore, shall help these people
Experience has
tD
to revive hope allowingr-I them to resist with their head held high.
injustices
in
far-off
the
the
that,
and
echo
of
social
political
most
even
areas,
shown
has crossed frontiers while the most obstinate governments can not resist strong
firm international solidarity.

By manifesting solidarity, people can. together, contribute to create a positive
for the defence and backingL- of the right
future in the fight
to education and equal
tLto education and equal opportunity L,go
Lopportunity in education for all. The rights
hand in hand. It is, by any standard. a universal requirement
it into consideration
the initiatives

and the refusal to take

in.
be
fought
it
In this sense.
to
whatever
needs
country
occurs

for an international

solidarity,

if not biased, can be, of course.

partisan. In the face of racism, sex-discrimination

and underachievement,

Malagasy saying: "Izay adala nolio toa an -drainy"
Lt--

(foolish

comes a

is the one who does no

better than his/her father) -a suitable concept for children's right to education.
to real education with equal educational opportunity, a
which identifies the right
4-7
right which is to be provided by adults who own the essential lever - knowledge
and people's power. It is why, within parents' limits, today's initiatives appeal
common sense and solidarity to inculcate tolerance, a critical sense and knowledge
in their younger t--generation to do better than themselves.
zl_
Yet, an International Curriculum does not seek cultural homogenization.
r_to subdue
the race and cultural diversities to intangible norms. It shall not be used as the sole
authority and be regarded as the only reliable option. On the contrary, it will attempt
A Malagasy proverb: Education is the inestimable and lastim' heritage which would not let \OLI
down. So educated, anyw here you go and amthing \ou do, notx)dN-would take advantage of you.
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to assure the protection of individual right and cultural specificities for men and
It is encouraged
t: l
0
tl
to create ne%v
women from different backgrounds
and origins.
to themselves and others.
relationships with regard
t:l
An International Curriculum attempts to give concrete expression to the universal
sensitiveness of all measures which further an identity: an identity of a reasonable
for any member of a particular community. It
man or woman with universal rights
C
y
in
itself
battle
the
the elimination or the take over of communit
4:)
will engage
C,
against
identities, will progressively take precedence over the fight against racism, sexism
and all forms of unfair discrimination, and the hierarchies which support them...
Yet, it will also draw its fervour in the resistance to the harsh practices of institutional administrations and concentrate its attacks on the impasse on civil rights,
Z!,
which, on the one hand, do not offer any protection to disadvantaged
and
people
zD
women, because of the dual society Z-1
generated by the elitist and capitalist world
Thus, it
structure, and on the other hand, because of white and male hegemony.
zn
has for a mission, making disadvantaged
heard.
L,
women's
voices
people'
s
and
Z-1
Important changes can occur if everyone roots out racism, sexism and under1:1
achievement. These actions call upon real actions, they are not just declarations or
decrees but everyone has to stop and condemn local wars. It is fundamental to give
depth and deal with malnutrition and tackle desertification. It could be argued that
Lone can look at radical reform against
poverty and the scatteringZ!, of the population

and support for the young0 unemployed. Action follows from this; however an
International Curriculum canot, by itself, solve all the issues and cannot limit its
actions to these issues.

Henceforth, the implementation of an International Curriculum will not airn at
ization, it will only have any
alienation, the loss of identity. exclusion or marginal
In
sense if it widens its field to non-professional activities within everyone - male and
female - can convey their own experiences to instill awareness and critical perception. Tomorrow's world will need professionals who do not limit themselves to
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their own fields, but also agree to collaborate in the study of the consequences of
socio-economic issues on the life of human beings

For the elaboration of educative policies, it is necessary to involve cultivated, open
and creative peoples, but not people who have a limiting vision of life and the world
The necessary decisions with regard to educative policies may not exclude the
demand for a permanent and vast amount of work for the definition and the finalization of education in the society of the future. The internationalization
production,

also, requires from society an international

responsibility

of the
in tile

education domain. The educative projects which may contribute to dividingZD the
international world, in the name of efficiency, is extremely perilous because they
between state and people. On the contrary, they are
the
can only strengthen
gap
Z:I
1_ý
to have common responsibilities and interests in running the world.
encouraged
tý
Z:
ý
Education shall be universal, everyone may become educators and educated. There
shall no longer be a boundary between formal and informal education, initial and
continuingZ71
education, with different professional actors within the educational
systems. Those of the production

may, also. invest an important

part of their work

in oainincy the new awareness necessary to social and cultural life. Education which
4-1
t-

embodies culture, intellect and sense, rich in practical and theoretical knowledge,
shall become indispensable to schools, universities and the training places of future
generations. Educational systems which are confined within a national state, while

tý

economic activities do not encounter boundaries, will devote themselves to maintaining the dual world and perpetuate racism. sexism and inequality. The internationalization of the markets, which has created and continues to create human.
technological, scientific and financial mobility, shall be encouraged to stimulate an
tý
V
international policy on education.

rooted in respecting41-specific cultures, requires
grounded validation and possible reconstruction if it is expected to be usefully

An International

Curriculum,

from "deprived" countries and welcoming
ZD their expeapplied elsewhere.Learning
Z-1
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riences are imperative
educational

of "symbolic

Yet, today, it is more

relationships are more favourable to a country where

of negotiations are strong. However, cultural invasion is always an act
violence"

against the exploited

losing their cultures or their individuality.
symbolic

which attempts to construct

theories and practices of universal application.

than evident that international
possibilities

Curriculum

for an International

violence is camoufled

countries,

which face the threat of

As opposed to physical

violence,

the

in the form of help or assistance. In short, it takes

the form of economic and cultural

domination,

which is practiced by a dominant

society upon a dependent one, or can be absolute in the domination

of one class or

the same society.
over
another
within
group

Thus, an International Curriculum

does not project the culture of a dominant

country upon other cultures. It does not aim to impose artificial cultures, created to
take over the others - fast-food, clothingI:, uniformity, soap-opera -, and does not try
to subjugate all human beings under the same yoke, wherever it may be - Los
Angeles, Carracas, Bombay or Moscow. Or even less, it does not attempt to
rn
preserve certain cultures in musetims or reserves, but it urges these cultures to stay
alive and be active within the construction of the international dimension. In other
L_
words, it cannot permit any ideology
or faith to represent a Cgroup or community, or

to submit their claims for a programme, while the members of the group or population as a whole have not been consulted. A particular group or population cannot
be, at the same time, the target and the exclusive receiver.

All populations can benefit from any positive action if solidarity and community
values are to be maintained. Positive action can also strengthen community links
and not be undermined by the threat of individualism and separatism. Meanwhile,
nothing can in fact, appear more urgent than to lessen the internal tensions between
diverse components of the multiracial and multicultural constellation. Yet, a more
general "positive action" programme will be desirable in the future, this "positive
action" shall be in favour of areas, and help everybody in those'areas, whatever
into
background.
does
It
their sex, colour, origin
money
or
not
mean
only
pumping
Z:
?:ý
0
ý
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target areas, but also giving the population the opportunity to decide and act for

themsevies.

An International Curriculum welcomes the resistance of disadvantaged people Le
discriminated communities, working class and women inside and outside school
as positive steps although it does not suggest the provision of special alternatives
for discriminated communities, workina class or women's education inside or
outside the patronisingZ: and enervating state system. At every opportunity, it is
zn
ý
essential to insist on the value of student-teachers' awareness of the cultural backtheir
and
expectations
of
underprivileged
pupils
and
parents,
as
well
of
as
grounds
contributions to all the school activities. Also, teachers' openness to facilitate the
involvement of disadvantaged pupils and parents can be encouraGed to stimulate
them to take part in school activities. Thus, it emphasizes consultation and collaboration of the parents and pupils, and the community as a whole.

Ettore Gelpi assertsthat:
"Dans Vaction internationale. la complexit6 est la rýgle. Elie est faite d'incertitudes,
d'anxiWs, A long term, en mýme temps que des proWmes ponctuels A r6soudre. Le refus
des compromis ou carr6ment de la corruption
la
intellectuelle.
les
de
coh6rence
prises
-.
position peuvent signifier ]a mise ý Ncart de leur auteur... "* (42)

The point of action lies in men and women themselves and a deepened consciousThe resistance is
them
to
temptations.
ness of their situation shall engage
resist
all
znZ_
expected to give way to the drive for transformation and inquiry to reach the core of
the problems, and also to establish dialogue with those who commit themselves to
the battle. With an increasingly critical awareness of their role as actors in the
C,
transformation, the real power - but not its agents - will have to negotiate directly
with them.

In consequence,an International Curriculum does not imply that it is an unques
that multicultural projects may not be relevant. Thus, it
tionned model, nor suggest
CIZ-1
. In international action, complexity is the rule. It is made of uncertainties, anxieties, in the long
term, at the same time as exact problem to be solved. The refusal of compromise - or plainly
corruption - intellectual coherence, the adoption of a clear position can signify the setting aside of
the author.
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will be a crucial test of "internati.onalism" as it considers that the participation of a
wider number of professionals - multicultural and international educationalists,
scientists... - will be of great importance, and sh-all even be welcome. It wishes to
place the system of international cooperation in a global perspective and underlines
the fact that in desiring international involvement and organization for collaboration
and solidarity, an international curriculum is not turning its back on the rest of the
professionals and those who authentically commit themselves to underprivileged
people.

The challenge
4D
0
to children of varyingr__ backof makingtý learningZD more meaningful
learnin- from other countries when teacherthe
-rounds
and
abilities,
cliallenaes
of
,
ID
C
training6 institutions face pressures for fundamental changes,
make more relevant
-1
the necessity of individuals as well as enlightened populations to seek ne%vpolicies.
An International Curriculum insists on the collective dimension because the battle
for the respect for Human Rights and above all for Children's Right
to knowledge,
L_
zn
is the most fundamental political issue.

To be multiculturalist, multiracial, internationalist, anti-racist or
-sexist carries such
importance and a common aim which contribute to the strengthening of the landmark for others. This collaboration and solidarity have the power to implement
commitments which go beyond a wide group within any institutions and establishments, with the aspirations for major achievements and contributions

which

witness a rising awareness that solving educational problerns is becoming more and
more an international task. Hence, it is clear that an International Curriculum in
placing great importance on the unification and gathering of divers professionals in
the battle for the emancipation of discriminated pupils, for the overcomingZDof
alienation

and for the affirmation

of our children, emphasizes the undeniable need

to recognize that everyone's future has always lain with the children.
ZD

An International Curriculum implies such a vie%v,that there is an objective mind,
that it can be aware of a reality which is external to itself, and that pupils can
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develop this faculty and strengthen the chain. Yet, if an International Curriculum
has the responsibility to help pupils to develop this faculty, to help them to be
suitable for a multi-racial and multicultural society, it must be judged on this basis.
and not by its contribution

to the world's ambitions in purely material terms.

However, an International Curriculum is not for the world's material advancement
but it attempts to offer the positive truth that human sense is essentially more
capable of a deep perception than a shallow one, of a direct knowledge of facts of
the universe outside the range of any specialised institutions.

If, finally, an International Curriculum is to endeavour to educate the future g'enerations and to deliver a critical consciousness and morals to allow them to evaluate
issues, it has an obligation to involve thern, to inspire them with the necessary
judgement and understanding to resolve these issues. The crucial role will fall to
adults as they inculcate the significance of education in them. "Ny fianarana ny lova
soa tsara indrindra" which can advocate parents to leave education as an inestimable
inheritance for children. The real secret of success is education. Hence, everyone
will have to be prepared to make any sacrifice to forge higher expectations available
to future generations.
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